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Foreword
For a computer that was supposed to be for "the rest of us,"
Macintosh has progressed (I use the term loosely) until it's now a
computer for "the best of us.'' l often reminisce about the days
when LocalTalk was AppleTalk, and AppleTalk was nothing more
than a long p rinter cable to reduce the cost of a LaserWriter: "You
see, if we buy a $7,000 printer, seven people can share it on an
AppleTalk network, so it really only costs $1,000."
That was then-and this is now. IBM and Apple are allies. There's a
twelve month warranty for Macs in the United States. Th e Berlin
Wall is gone. "Macintosh Portable" isn't an m.'Ymoron a nymore.
And Macs are connected on networks in organizations alJ aro und
the world-even on half breed , muJatto, hapa-haole n etworks of
Macintoshes, IBMs, DECs, HPs, and other superfluous mini- and
mainfra me compute rs.
In this confusing world, all I can say is, "Thank God for Jim
Anders." I've sat through many a presentation about networking
and communications and Jim is th e only person I can understand.
He's so good at it tha t I us ually beg him to explain networking and
communications to a Macintosh conference l run for desktop
publishing weenies.
Indeed, part of the reason this book exists is because I pounded on
Jim to write a book tha t wou ld explain networking and com munications to the rest of us. I don't know how he positions Live Wired,
but in my mind, it's the The Mac is Not a Typewriter (by Robin
Williams) of networking and communications books. Lfyou know
that book, you' ll know how good Live Wired is. If you don't,
uust me.
Guy Kawasaki
Macintosh Curmudgeon
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Introduction

I

r. Richard Feynman (see figure l) was one of
America's leading nuclear physicists. He
achieved this acclaim by demonstrating his
genius at M.I.T. and Princeton University, and
later by playing a key role in the Manhattan
Project, which produced the first atomic bomb at
Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Figure 1

R.P.fevnman.

After World Wru: II, Feynman becan1e a professor at Cornell University, where he tackled the complexities of the newly emerging
science of quantum mechanics. At the time, quantum physics was
awash in competing theories, none of which effectively explained
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the intricacies of the sub-atomic world or satisfied the members of
the physics community.
In the late 1940s, Feynman published a sequence of papers that
completely redefined physics. While Feynman's writings were
revolutionary, they were also full of simple examples and metaphors that made the complex subject accessible to a new generation of particle physicists.
One of the metaphors employed by Feynman was a simple diagram that depicted particle interactions (see figure 2) . In fact, these
"Feynman diagrams" were just a part of an entire language invented by Feynman-a language that has a complete and consistent grammar, with corresponding syntactical rules.

Figure2

Feynman Diagram

feynmanOiaoram.

During the remainder of his years, Feynman continued his
achievements: winning the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1965, and
serving on the commission to investigate the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster.
Richard Feynman died in 1987 after a long battle with cancer, but
his diagrams lived on and are now the lingua franca of tl1e particle
physics community. The symbols gave physicists the power to
express complex phenomena in an elegant, graphical form.
The power of symbolic representation has been repeatedly demonstrated throughout histmy. From our numbers and alphabet to the

.
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iconic Macintosh user-interface, symbolic representation gives us
the power to master complex concepts.
When we master complex concepts through using symbolic
representation, we use a higher level of abstraction to deal with
objects and events. For the programmer, it's the difference between writing a computer program in the computer's native
language of assembler or in a higher level symbolic language such
as Pascal or HyperTalk.
Just as the Macintosh made computing accessible to the general
public, it also has made computer networking commonplace.
Tasks that once were left to engineers and "authorized" networking professionals are becoming the responsibility of desktop
publishers, architects, and other Macintosh end users .
At the simplest level- networking a Macintosh to a LaserWriter, for
example-Macintosh networking is a plug-and-play operation
that's as easy as connecting stereo components. But networks are
not always this simple, and for many Macintosh users networking
seems as complex as nuclear physics.
To extend beyond the simple Local Talk network requires an
understanding of basic networking principles and concepts. When
the average Macintosh user tries to learn and understand these
networking concepts, he or she is often confronted with confusing
and ambiguous terms.
This book demystifies Macintosh networking and makes it understandable for everyone. Macintosh users, network administrators,
and systems integrators will find the material presented in this
book as clear and understandable as the Macintosh itself. It will
bring an order and a symbolic representation to Macintosh networking by introducing a graphical language and diagramming
technique that unifies and simplifies Macintosh network design
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and systems integration. This language is used throughout the
book to introduce and define complex net\.vork protocols and
components.
A disk containillg a complete library of tills symbolic networking
language is included with this book. The disk contains hundreds of
PICT-based networking symbols, called NetPICTs, that define all
major networking components, computers, and software environments. These symbols also will be offered by Macintosh networking vendors and vvill be posted on online services such as
CompuServe, AppleLink, and America Online.
Every hardware or software element that has some relevance to
net\.vorking will be explained and diagrammed so that you can
understand its function and role in the larger picture. You'll be able
to use your favorite Macintosh drawing program to open these
PICT symbols, so you easily can combine them to solve problems
or diagram your Macintosh net\vork.
The language breaks down Macintosh networking into four basic
categories, or layers. Thoughout the book, obscure networking
concepts like bridging, routing, and tunneling are clearly positioned and explained. Is Ethernet a networking protocol or cable?
Is AppleTalk hardware or software? Is it necessary to use the same
networking protocols and cabling on each networked computer?
These are the kind of questions t hat this book readily answers.
You'll learn from the diagrams that AppleTalk, Apple's networking
software, not only runs on Macs and LaserWriters, but also on PCs,
Unix workstations, and many other computers.
This book also provides a practical guide to designing, implementing and troubleshooting AppleTalk and rnultivendor nenvorks.
Numerous real-world examples are used, so it's likely that the
"blueprint" of your present (or planned) network exists between
these covers .
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Unlike other computer books that focus solely on products and
have a limited lifetime, this book will focus on making the basic
Apple netvJorking concepts clear and understandable. This book
will be as relevant five years from now as it is today.
Years ago, Feynman's diagrams profoundly changed the world of
physics by introducing a new graphical language that made
difficult and obscure concepts understandable. For me, the goal of
this book is much more pedestrian than Feynman's achievements:
to provide a graphical user interface for Macintosh networking,
and to make Mac networking understandable and accessible for
the rest of us.
Jim Anders
March, 1993

''One''

:rstandable to everyone

Part I covers the fundamental. o

networking, using concepts and

Part I covers the fundamentals of networking,
Lnetaphors that are understandal

using concepts and metaphors that are
el eryone. It establishes the founc

understandable to everyone. It establishes the
that l'vill be used throughout the l

foundation that will be used throughout the book
describe Macintosh netH orking.

to describe Macintosh networking.

Networking
Fundamentals

How Does
Communication
Take Place?
!though co mputer networking appears to be a
confusing world of terminology and buzzwords,
the basic concepts can be reduced to four basic,
interrelated layers. These layers apply to computer networking, spoken English, written
German, sign language, smoke signals-any
language you choose. This chapter describes each
of these four layers, common to all communication, by starting at
the top with the first layer (the Idea layer) and then proceeding
down through the remaining three layers.
To make the position of the layers easy to remember, the number
of lines in the ends of the layer diagram indicate the number of the
layer. The Idea Layer (layer l) has one line on its ends; the Expression Layer (layer 2) has two lines; the Transport Layer (layer 3) has
three; and the Medium Layer (layer 4) has four (see figure l.l).
These end treatments will gain additional significance and will be
used in o ther ways later in the book.
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Idea
Expression
Transport

Figure 1.1

The lour lundamemal
layers ol communication.

Medium

Idea
The Idea is the reason behind the communication. It's the thought
or essence behind the message. It's an abstract concept that, when
expressed, transforms the idea into a specific form and causes the
process to move down into the next layer, Expression.
For example, if you have an idea that you would like to express,
it first starts as an abstract concept in your mind. Fortunately,
developing and fostering these concepts is what our minds do best.
Within your mind you can entertain such abstractions as the fall of
communism, the smeU of morning coffee, yam expectations of
future Macintosh computers, and the sound of your favorite piece
of music. All communications start at this abstract layer of the
Idea.

Expression
Until ESP becomes a proven and reliable way to communicate, the
e>..'temal expression of ideas is necessary in order to prepare the
ideas for conveyance. To express the idea of the fall of communism, you could use English, Braille, or a sequence of pictures.
Each format of expression has inherent advantages and disadvantages that make one format better than others for a particul a~
situation .
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Transport
Once the abstract idea has been expressed in an external form, the
message then can be transported from the origin to the destination. This is the function of the Transport layer. Each method of
transport has certain rules, or protocols, that must be adhered to in
order to ensure error-free delivery of d1e message.
Just as there are many different forms of expression, there also are
many different transport mechanisms. If I decide to tell you about
the fall of communism by speaking to you direcdy, I am using a
specific, mutually agreeable protocol known as conversation.
Usually, a conversation is a two-way process. One person speaks;
another person listens and acknowledges the message. The order
then reverses and the process repeats itself.
J could also convey my English-based message about the fall of

communism using a written transport protocol. The ntles for
conveying written English are much different than d1ose for
spoken English. To convey ideas about d1e fall of communism
using the written transport protocols of English, I write on a piece
of paper, starring at the top, writing from left to right. I then convey
the message by handing you the piece of paper.
Of course, the idea and the expression (the language) remain d1e
same using either transport mechanism. The only thing that has
changed is the method of transport.

Medium
The last step in the process is the communications Medium-the
mechanism used by the Transport layer to deliver t he message .
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When you deliver a message by speaking, the delivery mechanism
is compressed air. Your lungs force compressed air over your vocal
cords, which vibrate and in turn vibrate the air and create modulated waves of compressed air (see figure 1.2). These sound waves
hit the listener's ear drum, which vibrates, causing electrical
impulses to be sent to the brain where they're finally "heard."

Figure 1.2
Spoken communicalion
uses compressed air.

NOTE: So, just in case you were wondering: if a tree falls in the forest and
there is no one there, it doesn't make a noise, it just compresses the air.

Ifl want to deliver my hand-written document on the fall of
communism, I can choose from numerous delivety media-hand
delivery, mail, fax, or Federal Express. Each method has distinct
benefits and disadvantages, but they all do the same thing: they
transmit my hand-written document .
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Matching Layers
By using separate four-layer diagrams for the sender and the
recipient of the message, we can better illustrate the degree of
interaction bet\AJeen the two parties (see figure 1.3).

Speaker
Idea:
" The Fall of
Communism"

Listener
Match

Idea:
"The Fall of
Communism"

Expression:
English

Expression:
English

Transport:
Spoken Language

Transport :
Spoken Language

Medium:
Compressed Air

Medium:
Compressed Air

Figure 1.3
Oiaorammino asimple
conversa1ion.

In order for communications to be successful, each corresponding
layer of the sender and the recipient must match. To illustrate this
point, let's analyze a communications transaction from the bottom
up.

The sender's and the recipient's chosen communications medium
(layer 4) is compressed air. For th is example, we'll assume that
they' re within speaking distance of each other in normal atmosphe ric conditio ns, and the refore would have no problem communicating over this medium. If either of the participants were deaf,
then a better choice for the communkation medium might be
visual in nature.
Both parties are familiar with the protocol o f spoken language, so
the next layer up the stack, the Transport layer (layer 3), m atches as
well. If one of the participants only unde rstood the protocol of
spoken language and the other only understood the reading of lips,
the layers would not match and communkation would be unlikely.

.
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Moving up to the Expression layer (layer 2), both parties understand the English format. Here, as with the other layers, if there
was a mismatch where one person understood English and the
other only French, the communication process would not occur.
Finally, even at the uppermost Idea layer (layer 1), there must be a
match between the sender and the receiver. If the recipient of the
message has no idea what communism is, or was, the purpose of
the message will be lost. The beauty of this diagramming technique is that all forms and instances of communications can be
diagrammed and analyzed.
What if the sender and recipient are too far away for the medium of
compressed air to work effectively? Let's say they were 100 yards
apart. In this case, the medium would have to be altered in order to
support the greater distance (see figure 1.4).

( ( ( c(
Figure 1.4

lithe medium ol
compressed air is
insullicienl perhaps
radio waves will wor~
A walkie-talkie is such a device. It converts the compressed air
waves into electrical signals. These signals are transmitted as radio
waves to another walkie-talkie, which reverses the process and

.
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converts the radio waves back into electrical signals. These electrical signals vibrate the internal speaker, which in turn compresses
the air so the listener can hear the message (see figure 1.5).

Speaker
Idea:
"The Fall of
Communism"
Expression:
English
Transport:
Spoken Language
Medium:
Compressed Air

Medium:
Compressed Air

Medium:
Eleclromagnellc Waves

Listener
Idea:
"The Fall of
Communism"
Expression:
English
Transport:
Spoken Language
Medium:
Compressed Air

Medium:
Compressed Air

Medium:
Electromagnetic Waves

Notice how each side of the diagram matches the other. The
compressed air medium of the sender's mouth matches the
medium of the microphone; the compressed air medium of the
walkie-talkie's speaker matches the medium of the receiver's ear.
This conversion process only happens at the Medium layer (layer
4) since it's strictly a medium conversion. Walkie-talkies are
ignorant of the protocols of spoke n communication and therefore
the process is limited to the medium layer. You're totally free to be
rude, incoherent, and ignore all the established protocols of
spoken co mmunication. Since the walkie-talkie only operates at
the lowest layer, it will not attempt to police the conversation .

Figure1.5
Dia grammingacomplex
communication using
walkie·talkies.
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Conclusion
Each layer of the communication process serves a specific function, but provides us with unlimited choice. We can tailor the
method of expression, transport, and medium to best convey our
ideas. Each layer is connected to its neighbor, but each layer can
also stand independently and can be analyzed and judged on its
own merits. If English doesn't properly convey a certain idea, then
perhaps haiku can do a better job. If the U.S. Postal Service is too
slow, then perhaps Federal Express is a better choice.
A key tenet of this idea is that when two or more parties are involved, communication can only occur when their corresponding
layers match identically.
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2

his chapter introduces compute r networking by
defining network concepts in terms of the four
basic concepts of communication (Idea, Expression, Transport, and Medium) as defined in the
first chapter.
As with any communication, computer n el:\1\/orking can be broke n down into fo ur layers (see figure
2.1). We'U use slightly different nomenclature (nomenclature th at's
specitk to networking) to desc ribe tl1ese laye rs.

Services
Format
Protocol
Cabling

Figure2.1

The lour lundamemal
lavers ol compuier
neii'IDrking.
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Idea > Services and Programs
In Chapter 1, the first layer represented the idea-the reason
behind the communication. In general, layer one embodies the
purpose behind the commurucation. With computer networking,
the purpose or reason behind the commurucation is to deliver
services to the participants.
In a simple network consisting of a Macintosh and a LaserWriter,
the LaserWriter provides a print service to the Macintosh user (see
figure 2.2). Software on the Macintosh communicates with software on the LaserWriter and establishes what is known as a client/
server relationship.

Figure2.2
Client/Server withMac

Macintosh Client

LaserWriter Server

PAP Client
MacDraw Pro

PAP Server

PostScript

PostScript

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

LocaiTalk

and laserY/riter.

The client/server model has been used throughout all aspects of
Macintosh networking to provide access to file, database, and mail
servers. Today, the concept continues to expand to include
workgroup applications such as calendar and time management
programs, documen t librarian systems, and System 7's Publish and
Subscribe capabilities .
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Expression > Formats
Humans rely on sta ndard languages to provide effective communications. We have numerous expressive formats to satisfy differen t
situations a nd cuJ tures. The same is true for compu ters. lnformation can be represented in thousands of computer formats. Some
of these fo rm ats are wid ely adopted standards, wh il e most of them
are unique to a sp ecifi c computer application.
To start with, all com puter fo rmats have at least one thing in
common- they're all comprised of binary data. That means tha t
all compu ter file formats consist of a sequence of o nes and zeros.
Each one and zero is called a bitof information. For convenience,
these ones and zeros are ofte n put into eight-bit groups, commonly called bytes (see figure 2.3).
Each column of a binary
ex~
~;?;~~=.rN.-

1111 1 11 1

J

number Is a successive

...._ power of 2...

Each one and zero Is

11]01 01 OQQ]-- a bit of Information...
101 00001
Each group of eight
0001 011 0 f - 1s a called a byte or
11111111
octet.
00001101 - This byte represents the

decimal value 13 (8+4+1)
and In the ASCII code,
represents a Carriage
Return

Figure2.3
Bits and bytes.

Octets

Bytes are often referred to as octets, particularly in the networking community .
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Early in the hist01y of computing, it became obvious that digital
information would need to be standardized. For example, ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) has been a
widely used and popular standard for some time. It uses seven bits
of information to represent most of the characters on an English
typewriter keyboard.
Within a byte of information , there are 256 possible characters,
ranging from 00000000 to 11111111. Of these, ASCII uses the first
128 characters to represent common alphanumeric characters and
special characters unique to data processing. The first 32 characters of the ASCII code are special control characters that cannot be
printed; these control characters are used to represent characters
such as carriage returns (which have an ASCII decimal value of 13
and a binary value of0000ll01), line feeds, and tabs. The remaining 128 values are used for special characters or symbols. The
Greek letter "pi, " for example, has an ASCII decimal value of 185 an
a binary value of 10111001.
The problem with ASCII is that it doesn't have enough values to
encode all the symbols used throughout the world. To accommodate other alphabets and symbols, a more expansive standard was
needed.
To solve this problem, industry groups put forth the Unicode
standard, which uses 16 bits, for 65,536 possible characters. This
standard can accommodate evety symbolic character used in the
world today and is destined to eclipse the ASCII standard. Apple
uses double-byte characters (but not yet the Unicode standard) in
System 7.1 to accommodate these additional characters.
Today, many computer applications, particularly word processing
applications, can read and write the ASCU standard. But since
ASCII only encodes information about the characters and basic
formatting, it is not used as a native word processing format .
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Therefore, every word processor developer must devise another
special binary format to handle all the other attributes common to
modern word processors. With a n application such as Microsoft
Word for the Macintosh, these attributes can include color, fonts,
graphics (of varying formats), and even sound. Of course, when
you save a documen t that has these elements as a n ASCII file, all
that remains is the plaintext. The other elements are lost.
There are many other standard formats, such as PostScript,
QuickDraw, PICT, TIFF, GIF, EBCDIC, QuickTime, DXF, and IGES.
For the most part, these formats are independent of the computer
on which they were created. A QukkTirne ftl e, composed of a
specific sequence of ones and zeros, can be played on a Macintosh,
a PC, or a Silicon Graphics workstation. All that is needed is an
application that understands the QuickTime forma t.
Some formats use other formats as a starting point. For example,
PostScript, DXF, and IGES files are composed of strings of ASCTT
text. The ASCII text is actually a series of commands or statements
in the higher language. (The English format is based upon the
Roman alphabet text format, as is the French form at and the
Italian format.)
When it comes to the native format used by most applications,
nearly every one has its own unique (and often p roprietary) file
format. In other words, if you create identical documents in
MacWrite and Microsoft Word, each application would use different patterns of ones and zeros to describe the same data. Both
applications can import and export each other's format, but tha t's
because the respective applications can tran slate the competitor's
format.
More than any other layer, the Format layer is responsible for
successful communications. A transcontinental telephone conversation is an apt analogy. It's easy to dial the phone number of
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someone who lives in France. The call gets routed and placed with
all kinds of sophisticated technology, but the ultimate measure of
successful communications is whether or not I can understand
French, or if my counterpart understands English (see figure 2.4).

Yo! What's
for breakfast?

Omelette .....

Figure2.4

The expression (or
formal) of the messaoe is
crucial for understandino.

Establishing a common format for communications is by far the
most difficult challenge in computer networking. It's the task that
requires the most thought and effort to solve.

Transport > Protocols
Until this point, all we've done is establish a service and agree on a
common descriptive format. No information has moved across the
network. The rules for moving formatted information across the
network are the function of the third level: protocols.

•
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Networking software must solve many problems; the rules that
describe the solutions are the networking protocols. First, the
sender and recipient must be uniquely identified on the net\.vork.
(This is analogous to assigning phone numbers to identify
phones-you need to know the number of the phone you want to
call.) Next, there must be a means to route data over complex
pathways without the loss of data. This is just a sample of the
functions of the Protocol layer.
Apple developed a protocol known as AppleTalk that very elegantly
solved the problem of identifying the sender and the recipient.
AppleTalk provides reliable, error-free transmissions, and chooses
appropriate routes on the network. AppleTalk, like other networking protocols (such as TCP/IP, Novell, and DECnet), exists only in
software. All Macintosh computers and most of Apple's networked
printers come equipped with AppleTalk software.
Although AppleTalk is part of the Macintosh System software, it is
by no means limited to the Macintosh. The AppleTalk protocols
are available for many other computers and networking devices
(see figure 2.5). DOS-equipped PCs can use Farallon's PhoneNet
Talk PC software to gain the AppleTalk protocols. PCs runnjng
OS/2 2.0 come withAppleTalk protocols. (This was one oftl1e goals
of the Apple/ IBM alliance.) AppleTalk protocols are avajJable for
other computer platforms, including NeXT workstations running
NextStep 2.0 and Digital's VAX family.
Computers-the Macintosh included-are not limited to running a
single networking protocol. Just as humans can deal with multiple
transport methods, so can computers.
Your Macintosh can have several transport protocols loaded at one
time (see figure 2.6). In addition to the standard AppleTalk protocol, you co uld install MacTCP from Apple and DECnet for
Macintosh from Digital. These protocols would enable your
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Macintosh to communicate using the native transport protocol of
other computers.
lntei/DOS Machine
Services
"Chooser"

DEC VAX

PostScript

AFP Server &
PAP Spooler

NeXT Workstation

Apple Talk

AFP & PostScript

AFP Client

LocaiTalk or
Ethernet

AppleTalk

PostScript

Ethernet

AppleTalk

Figure2.5

AooleTalk prorocols on
orher olalforms.

Ethernet

Macintosh
Services
PostScript
Apple Talk
DECnet TCP!IP

Figure2.6
AMacinrosh runnino

Ethernet

mulliole ororocols.

MacTCP equips the Macintosh with the TCP/IP protocol used by
most UNIX computers. Running DECnet for Macintosh turns your
Mac into a DECnet node and enables it to communicate with
DECnet-equipped computers such as PCs and VAXes.
Figure 2. 7 shows another diagram depicting the concept of multiple protocols. Here, the protocols are shown as geometric shapes.
Those computers that are able to send and receive these protocols
have corresponding notches designed to handle the protocols .
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Computer A

Computer 8

Computer C

Computer D

Programs

Programs

Programs

Programs

Network
Drivers

Common Physical Media
Different Networking Protocols
(i.e. AppleTalk, DECnet, TCP/IP)

0

0

Figure 2.7

..

Multiple protocols.

While it's possible for a Macintosh to run multiple transport
protocols, it's important to note that these transports don't always
support every Macintosh service. Fo r example, the Chooser only
works with AppleTalk transport protocol. The file service of NFS is
only accessible with the TCP/IP transport.
There are only a few Macintosh services that work 'vvith multiple
transport protocols. The best example of such a service is MacX,
which works over several transports, such asAppleTalk, TCP/IP,
and DECnet. In this case, the choice of a transport de pends largely
on the transport protocol of other network participants.

Medium > Cabling
At some point, the networking software, or protocols, must deal
with the physical world to send th e message. When we speak, it's
the air that carries our words. When computers speak, they rely on
electromagnetic signals to carry the sequences of ones and zeros.
These encode the networking protocols that con tain the formatted
information which ultimately delivers the service to the user. There
are several ways computers can transJ11it electromagne tic signals,
but the most common way is through a cable.
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Evety Macintosh has two serial ports. They are most commonly
known as the printer port and the modem port. Both ports can be
used for serial communications, but only the printer port can be
used to connect to Apple's low-cost networking cabling medium
known as LocalTalk.
Since LocalTalk hardware is included on every Macintosh and on
most Apple printers, it is a simple task to create a basic network.
Just acquire the LocalTalk connectors and connect them using the
appropriate cabling.
Apple's LocalTalk was designed in the mid 1980s, when Ethernet
hardware cost $750 to $1000 per node. Apple needed an inexpensive way to send AppleTalk protocols over a simple network. At $50
per node, LocalTalk networks rapidly took hold. To get the price
down, Apple made some reasonable tradeoffs.
First, LocalTalk networks have a limited bandwidth, of 230,400 bits
per second (230.4 Kbps). This limits the maximum number of
connected nodes to 32. This was much less than Ethernet or other
cabling systems, but it was reasonable for Apple's small workgroup
strategy of 1985. While LocalTalk put serious limitations on large
and complex networks, Apple took the necessary steps to expand
the AppleTalk protocols to other popular cabling systems.
First came support for Ethernet. Apple and third- party vendors
began to develop Ethernet cards for the Macintosh. IJ;lcluded with
the cards was special driver software that enabled the AppleTalk
networking software to communicate over the Ethernet card,
instead of the standard LocalTalk port.
Apple decided to trademark the software that sends AppleTalk
protocols over Ethernet, and called it EtherTalk. But don't be
confused. It's not a new kind of cable or a different protocol. Just
think ofEtherTalk as AppleTalk protocols over Ethernet cabling,
and it \>viii make more sense .
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Ethernet has a much higher bandwidth than LocalTalk. It's capable
of carrying information at a rate of 10 million bits per second (10
Mbps). This is roughly 40 times the bandwidth of LocalTalk. There
are three different implementations of Ethernet; aU have the same
bandwidth, but the cable type, con nectors, and maximum segment
lengths differ.
After Ethernet, Apple provided support for Token Ring networks.
Token Ring is common in the IBM mainframe and minicomputer
world. There are two implementations: a 4 Mbps version, and a 16
Mbps version. As with Ethernet, Apple included driver software to
connect the hlgher-level AppleTalk protocols to the Token Ring
hardware. The Apple trademark for this is TokenTalk. Again, just
think of it as AppleTalk protocols running over Token Ring cabling.
UsuaUy, the decision to use Token Ring as a cabling medium has
more to do with IBM connectivity than it has to do with the relative
merits ofthe cabling system. Token Ring cards are significantly
more expensive than Ethernet cards, but as we'll see later on,
Toke n Ring cabling operates in a fundan1entaUy different way than
Ethernet does, and it might make sense to consider Token Ring
even if you don't have an IBM mainframe.
More recently, Apple introduced AppleTalk support for another
kind of cabling. With AppleTalk Remote Access Protocol, or ARAP,
AppleTalk protocols are sent over serial connections, such as RS232 cabling used by modems. As with the other cabling choices,
only the low- level drivers are affected. The higher- levelAppleTalk
protocols re main the same.
ARAP makes it possible for a remote Macintosh client to connect to
a Macintosh or another server by calling in through a modem. The
computer that receives the call acts as the ARAP server. Once the
connection is made, the remote Macintosh client becomes a part
of the network and is able to access the services as if the remote
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Mac were directly connected to the network. Of course, since the
dial-up modem connection is significa ntly slower than either
LocaJTal.k or Ethernet, the trade-off is performance.
Apple's Remote Access software provides both the client and
server applications for the Mac (see figure 2.8). However, thirdparty vendors are offering ARA servers that run on dedicated server
boxes, such as Shiva's LanRover products and Computer Methods
Corporation's AsyncServeR (which enables a DEC VAX to become
an enterprise-wide AppleTalk Remote Access server).

Remote Macintosh
Services
Formats

AppleTalk
RS-232/422

.------- Modem ----~

RS-232/422

Phone Line

Macintosh
Services
Formats

AppleTalk
Figure2.8

RS-232/422

.------- Modem - - - 1 - - - .
RS-232/422

Phone Line

Rem01e access diagram.

Apple has already released the specification for the next generation
of high-speed cabling systems. Fiber Distributed Data Interconnect (or FDDI) has a bandwidth that is an order of magnitude
more than Ethernet (see figure 2.9). At 100 Mbps, FDDI interfaces
should provide the necessaty bandwidth for the demanding
applications where voice data and real-time video are sent over tl1e
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network. Several vendors are already starting to offer FDDI NuB us
cards for the Macintosh, and Apple has no doubt trademarked the
FDDITalk name. Prices are stW high, but just as Ethernet prices
have plummeted during the last few years, you can expect the
same to happe n with FDDI technology as well.

Figure2.9

fOOl.

Electromagn etic communication is not limited to copper wiring or
fiber optics. In fact. it seems like ly that the next generation of small
hand-held computers, as exemplified by Apple's Newton, will not
use a ny cabling.
Instead, different portions of the electromagnetic spectrum will be
used in place of physical cabling. Your TV or VCR remote control
uses infrared waves to communicate. Your pager, remote auto
alarm, and cellular phone use radio waves to communicate. All
these methods will be common communications and networking
mediums in the near future.
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Conclusion
Networking may appear to be a a complex subject, but it easily can
be broken down into four layers. Services are the applications,
which use a variety of formats or data structures. These formats are
delivered with networking transport protocols, over some kind of
delivery medium, such as cabling. This is true of all computers and
network systems. Once this concept is understood, all that remains
is to determine which buzzwords belong to which layer.

Network
Diagramming
with NetPICTs
n this chapter, the symbolic language based
on the NetPlCT symbols and the associated
diagramming technique is introduced and
explained, using several basic Macintosh
network scenarios. Using the four-layer
NetPICT symbol as a starting point, the
seven -layer OSl refe rence model is finally
explained in an easily understandable fashion.

Introducing the NetPICT symbol
To this poinr, the NetPICT symbols have been used to describe
fairly sim ple networldng scenarios. Comb ined with a few simple
rules, we will use th e symbols to depict common Macintos h
net\-.rorking scen arios, an d to solve some simple problems.

3
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Let's start with a typical Macintosh. Out ofthe box, the Macintosh ,
combined with its System software, fulfills each of the four layers.

liii

Starting at the top, the most familiar Macintosh service is the
Chooser desk accessory. Found under the Apple m enu, the
Chooser application is a service that delivers other services to the
user (see figure 3.1). With the Chooser, a Macintosh user can select
services from the network, including file, print, mail, and other
services .
Macintosh Client
Chooser
MacDraw Pro

Figure3.1

The standard Mac

Servicelayer.
Once a service (a LaserWriter, for example) h as been selected,
other Macintosh applications, such as MacDraw Pro, can utilize
that service and print documents. So, in addition to the Chooser,
we've also placed MacDraw Pro as a typical a pplication that
appears at the Service layer.
Working our way down, the next layer is the Format layer (see
figure 3 .2) . Here, we see that the MacDraw Pro application supports several different formats.
First, there is the native binary MacDraw Pro format that is unique
to MacDraw Pro. This is the format tha t writes to your disk when
you save a MacDraw Pro document.
Another format used by MacDraw Pro is QuickDraw, which is used
as an imaging format to draw entities on the Macintosh screen .
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It also can be used for printing, when combined with a QuickDraw
printer such as Apple's StyleWriter. If you're using a PostScript
printe r instead, the MacDraw Pro application genera tes yet ano ther format, known as PostScrip t.
Macintosh Client
Chooser
MacDraw Pro
MacDraw Binary
OulckDraw
PostScript

Figure3.2

lhe standard Mac
formal layer.
As me ntioned before, every Macintosh comes equipped with
AppleTalk protocols as part of its System software. Thus, we've
placed AppleTalk in the third Protocol layer (see figure 3.3) . The
PostScript generated in the second layer is now passed down to the
third level for subsequent delivery.
Macintosh Client
Chooser
MacDraw Pro
MacDraw Binary
QuickDraw
PostScript

AppleTalk

Figure3.3

lhe standard Mac
Prorocollayer.
And finally at the fourth layer, the LocaJTalk cabling, which provides the physical cabling connection to the outside world, is used
to actually tra nsmit the PostScript data, along with ne twork and
printer control d ata, to the printer (see figure 3.4).
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Macintosh Client
Chooser
MacDraw Pro
MacDraw Binary
QuickDraw
PostScript

AppleTalk

Figure3.4
ThestandardMac

LocaiTalk

Cabling layer.

To further illustrate the function of each layer, let's look at a few
examples of other systems. With an IBM (or compatible) PC, the
layers perform the same function.
At the Service layer, the PC user chooses services in different ways,
often depending on the application (see figure 3.5). Printers are
usually assigned code names such as LPTl or LPT2. With DOS, the
printer selection is usually typed in as part of the command line.
With Windows-equipped PCs, the printers often have iconic
representations.
PC Client
C> or LPT1
Lotus 1·2·3

Figure3.5
The standard PC
Service layer.

As with the Macintosh example, appUcations also belong at the
service layer. So Lotus 1-2-3 (and any other application) would be
placed here as well.
Lotus l-2-3 supports a number offormats, in addition to its own
native fil e format. Some of these formats me used for printing .
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These include Hewlett-Packard's PCL, used by LaserJet printers,
and the industry standard PostScript, which is understood by
many laser printers.
PC Client
C> or LPT1
Lotus 1-2·3
Lotus Native Format
HPPCL
PostScript

Figure3.6

ThestandardPC
format laver.

At the tran sport layer, the PC user is confronted with many confusing choices (see figure 3. 7) . Unlike the Macintosh, the PC was
never designed with a nen.vorking protocol built-in, so third-party
companies proceeded to fill the void. Novell NetWare, Banyan
Vines, and Microsoft LAN Manager are aU examples of popular
transport protocols available for the PC.
PC Client
C> or LPT1
Lotus 1-2-3
lot us Native Format
HP PCL
PostScript
Novell Netware
Banyan VInes
MS LAN Manager

Figure3.7

lhe standardPC
Protocol laver.

There's a similar problem at the lowest Cabling/Media layer as well
(see figure 3.8). The only comm unications port that comes standard on a PC is a serial communications port. Serial ports are not
normally thought of as networking ports, since they only suppo rt a
single connection at one time. To provide a PC with a true network
connection, a networking card must be purchased.
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PC Client
LPT1
Lotus 1·2·3
Lotus Native Format
HP PCL
PostScript
Novell Netware
Banyan VInes
MS LAN Manager

Figure3.8

Arc net
Token Ring
Ethernet

The standard Pt
Cabling layer.

There are several networking cards that are popular for PCs. Today,
most PC networking cards are either Token Ring, Ethernet, and
Arcnet. In its day, Arcnet was the LocalTalk of PCs. It was inexpensive and used standard twisted pair wiring. But as the price of
Ethernet and Token Ring cards dropped over the years, these cards
have come to dominate the PC market.

Swapping layers
Let's return to d1e Macintosh example used earlier. Here we have a
Macintosh that "speaks" AppleTalk over a LocalTalk interface. If
we wanted to trade-up to an Ethernet connection, we would
simply install a networking card and install the appropriate
EtherTalk driver sofhAJare (figure 3.9).

Figure3.9

Swapping LocaiTalk lor
Hhernet.
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Macintosh Client

Macintosh Client

Chooser
MacDraw Pro

Chooser
MacDraw Pro

MacDraw Binary
Quick Draw
PostScript

MacDraw Binary
OulckDraw
PostScript

Apple Talk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

Ethernet
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As far as the diagram is concerned, the only change we would need
to make is to replace the current Cabling layer of LocalTalk with
one of Ethernet. All the other layers remain the same. With the PC,
we might want to get a bit more ambitious. Here, we might want to
get rid of the Novell networking protocols and replace them with
the AppleTalk protocols (see figure 3.10). This can be done with
Farallon's PhoneNet PC. PhoneNet PC works with most PC
Ethernet cards, or with PC LocalTalk cards that are offered by
Farallon and other third-party vendors.
PC Client

PC Client

LPT1
Lotus 1-2-3

LPT1
Lotus 1-2-3

Lotus Native Format
HP PCL
PostScript

lotus Native Format
HPPCL
PostScript

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

Ethernet

Figure3.10

PC running Applelalk wilh
locallalk and fthernet.

As evidenced from the prior example, the process of network
design or systems integration often involves the swapping and
substitution of various layers, in order to achieve the desired
results.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The most important rule to remember is: Two

computers can only fully communicate when each of their respective four
layers match exactly, or have counterparts that can work together.

Matching layers
Let's look at the NetPICTs of a Macintosh and LaserWriter and see
why they're able to commw1icate. As shown in figure 3.11, the
Macintosh and the LaserWriter match all four layers.

.
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Figure 3.11
Mac and laserWriter
matching layers.

Macintosh Client

LaserWriter Server

PAP Client
MacDraw Pro

PAP Server

PostScript

PostScript

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

LocaiTalk

The LaserWriter icon in the Chooser represents the client portion
that is responsible for printing. It matches and connects with the
server application that runs on the LaserWriter.
At the Format layer, the PostScript generated by MacDraw Pro
can be readily processed by the PostScript interpreter on the
LaserWriter.
Both machines can speak and understand AppleTalk, which is
being used to convey the printing instructions at the Protocol
layer.
Since both machines have LocalTalk interfaces at the Cabling
layer, they can use a common mechanism for carrying the
AppleTalk protocols.
If any one or more of these layers didn't match, the printing

process wouldn't be possible. For example, Hewlett-Packard offers
a LocalTalk card for certain models of their LaserJet printers. They
also provide AppleTalk protocol and PostScript support as well. If I
were to just install th.e LocalTalk card into a LaserJet, without also
installing the AppleTalk and PostScript software, I would be unable
to print (see figure 3.12) . The same situation would also exist if I
installed the AppleTalk protocols without the PostScript, or vice
versa.
Again, all four layers must match exactly for communications to
occur.
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Macintosh Client

HP LaserJet

PAP Client
MacDraw Pro

PCL Server

PostScript

PCL

Apple Talk

Async
Novell Netware

LocaiTalk

LocaiTalk

Clients and Servers
Client/Server computing is not a product or a specific application.
It's a way of designing computer programs. It's a design philosophy. In the client/server model, computers and programs interact
in a way that's ideal for a networked environment.
The general idea is simple. A client program submits a request to a
server program, which acts on the request along with the requests
of other clients. The obvious example is a file server that handles
the requests of clients that desire file services. Database servers,
such as Apple's Data Access Language (DAL), performs a similar
function for clients desiring database services.
The client/server model even applies to the d esign of computer
programs. The popular symbolic math program, Mathematica, was
written using a client/server model. When Mathematica is running
on a single computer, such as the Mac, the client and server
portions of the program are running on the same machine. In a
networked environment, a different server could be used. By
having the option to choose different Mathematica servers, the
user has the option of selecting a server that runs on a super
minicomputer, while still using the client interface on the Mac.
Throughout this book, the concept of client/server computing \11/ill
appear quite often. It '"'ill be used to describe the way applications work together, or how one network layer interacts vvith its
neighbor.

Figure 3.12

Mac and laserJelno1
malchino lavers.
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The OSI Reference Model
and NetPICTs
The four layers used in the NetPICT diagrams are essentially a
condensed version of an industty standard known as the OSI
Reference Model. The model, developed by the International
Standards Organization (ISO), is used to describe the ISO's standa rd networking protocols a nd also to act as a road map for other
networking protocols as the fundamental layers can be applied
universally.
The OSI Reference Model uses seven layers, as opposed to the four
used by the NetPlCT diagrams (see figure 3.13). As we discussed
earlier, the end treatments of the differen t NetPICT layers serve
different functions.

Application

Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Figure 3.13
OSIRelerenceModel with

seven layers.

Data Link
Physical

First, the number of lines in the ends of the NetPICT layers indicate
their respective position on the stack. Secondly, many of the end
treatment lines correspond to key layers of the OSI Reference
Model (see figure 3.14) .
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The three lines in the Protocol laye r symbolize the three layers in
the OSl Reference Model that focus on the networking transport
protocol. Another similarity can be found in the fourth Cabling
layer. Here the four line end treatment can be readily divided in
half, where the upper half represents the Data Link OSI layer and
the lower half represents the Physical layer.
The only deviation from the strict interpretation of the OSI model
is the two lines of the Format layer. Here, the entire Format layer is
represented by the Presentation layer of the OSI model.
For the purposes of this book, however, later we' ll use the two lines
of the Format layer to separate different kinds of formats.
NetPICT

OSI Reference Model

Services

Application

Format

Presentation

Protocol

Session
Transport
Network

Cabling

Data Link
Physical

So, by starting with our simplified four-layer approach, you already
have a basic understanding of the OSI Model. Table 3. 1 describes
the specific relationships between the NetPJCT model and the OSl
model. As the function of each layer is described, keep in mind that
each layer dovetails 'v\rith its neighbor in a client/server relationship.

Figure 3.14
r1e1PICT and OSI Malchino.
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Table 3 . 1

OSI Reference Model Layers

OS/ Layer

Corresponding
NetPICT layer

Application

Service

The place where network
services and applications
reside; utilizes the formats
established in the next layer
of the stack.

Presentation

Format

These include file formats,
such as PostScript, ASCII
and Microsoft Word; and
file access formats such as
the Apple Filing Protocol.

Session

upper third
of Protocol

Addresses the problem of
establishing and maintaining a connection between
computers; also maintains
a logical sequence to the
communications.

Transport

middle third
of Protocol

Ensures reliable delivery of
the message.

Network

bottom third
of Protocol

Essentially addresses the
message for delivery.

Data Link

upper half of
Cabling

Concerns the specific kind
of cabling or communications medium employed.

Physical

bottom half
of Cabling

The level where the physical
cable or delivery medium
exists.

Function

A few of these descriptions are new and require a brief explanation. The Transport layer ensures that the message is correctly
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transmitted. If one portion of the communication transmission is
lost or garbled, it's the job of the Transport layer to re-transmit the
necessary portion.
The Network layer functions as an envelope containing themessage. The envelope has the address of the message recipient and
the return address of the sender. These addresses are logical
addresses that are specific to a particular networking protocol. This
logically addressed envelope is known as a datagram. This concept
is very important and will be covered in detail in the next chapter.
The function of the Data Link layer is to place the datagram,
created at the Network layer, inside a network delivery vehicle,
known as a frame. Network delivery frames are specific to the
particular kind of cable being used. An Ethernet frame can hold the
same AppleTalk datagram as a Token Ring frame, but the respective network frames are different. Another way for Macintosh users
to think of the Data Link layer is by looking at the Mac's Network
Control Panel. When a Macintosh user chooses a different network
driver with the Network Control Panel, a different Data Link layer
is being selected.
The Physical layer is the level at whkh the actual delivety medium
is realized. The three different kinds of Ethernet and two different
kinds of Token Ring cable are defined in this layer. The Physical
layer often has its own form of addressing in addition to the
protocol-specific logical addTessing. For example, each Ethernet
node, or device, has a unique 48-bit hardware address that remains
constant. LocalTalk, on the other hand, doesn't use physical
hardware addresses and relies on the logical AppleTalk address
instead. Physical hardware addresses and their relationship to the
protocol logical addresses will be covered in the next chapter.
With that quick overview of the OSI Reference Model, let's take
another look at how a Macintosh prints to a LaserWriter, but this
time, we'l1 use the full seven layers of the OSI Model.
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ASeven layer OSI Example
As before, starting at the top, the most familiar Macintosh Application is the Chooser desk accessory. Found under the Apple menu,
the Chooser application delivers other services to the user (see
figure 3.15). With the Chooser, a Macintosh user can select file,
print, mail and other services from the network.
Macintosh Client
PAP Client
MacDraw Pro

Figure 3.15
Printing described with

HP LaserJet
Match

PAP Server

PostScript

PostScript

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

locaiTalk

the OSI Relerence Model.

Once a service, such as a LaserWriter print server, has been chosen,
other Macintosh applications, such as MacDraw Pro, can utilize
that service and print documents. So, in addition to the Chooser,
we've also placed MacDraw Pro as an application that appears at
the OSI Application layer.
Working our way down, the next layer is the Presentation layer.
Here, as before, we see that the MacDraw Pro application supports
several different formats. First, there is the native binary MacDraw
Pro format that is unique to MacDraw Pro. This is the format that is
written to your disk when you save a MacDraw Pro document.
Another format used by MacDraw Pro is QukkDraw, which is used
as an imaging format to draw entities on the Macintosh screen. It
also can be used for printing when connected to a QukkDraw
printer such as Apple's StyleWriter. If you're printing to a PostScript printer instead, the MacDraw Pro application generates yet
another Presentation layer format, known as PostScript.

•
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The Presentation layer of PostScript gets sent to the Session layer.
The Session layer is the first layer where the AppleTalk networking
protocols really come into play. At the AppleTalk Session layer,
there's an Apple protocol known as the Printer Access Prorocol
(PAP). PAP's job is to add printer control information to the
PostScript data.
Once the AppleTalk PAP Session layer has done irs job, it passes
the data down the stack to the Transpon layer. At the Transport
layer, the AppleTalk Transaction Protocol, or ATP, adds transaction-oriented commands to manage the give-and-take nature of
the tra nsmission.
With the transaction data added to the message, it's placed inside
an AppleTaJk datagram at the Network layer. Here, the Datagram
Delive1y Protocol (DDP) has the task of creating the datagram and
logically addressing it for delivery.
The addressed datagram is then sent to the Data Link layer where
the selected network driver-either the LocaJTalk Link Access
Protocol (LLAP), EtherTaJk Link Access Protocol (ELAP), TokenTaJk
Link Access Protocol (TLAP), or another AppleTalk n etwork
driver-places the datagram into the appropriate network frame.
Fina1ly, the Data Link layer passes the frame onto the Physical
cabling layer and the message is sent to the recipient.

Conclusion
The seven layer OSI Reference Model provides a complete-but
often complex-view of Macintosh networking. To address this
problem of complexity, a simplified four-layer symb ology h as
been introduced which essentially coUapses some of the detail.
The collapsed layers of the OSf Model have importance and
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significance, and will be discussed, where appropriate, throughout
this book. But, for most basic Macintosh networldng activities, the
four layer NetPICT approach will enhance the reader's understanding and comprehension of a complicated \.vorld .

.

•

Networking
Concepts
xtending and adding to the NetPICT concept,
this chapter explores concepts such as network
addressing (both logical and physical) and how
digital signals are conveyed over a network.

Types of Networks
Basically, there are tvvo kinds of computer networks: circuitswitched and packet-switched. Circuit-switched networks employ
point-to-point links between the participating nodes of the network (see figure 4.1). The link is dedicated between the participants of the connection. This is similar to most telephone systems,
where the phone company uses elaborate switching mechanisms
to connect the callers.
Packet-switched networks utilize a common connection which is
shared simultaneously among all nodes of the network. Members
of a packet-switched network communjcate by sending ruscrete
packets of information that are identified with the network address
of the sender and recipient. To better describe the djfferences
between circuit and packet switching, let's imagine a classroom
full of students.

4
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Figure4.1

Circuit switching.

The students aren't allowed to talk out loud, so one of them
fashions a circuit-switched network with two tin cans and some
string. Each time it's used, the connection is dedicated between
the two participants. The switching occurs when other students
need access to the net\1\Tork. Then, the tin cans get passed along to
another pair of students. Of course, waiting for the tin cans becomes tiring, and when a number of students need to communicate, the circuit-switched network becomes inefficient.
So, in place of the tin cans, another solution was devised. The
students began to pass notes to each other. To identify who
receives and who sends the note, each note has the names of the
sender and the recipient on the outside of the note. This networking technique is known as packet-switching.
If the sending and receiving students are si rting next to each other,
they simply can pass messages between themselves. lf the sender
and the recipient are sitting at opposite ends of the classroom, the
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note has to be passed from student to student. Each student who
handles the note looks at the names of the sender and recipient to
determine how best to route the message. This is similar to the task
that network routers perform when they route network packets
from the source to their destination (see figure 4.2).

Figure4.2

Packel swilching.

One advantage of the note-passing packet-switching scheme is
that multiple notes or packets can be handled at any given instant.
This is in direct contrast to the circuit-switching technique, where
each connection remains dedicated for the duration of the transaction.
Most lANs, such as LocalTalk, Ethernet, and Token Ring, rely on
packet-switching technology. Obviously, one of the important
aspects of a packet-switched nen-vork involves the identification of
the sender and the recipient. This general problem is referred to as
network addressing.
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Network addressing, like the street address of where you live or the
name of a note-passing student, simply means to uniquely identify
the network participant. There are two different kinds of network
addressing: logical and physical.
Logical addressing is software-based. It's how a specific networking

protocol, such as AppleTalk, identifies the senders, recipients, and
other devices on the network. Physical addressing is hardwarebased. It's tied to a specific cabling system. Let's compare these
two different addressing schemes.

logical Addressing
Every networking protocol, such as AppleTaJk, DECnet, and
TCPIIP, has a scheme to identify members of its respective network. Essentially, this means every network member, or node, has
a unique identification number.
With AppleTalk, this identifying number, or node number, is based
on an eight-bit number. With eight bits of information, the maximum number of nodes is 28 or 256 (see figure 4.3). For small
networks, having a limit of 256 nodes is not a problem. In fact,
Apple's LocalTalk cabling system permits no more than 32 nodes.
(\.Vith LocalTaJk, the restriction is a physical or electrical limit, not
a logical limit of node addresses.)

Figure 4.3
Applelalk node numbers.

22

32

18

73

63

57

But many networks require more than 256 AppleTaJk nodes, and
another mechanism was needed to support these larger networks.
So, Apple developed a concept that permitted groups of nodes,
called "networks," to be established; each AppleTalk network
would have its own range of256 potential node IDs .
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To create t he boundaries between these differen t AppleTalk
networks, Apple developed the specifications for a device kn own as
an Apple Talk ro uter. AppleTalk routers are the glue tha t connects
sepa rate AppleTalk n etvvorks into a larger whole known as an
internetwork. AppleTalk rou ters separate a nd defin e the boundaries between AppleTalk n etworks.
Each AppleTalk network has a unique lD number that is s to red
inside each ro uter connected to that network. In the simplest case
of tvvo Ap pleTa lk networks connected by a single router, the route r
maintains the AppleTalk network numbers for each o f the two
networks. Routers will be discussed in depth la ter in th e book.
The current AppleTalk specificatio ns provide a 16-bit network
numbe r. With 16 bits the re can be 216 or 65,536 unique AppleTaJk
networks (see fi gure 4.4) . An d since each network ca n potentially
support 256 nod es, AppleTalk can support a theoretical m aximum
of 16,777,2 16 devices!

Network #1 --------~

12

32

34

57

28

58

Figure 4.4

AppleTalknetwork

22

32

18

73

63

57

The 16-bit network and 8-bit node num ber make up on ly pa rt of a
complete AppleTalk logical address. An a dditio nal 8 bits is used to
define something known as a n AppleTalk socket number.

numbers.
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Your Macintosh can handle a number of network chores at one
time. At any given instant, a Macintosh could be accessing a file
server, printing to a LaserWriter print server, and receiving an
E-mail message. To keep these diverse transactions separate and
distinct, AppleTalk assigns a unique socket number for every
logical connection. With socket numbers consisting of 8-bit values,
there are 256 possible socket numbers that can be used (see figure
4.5). Socket numbers start at 0 and end at 255. Both 0 and 255 are
undefined. Half of the remaining socket numbers, from 1 to 127,
are reserved for special system use by Apple. The other half, from
128 to 254, are pooled resources available for general use by
applications.
Socket 132 is being used ...

12

32

34

57

58

...to communicate with
'- --+------'s-'o-'ck--'-et_ 1_4_3.______

Network # 2
Figure

4.5

Apple Talk socket
numbars.

22

32

18

73

2.63.143

57

When you print a document, a socket number for that transaction
is automatically assigned from the pooL When the job is completed, the number is returned to the pool for subsequent use.
Collectively, these three numbers- network, node, and socketmake up a unique AppleTall< logical address. When a Macintosh
and LaserWriter engage in printing transactions, they identify the
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participants using network, node and socket numbers-for instance, Macintosh node number 22, located in network 100, is
communicating over socket 129 to LaserWriter node 32, in network
101, with socket 130.
The choice of three numbers-the 16-bit network number and the
8-bit node and socket number-is specific to AppleTalk. Other
networking protocols, such as DECnet and TCP/JP, use similar but
different numbering schemes to logically identify their nodes. The
important thing to remember about these logical network addresses is that they are tied to a specific networking protocol, and
they only exist in software.
Because Macintosh and other computers can often run multiple
networking protocols concurrently, it's often common to have
multiple logical addresses on a single computer. For example, a
Macintosh that's running AppleTalk, DECnet, and TCP/IP concurrently would have three different logical addresses (see figure 4.6).
Its AppleTalk address might be 12.22 (network.node). its DECnet
address might be 5.2 (area.node), and its TCP/ lP address might be
100.22.128.132.

12.22 AppleTalk
5.2 DECnet
100.22.128.132 TCP/IP
Figure 4.6

Oillerent logical
addresses on one l.lac.
Every time this Macintosh sends or receives AppleTalk communications, its logical network AppleTalk address is 12.22; when
DECnet is sent or received, the logical DECnet address of tl1e
Macintosh is 5.2.
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Physical Addressing
Another kind of addressing is used often to facilitate the transmission of data over a physical cabling medium. For example,
Ethernet uses a unique number to identify each Ethernet device
(see figure 4.7) . The best example of an Ethernet device is an
Ethernet card. Ethernet relies on a unique 48-bit number, where
the first 24 bits identify the vendor of the device and the last 24 bits
identify the specific device-kind of like a serial number. These
numbers are stored permanently inside the Ethernet device. If you
swap Ethernet cards with another Macintosh, the physical
Ethernet address remains with the card rather than with the
Macintosh.

This Mac has an Ethernet
hardware address of
08-22-12-32-37-14

This Mac has an Ethernet
hardware address of
08-22-12-32-12-12

Figure 4.7

Elhemel physical
addressino.

With Ethernet, access to the cable and communications over tl1at
cable are controlled by the physical Ethernet addresses. Each
networking protocol is responsible for equating its protocolspecific logical address to the Ethernet physical address that is
present.

.

•

So, going back to our example of a Macintosh running tl1ree
different protocols (AppleTalk, DECnet, and TCP/IP), each
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protocol has a different logical identification number-but all
must convert their respective logical addresses to the same
Ethernet physical address (see figure 4.8) .

12.22 AppleTalk
5.2 DECnet
100.22.128.132 TCP/IP

This Mac has an Ethernet
hardware address of
08-22-12-32-12-12

Figure 4.8
Hhernetphysical
addressing and mulliple

logical addresses.

TCP/IP uses a special protocol called ARP, which stands for
Address Resolution Protocol. It resolves the different logical and
physical addresses. AppleTalk uses a similar protocol called the
AppleTalkAddress Resolution Protocol, or AARP. AARP equates
logical AppleTalk addresses with physical Ethernet addresses.
A table containing the AppleTalk addresses, along with their
respective Ethernet addresses, is maintained on each Ethernetequipped Macintosh. This table is known as the Address Mapping
Table, or AMT. When a Macintosh needs to send a message to a
specific AppleTalk address, the corresponding Ethernet address is
determined from the AMT. Then, when the message is sent to the
Cabling layer, Ethernet addressing is used to d eliver the goods .
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Network Frames
Each cabling system (or transmission medium) in a packetswitched nen...-ork has its own method of conveying or framing
information. These network frames act as "delivery trucks" designed for a specific kind of network highway (see figure 4.9).

"APPLE TALK"

8096

"TPCIIP"

0800

Novell

DECnet

600:3

81:38

Figure 4.9

AfjoJwmk highway.

With Ethernet, a network frame is composed of a numbe r of
different components, each with its own function. The first two
components are the source and destination of the Ethernet frame
(see figure 4.10). Th ese are identified with the unique 48-bit
Ethernet hardware addresses. They're similar to the "From" and
"To" logical addresses of an AppleTalk DDP datagram.
Source Destination

Type

8098: AppleTalk
80F3: AppleTalk AARP
6003: DECnet Phase IV
6004: DEC LAT

Figure 4.10
Elhernel frame diagram.
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Data

CRC

In many cases the logical
addresses are placed inside
the Data field. Apple DDP
datagrams are placed here.
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The next component is known as the type code. The type code
uniquely identifies the nernrorking protocol contained \.Vi thin the
next component of the fram e. Every Ethernet networking protocol
has a unique type code. AppleTalk has several type codes, one for
plain AppleTalk (809B) and one for AARP (80F3). A DECnet packet
has a type code of 6003. Think of the type code as the sign on the
side of the truck that identifies the contents held within.
The actual payload is placed within the data section of the Ethernet
frame. The data are usually protocol specific. In the case of
AppleTalk, the data section is the place where the DDP datagrams
are stored. The data section can vary from anywhere between 5
and 1500 bytes in length.
The last component is used for error checking. A special algorithm
known as a cyclic redundancy check is used to ensure that no
transmission errors have corrupted the data.
NOTE: Because most networking frames can support multiple protocols, it's

important to remember that networks, such as Ethernet and Token Ring, were
designed to support multiple protocols. Therefore, it's not mandatory to
restrict your network to a single protocol.

Network Signaling
When binary signals are finally sent to the Cabling layer for transmission, the software that generates the binary communications
data must now interact wirl1 the "real," physical world. While a
complete explanation of the physical laws and the electronics
involved with these n etwork communications is beyond the scope
of rl1is book, an introduction to the basic concepts will help you
understand the capabilities and limitations of rl1e network.

•
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A good starting point is the concept of network speed. Ethernet is
not "faster" than LocalTalk. All electrical signals travel at speeds
close to the speed of light (approximately 80% of it). In order to
transmit digital, or any kind of data, with electromagnetic signals,
there are a limited number of choices available.
One way is to vary the amplitude, or strength, of the signal as time
progresses. By changing (modulating) the amplitude, the ones and
zeros of the binary data can be represented by different voltage
levels (see figme 4.11). Actually, amplitude modulation was the
basis for the very first radio signals; AM radio still works this way
today. With AM radio, though, the source of the transmission is not
digital, but analog.
Figure 4.11
Wilh amplilude
modulalion.lhe
amplilude. or slrenorh.of
lhe sional varies wilh
lime.Ihe frequency
remains consla nl.
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Another technique is to vary the frequency of the signal with time.
Instead of changing the amplitude or voltage, ones and zeros are
represented by shifts in frequency (see figure 4.12). This technique,
known as Frequency Modulation, is a much more efficient and
reliable way to transmit data. Just compare the broadcast quality of
AM and FM radio stations and you'll begin to get the idea.
In fact, radio and television stations are a good way to describe the
signaling behind computer networking. The network cable, be it
Loca1Talk, Ethernet, or Token Ring, has many similarities to a radio
or TV broadcast.
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Figure 4.12

Wilhlrequency
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wilh lime 1o encode lhe
signal.

With radio and televisio n, each station broadcasts over a specific
frequency. All these different frequencies are being used simultaneously to carry the hundreds of programs that you can watch or
hear. All that's required is to tune in to the appro priate frequency
with the appropriate receiver.
In computer networking. this kind of multi-ch a nnel access is often
referred to as broadband networking. Broadband n etworks are
common in campus e nvironmenrs and large corporate environments whe re mul tiple communication channels are required (see
figure 4.13).

Channel A
ChannelS
ChanneiC
ChanneiD
Most computer n etworks, particularly local-aTea n etworks, use a
single channel technique known as baseband networking (see
figure 4.14). To compaTe it to radio a nd television broadcasting, it's
as if each station we re communicating over the same frequency or
channel.

Figure 4.13

Broadband
communicalion uses
mulliole channelson one
signallingmedium.
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Figure 4.14

Baseband communication
uses one channello
lransmil inlormalion.
Of course, unJess there were strict controls on when each radio and
TV station were permitted to transmit, the single shared channel
would be a garbled mess of colliding and interfering transmissions.
Such is the problem confronted by the design ers of modern
network cabling systems-how best to share the common carrier
and maximize throughput. Eth.ernet and Token Ring exemplify two
of the more popuJar approaches to solve this problem.
With Ethernet, the solution is to play a statisticaJ game of Usten and
wait. When an Ethernet node has to send a message, it first "listens" to the network. If another station is transmitting a message, it
waits until another check indicates that the channel is clear. If the
channel is clear, the Ethernet station begins to transmit. The major
problem with this technique is one of timing. Station A can start to
transmit, but its signaJ might not reach Station B before Station B
begins to transmit. Even though the signaJ travels at close to the
speed of light, the delay is often enough to fool a station into
transmitting when another message has aJready started to make its
way onto the network (see figure 4.15).
When this happens on an Eth ernet network, it's called a collision.
Fortunately, the Ethernet hardware can handJe and recover from
these collisions. When they occur, the messages are retransmitted
after a short waiting period.
One of the side effects of this coli is ion detection technique is that
the actual throughput of heavily loaded Ethernet net\1\lorks will
begin to degrade as the number of collisions and retransmits
begins to increase .
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Figure 4.15

E1herne1 collisions.

To compare Ethernet networking to our radio and TV example,
imagine that all the radio and TV stations share a common frequency or channel. Before transmitt ing, each station turns on a
radio or TV to check if anyone else is transmitting. If the channel is
unused, the station b egins to transmit for a specific pe riod of time.
Occasionally. two stations might start to transmit at roughly the
sam e time, and the a irwaves become garbled. But shortly after you
hear a burst of static or the TV screen goes fuzzy, special circuitry
kicks in, transmits the first signal, and stores the second signal for
subsequent playback (see figure 4.16) . Of course, as more and
more stations are added, the static bursts and interruptions
become more frequent, until it reaches a point wh ere there's
simply too much traffic-the listene rs are getting more static than
programming.
With Token Ring, the technique is a bit different. Each station can
transmit for a specific period of time. The time period is determined by a token that gets sent around to each of the stations .
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When a station possesses the token, then-and only then-is it
allowed to transmit. It's kind of like the hall pass in Junior High
School that establishes shared use of the rest rooms.
Figure 4.16

As Ihe level ollralfic
increases on an flherne1
nelwork. apoinl is
reached where aciUal
lhroughpul is oplimized.
fveniUally,as acliviiY
increases. lhroughpul
degrades.
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Network Activity

Unlike Ethemet, it's not necessary to "listen" to the network before
transmitting. A welcome side benefit is that the network performance doesn't degrade when it's pushed to the limit. With Token
Ring, as more and more stations are added to the network, a point
of equilibrium is reached where the network will continue to
deliver its maximum throughput although each station may have
to wait a correspondingly longer period of time before transmittin g.
With our radio and TV analogy, Token Ring networking is made
very simple. Each station is allowed to transmit only at specific
times and only for so long. Every station transmits in turn and
evety station is assured of access to airvvaves (see figure 4.17). As
new stations are added, the time between a given station's transmission sessions may increase, but at least the listeners won't be
bothered with interruptions and static.
LocalTalk uses a "wait and Usten " approach similar to that of
Ethernet. With Ethernet, this access method is called CSMA/CD. It
stands for Carrier Sense (check for carrier before transmission)
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Multiple Access (a number of nodes can use the cable at one time)
Collision Detection (there's special circuitry built into the Ethernet
co ntroller that detects and recovers from collisions).
Figure 4.17
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Network Activity
In order to get the cost down, Apple omitted the extra components
required to detect and recover from collisions. Instead, LocaJTalk
tries its best to avoid collisions by waiting random periods of time.
If any garbling occurs, the signal is retransmitted by the higherlevel AppleTalk protocols. This technique is called CSMA/CA,
where theCA stands for Collision Avoidance.

Conclusion
The fundamentals of networking can be described by the four
basic layers, but certain aspects of netv.rorking require additional
explanation. These technical aspects can also be easily explained
using convenient and common metaphors.
The basis for most computer networking is the technique of packet
switching. Discrete packets of data are sent over the networking
medium from the sender to the recipient. These devices must be
identified, and that is the reason for a network addressing scheme .

Ring networt the
throughput reaches a
stable point and remains
constant. Unlike llhernel
no degradation is seen.
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Depending on the physics of the cabling system, different electronic access methods must be used. Ethernet is an example of a
delivery mechanism that detects for the presence of a signal,
listens for traffic, and then begins to transmit. Other cabling
systems, such as Token Ring, parse the available bandwidth by
specifying a specific period for transmission .

Common
Network
Components
he networking industry is full of terms and
buzzwords that are confusing and often misleading. Using NetPICTs, this chapter unambiguously defines and depicts common Macintosh
networking components such as bridges, repeaters, and gateways. Once these basic components
are defined, they will be placed in the context of
various networking topologies. These various topologies
and networking implementations, such as Local Area Networks
and Wide Area Networks, will be discussed in Chapter 5.

LANs &WANs
LAN and WAN are acronyms, respectively stancting for Local Area
Network and Wide Area Network. Distance is the major difference
between the two. LANs are usually confined to a single building or
a group of buildings in the same general vicinity. When multiple
buildings are involved , it's common to have a LAN netv.rork seg-
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ment in each building. These segments axe often connected with
other segments. Underground fiber optic cable is frequently used
to connect the segments.
WAJ\Is are interconnected networks that span \-vide geographic
areas. Basically, this means distances greater than what can be
supported by a LAN. While there are no definite rules, WAN
distances are generally measured in miles and LAN distances axe
usuaJly measured in feet.

Typically, WAN connections have a limited bandwidth when
compared to lAN connections. This Jimjtation might be one or two
orders of magnitude. For example, an Ethernet network has a
maximum capacity of 10 million bits per second, or 10 Mbps. Tl, a
popular WAN carrier, has a bandwidth of 1.544 Mbps. In this case,
the Ethernet network has roughly 6 1/2 times the bandwidth of the
Tl llnk.
WAN links, such as T1, can be very expensive. These connections
are usually leased by phone companies or other service providers
and may cost several thousand dollars per month to maintain.
Clearly, optimization and rational use of these WAN resomces is
important. Later on, we'Ll discuss the specific issues and problems
·w ith AppleTalk protocols on wide-area networks.

Repeaters
Repeaters are the simplest of networking devices. They exist at the
very bottom of the stack, functioning at the Cabling layer-the
Physical layer of the OSI Reference Model (see figure 5.1). At this
layer, the repeater is entirely ignorant of the higher-level protocols,
such as AppleTaJk. Repeaters only deaJ with the electrical signals
that exist at the Cabling layer. As such, repeaters are often referred
to as being protocol transparent .
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Services

Services

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk Driver

LocaiTalk Driver
--RS-422

---

RS-422

RS-422

Figure 5.1

NetPICIol alocallalk

LocaiTalk Repeater
Repeaters are essentially signal boosters that amplify weakened
incoming signals, thus extending the effective range of a cable.
Since repeate rs are "dumb" devices, they also \11/ill amplify noise or
any unwanted signals that might find their way onto your network.

LocaiTalk Repeaters
There are a number of LocalTalk re peaters on the market. Some of
them, such as Farallon's PhoneNET Repeater, simply extend single
segments of PhoneNET /LocaiTalk. Other repeaters (for example,
Farallon's StarController) have multiple ports and permit different
\11/iring topologies.
The simplest kind of LocaiTalk network is when all the participating devices are connected in a daisy-chain fashion. However,
daisy-chaining can create problems for all but the smallest
LocalTalk networks.
With daisy-chained networks, the wiring runs from node to node,
creating the real possibility of occasional disconnects and disruptions to the netv.;ork. By using a star or radial topology with a
multipart LocalTalk repeater, each branch of the star is independent from the others (see figure 5.2).

reoeatPJ.
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Figure 5.2
Radia l repeater topology.

Think of repeaters as wiring conveniences. They do not filter or
limi t network traffic in any way. The same signal and network
tra ffi c is seen on all ports of the device.
It is possible to construct very large LocaiTalk networks by interconnecting repeaters, but proble ms often occur as the available
bandwidth is still being shared across all wiring segments. At some
point, the limited bandwidth of LocalTalk simply cannot support
the traffic th at's routinely generated by an AppleTalk network. So,
it's best to limit the use of LocalTalk repeaters to extending that
extra long run for the people in the shipping department, and to
break away from the nasty habit of daisy-chaining.

Ethernet Repeaters
Like their LocaJTalk cousins, Ethernet repeate rs are protocoltra nsparent wiring conveniences. Like the multipart LocalTalk
re peate r (such as Fara llon's StarControlle r and Focus's TurboStar),
Ethernet repeaters le t you avoid the daisy-chain network. The re
a re Ethernet repeaters for all flavors of Ethernet cabling: thick,
th in, and twisted-pa ir (see figure 5.3).
ln fact, with twisted-pair Ethernet (othe~wise known as IOBase-T)
repeaters or hubs are mandatory. AU1OBase-T connections are
made through a hub .

•
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Figure 5.3

Elhernel repealer.

Ethernet Backbone (10Base-5 Thickwire)

Bridges
Bridges function at the upper Cabling layer, or the Data Link layer
of the OSI Model. They are one step higher than repeaters on the
network evolutionary scale.
Bridges use the layer that co nn ects a specific networking protocol
to a specific cabling system. Because they function one layer
higher than repeaters, and thus know about physical hardware
addresses or cable-specific addressing, bridges are often able to
use these addresses to optimize traffic (see figure 5.4).

Services

Services

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk Driver

-RS-422

LocaiTalk Driver

LocaiTalk Driver

RS-422

RS-422

---

Figure 5.4

LocaiTalk Bridge

BridgelleiPICT.

Bridges can examine the source and destination of network frames
and maintain a listing of 'vvhich nodes are on which port. Then, the

.
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bridge can minimjze traffic by only passing those frames that are
destined for nodes on the other side (see figure 5.5).
08-12·32·19·36

08· 12-32·19·32 08·12·32·18-33

08-12·32·19-37

Figure 5.5

Elhernet bridges.

08· 12·32·19-22 08-12·32·19-23 08-12-32-19·24

08-1 2·32·19·25

09-12·32·19·26

09-12-32·19-27

Like repeaters, bridges are often used to extend a particular type of
network. Unlike re peaters, some bridges also can use the cablingspecific information to filter packets based on their protocol type.
Certain Ethernet bridges are capable of examining the Ethernet
Type Code of a fram e. These bridges also can be programmed to
pass or block a network frame based on the Type Code. These
bridges are often referred to as filtering bridges (see figure 5.6).
08·12·32·19-36

08-1 2-32·19·32 08-1 2-32·19·33

All of th o devices In both networks u sa AppleTalk. Somo
of Jho devices In tho top network use TCPIIP. Tho bridge
llllera tho TCP/IP packets 1o provontlhem from roaching
the network below.

Figure 5.6

[tlternet bridge lillerino.

08-12-32·19·22 08-12-32·19·23 08-12-32·19-24

08-12·32·19·25

08-12-32·19·26

08·12-32·19-27
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Remember, bridges are cable-specific and, like repeaters, are
essentially protocol-transparent. Bridges don't inspect the
datagram to see the logical address data. They can only infer, as in
the case of Ethernet Type Codes, the networking protocol contained \1\rithin.

LocaiTalk Bridges
At this time, there is only one LocalTalk-specific bridge. Tribe's
LocalS\1\ritch uses the LocalTalk-specific node number to keep track
of node locations. It then uses these numbers to limit traffic to only
those segments containing the valid nodes.
For example, if segment A of the Tribe bridge has LocalTalk nodes
1 and 2, and segment B has nodes 3 and 4, then whenever nodes
1 and 2 commnnicate, the resultant traffic will only be seen on
segment A and not on segment B.

Ethernet Bridges
Historically, Ethernet bridges have been used to interconnect large
corporations and organizations over long distances. By using
bridges that connect to Ethernet on one side and wide-area
network services on the other, organizations easily could connect
two geographicaUy remote Ethernet l.ANs and make them appear
as a single connected entity (see figure 5.7).
Unless some form of packet or frame filtering is employed, these
devices logically connect the segments. Certain types of traffic seen
on one segment will eventually be seen on the other segment. Of
course, if the traffic represents frames destined for the other side,
this makes sense. All too often, however, the traffic seen on one
side of the bridge is local and is not destined for the other side. Thls
unwanted passage of traffic particularly creates problems when the
interconnection between the two networks is at a restricted
bandwidth. This often creates a bottleneck between the higher
bandwidth of the LANs.
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This network
is conceptually
the same ...
... as this
network ...
Figure 5.7
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One bio ftherner.

... particularly when it comes to network broadcasts.

For example, it is a common practice to connect two Ethernet
LANs \Vith a leased telephone line, with a bandwidth of 56 Kbps.
Considering that Ethernet has a band\.vidth of 10 Mbps, it's like
having a 179-lane freeway b eing reduced to a single lane of traffic
(see figure 5.8).

Ethernet bandwidth is
10 MB. T1 connections
have a bandwidth of
1.544MB.

Figure 5.8

WAN bottleneck.

Therefore, if you're using wide-area bridges over modest bandwidth connections, it's very important to keep unwanted or
unneeded traffic to a minimum. This shortcomjng, inherent '11\rith
wide-area network bridges, is one reason why the wide-area router
is fast replacing the bridge as the wide-area network device of
choice .
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Routers &Brouters
Routers do their work at the Protocol layer, inspecting the source
and the destination of a specific protocol's datagram. Routers, like

the children passing notes in the classroom, make decisions o n
how best to route messages based on the source and destination
address. This is fundamentally different from bridges, which
process network frames without regard to the networki ng protocol
contained within .
Because routers operate at the Protocol layer, they are often
referred to as being protocol-specific. There are AppleTalk routers,
DECnet routers, TCP /IP routers, and Novell routers. There are
even routers that can route multiple protocols concurrently.
Each connection on a route r is called a port (see figure 5.9). These
ports may be the same cabling type, or they may be different. For
example, there are many AppleTalk routers that have a LocaJTalk
port a nd an Ethernet port.

5.9
Ports ol arourer.

Figure

Because of this, it is often assumed that these d evices are simply
used to connect a LocaJTalk network to an Ethe rnet network. [n
addition to providing this basic cable conversion, as shown in
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figure 5. 10, routers also possess a special capability. Routers can be
used to isolate traffic.
Computer A

Com uter 8

Com uter C

Programs

Programs

Programs

LocaiTalk
Cabling
230.4 R
bits/sec

Figure 5.10
Aou1ers conneclinu

Network Router
(Apple Internet Router) t - - - - - - - '

Token Ring
Cabling
4 M bitstsec

mulliple cable IY!Ies.

Similar to the filtering bridges mentioned before, routers are able
to keep local traffic local. For example, if a Macintosh and a
LaserWriter are connected to a network on port A, the network
traffic generated between these two devices will be limited to that
network (see figure 5.11). The router will forward a datagram to
another network only if the destination of the datagram is on that
network.
So, routers perform two basic functions. They provide a fundamental way to connect one network to another, and they effectively isolate network traffic.
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With a router, broadcasts,
and subsequent local traffic
is kept local.

Figure 5.11

D
AppleTalk Routers
What started in 1985 with the Kinetics FastPath has evolved into a
crowded and competitive market with dozens of AppleTalk routers. While these routers support different cabling choices, unique
configuration software, and value-added options, every AppleTalk
router works on the same basic principles. All AppleTalk routers
use AppleTalk network numbers to differentiate their ports. In fact,
for most AppleTalk networks, the network numbers originate in
the router.
Let's use a simple example of two LocalTalk networks connected
by a two-port LocalTalk-to-LocalTalk:AppleTalk router. In thjs
example, we've used the configuration software that came with the
router and established uruque network numbers for each of the
ports. It's crucial that each ne twork number be unique. This can be
a challenge for a very large network. With large networks, it's
necessary to plan and adminjster AppleTalk network numbers. If
an AppleTalk network numbe r is duplicated anywhere on the
collective network, unpredictable results may occur.

lletwork tralfic isolalion
wilh rou1ers.
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AppleTalk routers can be c01mected in several different topologies.
They can be arranged in a serial fashion, where one network is
simply connected to the other. In Figure 5.12, network number 2 is
serially connected to 1 and 3.

Figure 5.12

Three serially connected
Apple Talk networks.

Therefore, in order for an AppleTalk datagram to travel from
neh'\l'ork 1 to network 3, it must go through two routers. Each time
a datagram passes through a router, it is called a hop. A hop is a
unit of measurement that is used to measure the distance between
the sender and recipient. AppleTalk has a maximum hop count
of 15.
Using serially connected routers to build large AppleTalk netvvorks
can be problematic because every time a datagram travels through
a router, it must inspect the netvvork address, which takes a certain
amount of time. In a large serially-routed netvvork, these delays
accumulate. Another problem with this topology is that networks
that are located betvveen the sender and recipient have to deal with
all the nelwork traffic.
A better way to build large AppleTalk netvvorks is to use a backbone
topology (see figure 5.13). Here, a common backbone net\.vork acts
like a common network that connects a number of routers. With
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this topology, no network is more than two hops away. Backbone
topologies are very common in large AppleTalk networks, where
the backbone is often an Ethernet net\.vork and the routers are
used to connect a number of LocaJTalk networks to the backbone.

Figure 5.13

Three Apple Talk networks
on abackbone.

As the cost of Ethernet connections continue to plummet, and
since Apple now offers computers and printers with built-in
Ethernet connections, LocaJTalk networks and routers are becoming less popular. Instead, Etherner-to-Erhernet routers are beginning to displace the sales ofLocaJTalk-to-Ethernet routers. These
routers are not used to connect djssimilar cabling; the goal is
simply to jsolate network traffic.
For many networks, routers provide a convenient way to isolate
areas of Wgh network tl'affic. Let's use the example of an organization with an Ethernet backbone. Each department witWn the
organization has its own Macintosh computers and LaserWriter
printers connected to the Ethernet. The desktop publishing group
is continually taxing the netvvork with demanding print jobs and
the transfer of large image files. The other departments and users
have started to complain about poor network performance. One
way to alleviate the problem is to place the DTP group on a separate Ethernet, connected to the primary nework with an Ethernetto-Ethernet router (see figure 5.14). With tWs approach, the
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extensive traffic associated with the DTP group will be kept to its
own network.

DTP Group

Figure 5.14
E1herne1 to E1herne1
solulion.

The network numbers maintained by the routers are the primary
determinants of an AppleTalk network. As mentioned before, the
network numbers are used by the AppleTalk software to assist with
the routing of datagrams. The problem with network numbers is
that they're not the best way for users to locate network services.
To help users find services, Apple devised a way to associate names
with networks. These names are called zones. AppleTalk zone
names are stored in the router along with the network numbers.
Unlike AppleTalk network numbers, which must be unique,
AppleTalk zone names can be duplicated throughout the network.
This feature makes it possible to organize network services in
logical groups.
As an example, imagine a ten-story building with a backbone
Ethernet running up through the building. In the wiring closet of
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each floor, a LocalTalk-to-Ethernet AppleTalk router is used to
connect a number ofMacs and LaserWriters to the backbone. Each
Loca1Talk network has a unique network number and a zone
name. The LocalTalk network on the first floor is network number
1, and the zone name is" l st Floor. "
The Ethernet backbone also carries AppleTalk traffic, and therefore
is also considered an AppleTalk network. In this example, the
backbone is assigned network number 1000 and given the zone
name of "Backbone." This is accomplished by configuring the
routers so that all routers agree that the backbone is defined as
network 1000 and has the zone name of "Backbone."
Most floors onl y have a dozen or so devices, so the theoretical limit
of 32 LocalTaLk devices per network does not matter. But on the
tenth floor, there are more than 50 devices that need to be connected to the network. Since this is too many devices to be placed
on a single segment of LocalTalk, another LocalTalk segment and
router will be required.
Like the other routers, this additional router on the tenth floor
must have a unique network number. Since it \.yjjj be convenient
for the users to refer to this new network with the same zone name
as the other network, the zone name also will be "lOth Floor" (see
figure 5.15).
What's interesting about this process of zone grouping is that the
AppleTalk protocols will combine all like devices by zone. So, if
there were five LaserWriters in each of the two netv.rorks on the
tenth floor, the Chooser would combine the devices and display a
list of ten printers for the "lOth Floor" zone.
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Multiprotocol Routers &Brouters
Certain routers a.re capable of routing multiple networking protocols at the same time. These a.re genera.lly known as multiprotocol
routers. A good example of such a device is the Shiva Fa.stPath.
The FastPath is a LocaJTaJk-to-Ethernet AppleTalk router, but in
addition to AppleTalk, it can also route DECnet and TCP /IP
protocols. A multiprotocol router does not convert one protocol
into another; it simply routes each protocol that comes along
according to the protocol type.
When the FastPath encounters DECnet datagrams, it routes them
in accordance to the DECnet routing rules and configuration data
maintained in the router's program and memory. When an
AppleTalk datagram appears, it's routed using the AppleTalk rules.
It's as if three separate routers-one each for AppleTalk, DECnet
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and TCP/IP-were merged together as a single unit, sharing their
hardware and portions of their configuration software.
With a multiprotocol router, each protocol must be configured
separately. So, in order to set up a FastPath to route all three
protocols, you must configure each protocol independently using
the FastPath Manager application tl1at comes with ilie router.
While AppleTalk, DECnet and TCP liP are all different protocols,
they do have something in common. They all can be routed. This is
because all tl1Tee protocols utilize the concept mat large networks
can be broken down into smaller pieces.
With AppleTalk, large networks, called internetworks, are subdivided into networks by network numbers. The AppleTalk protocols
support more than 65,000 networks, each potentially supporting
either 253 or 254 nodes (under Phase 2 or Phase l AppleTalk,
respectively).
DECnet uses a similar technique where large networks are broken
down into areas. DECnet supports a maximum of 64 areas; each
area can potentially support 1024 nodes. TCP/JP, like AppleTalk
and DECnet, also breaks down large networks into smaUer groupings (see figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16

!Aulliprolocolroulers.
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Each of these protocols utilize numbers that '"'ill be used by their
respective routers to subdivide large networks. Each subdivision
enjoys the benefits oftraffic isolation, so that unneeded and
undesirable traffic is kept within each subnen.York.
Returning to our analogy of students passing notes in class, imagine that the students form three cliques, and members of each
clique never talk to the other cliques. To accommodate the note
passing, the students decide that each clique will use a different
color of paper for their notes. Also, each clique develops certain
rules and idiosyncrasies for passing its notes. Those students who
are allowed to pass aUthree colors of notes know the rules for each
clique's notes. For example, the red notes have the last name first
and have to be passed with the palm held down; the blue notes are
addressed with just initials and have to be transferred within a
closed fist.
The students that know aU the rules act as multiprotocol routers.
Each clique has their own protocol with addressing differences
that have to be managed by the routing student. He has to be able
to deal with notes that use different protocols in order to send
them along to their proper destination.
Some protocols don't use routing numbers at all. These protocols
rely on a single monolithic network, with each node having a
unique identifier. One such protocol is DEC's Local Area Transport, or LAT. LAT is primarily used to provide terminal services to
networked devices, such as "dumb" vr terminals, connected to an
Ethernet network with a device known as a terminal server. The
terminal server takes the asynchronous communication from the
VT terminal and places it onto the Ethernet within a LAT frame.
The terminal server is a computer that can direct the LAT traffic to
any available host (usuaUy a DEC VAX) on the Ethernet. PCs and
Macs equipped with an Ethernet card can also speak LAT directly
to networked hosts .
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Unlike AppleTalk, DECnet, and TCP liP, however, LAT was d esigned to run over a single, logical segment of Ethernet. There is
nothing equivalent to a LAT network number or area number.
Therefore, LAT is an example of a non-routable protocol. There is
no such device as a LAT router-there is no network or area
number that the router could use to route datagrams. Since LAT
cannot be routed, it is often difficult to expand LAT terminal
services beyond the confines of a single Ethernet LAN.
One way that a LAT network can be expanded to another LAN is
with a bridge. Since b ridges only look at the Cabling layer-and do
not care about the protocol-specific datagram information-they
can be used to extend an Ethernet and to bridge LAT services
between remote Ethernet segments. As mentioned befo re,
Ethernet bridges can be used to essentially create one large
Ethernet.
What if we wanted to design a nen-vork providing AppleTalk,
DECnet, TCP/IP and LAT services to two sites: one in New York
City and the other i11 San Francisco (as in figure 5.17)? Each site has
a backbone Ethernet.

AppleTalk
DEC net
TCP/IP
LAT

A bridged network
passing four protocols
over a WAN
SFO

figure 5.17
NY 10SfOwilhbridged

NYC

Erhernel.
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If we simply connect these t\.Yo networks using Ethernet bridges
and leased telephone lines, everything would work, but we would
have essentially created one big Ethernet. All the protocols will
freely traverse both networks via the phone lines. This might create
a problem. Every time someone prints a document or sends a mail
message in New York City, the traffic generated by those activities
is sent through the phone lines and reproduced on the San Francisco network. Filtering bridges would help somewhat, by keeping
track of what Ethernet devices are on what side of the connection,
but certain kinds of traffic (known as Ethernet broadcasts or
multicasts) would still be seen on both sides of the network.
To really solve the proble m, a pair of multi protocol routers could
be used to subdivide our AppleTaJk, DECnet, and TCP/IP networks
into logical segments on each side of the connection. This would
effectively isolate any unwanted traffic, preventing it from traversing the expensive and restrictive leased phone lines.
If we simply added the routers in addition to the Ethernet bridges,
we would have a problem (see figure 5.18). The AppleTaJk, DECnet,
and TCP/JP traffic would still be able to sneak through the bridge
and get to the other side. We simply can't do away with the bridge
because that's how IAT is getting to the other side. And since LAT
is a non-routable protocol, it can't be routed through the multiprotocol router.

One so lution would be to configure each bridge to fliter out and
ignore the AppleTalk, DECnet, and TCP /IP traffic (see figure 5.19).
This would essentiaJJy limit the bridge to only carrying LAT traffic,
and the router would then handle the AppleTaJk, DECnet, and
TCP liP traffic .
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AppleTalk, DECnet, TCP/IP

Figure 5.18
The router is passing

AppleTalk, DECnet, TCP/IP
and LAT

AppleTall O!Cnet and
TCP/IP. but so isthe

NYC

SFO

bridge.

AppleTalk, DECnet, TCP/IP

Figure 5.19
AppleTalk. mnet. and

LAT

TCP/IPare liltered atthe
brid ges.

Router manufacturers, in an attempt to solve this problem, have
designed hybrid routers and bridges. These devices, sometimes
referred to as brouters, route all the routable protocols and bridge
the non-routable protocols. Most of the high-end routers (such as
Cisco and Wellfleet) can be set to act as multiprotocol brouters.
Another approach to solve this problem is to place the nonmutable protocol inside another protocol that can be routed. This
general practice is called tunneling, and can be used to solve a
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number of different problems in addition to LAT. AppleTaJk
packets can be tunneled inside DECnet and TCP/TP packets for
several reasons. This practice will be discussed later in the book in
more detail .

Gateways
Gateways are the most complex of network devices, functioni11g at
the upper-most layers where the format of the data comes into
play (see figu re 5.20). Simply put, gateways provide translation
services on the n eh.vork. They can be used to connect different
kinds of network cabling, but most important is tha t gateways
convert the format in addition to the netvvorking protocol. Gateways are the language translators of the neh.vork.
Computer A

Gateway

Computer B

Programs

~00

Programs

L

0

Network
Drivers

Common or Different Physical Media

Figure 5.20

Gale way lheorv.

Different Networking Protocols
(i.e. AppleTalk, DECnet, TCP/IP)

0

D

~

Since gateways build upon the bottom two layers, it's common
that most gateways also function as multiprotocol routers. Some
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gateways can even be exclusively set up as routers, thus ignoring
their higher-level conversion capabilities.
The main advantage and purpose of gateways is to provide a
centralized alternative to placing a "foreign" transport and service
on your client computers.

AppleTalkGateways
Suppose you needed to connect a Macintosh to a UNIX-based
workstation, perhaps to share files. One approach would be to
simply equip your Macintosh with the TCP/IP protocol stack, and
then choose a file se1vice that works in concert with TCP liP, such
as NFS (Network Filing System).
Once equipped, the Macintosh would match the UNIX workstation
at all layers, and therefore would be able to transfer files. Of course,
the other solution would be to equip the UNIX machine with
AppleTalk and its file sharing software, AFP (Apple Filing Protocol).
But, if we wanted to stick with TCP/IP and NFS on the UNIX
machine, we would sti ll have another option. With an AFPAppleTalk/NFS-TCP/IP gateway, the Macintosh would use the
gateway to convert AFP and AppleTalk protocols into correspondingNFS and TCP/IP protocols.
To the Macintosh, the AFP-AppleTalk side of the gateway looks like
any AFP or AppleShare file server. To the UNIX workstation, the
NFS-TCP/lP side ofth.e gateway looks like an NFS client. The
gateway handles the complete conversion between the different
filing systems and net\1\Tork protocols (see figure 5.21).
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Macintosh
AFPCIIent
AFP I Documents

Figure 5.21
fletPICI olllfS gateway

(Cayman Gatorbox).

Cayman GotorBox Gateway
AFP I Documents

AppieTaik

AppteTatk

LocaiTaik

LoceiTaik

NFS I Documents
TCP/IP
Ethernet

One appeal of a gateway is that no special software is required on
either the client or the server. The gateway performs all necessa1y
functions. This approach may not be as fast as placing the same
native protocols on each machine, but it can be a simple and cost
effective way to share dissimilar network services. There are several
d ifferent kinds of gateways for the Macintosh. In addition to the
AFP/NFS gateways, which are available from several vendors, there
are AppleTalk gateways that work other protocols as well.
In DEC's PATHWORKS for Macintosh product, there are two such
gateways. One gateway is the AppleTalk-DECnet gateway. This
gateway runs on the VAX, in conjunction wid1 AppleTalk for VMS
and its native DECnet. Macintosh services, such as DEC's All-In-1
Mail for Macintosh, can use the AppleTalk protocol to communicate with the VAX. However, DEC's mail server doesn't communicate over the Apple Talk for VMS protocol stack-it uses DECnet. So
the gateway converts the protocol and service calls from AppleTalk
to the corresponding DECnet calls (see figure 5.22).
DEC VAX

Macintosh
DEC's Mall Client
Formats

Figure 5.22
NetPICI ol AppleTalk/
OECnet gateway.

DEC VAX
ApptoTeik I DECnet Gateway

Mall Server

Formats

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppioTalk

DECnet

DECnet

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

The other PATHWORKS for Mac gateway is the AppleTalk IAT
Gateway (see figure 5.23). It enables LocalTalk-equipped Macs
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(or any non-Ethernet resident Macs, such as dial-in AppleTalk
Remote Access Macs) to access LAT -based terminal services. This
gateway runs in the background of an Ethernet-resident Macintosh. Client Macs use the AppleTalk-LAT tool to connect to the
gateway; the gateway takes the incoming Apple Talk data, converts
it to IAT, and sends it out over the Ethernet.
DEC VAX

Macintosh
MacTerminal 3.0
Formats

Apple Macintosh
AppleTalk I LAT Gateway
Formats

AppleTal k

AppleTalk

LocaiTal k

LocaiTalk

VAX Application

Formats

Formats

LAT

LAT

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 5.23

AppleTalk/tAT oa1ewav.

In all these examples , one protocol has been converted and transformed into another. To help with the basic idea behind gateways,
let's return to the analogy of students passing notes in a classroom.
Before, we discussed how packet-switched networks could be
likened to students passing notes in a classroom. When a student
looks at the "To" and "From" on the note and passes the note
along, she is essentially performing the function of a router. But
let's imagine a situation where one of the students, Soni a, can only
understand Polish and does not understand English.
For Sonia to communicate with the other students, she can learn
English, or the other students can learn Polish. Until this happens,
however, Sonia must rely on a gateway. Her sister, Patrizia, understands both Polish and English. Notes that are sent to Sonia must
first be sent to Patrizia, who converts the English to Polish, and
then passes the note to Sonia. When Sonia sends a note to one of
the other students, Patrizia reverses the process and converts the
Polish into English.
In this brief example, we can see the difference between a router
and a gateway. Those students who merely passed the notes along
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acted as routers. Patrizia, who converted from one format to
a nother, acted as a gateway for Sonia.

Miscellaneous: Hubs, Concentrators,
and So Forth
Hubs and concentrators are wiring conveniences that essentially
perform the same function-they provide a central attachment
poin t for network devices. Unless they incorporate bridges or
routers, they do not interact with the networking addressing or
protocols in any way. Most large network installations e mploy
some sort of network concentrators in order to implement a radial
or star wiring to pology. The specifics of the various networking
topologies vvil1 be covered in the next section.
Usually, network hubs and concentrators are installed in a standard 19- inch rack. These racks a re standardized metal frames that
hold electronic equipment and permit easy access and maintenance. Often, othe r networking components (such as modems,
bridges, routers, and gateways) are also stored in the rack with the
concentrator. This makes it easy to interconnect the IAN with the
desired devices.
Many hubs and concentrators come with diagnostic softvJare that
assists with the management of network devices and performs
fault diagnosis. This software should nof be confused with the
protocol-specific configuration software that comes with routers
and gateways. Instead, this software is often able to turn on and off
the concentrator's ports, perform line quality checks, and even
perform rudimentary traffic analysis .
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Network Topologies
One topic that's covered in all netw-orking books is topology. The
topology of a network is simply the form and sequence of connections. The topology does not depend on the kind of wiring or
protocols used. There are several different kinds of networking
topologies, each with their own benefits and disadvantages, and
these can be combined to create hybrid networks.

Daisy Chain
One of the simplest network topologies is the daisy chain. As the
name implies, a daisy-chain network is created by simply connecting one node to the next. Perhaps the best example of a daisychain network is LocaiTalk.
With LocaiTalk cabling, the con nections are made with segments
of wire, in a serial fashion-one after the other (see figure 5.24).
Daisy-chained networks are fine for small workgroups where the
wires can be conveniently routed. The problem with daisy chaining
is that the entire netwo rk can be easily severed and disrupted if the
cable is broken or disconnected at any point along its length.

Figure 5.24

Oaisv·thain lopoloov.
wilhLocal! alk.
This often happens when someone disconnects their Mac from the
LocaJTalk segment by disconnecting either of the two network
segments instead of the single attachment point at the printer port.
It also happens when a new node is added to t11e netwo rk and
cannot be added to one of t11e t\ovo free ends of the network.
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Thinwire (or lOBase-2) Ethernet networks can also be set up in a
daisy-chain topology, but the same problems exist (see figure 5.25}.
The network can be easily severed by a careless disconnection. The
e nd points of a thinwire Ethernet network must be terminated with
resistive end caps. If the network is broken at either ofthe two
network connections on the tee, the resistive load is missing and
the network is disrupted.

D~~
Figure 5.25
Oaisy·chain.thinwire
topology.

A disconnection here
won't disrupt the network...

t

... but a disconnection here
will disrupt the network.

Apple recently introduced a version ofthimvire Etl1ernet, where
the resistive loads are automaticaJJy maintained in the event of a
disconnection. (At least tl1is way you'll still h ave two functioning
network segments.)
For most office and business setti ngs, daisy-chained networks are
usually avoided because of the problems associated with frequent
disconnects and mainte nance of the wiring.

Common Bus or Backbone
A common bus, or backbone, network is similar to the daisy-chain
neh<Vork except that the cable connecting all the participating
devices is one entire segment. The nodes connect to the backbone
with an a ttachment uni t.
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The most common example of a backbone network is a thickwire
or lOBase-5 Ethernet cable. A thickwire Ethernet backbone can be
as long as 500 meters (1600 feet) . Nodes and other network devices
attach to the thickwire Ethernet with transceiver devices that
clamp onto the cable.
These transceiver connectjons are somewhat expensive (ranging
anywhere from $100 to $300) and take some time to install. Because of this, these transceiver connections are very often used to
connect hubs or other devices where multiple connections can be
made at a single location.
Most large network installations that use Ethernet utilize Ethernet
backbones that are connected to other devices. These backbones
often run up through the stori.es of the building, between the
wiring closets where the connections are established (see figure
5.26).

Figure 5.26
Backbone or bus
Wiring Closet

Radial or Star
A radial, or star, topology has connections that radiate from a
single location. Usually there is a single node on each branch of the

IOPOIOIJY.
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star. Some configurations of star networks support the daisychaining of devices, but this often defeats the principal advantages
of the star topology.
One advantage of star networks is ease of wiring. Each node (or
office) is wired so that all connections converge at a single pointusually a concentrator located within a wiring closet. Then, when
wiring changes are needed, they can take place within the closet.
This avoids the hassle associated with daisy-chaining. Another
advantage is that connections and disconnections can be easily
made without disrupting the other members of the network. A
node coul d blow up and it still wouldn't affect the traffic on the
other segments of the star.
Star networks are common in the Macintosh world. With LocaJTa.lk
netv.rorks, there are several repeaters that permit the use of star
topology (see figure 5.27). Farallon's StarController and the
TurboStar from Focus are two well-known examples. These
devices also come with software which provides some measure
of network maintenance.

Figure 5.27

Startopology.

There are also Ethernet devices that permit the use of a star topology. There are thinwire Ethernet hubs that can be used to get away
from the problems associated with thinwire daisychaining. The
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most popula r Ethernet hubs today are the lOBase-T (or twistedpair) Ethernet hubs. These hubs typically attach to a backbone
Ethernet and provide several (usually eight) connections for
twisted-pair Ethernet nodes.
Twisted-pair Ethernet has a maximum range of 100 meters (320
feet) and uses inexpensive four-conductor telephone-style wiring.
Each node must connect to the hub.

Ring
A ring topology (see figure 5.28) connects all the devices in a
circular man ne r. Ring networks are typified by Token Ring and by
FDDI. which uses dual rings fo r redundancy and increased
throughput.
Figure 5.28

Rinol!Jpology.

Composite
Most large networks use a combination of topologies (see figure
5.29). Each topology is used for a specific reason and purpose.
Performance, maintenance, a nd cost are all factors that determine
the choice of a comprehensive networking topology. For example,
it's common to see star and ring networksthat connected to a
backbone netvvork, that's in turn connected to another backbone

in a serial fashion.
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Figure 5.29

Composite topology.

Macintosh Running
the Apple Internet
Router between
Ethernet and Token
Ring segments

Ethernet Backbone

Conclusion
Part of the difficulty in understanding networking is the plethora of
networking black boxes that perform unknown or mysterious
tasks. These components fall into a number of categories, such as
repeaters, bridges, and routers. Of these, one of the key devices is
the AppleTaJk router. It's the basis for creating large AppleTaJk
networks and isolates traffic to a specific segment. Many AppleTaJk
routers are also capable of routing other protocols, such as DECnet
and TCP/IP. These are knovm as multiprotocol routers.
These routers, along with other devices (such as bridges, repeaters,
and gateways), are connected in specific arrangements referred to
as topologies. These topologies are often dictated by the choice of
a cabling system. Small networks, such as Loca!TaJk networks, are
comprised of a single topology. Most large networks employ
several topologies, such as a combination of backbone and star
topologies, to meet specific networking and wiring requirements .
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Macintosh
Networking

Macintosh
Services
his chapter covers the reason why Macintosh
and AppleTalk networking is so popular: the
services. The only reason to network your
computers is to supply services, such as file and
print services, to the users. The common
Macintosh and AppleTalk-based services will be

AppleShare (AFP)
To many Macintosh users, access to an AppleTalk network means
shared, controlled access to files. To provide such access, Apple
developed a Service layer (Presentation layer in the OSI model)
protocol called the Apple Filing Protocol, or AFP. The AFP server at
the Service layer represents an implementation of the AFP protocol, \Nhich can be described as a Format layer protocol in the
NetPICT diagram, or as a Presentation layer format in the OSI
model. Figure 6.1 shows a NetPICT diagram of an AFP Server. In
this example, the AFP server is rw1ning on a Macintosh with an
Ethernet card.
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Macintosh Client

AppleShare Server

AFP Client

AFP Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 6.1

fletPICT of aMacintosh
running AppleShare.

When Apple introduced AFP, Macintosh users were introduced for
the first tim e to such radical concepts as user names, passwords,
groups, ownership, and protection. AFP provided a mechanism
whereby Macintosh users could lind AFP servers on the network,
Jog on d1ese servers, and create, edit, and share files. Apple called
this product AppleS hare. AppleShare was easy to use, because the
files stored on the serve r appeared as an extension of the user's
local hard disk. All the techniques learned in creating and naming
folders and files were immediately transferable to d1e file server
environment.
AppleSha.re is a textbook example of a client/server connectio n. A
user on a client Macintosh identifies and connects to a Macintosh
that is running the AppleShare server software. This is done by
cli cking on the AppleShare icon in the Chooser.
AFP Server

Actually, it would be more correct if the icon were labeled AFP Server, because
all AFP servers on all platforms will be searched for- not just the Macs
running AppleShare.

Once the AppleShare icon is highlighted, as shown in fi gure 6.2, the
Macintosh sends o ut a series of special inquiry packets that look
for all the AFP servers in the current zone. The AFP servers, hearing
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this request, respond to the sender with their network address and
name. The names are d isplayed in the Chooser and the addresses
are remembered for future communications.
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Figure 6.2
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AppleTalk ®Acti ve
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The MacintoshChooser.
showing App!eShare
7.2

The user then selects the desired server and enters a user name
and password in order to gain entry to the server. Once the user
has successfully logged onto the server, a list of volumes-shared
clisks-appears in a dialog box. Multiple volumes can be created to
address the particular needs of the workgroup. AppleShare comes
with a management utility that is used to add and delete users and
perform other necesscuy administrative tasks.

System 7 File Sharing
Starting with System 7, Apple expanded the concept of AFP services so that any Macintosh can be an AFP server and client. This is
known as Macintosh File Sharing. Assuming your Macintosh is
running System 7, you can grant or deny access to your Macintosh
on a user or group (a collection of users) basis. You then designate

servers.
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fo lders on your local hard disk that you wish to make available to
certain users or groups. Figure 6.3 shows several of the Macintosh
dialog boxes, under System 7, that control or monitor File Sharing.
With Macintosh File Sharing, there is no dedicated, centralized file
service. Each participating user acts as a client and as a server.

II'J toanet lec:l Utt h
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Figure 6.3
WithSystem 7's

Macintosh fileSharing,
each Macintosh can be an
AlPclient or server.

Other AFP Clients and Servers
The AFP standard is not limited to the Macintosh platform. In fact,
Apple made sure that AFP was an open standard that could be
implemented on other computers. As shown in figure 6.4, there are
AFP servers available for most popular platforms, including DEC
VAX, IBM PC, UNIX, and even dedicated hardware boxes.
For th e most part, AFP services on platforms other than Macintosh
appear to the user exactly like a Mac running the AppleShare or
File Share software (although there may be some differences with
filename limitations, or the number of nested folders). An example
of this is found in the VAX.sh are component ofPATHWORKS for
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Macintosh, from Digital. VAXshare is software that ena bles a
VAX/VMS computer to appear as a AFP server (or servers). The
AFP volumes, or disks, can correspond to any VMS directory.
Macintosh folders on these volum es correspond to VMS subdirectories.
Macintosh Client

UNIX AFP Server

AFP Client

AFP Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

Apple Talk

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 6.4

AFPServersaren"tlimiled
to Macintosh.

One simple problem that often happens with mixed-platfo rm
environme nts is filenames. VMS filenames cannot contain spaces,
so VAX.share must maintain a conversion map that translates
Macintosh filenames into acceptable VMS fil enames. Another
problem might occur if the VAX is a lso used to store and share DOS
files. While the Macintosh and VAX/VMS environments support
long filena mes, DOS filenames are restricted to an eight-character
limit. Therefore, if you intend to share Macintosh fil es with DOS
users over a shared ftling system, you may need to restrict your
Mac filenames to eight characters.

Print Services (PAP)
For many Macintosh users, the act of network printing is not
normally viewed as a client/server activity. In fact, the print
services provided over AppleTalk ne tworks are an excellent example of client/server computing. While the Macintosh supports
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many printers and printing protocols, the most common print
service is provided by Apple's Printer Access Protocol (PAP).

Apple laserWriter Family
Perhaps the most popular Macintosh client/server application is
the printing of documents to an Apple LaserWriter printer. Just as
in the case of the dedicated AppleShare file server, the Apple
LaserWriter is an example of a client/server tran saction, where the
client Macintosh identifies and selects a networked print server,
then sends the print job to the printer for subsequent queuing and
printing. Figure 6.5 shows the corresponding NetPICT of a
LaserWriter.
Macintosh Client

LaserWriter Server

PAP Client
MacDraw Pro

PAP Server

PostScript

PostScript

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

LocaiTalk

Figure 6.5

NetPICT ol an Apple
LaserWriter.

As was the case with AFP, a special protocol called the Printer
Access Protocol (PAP) was develop ed to handle the unique and
specific requirements of networked laser printing. PAP manages
the printing specifics, provides the queuing, downloads fonts when
required, and even informs the user if the printer is out of paper or
if the paper tray is out of the printer.

Other PAP-Compliant Printers/Spoolers
PAP print services aren't Limited to Macintosh. They also can be
found on UNIX and VAX/VMS hosts as well. There are numerous
products that allow these computers to accept and spool Macin-
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tosh print jobs. Spooling relieves the Mac of the burden of locally
spooling print jobs on its hard disk. This practice causes the
annoying delays seen when th e Print Monitor application is used.
Instead of local spooling and continual polling to check the
printer's status, the remote PAP spooler accepts the print job as
fast as the Mac and network can send it. Figure 6.6 shows a
NetPICT of the PATHWORKS VAXshare PAP spooler running on a
DEC VAX. To the Macintosh client, the spooler program appears
exactly Like a LaserWriter. The program queues the print job and
forwards it to the LaserWriter.
DEC VAX Running VAXshare Print Spooler
VIrtual
LasorWrlter Server
PAP Server
PostScript
AppleTalk
Ethernet

This program, or
virtual LaserWrltor,
appears to the Mac
user as a real
LoserWrlter.

Figure 6.6
This program, or
virtual Macintosh,
appears to the real
LoserWrlter os o
reol, printing, Moe.

Apple Open Collaboration
Environment (AOCE)
AOCE is a new set of Apple services d1at integrates a wide variety of
services necessary for collaborative activities. These services will
let the Macintosh manage personal communications, workgroup
collaboration, and enterprise-wide workflow. An important part of
AOCE is the extensible directory services th at will provide personal
or distributed listings of users, network services, and even phone
numbers.

P!int spooling under
OfC's PATHWORKS lor
Macintosh.
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Network security is always a concern, and AOCE provides tools
that ensure private and secme communications. A new AppleTalk
protocol, the AppleTalk Secure Data Stream Protocol (ASDSP),
enc1ypts network traffic to prevent packet snooping. Another
technique offered by AOCE, digital signatures, will provide a way
for users to sign electronic documents. These electronic signatures
will be tamperproof and provide users the assmance that their
messages and authorizations are secure.
Starting in 1993, AOCE will lay the foundation for a new generation
of shared, cooperative applications . Messages such as voice, fax,
mail, and even video will be managed through a consistent
interface.

Terminal Services
Although terminal emulation is a throwback to an earlier time,
there are still a number of application services that require the use
of terminals. The Macintosh offers a number of terminal emulators
that work with DEC, UNIX, IBM, Prime, Data General, and many
other hosts. The types of terminals supported include most of
Digital's vr series (that is, the VT100, VT220, VT340 ...), IBM 3270
and 5250 terminals, Tektronix graphics terminals, and many
others. These emulators are able to connect with direct serial
connections, or through network connections such as lAT, TCP I
IP, DECnet or SNA. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 use the NetPICT diagrams
to illustrate the difference between a terminal emulator (VT220)
running over a conventional serial connection and a network
connection using lAT over Ethernet. A more detailed description
of terminal services can be found in the platform-specific chapters
later in ·the book.
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ASCII Text
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RS-232
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Terminal
Program

Host
Applications

ASCII Text

ASCII Text

LAT

LAT
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In the past, most terminal services were provided over serial
transmission lines (RS-232) that used an asynchronous protocol.
Today, terminal services are often delivered over IAN connections
and protocols. Figure 6.8 shows terminal access with DEC's LAT
protocol, which is part of their PATHWORKS for Macintosh
product.
Alternatives to conventional terminal emulation include those
products that create a front end to terminal-based services. As an
example, products from Apple, Avatar, and DCA offer programming interfaces so that programmers can build Macintosh applications that have the look and feel of a Mac application, but utilize
terminal traffic as a communications medium.

Figure 6.7
Avmo connecledovera
serial connection. lhe
serial communications
line is asingle-use
connectiononly. Unlike a
networkconnection. it
cannotbe shared.

Figure 6.8

Avmoconnected over a
lAlnerwurk.lerminal
access through anetwork
connection canbeshared
by manyusers.
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Other examples that build atop a terminal session are
MacWorkStation from United Data Corporation and MitemView
from Mitem. With MacWorkStation, a host application sends
simple ASCII codes to a Macintosh. The Mac interprets these codes
as commands that control various aspects of the Mac interface.
MitemView uses standard terminal messages or MacWorkStation
codes, together with HyperCard, to act as a front end to the host.

Data Access language (DAL) aQd
Other Database Services
DAL's purpose is to enable Macs (and other DAL clients, such as
PCs) to uniformly access relational d atabases (see figure 6.9).
Extending the SQL language, DAL provides a standard that can be
used on different computing platforms and different databases.

Figure 6.9

1/etP/CI ol aClient/Server
OAL relationship.

Macintosh Client

Host Computer

HyperCard &
DAL Client

Relational DB
& DAL Server

DAL SOL
Commands

DAL SOL
Commands

Apple Talk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

Ethernet

The DAL software on the client side is implemented as an optional
extension for System 7 (it used to be part of System 7 software, but
Apple recently unbundled it). DAL client applications can be
written as Mac applications or as HyperCard stacks. These stacks
contain the DAL XCMDs that give the HyperTalk programmer
access to the necessary DAL commands. In addition to HyperCard,
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DAL is supported by other development environments, such as
Andyne's Graphical Query Language (GQL) and the iconic, objectoriented development environment from Serius.
There are also many Mac applications that have built-in DAL client
capabilities. Spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel and Lotus 1-2-3
are DAL-equipped and can be used to access and retrieve data
managed by relational databases. Clear Access, from Fairfield
Software, is a desk accessory that can be used to construct ad-hoc
database queries.
DAL servers are currently sold by Apple, DEC, Tandem, NovelL and
Pacer Sofl:\.vare. Apple offers DAL servers for DEC VAX/VMS, IBM
mainframes, IBM AS/400, and Macs running A/UX (Apple's version
of UNIX). The VAX/VMS version supports DEC's Rdb, lngres,
Oracle, Sybase, and Informix databases. The IBM mainframe
version supports IBM's DB2 and Teradata's DBC/1012 databases.
Pacer offers a DAL server for HP UNIX computers, DEC Ultrix, and
Sun's SPARCstation. Tandem has a DAL server for their line of
computers, and Novell has added DAL support for NetWare's SQL
NLM.
The appeal of DAL is that the client applications are insulated from
the host database. This makes it easy to switch the database and
host server as needed. DAL also provides a single standard so that
software developers can offer database access without having to
deal with each database vendor's own proprietary access language.
Since DAL uses a common-denominator approach to database
connectivity, some specialized features, such as database triggers,
may not be available through DAL.
Other products get around this Umitation. SequeLink (by
TechGnosis) doesn't rely on DAL; instead, it uses specific database
connections for each host database. Database companies, such as
Ingres, Oracle, and Sybase, have also gotten into the act by developing Macintosh client tools that work with their specific database
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languages. Figure 6.10 shows an Oracle database being accessed by
a Macintosh client running the Oracle client software.

Figure 6.10
NetPICT of an Oracle
database connection.

Macintosh Client

Host Computer

HyperCard &
Oracle Client

Oracle
Relational DB

Oracle SQLnet

Oracle SQLnet

TCP/IP or
DEC net

TCP/IP or
DEC net

Ethernet

Ethernet

Mail Services
Perhaps more than any other Macintosh service, E-mail has the
potential for truly transforming an organization. Users can finally
quit the annoying game of telephone tag and enhance their
communications with their co-workers. E-Mail can be used as a
communications framework where voice, textual messages, and
binary file attachments are sent and tracked over the entire network. In fact, many companies are now starting to view E-mail as
the engine that will power the drive toward the elusive goal of
workflow automation. Using custom-designed electronic mail
forms, a company can replace its current paper-based operations
with a system that eliminates many of the inherent shortcomings
(time delays, manual records keeping, loss of data, transcription
errors, and so forth) of the past.
During the past five years, support for Macintosh E-mail has
become widespread. As mentioned before, Apple's AOCE initiative
\"li.ll set the foundation for a new generation of mail applications,
where various message formats (mail, fax, voice, and video, for
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example) are integrated and presented to the user within a consistent interface. AOCE will also provide the security and authentication required by collaborative applications.
Today, the Macintosh is supported by most of the popular
multiplatform E-maiJ systems. Two of the most popular Macintosh
mail programs are Microsoft Mail for Macintosh and CE Software's
QuickMail. Both of these products offer client and server components that work in an AppleTalk network environment (see figure
6.11). The challe nge begins when other mail systems, multiple
platforms, and different transport protocols are used.
Mac Mall Client

Mac Mall Server

MS Mail
CE QuickMall

MS Mail
CE QuickMail

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

figure 6.11

Cabling

Applelalk·based mail
services lor lhe
Macinlosh.

Cabling

Many Macintosh maiJ vendors offer mail gateways for their products that are used to meld different mail formats or transport
protocols. These mail gateways are similar to the other transport
gateways mentioned earlier in this book. A maiJ gateway deals with
all aspects of the mail message. This includes the formatting of the
message as well as any changes required in the transport protocol
used to deliver the message.
The most common Mac and PC gateways are used to connect to
these IAN mail systems to the UNDC mail standard SMTP (which
stands for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) or to the emerging
i ndustry-standar~ ofX.400. Other less-common gateways provide
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access to other mail environments, such as IBM PROFS, DEC AllIn-1, MCI Mail, and Novell MHS. There are even mail gateways
that fmward mail messages to a networked fax server (see figure
6.12)! These mail gateways run on the computer that's running the
mail server application, or on a separate computer that's connected to the mail server.
Macintosh

Microsoft Mall Server with FAX Gateway
FAX Sending
Application
CCITT FAX Format
" Phone" Transport

Figure 6.12
AMacinlosh mail server
10 fax oalewav.

Twisted-Pair
Phone Wiring

As an example of a shared mail server and gateway, figure 6.13
shows a Macintosh QuickMail server that is also acting as a gateway to VMS Mail running on a DEC VAX computer. In this case, the
Macintosh users are using the AppleTalk protocol to communicate
with the server, and the server is using the DECnet protocol to
communicate with the VAX. The product that delivers tllis gateway
capability is Alisa's MailMate QM.
Macintosh

Mac OulckMall Server and Ail sa MaiiMate OM

CE OulckMall
Client
OM Mall Format

Figure 6.t3
AMacinloshmail server
1o VAX oa1ewav.

AppleTalk
Cabling

Macintosh E-mail systems that support multiplatform access can
be very complex-they probably deserve a separate book to
adequately describe their capabilities. Hopefully, the descriptions
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and diagrams found in Live WiredVIrill place the elements of these
systems into a clear and comprehensible form, opening the door to
future discovery.

Conclusion
Of course the services listed previously only scratch the surface.
The Macintosh offers hundreds of nehoVorkable applications, such
as time management, resource management, backup/archival, and
even games that work over AppleTalk networks. Since the Mac was
designed at the outset to operate in a networked environment,
most Mac ap plications naturally take advantage of network capabilities. Today, Vlrith the System 7 features of Publi sh and Subscri be
and AppleEvents, the Macintosh has gone beyond mere client/
server applications, using the AppleTalk netwo rk to automatically
update shared objects and to enable applications to directly
control and manipulate other services available on the network .

Macintosh
Formats
ften overlooked or underestimated, the data
format is the single most crucial aspect of the
network. More important than cabling or protocols, the formats and data structures that encode
our file access methods, word processing documents, spreadsheets, dravvings, sounds, and multimedia presentations represent the true measure of success when it
comes to network interoperability.
The binary underpinnings of all computer formats are platformindependent. All computers express information in the same
way-\vith binary numbers. The only difference is that computers
and programs have different coding schemes to represent the data.
It's important to realize that any computer can read, write, and
store any sequence of binary numbers. This means that any binary
computer can read, write, and store any other binary computer's
data. The difficulties start to arise when one computer is able,
through its programming, to act on and manipulate that binary
data in a manner that another computer is unable to do . This is
one ofthe central problems in computing today.

7
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For every unique computer application or service, there is usually a
unique binary representation for its data. This is why MacWrite
documents are different fro m Microsoft Word documents, even
though they might have identical content. The choices for
interope rability are limi ted: eithe r agree on a common data
format, or provide interchange utilities to convert one format to
the other. In all likelihood, we will always have a mix of these
approaches. There will be continued pressure for data standards,
but as innovation continues to fu el the indust1y, new formats and
data structures are inevitable. Let's look at so me of the predominant data standards and interchange utilities that are available on
the Macintosh.

ASCII Text and Word Processors
As stated earlier in Chapter 2, "How Does Networking Take Place,"
ASCII text is a standard that uses eight bits of data to encode the
English alphabet, numbers, symbols, and special computer control
characters (such as line feed s and carriage returns). Although text
editors and word processors offer the ability to change the displayed font of an ASCU text file, the ASCII format doesn't support
fonts or special attributes such as bolding or underlining. Therefore, using ASCII as an exchange medium will only preserve the
text; any font information or special formatting will be lost. All
Macintosh word processo rs and spreadsheets can read and write
ASCII text. Many other Macintosh applications can also read and
write ASCII text. For example, HyperCard can read and write ASCII
text through its HyperTalk scripting capability. Most Macintosh
programming environments, such as Apple's MPW and Symantec
Lightspeed C, also use ASCU text files for source code files .
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Macintos h word processors usually rely on proprietary formats for
their docume nts. Word processors that are available on multiple
platforms usu a lly u se the sam e file format for all platforms, or
contain built-in translators that convert one platform's format to
the other. Microsoft Word has translators that translate documents
between the Mac and Windows versions of Word. Word also has
built-in translators for other competing Macintosh word processors, such as MacWrite a nd WordPerfect. Figure 7.1 shows the wide
range of formats supported by Microsoft Word 5.1.
Soue File os Type
Nonno l
v'Normol
::: Te11t Only
Te11t Only with line Breaks
Mi cro so ft Moe Word 3.H
Int er chang e Formot (RTF)
Station ery
MacWr l te
MacWrlte II 1.11
Reulso ble Form Tetc t (RFT-DCR)
Te11t with Layout
Word for MS- OOS
Word for Ullndow s 1
Word for Wl naow s 2.0
WordPerfec t 5.0
WordP erfec t 5. 1
Works 2.0 for Moclntosh

Figure 7.1

IAicrosolt Vlord can read
and Mite anumber ol
dillerent lormats.

Claris uses a technology called XTND that can be used to translate
between different word processing formats. With XTND, for
example, MacWrite users can read and write Microsoft Word
documents using options found in the Open and Save As dialog
boxes.
If a word processing document is truly fo reign (Wang, for ex-

ample). then a d edicated conversion program such as MacLi nkPlus
from DataViz is often requi red. MacLinkPlus supports hundreds of
formats from many different platforms.

•
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MacPaint and PICT Formats
The Macintosh introduced a number of new graphic formats.
MacPaint was one of the first Macintosh applications. It introduced paint programs and bitmaps to the world . The MacPaintstyle bitmap data structure is still in widespread use today. The
origin al bitmap definition was 72 dots per inch and one-bit color
(either black or white). Today, Macintosh bitmaps exist in a range
of resolutions and millions of colors.
Another Macintosh format is known as PICT. The PICT format is an
outgrowth of the Macintosh imaging environment. The Macintosh
System contains a programmers' toolkit known as QuickDraw. It is
a two dimension al, integer-based world where programmers can
create lines, arcs, circles, rectan gles, text, and Mac bitmaps. The
QulckDraw data structures are used to display these objects on
the Mac monitor, and to print them to QuickDraw-based printers
such as the Apple StyleWriter 11.
A PICT file is a series of QuickDraw commands organized in a
special resource. Thus, PICT files are limited to the objects and
precision found in QuickDraw. Because PICT files are so intimately
linked to the d isplay environment of the Mac, the PICT format has
become a standa rd for the storage and manage me nt of graphics.
There are two implemenrations of PICT: the original, and PICT2
(wh ich contains color and grayscale support).
Because the Quick.Draw standard s upports both object-oriented
graphics (that is, lines, arcs, rectangles, and text) and bitmaps, the
PICT standards support these elements as we ll. A PICT file can
contain only objects, only bitmaps, or a mixture of both. One
potential problem with PICT is its limited precision. As mentioned,
Quick.Draw is integer-based. Under certain circumstances, when
PICT files a1·e scaled or resized this limi ted precision can cause a
certain amount of distortion. This problem doesn't occur with
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PostScript images, because PostScript uses a higher precision
floating-point world.
Since Macintosh has made inroads into the graphic and publishing
worlds, the PICT standard has become an industry standard; many
drawing, illustration, and publishing applications on other platforms include PICT support.

PostScript
When Apple introduced the LaserWriter, it also introduced Adobe's
PostScript imaging language. PostScript is part programming
language and part data sructure. PostScript instructions can be
used to drive laser printers, display graphics on monitors, or to
serve as a graphical format suitable for inclusion in published
documents. PostScript soon became a standard in the computing
world, both as a printer language and as a display language. While
other companies (most notably NeXT) have adopted PostScript as
a screen display language, Apple has continued to support and
enhance QuickDraw. Because of this, Apple has two imaging
standards: QuickDraw for the display and certain printers, and
PostScript for other printers (see figure 7.2). PostScript, like PICT,
can contain lines, arcs, rectangles, text and bitmaps. It uses floating point numbers to locate objects; this provides a higher degree
of precision.
A variation of PostScipt, called Encapsulated PostScript or EPSF,
has become another industry standard for graphic files. EPSF files
are essentially PostScript files \Vith the addition of "bounding box"
data that defines the size of the graphic. Most Mac illustration,
drawing, and publishing programs are able to read and write the
EPSF format.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: One word of caution about EPSF files. There are

two versions: a generic version, and a Mac-specific version that contains a
special PICT preview file resource. This additional resource, sometimes
referred to as a "thumbnail," Is used to provide an onscreen display image
which approximates the real PostScript Image. When the file is finally printed,
the real PostScript is used.
With many Mac applications, if you insert an EPSF file without the PICT
preview, you'll only be able to see a rectangle that represents the border of the
image. The image will still print properly. Some applications can convert
generic EPS files into Mac-specific EPS files, and DataViz also provides a
MaclinkPius translator for this purpose.

TIFF and GIF
TIFF and GIF are raster formats (that is, bitmap formats) that are
commonly supported on many platforms. TIFF(Tagged Image File
Format) is a standmd format that's frequently used by digital
scanners. TIFF files are often used to store h igh-resolution images
d1at have been scanned from photographic sources. GIF (Graphic
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Interchange Format) is similar to the TIFF format, but it's popularity seems to be Limited to storing images of bikini-clad females on
bulletin board services.
Because both TIFF and GIF are raster formats, they are usually
viewable and editable with Macintosh paint/bitmap programs
such as Adobe Photoshop. The re are also nu merous viewing and
conversion utilities (Macintosh and PC) that are able to handle
these formats.

Binary
By far the largest category of Macintosh formats are those that rely
on a proprietary binary structure. Most Mac applications use their
own binary format to store data. As more vendors start to offer
cross-platform versions of their programs, the trend of binary
compatibili ty is likely to increase. Page Maker for the Mac uses the
same file format as PageMaker fo r Windows, so it's sim ply a matter
of transferring the document from one machine to the other. This
can be done with a floppy disk, or over a netwo rk. Figure 7.3 shows
a NetPICT of a PageMaker file that is shared between a Mac and
PC. The reaJ problems start when you try to exchange docu ments
between incompatible applications.
Macintosh

W indows/lntel PC

PageMaker

PageMaker

PageMaker
Binary Format

PageMaker
Bina ry Format

AppleTalk

Apple Talk

Figure

7.3
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same binarv file lormal
Ethernet

Ethernet

on bolhMac and
Windows versions.
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Document Interchange
The problem can be simply stated: Most application developers
design a unique binary file format to represent and store the data
created within their applications. These formats are designed using
many criteria, which include file size, application performance,
and memory requirements. Formats are rarely designed with the
goal of inter-vendor binary compatability. This is due to valid
technical reasons, as well as those pragmatic business concerns
associated with true binary cross-vendor compatibility. However,
there are many initiatives from vendors and industty standards
organizations that attempt to bridge the long-standing language
barrier between different computer applications.

MacODA
MacODA attempts to solve the problem of document interchange.
It does this not through conversion but through a standardized file
format. MacODA is based on the Open Document Architecture,
which is an ISO standard (standard #8613, to be precise) for the
interchange of compow1d documents. (A compound document is a
document that conrains fonts and graphics, both bitmap and
object.) ODA preserves the formatting and structure of documents,
so chapters, paragraphs, headers, and footers are maintained.
Figure 7.4 uses NetPICTs to illustrate ODA use as a common
interchange format.
Macintosh

Foreign Host

MacWrite II

ODA Compatible
Word Processor

ODA Format

ODA Format

Transport

Transport

Cabling

Cabling

Figure 7.4
~~acOOA supports !he ISO

Open Document
Architecture Standard
which standardizes
compound documems.
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The ODA standard specifies three implementation levels.

e

Levell: Textual data

e

Level 2: Textual and Gra phical (word processing)

e Level 3: Textual and Gra phical (desktop publishing)
At the present time, Apple's (and most other vendors') implementation of ODA supports Level 2, so effective transfers are limited to
basic word processing documents. For example, at this time,
MacODA only supports the Helvetica, Courier and Times typefaces. The OSI standards continue to evolve and it's expected that
MacODA will be continually e nhanced.

Adobe Acrobat and PDF
Another document interchange standard is being developed by
Adobe Systems. With Acrobat, they plan to extend their PostScript
standard to support a n ew file format called the Portable Document Format (PDF). PDF will support fonts, graphics, text and
color in a platform-independent file format. PDF, like ODA, will be
a common interchange format, supported by Macs, PCs, and
UNIX. (A NetPICT of the PDF standard is shown in figure 7.5.)
Initially, PDF will be a view-only format; users won't be able to edit
the information contained in a PDA document. Adobe may add
this capability sometime in the future.
Macintosh

Foreign Host

Application

PDF Compatible
Application

PDF Format

PDF Format

Transport

Transport

Cabling

Cabling

Figure 7.5
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Conversions
We have just discussed one approach to document interchange;
using a mutually agreed-upon standard that is supported by many
applications. The other approach is to simply convert one format
into another.
Both approaches have their tradeoffs. With the co mmon format
standard mentioned before, each application must support every
element and entity in the common format. This places quite a
burden on the common format, as it must accept or adapt to a rich
superset of elements used by all participating applications. This is
why common file standards are so difficult to standardize. The
benefit of this common format is that each vendor need only
implement a single converter, or translator, for their application.
The other approach is through conversion. Here, each format is
explicitly converted into another. Th e advantage is that the conversions can be explicitly tailored and tweaked to accommodate the
tvvo participants. Explicit conversion often provides a greater
degree of conversion accuracy. The problem is that the number of
required conversions begins to multiply with each aditional
format. We'll now look at two examples of utilities that facilitate
the direct, seamless conversion between different applications.

Claris XTND
Claris's solution to the problem of file translation is an open
exchange architecture knmvn as XTND (pronounced "extend").
XTND translation has been offered with MacWrite II, and with
most other Claris a pplications as well. It has also been adopted by
otl1er software developers because Claris has licensed the technology. With XTND, additional translation modules are simply added
to a folder (figure 7.6) , after which they appear in the Open and
Save As dialog boxes (figure 7. 7). XTND is also used by those Claris
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applications that offer a Place command. For example, you can
place an EPSF or TIFF file into a MacDrawPro document; the
appropriate XTND translators automatically convert and import
the graphic.
'llO~
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Claris' XTND architecture is modular. Each translator is a separate
document that can be added or deleted to the "Claris" folder as
required. Once the XTND translators are added, they automatica lly
appear in the Open and Save As dialogs ofXTND-compatible
applications.

Figure 7.7
XI NO Open/Save oplions.
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Apple Easy Open
Easy Open is a new Macintosh developer's toolkit that incorporates seamless file translation into the operating system of the
Macintosh. It provides a standard interface for translation software
and alternate application support at the System level. If you've
been a Mac user for some time, you've probably seen the plain
document icon that produces an "application not found" message
when you attempt to open it. Easy Open will solve this problem by
coordinating the conversion of this document into another form,
or by selecting an alternative application that is capable of opening
the ftle.
The translation features of Easy Open are not limited to file access.
The Claris XTND environment will be managed under the auspices
of Easy Open. It vvill also provide transparent data conversion
during copying, pasting or publishing (System 7 Publish and
Subscribe) operations. Easy Open also adds useful file descriptions
and informative color icons to replace the annoying generic
document icons. Expect to see Easy Open services used by general
applications and specialized conversion utilities by mid-1993.

Conclusion
Perhaps more than any other computer company, Apple Computer has addressed the issue of data format portability. Starting
with the Macintosh Clipboard, Apple has continued to provide
mechanisms to searnlessly share information between applications
and platforms. Unlike its rivals, the PC-compatibles, which have a
myriad of application-specific ftle form ats, the Macintosh has a
few key formats that are supported by many applications .

Macintosh
Transport:
AppleTalk
he Transport layer is where the networking
protocols reside. Apple's networking protocol is
called AppleTalk. It consists of many separate
protocols, each pe rforming a specific function or
task. This chap ler explains the various components of the AppleTalk protocol fam ily and
discusses why it is destined to be one of the most
important networking protocols for the future.

The AppleTalk Protocol Family:
An Overview
AppleTalk, the networking protocol, actually consists of many
separate protocols that work in conjunction to delive r services to
the Macintosh user. This collection of protocols is often referred to
as the AppleTalk suite of protocols.
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AppleTalk and the 7-layer OSI Model
The easiest way to describe and explain the AppleTalk protocol
suite is to use the 7-layer OSI model. Each AppleTalk protocol
exists at a certain layer in the stack. Sometimes, there is more than
one protocol at a given OSI layer. The AppleTalk protocols span the
layers from the Presentation layer down to the Data Link layer of
the model. Remember from the printing example at the end of
Chapter 3, "Network Diagramming \Vi.th NetPICTs" that each layer
in the stack has a client/server relationship vvi.th its neighbor.
Figure 8.1 shows the entire suite of AppleTalk protocols, using the
7-layer OSI model.

NetPICT

Services
Format
Protocol
Cabling
Figure 8.1
The AppleTalkprolocol
slack.

Let's take each AppleTalk protocol and describe its basic function,
starting at the top and working our way down to the bottom.
Unless you plan to develop and program AppleTalk applications,
it's not important to understand in detail each of these protocols.
Instead, it's only necessary to understand the basic function ofthe
protocol and where it fits into the larger scheme .
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Presentation: AFP, PostScript, and QuickDraw
As mentioned earlier, the OSI Presentation layer is the same as the
NetPICT Format layer. At this layer, as shown by figure 8.2, the
protocols deal with the format of the data. For example, Apple
developed the AFP protocol to address the needs of shared ftle
service. PostScript and QuickDraw solve the problem of deviceindependent imaging.
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Session: ZIP, ASP, PAP, ADSP, and ASDSP
At the Session layer, the Macintosh uses ZIP, ASP, PAP, ADSP and
ASDSP (see figure 8.3) .

Figure 8.2

The Apple filing PrOlocol
(AfPI. PostScript an~
UuickOraware all
examples ol AppleTalk
Presenrarionlaver
protocols.
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ZIP stands for Zone lnformation ProtocoL Its purpose is to determine which networks are associated with which zones. To accomplish this task, ZIP is used by the AppleTalk routers on the network
to maintain a Zone Information Table (or ZIT). This table, exemplified by Table 8.1, maps networks with their corresponding zone
names. The table is stored within each AppleTalk router on the
nel:\vork. ZIP also has the facility to make changes to the table
when the configuration of the network is altered. A good example
of the use of ZIP is the Macintosh Chooser. When the Chooser is
opened on a network with zones, ZIP is used to get the current list
of zone names from the router.
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Table 8 . 1

Zone Information Table

Network Number

Zone Name

10

Philadelphia

20

Wilmington

21

Philadelphia

22

Dover

119

Paris

ASP, or the AppleTalk Session Protocol, maintains a logical network
connection between an AppleTalk client and server. ASP is responsible for starting and stopping each session, as well as maintaining
sequencing. ASP can be likened to the page numbers of a document. Ifl were going to send you a document by copying every
page and sending them one at a time, you would use the page
numbers to reassemble the document in the correct sequence. The
page numbers would also eliminate the potential of missing or
duplicated pages. For example, if I sent you a 20-page document,
and you received two copies of page 5 and didn 't receive page 6, it
would be an easy matter for you to discard the extra page and
request page 6 from me.
Session management and sequencing control is crucial to maintain a reliable connection between network partners. ASP doesn't
provide a service directly to the user; instead, it's used by the
higher level protocols, such as AFP, to keep things in order.
PAP is an acronym for Printer Access Protocol. It manages communications v.rith network printers, usually LaserWriters. PAP is
sandv.riched between the Presentation layer of PostScript and the
Transport layers ofATP and NBP. Basically, the function of PAP is
to open, maintain, and close a network session v.rith the printer,
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and to send the print instructions (the PostScript code). PAP is also
responsible for determining the printer's status. These printer
status indicators are often displayed in the Print Monitor, or in a
print status window that appears across the top of the Macintosh
screen after print invocation.
ADSP is the last of the Session protocols. It stands for Apple Data
Stream Protocol. Because ADSP is a Session protocol, part of its job
is to ope n, maintain, manage and close connections between
t\'1'0 network devices. In addition, ADSP provides for efficie nt,
bidirectional delivery of data without Joss or duplication. Unlike
the other Session layer protocols, which connect to various Transport Layer protocols one layer dovm, ADSP skips a layer and
connects directly to the Net\·vork layer ofDDP. This is because
ADSP duplicates some of the functionality of the Transp01t layer. A
new alternate version of ADSP, called ASDSP (Apple Secure Data
Stream Protocol), has recently been added to the AppleTalk suite.
rt is part of the Apple Open Collaboration Environment CAOCE)
and provides secure communications through encryption techniques.
In some ways, the combination of PAP and ATP (discussed next)
provide functionality similar to that of ADSP (and ASDSP). PAP and
ATP wo rk in concert to provide a reliable, sequenced, and managed connection to printers; ADSP (and ASDSP) provide the same
capability for general network connections.

Transport: RTMP, AURP, ATP, NBP, and AEP
At the Transport layer, the Macintosh uses RTMP, AURP, ATP,
NBP, and AEP (see figure 8.4).
RTMP stands for Routing Table Maintenance Protocol. RTMP is a
protoco l s poken by AppJeTalk routers, designed to keep AppleTalk
network routing tables current. Briefly, an AppleTalk routing table
is a lis ting compiled by a router, consisting of each AppleTalk
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netvvork, its corresponding distance, which router port is used to
access th at network, and the AppleTalk node number of th e
nearest router used to access that network. RTMP packets are
exchanged by the routers on a regular basis.
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RTMP is about to be supplanted by AURP. AURP, the Apple Update
Routing Protocol, is a new routing protocol that only sends out
routing tables when a net\.vork change occurs. This new protocol,
first in troduced \Vith the Apple Internet Router 2.0, will make
AppleTalk better suited for use over wide-area networks. Since
routing is so important in an AppleTalk network, RTMP and AURP
\Viii be discussed in greater detail later on in the chapter.
ATP, the Apple Transaction Protocol, provides reliable transport
services bet\<Veen the sou rce and destination sockets. Three different types of ATP packets ensure this delivery. First, a transaction

Figure 8.4

Macintosh Transport
laver protocols.
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requestgets the attention of the d estina tion socke t. The destination
socket replies back to the source with a transaction response, and
the source finishes the transaction with a transaction release. As a n
example, ATP is used by PAP to provide reliable printing to a
LaserWriter. It's as if the Mac was saying, "Here's some PostScript,"
followed by the LaserWriter saying, "OK, I got it," followed by the
Mac saying, "OK, here's some more."

NBP is the Name Binding Protocol. It's purpose in life is to link
names (such as "Joe's LaserWriter" or "Bob's Mac") to AppleTalk
addresses. This protocol will be discussed in depth when we
analyze how the Chooser works.
AEP stands for th e AppleTalk Echo Protocol. This is a simple
protocol that is used for diagnostic and testing purposes. AEP can
be used for two purposes: to check for the presence of another
node, or to get an estimate of the round-trip delay time between
two nodes on the network. A prime exam pie of AEP is Apple's
Inter•Poll utility. It can be used to send a variable numbe r of echo
packets to anothe r device on the network. The minimum, maxi m um and average transit times are displayed.

Network: DDP
At the Network layer, the Macintosh uses the Datagram Delivery
Protocol to address the message (see figure 8.5).
The Datagram Delive1y Protocol, or DDP, is the primary protocol at
AppleTalk's Network layer. DDP places AppleTalk communications into a suitable "container" and addresses them for delivery
on the internetwork. All the higher-layer data is encapsulated
'V\rithin a DDP datagram.
Th e datagram is labeled with the source and destination AppleTalk
address. This means tha t the datagram will have two 32-bit
AppleTalk addresses that contain the network, node, and socket
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numbers of the sender, or source, and the recipient, or destination.
When routers route AppleTalk packets, they look at the source and
destinatjon network numbers in order to de termine the best way to
mute the packet.
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The datagram is independent of the cabling. Only at the next layer
down-the Data Link layer-is the datagra m placed within the
appropriate cable-specific network frame.

Data Link:llAP, ElAP, and TlAP
The various data lin k protocols (see figure 8.6) correspond to the
different cabling systems supported on the Mac.

Figure 8.5

Macinlosh UeiWOrk larer
prolocols.
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LLAP stands for the LocalTalk Link Access Protocol and is the builtin driver that comes with every Mac and networked LaserWriter,
and with many Loca.ITalk peripherals. The LLAP driver takes the
DDP datagram and places it in an LLAP frame for subsequent
delivety over a LocalTal.k net\.vork.
ELAP stands for the EtherTalk Link Access Protocol and is present
on Ethernet-equipped AppleTal.k devices. The ELAP driver takes
the DDP datagram and places it in the data field of an Ethernet
frame.
TLAP stands for the TokenTalk Link Access Protocol, and places the
DDP datagram within the data field of a Token Ring frame.
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How Does AppleTalk Work?
As mentioned in Chapter 4, "Networking Concepts," AppleTalk
communication is based on the premise that all devices and
network processes are uniquely identified. For AppleTalk, this
requires neh'\lork, node, and socket numbers.

AppleTalk Addressing
AppleTalk network numbers are 16 bits in lengLh; there are 65,536
potential net\.vork numbers available for use (see figure 8.7).

Figure 8.7

With 16·bit nett.'Ork
numbers. Applelalk
supports more than
65.000 networks!

In the simplest of nerworks, consisting of a Mac and a LaserWriter
connected with LocalTalk, the network number is somewhat
useless. There are no routers to maintain the network numbers,
and therefore in this case there are no net\.vork numbers (see figure
8.8). With a single non-routed LocalTalk (or PhoneNED network,
the network number is always 0.

0.12

D

0.129

0.33

0.172

0.2
Figure 8.8

In asimple local! alk
networt the network
number is always 0.
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In actual network transmission, the 16 bits consisting of all zeros
aren't even included in the source and destination of the communications. Why carry 32 bits of "nothing" with every transaction?
When these all-zero network numbers are omitted from the source
and destination of the DDP datagram, it's known as a Short DDP.
In cases where the network number is non-zero (and is therefore
necessary), the DDP datagram is referred to as a Long DDP. Additional addressing details will be covered later in this chapter, when
AppleTalk Phase 1 and Phase 2 are described.

The Importance of Dynamic Addressing
Imagine moving into a new house. One of the first things you need
to do is to get a new phone. Normally, when you get a new phone,
the phone company assigns you a number from their registry of
phone numbers. But imagine a phone company that doesn't want
to be bothered with the tedious administrative details of assigning
unique phone numbers.
This phone company has a system, whereby you simply dial any
phone number at random. If someone answers the phone (see
figure 8.9), you apologize and hang up. If there's no answer, then
that number becomes your new phone number.

Figure 8.9
Someone answers
lhe phone...
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This imaginary scenario is the mechanism that Apple uses to
dynamically assign AppleTalk node addresses. With other protocols, such as DECnet and TCP/IP, the node ID number is determined and assigned by a human. This human usually has a big list
or spreadsheet of node assignments in order to determine which
numbers are available for use.
Apple tried to avoid this problem withAppleTalk by implementing
a dynamic node-addressing scheme. When a LocalTalk-connected
Macintosh boots up on a network for the first time, it chooses a
node number at random (see figure 8.10). The Macintosh has no
way of knowing whether this random number is already in use by
another node, so it sends a special packet (known as an enqui1y
control packet) to the node in question. If the enquiry reaches its
destination, the node responds to the inquiring Mac with an
acknowledge control packet. Of course, this means that the number
is in use and cannot be used as the node number for the new Mac
on the network.
0.82??

0.129

0.33

0.172

0.91

______

0.82

.·----------llllllj•.-_.._

Ste 2

Figure 8.10

" Yes, I'm

AMaconaLotaiTalk

node
11821
Choose
another node
number."

networkoenerates its

Therefore, another random node ID and enquiry control packet is
generated. If no acknowledge control packet is received, then the
new Mac is free to use the number. Once a Macintosh determines a
unique node ID for itself, it stores the number in the Mac's PRAM.
(The PRAM, or Parameter RAM, is special memory that is nonvolatile-a battery is used to maintain its contents even while the

own node address at
random.
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Mac is turned off.) The Macintosh wiU use the stored node ID as an
educated fhst guess the next time the machine is booted. This
minimizes the node ID contention during startup.
GeneraUy, a Mac's node number remains with a given Mac, but
this is not always the case. When a Macintosh, or any AppleTalk
node, is turned off, it's unable to respond to the enquiry control
packets sent out by the other machines. Using the phone example,
it's as if the receiver of the message was asleep or out of the
house-he would be unable to answer the phone (see figure 8.11).

Figure 8.11

llo answer-even
though there's aphone
with the requested
number.

Likewise, if a new Mac is added to the network, the possibility
exists that it could randomly guess-and steal-a node ID that is
locked away in the PRAM of a powered-down Mac (see figure 8.12).
Then, when this Mac is powered on, it tries to use its stored node
ID as its first guess, and the other Mac responds with the acknowledgment packet. This causes the original Mac to establish a new
node ID. Therefore, it's quite possible for your Mac to be node 44
on Monday and node 32 on Tuesday. WithAppleTalk, it's not
important that a node number be permanently associated with a
given Macintosh .
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Figure 8.12

D

Zzzz ...

" I want to
be node
#S2 ... is
there a node
#82 on the
network?"

If the Mac is co nnected to an Eth erTalk network, the process for

establishing a unique number is a bit different. As we discussed in
Chapte r 4, "Netwo rking Concepts," each Ethernet card has a
unique address stored in its hardware. AppleTalk must create a
standard AppleTalk logical address and associate it with the
Ethernet hardwa re address. Because of this, the Mac uses another
protocol- the AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol, or AARP-to
create a logical AppleTalk address, instead of using the LIAP
Enquiry technique. Upon booting a Mac onto an EtherTalk network, your Mac broadcasts a series of AARP probes. The AARP
probes contain a tentative AppleTalk logical address and the
physical hardware address of th e Eth erne t caTd. After the receiving
nodes co mpare the logical addresses a nd report back any conflicts,
the Macintosh obtains a unique logical Apple Talk address.
AARP is also used to construct an Address Mapping Table (AMT),
which links the logical AppleTa lk address to the physical Ethernet
address. This dynamically generated and updated table, exemplified in figure 8.13, contains recent AppleTalk addresses and their
correspondi ng Ethernet h ardware addresses.

Inthiscase.there is a
node 682 on the networ~
but that Uac is not
running andtherelore is
unable torespond to the
enQuiry control packet.
!he Mac on the lelt will
"steal· the sleeping
Mac's node number.
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Figure 8.13
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Ethernet Physical Addresses

In fact, this is a very important and significant feature of the
AppleTalk protocol. As computers get smaller and more commonplace, and as wireless networking catches on, dynamic node
addressing will become crucial. It would be ridiculous to have to
stop at the front door of a company that uses a wireless LAN simply
to receive a network node ID for your Newton personal digital
assistant (see figure 8.14). These node numbers don't possess any
intrinsic meaning- they're simply unique numbers, and it just so
happens that computers can do an excellent job of assigning
unique numbers.
While your'e In the b\Jildi,a

your node num~er le 62

Figure 8.14

I need anode number!!1

Zones
Zone names are simply names assigned to networks. They, along
with network numbers, are stored within the AppleTalk routers. In
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the case ofLocalTalk (Phase 1 AppleTalk) n etworks, there can be
only one network number and one zone name per netwo rk.
Imagine a simple internet, figure 8. 15, consisting of two LocalTalk
networks conn ected by a router. Each network has a unique
network number and different zone names.

- - --

zone: Left

Network #20- --+--Zone: Right

r=

'-

Figure 8.15
lwo local!alk netiYorks
connected witharouter.
Each network has a
unique network number
anddillerent zone names.

Each network has a unique network number (10 a nd 20) , and each
net\<vork has a zone name (Left and Right) . Here, the zone name
Left is used to identify the devices in network number 10; llight is
used to identify devices in n etwork number 20.
There's no uniquen ess requirement, however, for zon e names. It's
perfectly fine to have duplicate zone names in order to logically
organize services. Therefore, networks 10 and 20 could have the
same zone n ame of "CAL." In figure 8.16, each network still has a
unique network number, but the zone names are the same.
\tVhen n etwo rks have the same zone name, similar d evices are
grouped togethe r. So, if there were two LaserWriters in network
10 and three LaserWriters in ne twork 20, there would be
a total of five LaserWriters in the "CAL" zone. Keep in mind,
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however, that when there's only one zone, the Macintosh Chooser
does not cUsplay the zone list. This is true even when there are
multiple networks \'\lith the same zone name.

Network #1Q-

- - -zone: CAL

r:

I.

Figure 8.16
In lhisexample. each

Network #2Q--~---zone: CAL

I

C

network slill has aunique
network number. but lhe
zone namesare the same.

In the case of Ethernet and Token Ring networks (Phase 2
AppleTalk), a cable segment can be assigned a range of network
numbers and mu ltiple zone names. In fi gure 8.17, the zone names
are not associated with any specific network number.
4.54

1.78

10.39

2.66

4.41

7.78

Figure 8.17
Elhernel and Token Ring
AppleTalk networks can
use arange ol nelvtork
numbers.

Network #1-1 0
Zones: Red, White, Blue
Default Zone: Red
With Phase 2 nel:\.vorks (described in the next section), the zone
names are defin ed for the entire nel:\.vork segm ent. When a
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Macintosh (or other AppleTalk node) is added to the cable, it
automatically b elongs to the Defau lt zone.
The Default zone is a designated zone where AppleTalk nodes
appear by default. It's established by choosing a zone from the list
of defined zones maintained by the router configura tion sofui\Tare.
If there are multiple routers on the cable, as in figure 8.18, all
routers must agree on the n etwork range, zone list, a nd defa ult
zone assignment for the cable. Mismatched net numbers and zon e
lists are the most frequent causes of n etwork problems.

Figure 8.18

All rou1erson aoiven
segment mustagree on
!he network number
range. zones and!he
delaull zone.

As shown in figure 8.19, you can change your Mac's defa ult zone
assignment by opening the Network control panel and doubleclicking on the EtherTalk or Token Talk icon. A zon e list will appear,
along with a prompt to change the Mac's zone. From then on, your
Mac will belong to that zone-until you decide to cha nge it again.
If you're unsure which zone your Mac belongs to, simply open
the Chooser. Th e highlighted zone is the zone to which your
Macintosh belongs.
It's important to realize tha t the choice of zon e names can affect
network performance. For example, consider a wide-area network
that connects two AppleTalk -Ethernet LANs. As shown in figure
8.20, one ne twork is in Washington and the o ther is located in
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Little Rock. One could assign zone names geographically by
creating a "Washington" and "Little Rock" zone, or functionally by
creating an "Administrative" and "Judicial" zone. However, if you
group by function, instead of geography, there is a potential for
increased traffic.
Network

=

Select an Apple Talk ooMeclion:

~

B

lmmm

LocalTalk
Built-In

Figure 8.19

~

Remote Only

Please sel ect
this computer's
RppleTal l<: zone.

ro
~

or lokenlalk icon in the
Network Control PaneL

__
....

App!elalk zones can be
setupgeogravhicallv
or functionally. How-

Q

OBY lCD URH

!he default zone
assignment ol aMac can
be changedby doubleclicking ontheHherl alk

Figure 8.20

Q

··
LJ

OK

l)

(

l

Net #20-50
Zones: Administrative
Judicial

·~·--·

.

Cancel

_D
,__

,._,.........
ICJ-;;::::-·

-·-

.,_

---~ ··o~

.•

~- ·"· ~"'- ;;..

'

Net #70-150
Zones: Administrative
Judicial

ever. there can be a
pertormance difference.

Let's look at an example of functional grouping. Suppose there are
three LaserWriters located in Little Rock on the Administrative
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zone, and six LaserWriters located in Washington on the Administrative zone. Every time I select the Administrative zone from a
Mac in Washington, Ap pleTalk must not only poll for the printers
in Washington, but it must also poll over the wide-area connection
for printers in Little Rock. Eventually, I'll see nine LaserWriters in
my Chooser. The proble m with this fun ctional approach is that
large AppleTalk networks over limited-bandwid th links can bog
down with the polling traffic. If the zones a re arranged geographically, then the polling traffic remains local and doesn't burden the
wide-area connection.
NOTE: Zone names can be up to 32 characters in length. They are caseinsensitive. This means that zone "Little Rock" and zone "UTILE ROCK" are
the same. Zone names are much easier to read, however, if the standard
sentence case is used. Spaces are significant, so be careful not to type an
extra space between words or to add an unwanted space at the end of a name.

If you're creating a zoned network, try to esta blish a meaningful
zone-naming convention prior to router installation. Remember
that network numbers are for the computer's convenience; zone
nam es a re for the users' convenience. Your zone-naming standard
should help users find networked printers and file servers, and
should be flexible enough to support future expansion.
Zone names of "First Floor" an d "Second Floor" only make sense
if your organization has a single building. Avoid the practice of
naming zones after the room number of the wiring closet where
the route r is located. Zone nam es should also be coordinated with
device name conventions (such as AFP servers and LaserWriters).
If your zone-naming convention consists of a city, building number, and floor, it's not necessru-y to repeat this information at the
device level. Instead, try to include information that pinpoints the
fi nal location or function of the device.

•
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AppleTalk Phase 1and 2
In the beginning, wh en Apple design ed AppleTalk and LocaJTa lk,
there was no distinction between Phase l and Phase 2. When Apple
developed EtherTalk, which is nothing more than AppleTalk
pro tocols on Ethernet cabling, they simply carried the original
AppleTalk protocol used on LocaiTalk networks over to Ethernet.
Apple d eveloped AppleTalk Phase 2 to address certain shortcomings that were present in the initial EtherTalk implementation.
Phase l EtherTalk networks were restricted to a maximum of 254
devices and were inefficient when it came to certain aspects of
rou ting and broadcasting. Phase 2 fixed these problems, and also
provided the first version ofTokenTalk, which is Apple's implementation of the AppleTalk protocols on Token Ring networks.

Phase 1
Phase l networks, as mentioned b efore, can only have a single
network number per cable segment. Because AppleTalk only
supports 256 potential nodes per network number, each cable
segment was therefore limited to 256 d evices (see figure 8.21).
Figure 8.21
Each AppleTalk nenvork

can polentially supporl

1.1

1.2

1.3 .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . 1.254
~

256 devices. Phase1and
Phase 2reserve dillerent
values.

Phase 1 Limits

.

Actually, the limit is 254 devices. With Phase 1 networks, node numbers range
from 0 to 255. 0 is not used and 255 is reserved for broadcasts heard by all
devices .

·
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With LocaJTalk, this is hardly a problem. LocalTalk networks have
electrical and isolation restrictions that limit the numbe r of nodes
to a recommended limit of 32 devices. When Apple introduced the
first version of EtherTalk, it too was limited to a single network
number and 254 nodes per segment. This was bad news for large
organizations that wanted to sta rt populating their Ethernets with
Macs. This was particularly bad news for those organizations that
had bridged Ethernets that spanned many locations. They were
limited to a grand total of 254 EtherTalk devices throughout their
entire organization (see figure 8.22). Apple addressed this problem
in 1989 \Vith the introduction of AppleTalk Phase 2.
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Figure 8.22

It was easv toreach the

254 nooe li mit ol
[therlalk Phase 1.
parlicularly with Iaroe.
briooeofthernet
networks.

Phase 1and 2Network Number Assignment
Phase 2 broke the 254 node limit by avoiding the restriction of a
single network number per cable segment. Instead, the cable
(either Ethernet or Token Ring) can be assigned a range of values.
In a Phase 2 network, the network numbers range from 0 to 65,534.
Zero (0) is undefined and not used. A special range, called the
startup range, runs from 65,280 through 65,534. This leaves the
numbers 1 through 65,279 for general assignment.
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Let's review the network number assignment rules.

e

Phase l (LocaJTalk, and the now-extinct first version of
EtherTalk) with no routers (see figure 8.23).
The network number is always 0. In practice the 16-bit zero
nen.vork number is omitted from the address to conserve
space. This is known as a Short DDP address.
0.1

0.143

0.14

0.31

0.54 0.88

0.53

0.71

Figure 8.23

Phase 1with no routers.

e

Phase 1 with routers (see figure 8.24).
The network number is a single number between 1 and
65,536. Each network segment, either LocaJTalk or the old
EtherTalk, must have a single number assigned. No duplicates are permitted.

Figure 8.24

Phase lwilh routers.
Hetwmk numbers can be
llhrouoh 65.536

e

Phase 2 (the current version ofEtherTalk and TokenTalk)
with no route rs (see figure 8.25) .
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The network numbers fall in a range between 65,280 and
65,534. This is knovm as the Startup range. There are 254
numbers in this range that aJe used by AppleTalk nodes as
they come onto the network.
Figure 8.25

Phase2wilh norouters.
When no routers are
present Phase2devices
assign nelwork numbers
inthe stariUD range65.280·65.534.

65280.1 -----. 65280.253 65281 .253 - - - - - 1..
~ 65534.253

The choice of network number, like the node number, is
made at random. One Macintosh could be in network 65,288
and be node 23; an adjacent Mac could be in network 65,500
and be node 23.
NOTE: In Phase 2 networks, there is an additional reserved node number, so

there can only be 253 nodes per network. This means that for a single, logical
segment of Ethernet, there can be 254 networks each having 253 nodes. This
multiplies for a total of 64,262 AppleTalk devices per segment. If you need
more than this, an AppleTalk router will be required.

e

Phase 2 with routers (see figure 8.26).
The network numbers are a range between 1 and 65,279. 0 is
not used and 65,280 through 65,534 are reserved for the
startup range. Theoretically, you could use the entire range of
numbers for a single segment, but this would be wasteful.
Instead, it makes sense to assign a modest range of numbers
to a cable. This way, grm.vth and expansion can be easily
accommodated.

•
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Figure 8.26

Phase 2with Routers.
Networknumbers canbe
1through 65.279.

For example, in a large organization, it might make sense to
assign ranges to the various divisional locations. Houston can
have 1-100, Dallas 101-200 and San Antonio 201-300. Then
local network managers can add routers using netv-.rork
numbers in their pre-assigned range. We'll see later how
Apple's new routing protocol, AURP, extends this concept
even further and provides additional flexibility in network
number assignment.

Phase 2Transition Routing
Before 1989, EtherTalk]letworks were Phase l. As mentioned
before, they were limited to a maximum of 254 AppleTalk devices.
When Phase 2 was introduced, Apple chose a different Ethernet
frame format and type code. From an Ethernet perspective, this
meant the Phase 1 and Phase 2 packets could be readily distinguished by network devices. It also meant that Phase 1 and Phase 2
protocols could coexist on the same cable.
The coexistence of Phase 1 and Phase 2 was originally deemed as
desirable, since large organizations making the switch would find it
difficult to upgrade all at once. The only problem with this coexistence technique was that the Phase 1 and Phase 2 devices could
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only communicate with like devices. A Phase 1 node could not
communicate with a Phase 2 node. Apple addressed this problem
with an interim solution called transition routing.
A router (eith er a Mac running the AppleTalk Internet Router, or a
dedicated router, such as a FastPath) could be configured as a
transition router. The transition router's function was to accept all
Phase l packets and retransmit them as Phase 2 packets, and viceversa. This unfortunately doubled the traffic, but at least the Phase
1 and 2 nodes could communicate during the transition process.
Today, Phase 1 EtherTalk networks are rare. Almost everyone has
converted to Phase 2. Those sites still running Phase 1 EtherTalk
are at a significant disadvantage. In addition to increasing the
number of devices and zones per segment, Apple made other
significant improvements with Phase 2.

Phase 1Broadcasting versus Phase 2Multicasting
Starting with AppleTalk Phase 2, Apple altered the broadcasting
mechanism (used by NBP Lookups and other AppleTalk services)
to utilize a more specific technique known as multicasting. Let's
first review the concept of broadcasting, using Ethernet as an
example.
Often, a net\.vorking protocol (such as AppleTalk) must make an
announcement to all the devices on the network. Imagine that you
work at a large company and you need to contact someone. If you
know that person's phone number, you simply dial the number,
but what if you don't know that person's number, or they don't
answer the phone? Then, you'll need to have that person paged
(see figure 8.27). Loudspeakers all over the company send out a
"broadcast" message. Of course, this approach is somewhat
inefficient; you're only looking for one person, but everyone in the
company has to listen to the message. This is essentially how
Ethernet broadcasting is implemented.
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Figure 8.27
Hhernet broadcasts are
likecompany-wide paging
thatistrying tolocate
one person.

Compared to other protocols, it's probably fair to say that
AppleTalk generates more broadcast messages. In fact, in the early
days of Phase 1 EtherTalk, AppleTalk started to get a bad reputation for being excessively "chatty" for this very reason. What
annoyed some people was that these AppleTaJk-generated broadcasts were being sent to all devices on a given Ethernet-regardless
of whether that device even spoke AppleTalk protocols. Thus, the
owners of minicomputers, PCs, and UNIX workstations started to
complain that their machines were spending an inordinate
amount of time responding to broadcasts not intended for their
machines. Just imagine how annoying it would be if the same
group of people were being continually paged and you always had
to listen to the messages since you sat right next to the loudspeaker.
The solution is to be more specific with the broadcast messages.
Imagine if the pages were made on a departmental basis (see figure
8.28). If you need to have someone paged, the phone operator asks
you for the department of the pagee. When the page is made, only
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those loudspeakers in the specific department are used. The rest
of the employees are spared from having to hear the irrelevant
message. This is the concept behind multicasting. Each networking
protocol that supports multicasting has a unique multicasting
address assigned. This address is similar to the department name
used in the prior example. An AppleTalk multicast is only "heard"
by other AppleTalk nodes. A TCP/lP multicast is only heard by
other TCP liP nodes. With Phase 2, AppleTalk traffic is also more
efficient through multicasting, since Phase 2 multicasts are contained within a given zone, even though there may be only one
cable segment containing other zones.

Figure 8.28

fthernet Multicast£ aJe
similarto department·
wide paoino that is tryino
to locate one person.

How Does the Chooser Work?
The Chooser is one of the coolest, least understood aspects of the
Macintosh. With it, a user can find and select network (and local)
services in an easy and consistent manner. The Chooser does
many interesting things behind the scenes. It dynamically generates a list of available net\.vork zones. When you choose a particular
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service by clicking on an icon, the Chooser then generates a list of
those devices that meet the selection criteria. Finally, once you've
selected a particular named service, the Chooser proceeds to
discover the AppleTalk address of the chosen service. (You see, the
names in the Chooser are for your benefit, while the network
addresses are for the benefit of the Macintosh.)

The Unknown Address
We've discussed how AppleTalk dynamically assigns a node
number to a device. This was a wonderful achievement, but Apple
had an additional problem to solve. Each AppleTalk device automatically generates a unique node number, but initially it's only
known by that device. Nodes don't automatically know the node
numbers of other devices. With other protocols, such as DECnet,
this problem is solved manually. Someone (usually the DECnet
administrator) uses a utility program to create a database of node
addresses. This database, exemplified in figure 8.29, is required on
every DECnet node in order for that node to communicate with the
other nodes.
Figure 8.29
UnlikeAppleTalk which

DECnet DB for
Node 12.42

dynamically discovers
nelwork addresses and

Addr

12.83
Sneezy

12.16
Sleepy

Node Name

12.83: Sneezy
12.n: Happy
12.81: Doc
12.90: Grumpy
12.16: Sleepy
12.35: Dopey

services. OECnel reQuires
aspeciliclislino of
availablenodes before
communicalioncanbe
eslablished.

Apple, desiring a plug-and-play environment, decided that this
manual creation of node lists was not in keeping with the spirit of
Macintosh. An alternative approach was developed to solve the
problem of address determination. Let's consider a Mac that needs
to print a document to a particular LaserWriter on the network.

.
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The Mac doesn't have any idea of the other nodes on the network.
Therefore, it must go through a process of discovery to identify the
available services. This is done by the AppleTalk protocol known as
the Name Binding Protoco~ or NBP.
The process is simple. When a user opens the Chooser and clicks
on a service icon (such as the LaserWriter icon). the Macintosh first
acquires a list of zones from the nearest ro uters \"'ith the Zone
Information Protocol (ZIP). It then sends out a NBP Lookup
Request packet. (Actually, it doesn't simply send it out, it broadcasts-or multicasts-the request to all devices on the cable. This
makes sense because the Mac has no idea who to send the request
to anyway.) Essentially, the NBP Lookup Request packet contains
information on the requested named service. A name in the
AppleTalk system is called a Network Visible Entity, or NVE.

AppleTalk Names and the NVE
NVEs aren't nodes; rather, they are the services offered by nodes.
These services are identified by their socket numbers. One
AppleTalk node could support a n umber of services, each with a
socket number and a corresponding NVE. The NVE consists of
three components along \"'ith delimiters and some special symbols. Each name (object, type and zone) is a 32 character caseinsensitive alphanumeric name. The syntax is: Object:Type@Zone.
The Object name is the name of the entity that is usually assigned
by a person. For a Mac, the object name is defmed in the
Macintosh Name field of the Sharing Setup Control Panel.
LaserWriter object names are established by the Namer utility
program. Examples of object names include: Jim's Mac, 3rd
Floor LaserWriter, and Joe's File Server.
The Type name is the generic name of the service. Apple maintains
a registry of these names. For Macs and LaserWriters, the type
name has traditionally been the model name of the device. Some
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examples include Macintosh IIci, LaserWriter Pro 630, and
PowerBook 180. Other, more generic type names include
AFPServer and PAPSpooler. Remember, since NVEs and type
names are based on sockets, it is possible (and likely) that a single
node will have several NVEs.
The last field of the NVE is the zone name where the service can
be found. Zone names, as explained earlie r, are created by the
network administrator and exist within the AppleTalk network
routers.
Here are some examples of NVEs:
• Jim's Mac:Quadra 950@0ffice Zone

e

The Group's Printer:La serWriter@New York City

In addition to the names, there are special wildcard characters that
can be applied to the NVE:

e

An equal sign (=) in the Object or Type fields means all
objects, regardless of Object (or Type) names.

e

An asterisk(*) in the zone field indicates the current zone of

the requesting node.
Let's review some examples of NVEs with wildcard characters.
=: =@* means all objects, of all types, in the current zone.
= :AFPServer@* means all objects of type AFPServer in the current
zo ne.=: La serWri ter@Blue means all objects of type LaserWriter
in the Blue zone.
Now, with a basic understanding of the NVE, we can return to the
Chooser. When you click on the LaserWrit er icon (see figure 8.30),
the Macintosh generates an NVE that corresponds to the service
and the currently selected zone. The NVE takes the form
=:LaserWriter@* .
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Figure 8.30
When you click on the

NVE

laserWrilericon. the
Macintosh generates an
NVf (NetworkVisible
fmilvl.shown above.
!his happens atlhe
Presentation layer.

,r
=: LaserWriter@*
Deciphering this NVE, we can establish that the Macintosh is
looking for all names of type LaserWrite r in the current selected
zone.
This NVE is then referenced within the NBP Lookup Request (see
figure 8.3 1). Remembering that NBP is a Transport layer protocol,
the next layer down is the Network layer ofDDP. Thus, the NBP
Lookup Request is then handed down to DDP.

D
=: LaserWriter@*

NBP

Figure 8.31

NBP LkUp

Next, the DDP datagram must be addressed. The "From" part of
the address is easy. The sending Macintosh simply uses its own
network and node number. A socket number is chosen at random
from the pool of avaHable socket numbers. The "To" part of the
address contains the network number, the broadcast/multicast
node number of 255, and a special reserved socket number of 2,

!he IN( isplaced within
anNBP lookup Request
packeL !his takes place
in the lransport layer.
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...

which is known as the Names Information. Socket. Th e complete
message, in a simplified form, is shm"lll in figure 8.32.

Figure 8.32
OOP Datauram
Addressinu. The ffVf is
placed within an NBP

~"··

D[:J
OCf• ••

0•-Klht

DDP

,

lookup ReQuest packeL
This takes place at the
Transport layer.

INBP lkUp

: :LaserWrlter@•l

DDP

From: 12.33.144
To: 12.255.2

From: 12 . 33 . 144 (th e Macintosh)
To : 12.255.2 (Anyone who v..rilllisten)

NBP LkUp
=:L aserWriter@*
Let's translate this into English:
"Hey there, all you AppleTalk nodes! This is device 12.33 commun icating over socket 144. I'm broadcasting to everyon e in network
number 12 and I'm particularly interested in names. I'm looking
for all the names ofLaserWriters in th e current zone."
Th e DDP datagram, which contains the NBP req uest, is then
placed in a n etwork frame (see figure 8.33). This frame is then sent
out over the cable to all the devices.

..
DP-
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~.

:>IN<I -

IINBP LkUp

I

Figure 8.33

IheDDP datagramis
placed inside an UAP
frame.Since locallalk
doesn'l use physical
addresses.llAP uses Ihe
logical Apple! alk
addresses.

LLAP

7

DDP I LLAP

From: 12.33
To: 12.255

A device might discard the message if it doesn'l ap ply, but if the
NBP request is sent to a device where the NVE matches, such as a
LaserWriter, it accepts the datagram, opens it a nd processes the
NBP request (see figures 8.34 through 8.40).

LocaiTalk

IIINBP LkUp

I DDP I LLAP

Figure 8.34

!heenrire conrenrs of
Ihe !lAP frame islhen
broadcasl onro lhe
cable seomenl

From: 12.33
To: 12.255

Figure 8.35

Since Ihe message was
broadcasl over lhe
nerwork.lhe laserY/riler
(and olher nodes)
process rhe local!alk
frame.

I LocaiTalk

II NBP LkUp

I

DDP I LLAP

From: 12.33
To : 12.255

.
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llAP

Figure 8.36

!he laserWrirer inspects
!he llAP frame il received
from lhe locallalk
broadcast

I/INBP LkUp I DDP I LLAP

From: 12.33
To: 12.255

DDP

Figure 8.37

!he laserWriler suips oft
!he llAP frame 10 reveal
rhe DOP Daraoram.Now
lhe laserWriler knows
who sem rhe message.

IINBP LkUp I DDP

Figure 8.38

From: 12.33.144
To: 12.255.2

NBP

finally, !he LaserWriler
uncovered lhe NBP
Lookup reQuest and
knows !hat the device
12.33.144 is inleresled in
names.

INBP LkUp

.

::LaserWriter@*
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NVE

Figure 8.39

!he laserWriter inspects
the IN[ and proceeds to
lullillthe NBPlookup
Request.

=: LaserWriter@*
NVE

Figure 8.40

!he laserWriter
completesthe !IVl by
addino its nameto the

Deb's Dreamy LaserWriter:LaserWriter@*

NVL

When a LaserWriter responds to this request, it generates a NBP
Response such as Deb's Dreamy LaserWriter : Lase rWrit er@*,
which is shown in figure 8.41.

Dl ~

NBP

Figure 8.41

Deb's Dreamy LaserWriter
:LaserWriter@*

lhelaserWriter putsthe
completed NVl into an
NBP Responsepacket.

NBP Response

.
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The responding devices essentially fill in the blanks of their respective NVEs. Then, the process reverses order. After a LaserWriter
responds, its NBP Response is placed into a DDP d atagram. The
"From" address is simply the address of the LaserWriter, which it
already knows; the "To" address is referenced from the source
address of the incom ing request previously received. The complete
message looks like the one shmi1J11 in figure 8.42.

Du

Figure 8.42

The laserWrilerputs the

~

completed HOP Response
into aOOP Oaraoram. The

o......

DDP
J.

datagramis addressed ro
the sender of the original

NBP Resp

message.

Deb's Dreamy
LoserWrlter:LoserWrltor@'

DDP

From: 12.33.144
To: 12.255.2

Thus, the response is:

From : 12 . 144 . 133 (the LaserWriter)
To: 12.33. 144 (th e Macintosh)
NBP

Res p

Deb's Dreamy LaserWrite r : LaserWriter@*
Again, let's translate this response into En glish.
"OK, J hear you, Macintosh! I'm a LaserWriter in your current zone;
my name is "Deb's Dreamy LaserWriter" and my address is
12.144.133. Since you told me what address you are when you sent
your NBP Lookup Request, I'll send this information to you right
away."

.
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Of course, multiple LaserWriters can respond to the NBP Lookup
Request, and as they do, your Macintosh displays their names in
the Chooser (see figure 8.43). Then, when you select a printer, the
Macintosh simply remembers the name of lhe currently selected
printer. This name is then stored in the memory of the Macintosh.
This is why, for example, when someone moves their PowerBook
from the office netvvork to their home network, the office printer
will still be selected. To solve this problem, the LaserWriter must
be reselected from the Chooser.
Figure 8.43

NVE

Alter per1ormino asimilar
process to the
laser\Vriter. lhe /Aac
processes theUAP and
NBP and then places the
name olthe laserY/riter
(and anv other responding
LWs) intotheMacintosh

Deb's Dreamy LaserWriter:LaserWriter@*

This process also offers an explanation for the rare event that
occasionally happens when someone selects a printer on Friday,
then the network is altered over the weekend and the printer just
so happens to choose a new node number for itself. When Monday
comes, the user receives a " ... can' t locate printer" message. Again,
reselecting the printer from t11e Chooser solves the problem.
This NBP request/response conve rsation happens every time a
Macintosh user selects a service from the Chooser. Because the
NBP delivery mechanism involves broadcasting (or multicasting),
NBP traffic can be a significant part of Ap pl eTa lk network traffic .

Chooser.
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AppleTalk Routing
Big AppleTalk internetworks are created by connecting little
AppleTaJk networks. Routers are the devices that are used to
connect the networks. AppleTalk routers are an important part of
many AppleTalk networks. In addition to providing a mechanism
for growth, they also are used to provide traffic isolation and a
means for logically grouping (organizing) network services. In this
section, we'll explore how AppleTaJk routers accomplish these
basic tasks.

Routing Tables
As discussed earlier, AppleTalk routers are used to physically and
logically connect network segments. Each AppleTalk network that
connects to a port on the router is assigned a number, or a range of
numbers, that identify that particu lar network. These AppleTaJk
network numbers are key to the operation of the router.
AppleTaJk routers rely on tables, stored within the router, to
forward AppleTalk datagrams from one network to another. The
routing tables keep track of all networks by containing an entry for
each network number. For each network number on the internet,
the routing table includes the distance of each netw·ork (measured
in hops, which is the number of routers between the router and the
destination network), which port on the router should be used to
connect the destination network, and the AppleTalk node ID of the
next router. This is shown in Table 8.2.
Table 8 .2

A simple routing table.

Net#

Distance

Port

Next Router#

10

0

1

0

20

0

2

0
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Net#

Distance

Port

Next Router #

30

1

3

12

40

2

3

12

RTMP, or the Routing Table Maintenance Protocol, was Apple's
only protocol that maintained routing tables among the routers of
an AppleTalk internet. With RTMP, these routing tables are regularly updated every 10 seconds. This is accomplished by each
router exchanging routing tables wi th the other routers on the
network. When a router receives a new routing table, it compares it
to the existing table. If a new network has been added, or a network
distance has been changed, the ro uter updates its table.
RTMP traffic is normally present only between the routers on the
internet, but still represents a certain percentage of the total traffic
on the network. One of the problems with RTMP is the regular
transmission of the routing tables, which occurs even when the
network is stable and the network numbers and th e routing tables
remain unchanged.
To better understand the function of RTMP, let's return to the
classroom analogy. As shown in figure 8.44, when the students
pass notes between themselves, they frequently have to use an
intermediate student as a router. Let's consider tl1at a student is a
two-port router (her arms represent net'<vork ports). The students
who are acting as routers need to know the names of other students and the corresponding student-routers to which they are
connected. These student-routers also need to know which hand
(port) to use.
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Figure 8.44

The students in the class
pass their messages
through routers.

To solve this problem, each student-router creates a special kind of
note that lists all the note recipients, the number of intervening
student-routers, which arm to use, and the name of the next
student-router in the note-passing chain. Then, once all the
student-routers have their ovvn Ust, they pass it to the other student-routers, who check the notes for updates. These routing lists
are shown in figure 8.45. This process continues at regular intervals
regardless of classroom changes.
Figure 8.45

fach studem router. Pat
andPaula. has her own
routing information that
she uses to route the
other students'
messages.

Of course, under certain conditions, the note passing between the
student-routers can become a problem. The same is true in the
real AppleTalk world, as this continual RTMP traffic can become a
burden on large networks with many routers (particularly when
the routers are connected to WAN links of limited bandwidth) .
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This routing technique, which uses a list of destination networks
with their corresponding ctistan ces and the next router in the
chain, is called vector-distance routing, or Bellman-Ford routing. It
is a simple routing algorithm (as illus trated in figure 8.46), that
attempts to find the shortest path for a datagram by minimizing
the number of hops. Other protocols, such as DECnet and TCP liP,
use other routing algorithms that may be more efficient under
certain circumstances. Apple is currently investigating other
routing algorithms for possible future adoption and inclusion into
AppleTalk.

Figure 8.46
AppleTalk dataoramsare
routed by attempting lo
minimize the numberof
hops. In this example,
daraorams travel directly
1 Hop

The problem with vector-distance routing is that minimizing the
number of hops doesn't always route the datagram tluough the
quicker path. Consider the example shown in figure 8.47. Network
#61-70 is one hop away from Network # 11-20, but this connection
is made tl1rough a relatively slow 9600 baud netwo rk link. If we can
also reach 1\'etwork #6 1-70 by making three hops over Etherne t
connections, the throughput will be dramatically improved . With
our student analogy, it might be faster to pass a note through the
three hyperactive students who eat chocolate all day instead of
waiting for one sleepy-eyed s tude nt to act.

from111·20 to #6J.70.
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Figure 8.47

AppleTalk datagrams
might go laster overa
route that has more hops.
lherelore. amethod ol
artilicial hop adjustment
is oltenrequired.

9600 Baud

AppleTalk datagrams might go faster over a route that has more
hops. Therefore, a method of artificial hop adjustment is often
required.
Some AppleTalk routers permit the artificial adjustment of a
datagram's hop count. Instead of the datagram's hop count being
increased by one when going through the router, it could be
increased by two, which could force network traffic to take another
less costly, more efficient path. Apple's new Apple Internet Router
(AIR) also adjusts hop counts in large networks so as not to exceed
the limit of 15 hops (see figure 8.48).
Remember that a key aspect of this routing technique is that the
routers are not aware of the entire route for any given datagram
destination. All that any given router knows for sure is the next
router in the chain.
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RTMP versus AURP
To help solve the problem of excessive RTMP traffic, particularly
on WANs, Apple has developed a new routing p rotocol called the
Apple Update Routing Protocol, or AURP. AURP updates the
routing tables only wh en a change has been mad e to the network.
(Typically, this means whenever a new network has been added
to the internet.) With AURP, our student-routers would only
exchange routing notes when new studen ts are added to the

Figure 8.48
Sample screens !romthe
AppleInternet Router.
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classroom. AURP is not intended to replace RTMP, which remains
a viable protocol for small- and medium-sized lANs; rather, AURP
is seen as a complement to RTMP.
Apple describes RTMP as a "no news is bad news" type of routing
protocol. This means that if the RTMP updates aren't seen every
ten seconds, then something's wrong. Instead, AURP is categorized
as a "no ne\•VS is good n ews" protocol, since as long as things are
quiet, th e routing information must be okay. The AURP protocol
also defines a method of tunneling, or encapsulating, AppleTalk
datagrams within other netv.rorking protocols. (The idea behind
protocol encapsulation will be covered in the next section.)
The first product to supportAURP is the Ap ple Internet Router
(AIR). This new product supersedes the AppleTalk Internet Router
2.0. AIR, like its predecessor, runs on a suitably-configured
Macintosh. System 7 is required, along with a minimum of 4 MB of
RAM. PowerBooks are not recommended. AIR fully supports AURP
over LAN and WAN connections using a modular approach. AIR
also includes support for the industry standard Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) which provides for remote management.
The standard network supported by AIR is dial-up access over
standard phone lines (see figure 8.49). For a dial-up connection,
Apple recommends a minimum of a pair ofV.32/9600 baud
modems. Obviously, the faster the modem, the faster and more
responsive the AppleTalk connection will be. Since AIR was
developed in a modular fashion , additional capabilities can be
simply plugged in as needed. Apple offers several optional products including an AppleTalk/X.25 and AppleTalk/IP extension .
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Figure 8.49
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The AppleTalk/X.25 Wide Area Extension, shown in figure 8.50,
enables multiple AppleTalk networks to communicate through an
X.25 wide area netw-ork. Apple's Serial NuBus card is required to
connect to the X.25 service. X.25 will be covered later on; briefly,
X.25 is a wide-area networking service that is offered by service
providers world-wide. These providers (such as Tymnet and
Telenet) can offer customers local phone numbers that are used to
connect to the system. One chief advantage of X.25 connections is
that, unlike conventional phone lines which are billed solely based
on time regardless of traffic, X.25 uses traffic as a prime determining factor in billing. Considering that most netw·ork traffic is not
continual and tends to be "bursty, " X.25 is very often a costeffective alternative to traditional dial-up lines. A familiar example
ofX.25 networking can be found at most banks, since many ATM
machines use X.25 links to provide wide-area access to your
financial data.
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The other optional AIR module is the AppleTalk/ IP Wide Area
Extension. Diagrammed in figure 8.51, it links multiple AppleTalk
netv.rorks over a TCP /IP network. The AppleTalk/IP extension
is supported on Ethernet or Token Ring cabling. As with the
X.25 option, the IP option relies on a networking trick known as
tunneling.

IP-Only
Ethernet

Figure a.st
ANetPICT diagram of the
Apple Internet Router
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Protocol Encapsulation and Tunneling
Using figure 8.52 as an example, imagine that you want to send a
Jetter to your uncle, who lives on a mountain across the country, as
quickly as possible. You could send the letter with an overnight
carrier, but for some reason, the carrier won't deliver the letter up
the mountain. The regular mail service does go up the mountain;
unfortunately, sending it this way would take two weeks for
delivery. You then remember that you have a cousin that lives in
the town at the base of the mountain who can receive the overnight delivery service. So you proceed to address the letter to your
uncle and affix the required postage for regular mail delivery.
Then, you place the addressed letter inside the overnight delive1y
pouch and address it to your cousin. You don't want to make your
cousin go up the mountain, so you place a note inside the overnight pouch instructing him to simply drop the enclosed letter into
the nearest mailbox. This way, the local mail will deliver the letter
within a day or so. Thus, the total delivery time is only two or three
days.
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Figure 8.52

Sendinoaletter to your
uncle.

This scenario can be directly applied to networking as well. The
process of placing one transport protocol inside another is called
protocol encapsulation or tunneling. Tunneling AppleTalk inside of
another protocol, such as TCP/IP or DECnet, might be necessary
or desirable for several reasons.
One reason could be that an organization's wide-area network only
supports a certain protocol. This has been fairly common in the
past because a number of routers have only supported a single
protocol. For example, many companies that have extensive widearea DECnet networks interconnect them with DECnet-specific
routers. For these companies to be able to offer AppleTalk services
over the network, they would have to scrap all their existing
DECnet ro uters and replace them '-Vith multiprotocolAppleTalk/
DECnet routers.
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Alternatively, they can tunnelAppleTalk protocols inside the
DECnet protocol. In this case, an AppleTalk datagram that is
d irected to a distant network is wrapped inside a DECnet packet by
a special device and routed over the \vide-area DECnet net\·vork to
another special device, where its AppleTalk datagram is then
extracted from its DECnet encapsulation and then passed along
using AppleTalk protocols to its final destination.
In the case of AppleTalk/DECnet tunneling, the special device
hap pens to be a DEC VAX that's running the AppleTalk for VMS
and DECnet protocols simultaneously (see figure 8.53). The
Ap pleTalk for VMS software establishes a connection with the
DECnet software and performs the encapsulation and
decapsulation of the AppleTalk datagrams.

Figure 8.53
ANetPICTdiagram of the
Aoolelalk/OfCnet tunnel.
In this example. each VAX
AppleTalk Net #11>-20

has two Hhernet
controllers. The tunnel
actsas an AppleTalk
router. so network
numbers must be unique.
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As mentioned before, with the new Apple Internet Router, tunneling is also possible vvith X.25 and TCP/IP networks. The concept
remains the same-AppleTalk datagrams are placed inside the
foreign protocol and then routed accordingly to the corresponding
Apple Internet Router (AIR) over the wide-area connection.
Routers that link an AppleTalk network to the foreign protocol
net:\1\Tork are called exterior routers. Routers that perform
AppleTalk-to-AppleTalk routing within the internetwork are called

interior routers.
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When the AIR (or any AURP-compliant router) is used in a tunnel
configuration, the tunnel side of the connection ofthe exterior
routers appears as an end node of the encapsulating protocol.
Using IP encapsulation as an example, when two AURP-compliant
routers communicate over a TCP/IP link, they appear as two native
TCP /IP devices. On the interior side of the connection, however,
the routers must appear as Phase 2 routers that speak RTMP to the
other interior routers.
Whenever an AppleTalk datagram is encapsulated in a foreign
protocol, the AURP-compliant router adds a special AURP header
in addition to the addressing header of the foreign protocol. This
special variable length AURP header is called a domain header or
DI. Technically, the AURP domain header extends the standard
32-bit AppleTalk address (network, node and socket) and creates
a complete AURP "vide area address.
Before AURP, one of the key rules of AppleTalk network configuration was the uniqueness of AppleTalk nen.vork numbers. With the
addition of the AURP DI number, it is no longer a requirem ent that
the network number must be globally unique (although it's still a
good idea). Now, with the addition of the DI the complete address
is domain (network. node. socket).
Adding the DI is similar to adding an area code to a phone number.
For example, the phone number 555-1212 is certainly not unique
in the whole US phone system. But, by adding a unique three-digit
aTea code to the beginning of the number, it becomes a valid
directory assistance number fo r any area code.
To better illustrate this point, let's use an example of two unconnected LANs. Figure 8.54 shows one IAN in PhHadelphia having a
Phase 2 network range of 10 to 20. The other LAN in San Francisco
has a range of 15 to 50. Under the pre-AURP Phase 2 rules, these
two networks could not be linked together because their network
numbers overlapped. Both lANs have a network number 15, and
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therefore a conflict would occur. With AURP Dis, each LAN could
have a unique domain number. Philadelphia's domain number
could bel and San Francisco's domain could be 2. This would
create unique addresses for both sides. l (15.22.129) is now different from 2(15.22.129). Of course, the Dis must be unique on the
tunnel. If the tunnel is a TCP /IP tunnel, one sure way to insure that
the Dis are unique is to use TCP/IP addresses as the Dis.
Figure 8.54
With the AURP Domains.
AppleTalk network

2(15.22.129) 1(15.22.129)

numbers do not
necessarily have to be
unioue.ln this example.

Domain: 2
Net #15-20
Zone: San Francisco

there are two devices
using the 15.22.129

Domain: 1
Net #10-20
Zone: Philadelphia

address. The addition ol
the OURP Domain makes
themunique.

Conclusion
The Macintosh supports a number of transport protocols. Its
native protocol, AppleTalk, provides plug-and-play connectivity.
AppleTalk nodes use dynamic node addressing and name hinding
to self-configure, which avoids the manual configuration required
by other protocols such as DECnet and TCP/IP. Since its inception,
Apple has continued to evolve AppleTalk, the most recent changes
providing enhanced routing over wide-area networks .

•

Macintosh
Media/Cabling
ne of the more visible aspects of a Macintosh
network is the meclium used to make the
connection. This chapter covers the various
connection media, such as Loca!Talk and
Ethernet. It covers the advantages and disadvantages of each medium, giving you the
knowledge to choose the right medium-or
combination of mecliums-for your net..York.

locaiTalk/Phone-Type Connectors
LocalTalk, along \\rith its phone-type variants, is one reason for the
popularity of Macintosh networking. Its low cost and easy installation has set the standard for desktop networking. Although
LocalTalk is rapidly being supplanted by Ethernet, it still offers a
viable solution for many Macintosh users.
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Figure 9.1

Apple's locallalk
connec1orsyslem.
!Courtesyof Apple
Compuler.lnc.).

LocalTalk
LocalTalk (see figure 9.2) was the first n e t:vvork cabling system
available for the Macintosh. InLToduced in 1985 aJong with the
LaserWriter printer, LocalTaJk was a low-cost plug-and-play
solution in a world of thousand-dollar Ethernet cards. LocaJTalk
and its variants are still used today, but its use is rapidly declining.
LocaiTaJk provides a bandwidth of 230.4 Kbps, which is pretty
quick compared to a 9600 baud modem connection. Compared to
a 10 Mbps Ethernet connection or a 100 Mbps FDDI connection,
however, it's pretty slow.

The LocaJTalk cabling system normaJly connects to a Mac's Printer
seriaJ port (shown in figure 9.3), and to the appropriate LocalTalk
ports of other d evices.
NOTE: The Modem port is not used for LocaiTalk connections unless you
intend to run router software (such as the Apple Internet Router) on your Mac
to route between two LocaiTalk segments.

•
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LocaiTalk
Cabling Layer
Services
Formats
AppleTalk

Figure 9.2

LocaiTalk

locallalk resides atthe
Cabling laver ol the
lletPICI.

9.3
BoththeModem and
Printerportsareserial
ports: however. onlv the
Printer port can be used
lor locallalk.
Figure

Modem Port

Printer Port

The heart of LocalTalk is the small connector box which contains a
small transformer that electrically isolates the network connection.
It has three connections. One side of the box has a length of wire
and a connector (either a circular 8-pin DIN8 connector or a 0shaped 9-pin DB9 connector) that is used to connect to the
AppleTalk node. The od1er side of the LocalTalk box has two
receptacles that are used to co nnect the node to d1e chain of other
LocalTalk devices.
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Apple's LocalTalk connectors are rarely used today for several
reasons. First, when a LocalTalk network is indicated, it usually
makes sense to consider the LocalTalk-compatible phone-type
connectors. Farallon 's PhoneNET, which uses t\"'isted-pair telephone-type wiring, is one such alternative. Another reason is that
the LocalTalk connectors do not have a positive locking arrangement-they can be easily pulled our or disrupted. People have
been kno·wn to wrap electrical tape around the boxes or even Crazy
Glue the connectors in place to avoid this problem. Perhaps the
most important reason for the decline and fall ofLocalTalk is that
it's rapidly being replaced by Ethernet. The price of Ethernet
connections has dropped dramatically over the past few years, so
the cost differential is not as great as it was in the past.
LocalTalk does have cable shielding, so in electrically noisy areas,
LocalTalk might be better than the unshielded twisted-pair wiring
used by the phone-typ e connectors. For most small installations
where the anticipated network traffi c is modest, you'll want to
consider the phone-type devices.

PhoneNET and Other Phone-Type Connectors
Farallon was the first company to offer a functional replacement
for LocalTalk. They replaced the DIN8 connectors of Local Talk
with the positive locking RJ-11 connectors found on most telephones (see figure 9.4). They also replaced the expensive shielded
LocalTalk cable with conventional t\oVisted-pair phone wiring. The
PhoneNET connectors were, and remain, completely compatible
with the LocalTalk Link Access Protocol (LLAP). so switching over
to PhoneNET from LocalTalk requires no software changes or
special configuration .

•
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Figure 9.4

The farallonPhonetiH
Conneclor uses
lelephone·slyle RJ-11
locking conneclors.
ICounesr of farallon
CDmpulina.l
The success of Phonel\TET and similar products was twofold. Small
companies were able to create a simple, inexpensive IANs in an
hour or so by simply going to Radio Shack and buying a spool of
phone wire, a box ofRJ-11 co nnectors, and a $15 crimping tool.
Large companies soon found that it was possible to integrate the
PhoneNET connectors into their existing wiring schemes-wir ing
schemes previously used for connecting "dumb" terminals to
mainframes and minicomputers over twisted-pair RS-232 wiring.
The PhoneNET connectors also made it possible to move to a star
topology (or radial topology), instead of the daisy-chain topology
of LocaJTalk. PhoneNET currently supports two kinds of stars:
passive stars, in which each of the segments is interconnected at a
panel or junction block, and active stars, whe re the segments join
at a Loca!Talk repeater. Farallon's first repeater was called the
StarCon troller.

•
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Since the star topology only requires a single connection at the
node, only one R)-11 receptacle is required. When a PhoneNET
connector is used, the extra receptacle is filled with a terminating
resistor. Other brands are self-terminating and don't require a
separate resistor. Farallon also offers a single-receptacle connector
called the StarConnector. This small connector (see figure 9.5),
plugs directly into the printer port of a Macintosh, and is ideally
suited for star networks. StarConnectors are also useful in pairs,
where they can be used to connect two devices (a PowerBook a nd a
desktop Mac, for example) ~vith a single RJ-11 cable.

Figure 9.5
The farallon ltoneNET
StarConnector plugs
directly into thePrinter
port Usedin star
networks. the device is
self-terminating.
(Courtesy ol farallon
Computing.)

Today, there are many LocalTalk-compatible products. In addition
to Farallon, there a re several companies that make the phone-type
connectors and products.

Design Considerations
If your network consists of a dozen or so nodes in a centralized
location, and your bandwidth requirements are modest, then a
LocalTalk or PhoneNET daisy-chain might make sense. With e ither
device, you'll be able to add nodes to rhe ends of the chain, but if
you need to add an additional connection somewhe re in the
middle, the entire network v.rill be disrupted .

•
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A more flexib le solution for small workgrou ps is to use a bus
topology. With this system, a single cable is used as a backbone.
Each phone-type connector then plugs into the bus. Connections
can be made and broken at any time without disruption to the
network. This is only possible with the phone-type connectors,
such as PhoneNET, and will not work vvith the LocalTalk
connectors.
The next step u p is to go with a star topology. The choice of a
passive star can be limiting, \"'ith restriction on the number of
devices and distances. In most cases, passive stars are problematic
and not worth the trouble. The other option is to go with an active
star. The active star involves the use of a LocalTalk multipart
repeater. Products such as the Farallon StarController (shown in
figure 9.6) and the Focus TurboStar avoid the problems found in
the passive star topologies. These repeaters are a good choice for
the LocalTalk netvvork that is spread out through a large building.
They're even a better choice if you're able to use existing twistedpair wiring.

Figure 9.6
The farallon PhoneNET
StarConlrolleris an
exampleolamullipon
locaiTalk repeater.
!Counesy ol farallon
Compulino.l
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Planning Ahead

· .

·

·

·

If you're going to go the twisted-pair phone-type connector route, be sure to
use twisted-pair wiring that's capable of supporting twisted-pair Ethernet.
Phone-type connectors require a single twisted pair, while twisted-pair
Ethernet requires two twisted pairs. LocaiTalk signaling will work over the
Ethernet twisted-pair wiring, but not vice-versa. So plan for the future and wire
for Ethernet. The additional cost of the cable should be negligible compared to
the installation cost. Just make sure you use the appropriate twisted-pair
wiring, as there are different kinds of wiring for different applications.

As you consider a LocaJTalk or phone-type connector network,
keep in mind that the additional cost of the LocalTalk hub increases the per-device cost. Now that Ethernet connections are so
inexpensive, you may want to consider spendi ng just a bit more
to go Ethernet. 1f all your devices-presenr a nd planned-are
equipped with LocalTalk, then choosing it as a cabling system may
not be a bad choice. But if you plan to add othe r PCs, workstations,
or printers that don 't offer LocalTalk options, maybe it's better to
opt for Ethernet at the o utset.
When Ethernet is chosen as a backbone cabling system , it used to
be that the only option for connecting LocalTal k-o nly devices
(such as LaserWriters) was to install a LocalTalk-EtherTalk router.
This is an expensive cure when you may only h ave a limited
number ofLocalTalk devices to connect. It also adds the administrative overhead and performa nce concerns of adding anothe r
router to the netwo rk. Several years ago Dayna Communication
introduced a device called EtherPrint.lt acted as a LocalTalk-toEtherne t bridge. It essentially ada pted the LocaiTalk device to the
Etherne t network. Today, these devices, diagrammed in figure 9.7,
have gained in popularity and fun ctionality.
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Figure 9.7
Macintosh

LaserWriter
Services
Formats
LocaiTalk Bridge

Companies s uch as, Asante (AsanLePrint), Compatible System s
(EtherWrite), Dayna (EtherPrinL Plus), Farallo n (LocalPath), Sonic
Systems (SuperBridge) and Digi ta l Products (SprintTALK) make
LocaJTalk-Etherne t bridges. The new generation of devices is able
to co nnect mul tiple LocalTalk devices-Macs and PowerBooks
included. The Farallon and Sonic Sys tems offerings are sofh-vaJe
solutions that run on a Mac with the ap propria te neh"Jork in terfaces. The FaJallon product can even connect devices to Toke n
Ring neh"Jorks. Many of these devices support security features
that can limit access to the LocaiTalk device.

Ethernet/EtherTalk
At one time, Ethernet was to cabling syste ms wh at FDDI is todayit was expen sive aJld offered a ba ndwidth well beyond the requirem ents of most applications. Today, Eth ernet is fast becoming the
m odern equivalent ofRS-232. Nearly all computer systems offer
Ethernet connections. With the advent of very la rge-scale
intergra tion, the Ethernet components have been reduced to a
single chip, which h as dJiven the cost of Ethern et cards down to

Several companies
provide local!alk·IO·
EtherTalk bridges
(adapters) !halcanbe
usedto connect
locallalk·only devices.
such as LaserWritersand
PowerBooks.lo the
HherneL
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less than $200. Fortunately, these price reductions aren't limited to
the PC world, as Macintosh Ethernet cards are fast becoming a hot
commodity.

Ethernet Basics
Even though Apple developed LocaJTalk to provide a basic physical
connection between devices, Apple also recognized the need to
provide alternative wiring choices to their customers. One of the
most popular local area networks (LANs) is Ethernet (see figure
9.8). Originally developed by Xerox in collaboration with Digital
and Intel, Ethernet is used by many computer vendors as a wiring
media for networking. Companies such as Digital and Sun use
Ethernet to run a variety of networking protocols. In fact, Ethernet
was developed with multiprotocol supp01t in mind. A single
Ethernet netvvork can support many different protocols at the
same time.

Ethernet
Cabling Layer
Services
Formats

Figure 9.8

AppleTalk

Ethernet resides at the
Cabling layer of lhe
lletPICT.

Ethernet

When AppleTalk protocols run over Ethernet cables, Apple calls
this EtherTalk. Whereas Loca!Talk cables have a bandwidth of
230.4 Kbps, Ethernet has a bandwidth of 10 Mbps. So instead of
being limited to 32 nodes, as with LocalTalk, EtherTalk networks
can support thousands of devices. Theoretically, v-.rith the latest
version of AppleTalk (Phase 2), a network can have over 16 million

I
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devices. Of course, on a single cable you would run out of room to
connect all those devices, but Ethernet cables are often "connected" by network bridges, microwave links, and even satellites to
other Ethernet networks to create an "extended" Ethernet LAN.
Many large companies have extensive world-wide Ethernet LANs
with thousands of computers produced by different companies.
The throughput of an Ethernet n etwmk is higher than LocalTalk.
Actual transmission rates will depend on many factors , such as
network traffic, size of the transmitted file, and performance of the
individual Ethernet controller. On average, you can expect an
Ethernet network to pe rform three to five times better than a
LocaJTalk network. Why such a difference? The factors limiting
Ethernet throughpur are numerous and comp lex, but the speed of
th e Macintosh CPU, hard disk, and Ethernet hardware, coupled
with network configuration, application performance, and other
network traffic all play a role in Ethernet performance.
AlJ Macs and LaserWriters com e standard with the hardware to
support LocalTalk communications. Some Macs (such as the
Quadra family) and LaserWriters (such as the LaserWriter IIG and
LaserWriter Pro 630) come equipped with built-in Ethernet hardware. For those Macs that don 't have Ethernet, connections are
made with the addition of a networking card. LocaJTalk
LaserWriters, such as the LaserWriter liNT, can connect to
Ethernet with adapter devices, such as Dayna's EtherPrint device.
Ethernet cards for Macs with card slots are made by Apple and
other vendors (see figure 9.9). The cost varies between $200 and
$400. Several companies also sell SCSI/Ethernet adapters for those
Macs, such as the Classic and the PowerBook family, without card
slots. These devices connect to the SCSI port of the Macintosh, just
like any other SCSI device, and then connect to the Ethernet
network.
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Figure 9.9

Asampling ol fthernet
cards. The two-piece
unitsare lor the
Macintosh Sf and SU30.
Ihe one-piece unit is lor
anv NuBus·equipped
Macintosh.(Courtesy ol
farallonComputino.l

ELAP software drivers are included with both the Ethernet cards
and the SCSI/Ethernet devices. This software provides new network driver programs that give you the option, through the Control
Panel, to choose between LocalTalk and EtherTalk. Unless you
turn your Mac into a router, the AppleTalk traffic can only go
through one port at a time.
There are several variants of Ethernet cabling. Even though the
cabling is different, the electrical signaling remains the same.
Because of this, all Ethernet cable variations use the same ELAP
drivers. The only significant difference is the cable type and the
connectors.

\

Thickwire 1OBase-5
Thickwire Ethernet (see figure 9.10), is a stiff coaxial (one wire
inside another wire) cable about 3/8" in diameter; it employs a
15-pin D-style connector. The cable is terminated at both ends
with special resistive fittings that minimize signal reflections that

.
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would othenvise degrade communications. Usually thickwire
Ethernet is employed as a central "backbone" running throughout
a building, although fiber-optic Ethernet is rapidly replacing
thickwire as a backbone media. Thic.hvire Ethernet permits a
maximum of 200 devices on a 1,640 foot segment. Thickwire
Ethernet is often referred to as lOBase-5 wiring.
Terminator

Barrel Connector

\

I

I

~

Coaxial Cable

-----...

Terminator

Transceiver
Transceiver
Cable

Station
{i.e. Computer, Hub, Router)
Thick\.vire connections are established by clamping a device called
a transceiver to the cable. Most transceivers are installed by drilling
a small hole in the cable with a special tool. This is fo Uowed by
clamping the transceiver, which pierces the cable with sharp
contact pins that make electrical contact. This method of connection is sometimes referred to as a "vampire tap." These taps can
only be made at regula r imervals along the cable. Most cables have
indicator markings eve1y 2.5 meters to help position the transceivers.
Adding transceivers to a backbone cable is not difficult, but this is
not a cost-effective way to make a single network connection.
Usually transceivers are used to connect hubs (or repeaters), which
support the connection of multiple devices through a single
transceiver connection to the backbone.

Figure 9.to

Thickwire110Base·5l

Hhernelcomvonenls.
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In the lOBase-5 nomenclature, the 10 refers to the bandwidth. All
Ethernet implementations have a 10 m egabit bandwidth. The term
"Base" refers to baseband (as opposed to broadband). Baseband
means that the cable only supports a single communications
channeL The value of 5 refers to the maximum length ofthe cable
segment, which for lOBase-5 is 500 meters. There is a specification
for broadband Ethernet called lOBroad-36. It runs over a coaxial
cable and has a maximum segment length of3,800 meters.

Thinwire 1OBase-2
Th inwire Ethernet (see figure 9.11) is thinner (about3/16 '')and
considerably more flexible than the original thickwire. It used to be
a popular choice to connect desktop devices and workstations.
Today, however, thinwire is being rapidly replaced by t\1\fisted-pair
Ethernet for desktop connections.

Terminator

Tee

Coaxial Cable

Terminator

I

Figure 9.t1
lhinwireUOBase·2l
flliernel componenrs.

(i.e. Computer, Hub, Router)
Thimv:ire Eth ernet uses BNC (tvvist and lock) type connections and
allows 30 devices per 656 foot segment, over a maximum network
length of 3,281 feel. Thinwire is often referred to as "Cheapernet,"
or its more formal name of lOBase-2. This designation is similar to
that ofthickwire; the 2 indicates a maximum segment length o£200
meters (actually, the maximum segment length is 185 meters, bu t J
guess they didn' t want to call it lOBase-1.8) .
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Connections are made with a tee connector, sim ilar to LocalTalk.
One branch of the tee connects to the network device, while the
other hl\lo connections are used to connect to the network. When
thin wire is connected in a daisy-chain, the free ends of the last tees
must be terminated with special resistive end caps. Adding more
devices to a thinwire daisy-chain disrupts the network because the
chain must be broken. It is possible to disconnect a device at the
attachment point without disrupting the network chain.
Thinwire can also be configrned in a star topology using a thinwire
Ethernet repeater. Here, each tee at the end of each branch of the
star must be terminated. The use of thin wire star topologies is
rapidly declining, due to the arrival of the newer, more flexible
twisted-pair Ethernet.

Twisted Pair 1DBase-T
Lately, another Ethernet variant has started to become popular.
Twisted -pair Ethernet (see figure 9.12) has been around for several
years, but during the past two years it has virtually dominated
the desktop. With this system, Ethernet can be implemented
on standard unshielded hl\listed-pair wiring. Thin wire Ethernet
requires two pairs of wires that meet certain industly
requirements.

Twisted-pair

wiring~

D

D

Figure 9.12

Twisled·oairllDOase·Tl
Elhernel componenls.
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The choice of wire may depend on local building or electrical
codes, or on the recommendations of s uppliers. It's always best to
check with the various codes and suppliers for detailed cabling
specifications. As mentioned earlier, it's always wise to cable for
thinwire Ethernet even if you're planning to use LocalTalk. It also
may be prudent to consider the anticipated wiring standards for
th e newer high-speed cabling systems such as FDDJ (Fiber Data
Distributed Interface). There is currently work undetwayto implement FDDI over copper twisted-pair wiring and to develop a 100
Mbps version of Ethernet that runs over four twisted-pairs. Often,
if your wiring strategy covers the most stringent wiring scenario,
you'll be able to design for future growth and enhancemen ts.
Unlike thlckv.rire or thinwire that can be connected in a bus or
daisy-chain, twisted-pair Ethernet requires the use of a hub. These
hubs come in a "vide variety of prices and configurations with a
varying number of ports and extra features. Some hubs offer a
modular construction that make it easy to provide additional
connections as required.
All the Ethernet card vendors for the Macintosh offer twisted-pair
Ethernet versions, with many cards offering multiple connectors
{thick, thin and twisted-pair) on one card. Twisted-pair Ethernet
undervvent some changes during its early years, and there have
been several implementations, but now the standard is set and is
widely known as 10Base-T.

Apple's Ethernet Cabling System

.

In January of 1990, Apple announced a new line of low-cost
Ethernet cards. The two new cards (one fo r the Macs with NuB us
slots and one for the Macintosh LC) use a separate attachment
unit, known as an Apple AUI (Attachment Unit Unterface) that
attaches to either thickwire, thinwire, or twisted-pair Ethernet (see
figure 9.13). Resembling Loca!Talk connectors, these connectors
attach to the Mac or LaserWriter with a new style of conn ector.
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This permits Apple to use these new compact connectors on the
motherboards of all their new machines. The appropriate attachment unit (either thick, thin , or 1:\.visted-pair) is the n co nnected to
the device. This approach offers Apple a single, compact connector
for their new products, while still offering the flexibility of three
attachment options. Apple has provided the specitkations for
Apple AU!, so these new connectors are also offered by third-party
suppliers. These new devices will bring the ease-of-installation and
low cost ofLocalTalk to Ethernet networks.

Figure 9.13

Apple's llhernel NuBus
card land compulers so
equippe~ can connec11o
Apple's lhict lhin or
lwisled·oair lransceivers.

Design Considerations
As with any neh-vork design, the physical location is an important
dete rmining factor. If all your AppleTalk nodes a re in the same
room, the n lOBase-2 thinwire easily can be daisy-chained among
the devices, and will most likely be the cheapest solution. The
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other option is to use lOBase-T twisted-pair Ethernet. If you
choose lOBase-T, you'll need a hub to inte rconnect the devices. If
you have just a few devices to connect, there are a number of
vendors that offer small, affordable hubs with anywhere from three
to eight ports. The additional price of the hub may make this
approach more expensive than thin wire, but the cabling should be
slightly cheaper and you may be able to assemble your own cables
more easily than thinwire.
If your newark is large and spans many rooms or floors, a backbone Ethernet is probably needed. With tllis approach, a lOBase-5
or fiber optic cable is strategically placed through the building.
Often, the cable runs beween wiring closets, where network
equipment such as hubs, routers, and gateways are located. These
wiring closets are often used for phone connections as well. (Some
networking vendors offer integrated neworking equipment to
consolidate the management of voice and data connections.)
With most extensive EtherTalk networks, a major design consideration is the routing and isolation of traffic. Deciding where to place
routers and how best to link EtherTalk LANs to wide-area connections is frequently an important concern.

Other Cabling Systems
Local Talk and Ethernet are the most popular cabling choices for
the Macintosh, but the Mac also supports a wide range of other
industry standard cabling systems.

Token Ring
Token Ring networks (see figure 9.14) operate using a different
principal than Ethernet. As discussed earlier, Ethernet devices
listen to the cable before transmitting, whereas Token Ring devices

.
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wait their turn until an electronic token comes their way. Because
of this fundamental difference, Token Ring networks enjoy certain
benefits over Ethernet netvvorks.
Services
Formats
AppleTalk
Token Ring

Figure 9.14
Token Rino NetPICT.

First, when it comes to traffic, Token Ring networks are selflimiting. Unlike Ethernet networks, which degrade when excessive
traffic causes collisions and retransmissions, Token Ring networks
simply reach their maximum throughput and then level out.
Another advantage of Token Ring is that a node is always guaranteed access to the cable within a finite period of time. Ethernet
nodes play a statistical game where access to the cable is not
guaranteed. This makes Token Ring networks appealing for timecritical, real-time, and process control applications.
Most decisions to select Token Ring technology (other than FDDI)
are not made because of its technical advantage, but rather to
connect to the IBM environment, where Token Ring is a popular
choice. There are currently two implementations of Token Ring-a
4 Mbps version and a 16 Mbps version.
Token Ring cards are more expensive than th.eir Ethernet counterparts. Prices range from $500 to $800 per card. Apple and several
third-party vendors offer NuB us Token Ring cards.

FDDI
Likely to succeed Ethernet, FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface)
is an ANSI and ISO standard network based on dual fiber optic
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rings (see figure 9.15). FDDI has a bandwidth (data throughput
rate) of 100 Mbps. This is 10 times the bandvvidth of Ethernet. Just
as Apple offered EtherTalk and TokenTalk drivers for Ethernet and
Token Ring wiring systems, they have also developed FDDITalk
drivers. The Apple drivers currently supp01t AppleTaJk Phase 2 and
MacTCP. FDDI networks can contain 1,000 nodes no more than 2
kilomete rs apmt, for a total aggregate distance of 100 kilometers.
Services
Formats
Apple Talk

Figure 9.15

FOOl

fOOl NelPICL

FDDI cards (see figure 9.16) are still a bit on the expensive side at
over $1,000 per card, but just as the cost of Ethernet cards dropped,
the price ofFDDI cards will come down as well. FDDI cards are
currently offerred by several companies; Codenoll and Impulse
Technology are two examples. While FDDI is still rare on the
desktop, it's becoming increasly prevalent as a backbone cabling
system.

Figure 9.16
AfOOlcard lor NuBus·
eQuipped Macs. (Cnunesy
ol Codenoll Technology
Corp.)

.
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Although FOOl is gaining in popularity, there are other upcoming
standards vying for acceptance. A proposed "COOl" standa rd
would offer the performance of FOO l over less-costly copper
cabling. HP and AT&T are proposing an upgrade to the Ethernet
standard to achieve FOOl performance levels (100 Mbps) over
lOBase-T twisted-pair wiring.J nstead of two twisted pa irs, this
approach requires four twisted pairs.

Serial RS-232/422
Serial communications only recently have become a popular
cabling medium for AppleTalk. Starting with Apple's Remote
Access Protocol (ARAP), many Macintosh users a re using serial
connections and modems to dial in to remote Macintosh computers. ARAP uses data compression and buffering techn iques to coax
the mos t out of the relatively slow dial-up links (see figure 9.17).

Remote Macintosh
Services
Formats

AppleTalk
RS-232/422
Macintosh
Services
Formats

AppleTalk
RS-232/422

. - - - - - - Modem - -1RS-232/422

---,

Figure 9.17

Applelalk Rem01e Access
lleiPICI.

Phone Line

.
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ARAP uses the client/server model to make the remote connection.
A Macintosh running the client portion of Remote Access dials in
to a Remote Access server. With Apple 's software, the server is a
Macintosh. The re are other servers from third -party vendors that
use dedicated h ardware devices. These servers, s uch as Shiva's
IAN rover, connect to multiple dial-up Jines and also make a
n etwork connection to LocalTalk or Ethernet networks.

ARCNET
ARCNET is a cabling system that is popuJar on IBM PCs (see figure
9.18). It runs over twisted-pair or coaxial cabling at a bandwidth
of 2.5 Mbps. A Macintosh version of this cabling system is now
available, along with sofu.vare that provides the ARCNET data link
drivers (ARCNET Link Access Protocol). For more detailed information on ARCNET, refer to Chapter 10, "Living in an Intel/DOS
World."
Services
Formats

AppleTalk

Figure 9.18

ARCNET

ARC!IH NeiPICT.

Wireless
As computers get smaller and smaller, the cabling system s that
used to conn ect them also tie them down to the desktop. Th e
solution is to eliminate the cabling. Wireless n etworks are a recent
development that does just that. Th ere are several wi.reless technologies available for the Macintosh.
One option for a wireless nel:\,york is to use Apple 's Remote Access
with a celluar phone/modem combination (see figure 9. 19). This
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makes sense for wide-area network cmmections for a limited
number of devices. For LAN connectivity, wireless technology may
be usefuJ in locations where conventional wiring is difficult or
impossible to run. Motorola, the leading manufacturer of cellulaJ
telephones, has a Macintosh product called EMBARC which
provides a one-way wireless messaging service for remote Mac
users.

Remote Macintosh
Services
Formats

Apple Talk
RS-232/422

.------- Modem ---------.,
RS-232/422

Phone Line

Macintosh
Services
Formats

AppleTalk
RS-232/422

.------- Modem - -+-------.,
RS-232/422

Phone Line

Figure 9.19

Cellular Modem/AHA
Ne!PICT.

There are also options fo r LAN mediums such as LocalTalk and
Ethernet. Photonics makes LocaJTalk devices that use reflected
infrared to link a number of nodes (see figure 9.20). The infrared
devices focus their energy at a single point on the ceiling.
Motorola has developed a wireless version of Ethernet called Altair
II (see figure 9.21) . These devices use low-power radio waves as a
transmission medium. Altair's transmission rate of 5. 7 Mbps is
somewhat less than Ethernet bandwidth. Setup is easy. Each
Ethernet device connects to a small desktop send/receive module .
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These desktop modules transmit radio waves to control modules
that connect to walls or cubicle partitions. The send/receive
modules support all kinds of Ethernet adapters and cost around
$1,200. The control module can be used alone or connected to a
conventional Ethernet cable. These devices can handle up to 50
wireless devices.

Figure 9.20
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Compared to conventional wired networks, these new t echnologies are still somewhat expensive and are only cost-effective in
those cases where wiring is ctifficult or where rewiring costs would
exceed the cost of the wireless components. Expect wireless
communications to continue to increase in popularity as Apple's
Newto n technology and other handheld computers become
popular .
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WAN Media
The cabling systems mention ed previously are typically used b y
lANs. But when Macs need to be networked over longer distances,
other technologies are needed. However, compared to the cost and
convenience of LAN connections, WAN options are often limited
and expensive.

Conventional Dial-Up
Modem access was discussed earlier in the context of remote
access. A Macintosh user dials into a server on the LAN a nd connects to services using a pair of modems. This is fine for the single
user, but what about conn ecting two (or more) LANs over a dial-up
connection?
There are modem-based products that work over conventional
analog dial-up lines that can be used to link multiple AppleTalk
l.ANs. An example of this can be fo und in App le's Inte rnet Router
(AIR). In its standa rd configuration, as shown in figure 9.22, it
offers djaJ-up access over standard phone lines. App le reco mmends a pair ofV.32/9600 baud modems as a minimum configuration. Farallon, Shiva and other companies make similar products.
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The problem with these products is the relatively slow dial- up
conn ection. This type of connection is slow even for the single

J

Figure 9.22
The AJJple Interne! Router
can beused to link !'till
remote locallalk
networks over adial·up
line.
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Remote Access user, and more so for a number ofl.AN users.
Conventional dial-up connections are also plagued by noise and
ctisconnections that are more likely to occur \lvith lengthy connection times.

Switched 56K
A faster and more reliable dial-up service is Switch ed 56K Serrice.
This is a ctigital 56 Kbps service provided by AT&T over their
ACCUNET system, by US Sprint, and others. Obviously this is
much faster than a conventional 9600 baud ctial-up line; it's also
much more reliable. This kind of service is very well suited to
connecting remote AppleTalk l.ANs. Engage Communication Inc.
offers an AppleTalk router (SyncRouter LTNT) that connects to
Switched 56K services. A NetPICT of the SyncRouter is shown in
figure 9.23.
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ISDN
ISDN stands for Integrated Services Digital Network. The promise
of ISDN is high-speed, ctigital communications that provides
n etwork, vo ice, and video to consumers. Think oflSDN as the
digital replacement technology for your telephone. Unfortunately,
compared to othe r countries such as France, the United States is
lagging in the implementation of ISDN services. This is starting to
change as certain areas are now starting to get ISDN.
ISDN uses three channels: two 64 Kbps "B" channels and a single
16 Kbps "D" channel. The "B" channel carries voice and data, while
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the "D" channel carries s ignalling data and can be used for lowerspeed trans missions. As ISD N services become more readily
available they should begin to displace conventional modems as
means of connecting AppleTalk services. Engage Communications
Inc. has jus t announced AppleTalk routers that use ISDN as a link
(see figme 9.24). They offer a LocalTalk version that provides 64
Kbps throughput and an EtherTalk version that uses both channels
and can achieve a throughput of 128 Kbps.
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Leased Services
Oth er high-speed services a re leased for a specific period of time.
These services are incre mentally based with Tl se1v ices offering a
bandwidth of 1.544 Mbps, T2 with 6.312 Mbps, and T3 with 44.736
Mbps. These high speeds come with high price tags as well, making
them suitable only for large organizations with demanding traffic
requirements.
These leased-line services are usually coupled with high-speed
multiprotocol ro uters fro m companies s uch as Cisco, Wellfleet,
DEC, and IBM. All these vendors provide AppleTalk routing over
leased lines. Th ese multiprotocol routers cost a nywhere between
53,000 and $20,000. They provide an ythin g from a s ingle WAN and
Ethernet connection to units that have multiple WAN a nd LAN
connections over Ethernet, Token Ring, and FDDI. Figu re 9.25
shows a NetPICT of a Tl-conn ected WAN.

Figure 9.24
[ngage's SyncRouter can

oerlorm AppleTalk
routing oYer ISOIIIines.
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Figure 9.25
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X.25 Packet Switched Services
Chances are that when you use your Au to mated Teller Machine
(ATM) you're also using the services of a packet switched network
known as X.25. ATM machines enable customers to access their
checking and savmg accounts anywhere in the world. Obviously,
each ATM machine doesn't have evetyone's personal account
information contained within; instead, it accesses your account
information fTom a centralized location. Other examples of packet
switched networks are bulletin board services such as AppleLink
and CompuServe. Users of these systems connect to the system
over local phone connections.
This is all made possible with X.25 networking. In an X.25 network,
services are locally provided over local phone lines. Once connected, the service provides a logical connection to anywhere on
the entire system.
In the past, packet switched nel:\"lorking was unsuited for
AppleTalk n etworking because of the overhead imposed by the
RTMP routing protocol. Now, with AURP, packet switching has
become a viable alternative for AppleTalk WANs. X.25 routing is
being offered as an optional extension to Apple's Internet Router.
One primaty advantage of an X.25 connection is that the costs aTe
primarily based on usage rather than connect time. In contrast,
with a conventional dial-up line, cost is mainly based on connect time. The phone company doesn't care whether you say
anything- they'll stU I bill you. This is the reason why X.25
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AppleTalk connectio ns have been lo ng in coming; the continual
RTMP traffic m ade t he ir use uneconomical. X.25 ba ndwidths range
fro m mode m speeds (1200 baud) to special high -speed connections at 2 Mbps. Figure 9.26 shows a NetPJCT of a X.25-connected
WAN.
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Other Packet Switched Services
In addition to X.25, the re are o ther packe r switch ed techno logies
tha t show promise. Fram e Relay is si milar to X.25 but will provide
improved performa nce due to reduced overhead. SMDS (Switched
Multim egabit Data Service) is a no ther packet switched service that
shows great promise. It differs from X.25 and Frame Relay by
employing a datagram approach that is more in keeping with th e
Ap pleTalk pro tocol.

Conclusion
The Macintosh, LaserWriter, and many other peripherals have a
built-in net:\.vorldng capabili ty known as LocalTalk. It is a low-cos t
cabling system that works over rwisted-pair cabling. AppleTalk
protocols are n't limited to LocaiTalk; they can be s ent over
Ethe rnet, Token Ring, and most oth er media. Wh ile Ap pleTalk has
been extreme ly popula r o n LANs, it has on ly recently begun to be
accepted as a viable WAN p ro tocol.

Figure 9.26
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Living in an
lntei/DOS World
acintosh computers and PCs, when connected,
form the most common type ofmultivendor
network. Exchanging documents and sharing
resources between Macs and PCs is becoming
more commonplace; software developers increasingly are offering separate Macintosh and Windows versions of their applications. With all the
attention and focus on these two platforms, it's not surprising that
there are so many nenvorking choices available. This chapter will
describe the leading choices for putting your Macintosh computers
and PCs on speaking terms. Since PCs are the most common
network companions, we'll also use this chapter to introduce some
generic concepts and utilities that will apply to other networked
peers as well.

Services: Application-Based
During the past several years, Macs and PCs have reached an equal
stature in the eyes of many users. Many applications and services
are supported on both platforms, and since the advent of Microsoft

10
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Windows 3.0, the distinction betvveen the platforms has narrowed
considerably. Therefore, it's hardly surprising that there's a strong
desire to share and exchange data between these two machines.

Applications
Many new application programs are being written for both the
Mac and PC platforms. The applications from Microsoft are the
best example. Nearly all their products-Word, Excel, Mail,
PowerPoint, Project, and even Flight Simulator-are available for
both platforms. In the majority of cases, the binary file formats of
these applications are the same, and therefore are interchangable.
Other examples of this cross-platform support are Lotus 1-2-3,
Autodesk's AutoCAD, WordPerfect, and Claris's FileMaker Pro and
ClarisWorks.
The application support extends beyond simple applications, as
evidenced by Apple's recent announcement of QuickTime for
Windows and Microsoft's adoption ofTrueType fonts. With the
QuickTirne toolkit, Windows developers can create, edit, and
display QuickTime files within their applications. Microsoft's
inclusion ofTrueType might make it a bit easier to move documents between the platforms without the font alteration that often
occurs when competing font technologies are used.
This cross-platform trend can only increase, as developments are
underway to make it even easier for developers to create either
Windows or Mac versions of their applications through the advanced object-oriented compilers. These compilers will be able to
substitute the appropriate p1atform-dependent user interface
elements as necessary.

Other Services
Besides applications, there are other services that can be shared by
both Macs and PCs {see figure 10.1). These include file, print,
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database, and mail services. Sharing these services is a somewhat
more complex issue than simply sharing application files. With
many of these services a specific format and transport layer are
often required. For example, a PC can access an AFP file server, but
only if equipped with the AppleTalk protocols. Both Macs and PCs
can access an NFS file server-but only if both machines have the
transport layer ofTCP/IP. NFS and most of the other services
common to the UNIX environment can also be installed on a
suitably equipped PC. This chapter will just touch on a few of these
options. For a more complete discusssion ofTCP/IP se1vices and
protocols, refer to the next chapter. Regardless of the platform, it's
often a process of finding a mutually acceptable service that uses
compatible formats, transports, and cabling.

Macintosh
Services

...

PC/Windows
Services

Formats

Formats

Transports

Transports

Cabling

Cabling

Formats: ASCII, EPS, Binary
Compatible
The ultimate success of Macintosh/ PC integration is largely
determined by the formats. Fortunately, there are many shared
and compatible file formats. Since the advent of Windows, the
number of applications and formats that are shared by both
platforms has increased dramatically. There are also a number of
mutually acceptable standards, such as Encapsulated PostScript

Figure 10.1

Macintosh/PC Services
lletPICT.
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(EPS) and Rich Text Format (RTF), that can be seamlessly moved
between the Macintosh and PC platforms.

ASCII
The IBM PC was IBM's first computer that used the ASCII code
instead of their EBCDIC code. Thus, Macs and PCs speak the same
format when it comes to text files. Both the Mac and PC have
numerous applications that can read and write this format. The
only occasional stumbling block is that sometimes PC text files
have additional line feed characters at the end of each line of text.
These line feeds can often be filtered with special utility programs
or text editors. The key aspect of ASCII is that it's often used as the
basis for other higher-level formats, such as DXF, IGES, PostScript,
and RenderMan (a 3D photorealistic rendering format). All Mac
and PC text editors and word processors can read and write ASCII
text files.

Word Processing
Many word processors, such as Microsoft Word, usually provide a
built-in translation capability to facilitate the movement of documents between the PC and Macintosh. Microsoft has also developed an interchange format called Rich Text Format (RTF) that
attempts to preserve certain formatting attributes between the
Mac and Windows applications. If the PC word processing document was not created by an application that also runs on the Mac,
or cannot be directly imported by a Mac program, then it must be
converted. MacLinkPlus, from DataViz, is a utility program that
can convert most PC word processing formats into formats that are
supported on tl1e Mac. This process is shown in figure 10.2 .
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Macintosh Step 1

Macintosh Step 2

Macintosh Step 3
Services
MSWord
Document
Transport

Cabling

Cabling

Cabling

Figure 10.2
Converting aPC

Multimale word
processing document inlo
aMacinlosh Microso\1
Word document wilh
Maclink~us.

The Last Resort

Of course one option, as shown in figure 10.3, is to save the Mac or PC
document that you wish to transport as an ASCI I file. You'll lose all the
formatting, graphics, and font information, but at least you'll have the
document in a form that can be universally read. Use this technique as a last
resort.

PC/Windows Step 2

Macintosh Step 2

Muitlmate

MSWord

ASCII Text

MSWord
Document

ASCII is being used as a

Transport

neutral exchange lormal

Transport

Figure 10.3

belween word processors
Cabling

Cabling

Cabling

Graphics
When it comes to graphics, the situation gets even more complicated. There are dozens of different graphic formats that are
supported on the Mac or PC. Some of these formats are bitmapped
or pixel-based; others are object-oriented, containing object
descriptions (such as line, circle, and rectangle) and coordinate
data.
The leading graphic formats on the Mac are:

e

MacPaint-style 72 dpi (dot per inch) bitmaps

on lhe PC and Macinlosh.
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e

PICT and PICT2 formats

e

EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)

e

TIFF (Tagged Image File Format)

Of these, the MacPaint-ty pe bitmap, PICT, and PICT2 formats are
somewhat Macintosh-specific, although many Windows applications support these fi le types directly without translation. The
other formats-EPS and TIFF-have become industry standards;
they're frequently supported by applica tions on both platforms.
Just be sure to check the specific applications in question.
On the Windows/PC side, there are numerous graphics formats,
and with the possible exception of EPSF, TIFF, and some
Windows-specific formats, they are quite often specific to a particular application. Listed below are but a few examples of the
myriad graphics formats that you're likely to encounter on a PC,
along with their DOS ftle extensions.

e

Windows bitmap (.BMP)

e

Windows Metafile (. WMF)

e

DrawPerfect (. WPG)

•

Computer Graphics Metafile (. CGM)

•

Encapsulated PostScript (. EPS)

e

Lotus 1-2-3 Graphics (.PIC)

e

Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (. IGS)

e

AutoCAD Drawing Exchange Format ( . DXF)
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e

Micrografx Designer/Draw (. DAW)

• Tagged Image File (. T I F)
With the exception of Encapsulated PostScript and Tagged Image
File Format (TIFF) files, there are few PC/Windows graphic formats
that are uniformly supported in the Macintosh world. Going from
the Mac to the PC is much easier because support for the PICT
format is common in the PC world; support for the n umerous
application-specific PC graphic formats by Macintosh applications
is unlikely.
One solution, shown in figure 10.4, is to use a PC graphics conversion program, such as Hijaak from Inset Systems. It can convert
most PC formats into one of the predominant Macintosh fo rmats
(su ch as MacPain t or PICT) . While Hijaak runs on the PC, the flip
side of that approach is to do the conversion on the Mac by using
the MacLinkPius graphics translators. They support the conversion
of most popular PC graphics formats into the PICT format.
PC/Windows Step 1

PC/Windows Step 2

Macintosh

Services

HIJaak
Translator

Services

Windows Bitmap
(.BMP Format)

PICT Format

PICT Format

Transport

Transport

Transport

Cabling

Cabling

Cabling

Figure 10.4

For CAD/CAM and technical graphics, there are two formats that
are widely supported on both the Mac and the PC. The industry
standard IGES is a standard format that can be binary, but is
usually ASCII text. DXF is a standard developed by Autodesk,

PC/Yiindows oraphics
Iiies aretranslated into
Macintosh lormats with
Hijaak IromInset
Systems.
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developers of the popular AutoCAD program . It too comes in a
bina1y format, but the most popular format is regular ASCII text.
Both of these formats are commonly supported by both Macintosh
and PC CAD applications and utility programs. These files can
be readily transported bet\veen the p latforms. In particular,
Macintosh/ PC users desiring cross-platform conversion should
examine the CAD MOVER translation program from Kandu Software of Arlington, Virginia. As shown in figure 10.5, CADMOVER
can read and write JGES and DXF and convert these formats into a
variety of Macintosh graphic formats, such as PICT and EPSF.

Figure 10.5

PC/Windows Step 1

Macintosh Step 1

Macintosh Step 2

AutoCAD

CADMOVER
Translator

CADMOVER
Translator

DXF

DXF

PICT Format

Transport

Transport

Transport

Cabling

Cabling

Cabling

PC CAD graphics are
translated into Macintosh
lormats with CAOMOV[R
!rom KanduSollware.

Transports: Apple Talk (PhoneNET
PC), MaciPX, DECnet, TCP/IP
Assuming your Maci ntosh and PCs a re physically networked, what
transport protocol will you use to logically connect the machines?
At a certain level the choices are simple. You can equip the PC wi th
the AppleTalk protocols, equip the Mac with Novell-compatible
protocols, or be a total non-conformist and put fo reign protocols
(such as DECnet or TCP/IP) on both machin es .
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The Choices
The choice of a suitable transport protocol is often complicated by
the fact that not all services support every transport. Therefore, the
selection of a transport often begins at the top of the stack, at the
Service layer. If the desired service is AFP file services, then you're
somewhat limited to choosing AppleTalk as a transport. In most
cases, there aren't too many choices when it comes to transports.
All too often, a given service only supports a single transport
protocol. The basic choices are simple: Either make the PC speak
the Mac transport of AppleTalk, make the Mac speak a PC transport such as Novell IPX, or make both the Mac and PC speak a
"foreign" protocol such as TCP/IP or DECnet. The only other
options are to use a gateway or use an intermediate computer to
act as an exchange agent. Let's explore the options.

Apple Talk on the PC
If you have a network where Macs are predominant and there are
just a few PCs, then consider turning those PCs into AppleTalk
nodes. One way to do this is with Farallon's PhoneNET PC. It
equips a DOS or Windows PC with the AppleTalk protocol stack
and also provides the equivalent of the Chooser (see figure 10.6), so
that the user is able to select AppleTalk network services (such as
AFP file services, System 7 File Sharing, and PAP print services).
PhoneNET PC works either with a LocalTalk/PhoneNET card

(offered by Apple, Dayna, COPS ln c., and Farallon), most common
PC Ethernet cards, and IBM Token Ring 16/4 cards. Figure 10.7
shows various NetPICT diagrams of a PC running PhoneNET PC
over different cabling mediums.
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In addition to the AFP and PAP services supported by PhoneNET
PC, various appHcation services are supported by the product as
well. A listing of the currently supported PC application appears
below.

e

Farallon Timbuktu (PhoneNET PC is included \0\rith all versions of Timbuktu for Windows)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Mail3.0 and 3.1
QuickMail from CE Software
Lotus cc:Mail
WordPerfect Office
Claris FileMaker Pro 2.0
Blyth Omnis 7 (Can access DAL services)
Microsoft FoxBase+

As sh0\11/11 in figure 10.8, putting PhoneNET PC on a PC doesn't
restrict it from running other protocols, as PhoneNET PC runs
concurrently with Novell NetWare IPXand TCP/IP. One advantage
of turning your PCs into AppleTalk nodes is that, like tl1e
Macintosh, yo ur PC will self-configure its netwo rk address. Your
PC \-vii i also be visible to AppleTalk n etwork managem ent and
troubleshooting utilities such as Apple's lnterePoll.

i
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In addition to the Farallon products, another company,
CoOperative Printing Solutions Inc. (COPS Inc.), has a number of
AppleTalk PC solutions. COPSTalk for DOS and COPSTalk for
Windows puts the AppleTalk protocols on a DOS- or Windowsequipped PC. Other products include PServe, which provides
unified print queuing for Macs and PCs, and the COPS EasyServer,
which turns a PC into an AFP file server.
Yet another PC AFP solution is MadAN Connect Gold from
Miramar Systems Inc. This product connects LocalTalk, Ethernet,
or Token Ring users to file and print services. It also supports the
recently announced Microsoft Windows for Workgroups.

Novell Solutions
Novell, the networking giant, offers two approaches to Macintosh
PC connectivity. First, Novell NetWare servers can be configured as
AFP file servers. As shown in figure 10.9, Macs access these services
with the AppleTalk transport; PC users access the same server with
NoveliiPX protocols. Normally it's not recommended, but it is
possible for the two environments to share a common file space.
Thus, it is possible to share files between tl1e two environments.

i

i

~

PC/Windows

PC/Windows

Macintosh

Figure 10.9
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Dayna offers an alternative for the Novell environment, one that
turns a Mac into a full-fledged NetWare client running the Novell
IPX protocol. As shown in figure 10.10, with Dayna's NetMounter,
the AppleTalk protocol stack is replaced with a version of Novell
IPX. A Chooser-level driver is used to select and log on to th e
server. With this approach, the Mac appears as a PC client, so you
won' t have to purchase the NetWare for Macintosh module.
NetMounter also includes a utility that will assign Macintosh
c reator and type codes to particular DOS file extensions. This
makes it possible to copy a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet from a
NetWare DOS server and h ave its Macintosh icon available for
subsequent double-clicking.

~
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In the past, Novell concentrated on the file service support for the
Mac, but Novell has recently begun to develop another approach.
MaciPX, shown in figure 10.11, involves placing Novell's IPX
protocol on the Macintosh. Intended for developers, MaclPX will
provide an avenue for cross-platform peer-to-peer communications between applications on the two platforms. MacJPX should
help the Macintosh make inroads into environmen ts where PCs
a nd Novell networks prevail.

.
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Another Novell Macintosh solution is DataClub, which was recently acquired by Novell from International Business Software
Inc. DataClub is a distributed file service that transparently aggregates and manages disk space from the individual workstations.
This virtual disk space is made available to the network users as
mountable disk volumes. DataClub was originally developed for
Macintosh networks, but Novell plans to add support for DOS,
Windows, and UNIX.

Banyan Vines
Banyan Vines, a popular enterprise-wide networking system, offers
client support for Macintosh workstations, allowing them to share
resources with DOS, OS/2, and Windows workstations on the same
network. Vines supports the Apple Talk filing protocol and the
Printer Access Protocol from their Intel! PC-based Vines server. In
addition, AppleTalk tunneling through Vines enables disjointed
AppleTalk networks to be connected with each other via the Vines
network.

DECnet on the Mac and PC
While the appeal of DECnet is somewhat limited to those sites with
DEC VAX computers, another transport alternative is to use
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DECnet. When DEC got into the PC clone business, they quickly
saw the potential of integrating PCs into the ir network environment. To achieve this goal, DEC created DECnet DOS, whkh
equips the PC with the DECnet protocol stack. They also developed
a number of Service layer applications so that the PC user can
engage in te rminal emulation, file copying, and printing \<Vi thin a
VAX computing environment.
DECnet for the Macintosh is now offered as a component of
PATHWORKS for Macintosh, the product that grew out of the
Apple /DEC alliance. DECnet for the Mac performs a similar
function to its DOS counterpart and enables a Mac to perform
services s uch as file copying, E-mail and terminal services in a
DECnet environment.
Because both the Mac and PC s upport the DECnet transport
protocol and the file copy services (see figure 10.12), they can use
this mechanism to move ftles between th e two platforms, even
when there's no VAX involved. It should be noted, though, that the
common services offered by the Mac and PC versions ofDECn et
are somewh at basic and are likely to be of inte rest only to those
who already have VAX computers and DECnet networks already in
place.
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TCP /IP on the Mac and PC
If you' re still looking to put a "foreign" transport protocol on your
Macs and PCs, then another choice is TCP/ IP. Common in UNIX
circles, TCP/IP stands for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol. It is widely used in universities, government installations,
defense contractors, and many large corporate installations.
MacTCP is an Apple product that equips the Macintosh with the
TCP /IP protocol. MacTCP is similar to AppleTalk, in that it's
useless without ap plication services. Most of the application
services that work with MacTCP are provided by third parties. The
popular services are NFS file service, SLIP, and TELNET terminal
services, and X-Windows. These services sit atop the MacTCP
transport layer.
Using file access as an example in figure 10.13, a Macintosh
equipped with MacTCP and NFS (available from either
Wollongong and InterCon) can exchange files with a similarlyequipped PC. PC-NFS from Sun Microsystems is a popular implementation of NFS for DOS. FTP Software's product called PC/TCP
Plus provides the PC with the TCP/IP transport protocol and NFS
in one package. For more information on TCP/IP solutions, refer to
the next chapter, which covers UNIX connectivity.

Q
Figure 1 0.13
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Cabling Options
The choices available for cabling systems for Mac/ PC connectivity
are as varied as the cabling choices available for the Macintosh.
You can choose among LocalTalk, Ethe rnet, Token Ring, and even
the popular PC cab li ng system , ARCNET.

locaiTalk
The benefits of Loca!Talk expressed earLie r ap ply to PCs as they do
fo r Macs. It's cheap and it runs over conventional twisted-pair
phone wire. If yo u' re introducing PCs into a largely Loca!Talk
network, yo u'IJ be able to equip your PCs with the LocalTalk
hardware. Vendors such as Dayna, Farallon, and COPS Inc. offer
such cards. Versions for either the ISA or MicroChan nel bus are
available.
It probably only makes sen se to consider LocalTalk cabling for
AppleTalk-only networks. If yo u' re planning a multiprotocol
netwo rk, you 're better off with Eth ernet or Token Ring cabling. You
will also find tha t the LocalTalk cards for PCs (see figure 10.14) are
nearly the same price as the PC Ethernet cards.

Macintosh

PC/Windows

LocaiTalk

LocaiTalk

Figure 10.14

locallalk onaPC tletPICl.
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Ethernet
Ethernet is probably the best choice for a PC/Mac cabling system
(see figure 10.15). It's relatively inexpensive, comes in a variety of
physical cable types, and (most importantly) it supports a wide
variety of networking transport protocols. If you're planning to use
multiple protocols, just be sure that al l your anticipated protocol
drivers support you1· chosen Ethernet cards. As mentioned before,
Phone NET PC from FaraJlon supports most Ethernet cards, such as
the EtherLink series from 3Com and Novell's NE1000/NE2000, but
you may find a card that is not supported. Just be safe; doublecheck with all vendors and make sure everything's supported.

Figure 10.15
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Token Ring
Compared to Ethernet, there's less vru·iety in Token Ring cards.
IBM is becoming very agressive in pricing and licensing their
Token Ring componentry (see figure 10.16). Prices have already
started to drop. Most of the newer cards offer both 4MB and 16MB
transmission rates and use the latest integrated circuitry. As with
Ethernet, just make sure that the transports you've selected <He
supported. Token Ring-equipped PCs are likely to be popular in
JBM mainframe and min icomputer environments where Token
Ring is already in use.
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Macintosh

PC/Windows
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Formats

Formats

Transports

Transports

Token Ring

Token Ring

Figure 10.16

loken Ring on aPC
HetPitl.

Apple offers a NuBus Token Ring card. This can be used to connect
a Macintosh to a Token Ring network directly, or it can be used by
a Mac running the Apple Internet Router. When a Mac runs the
Apple Internet router, it can be equipped with other networking
connections such as LocalTalk and Ethernet. In this case, tl1e
router can be used to provide LocalTalk- and Etl1ernet-equipped
Macs access to services on the Token Ring network.

ARCNET
Shortly alter the IBM PC was introduced, the ARCNET network
system was designed as a low-cost LAN (see figure 10.17). ARCNET
is still in widespread use today as a cabling medium for PC networks, particularly NetWare. ARCNET supports two different kinds
of cabling (coaxial and twisted-pair) and has a bandwidth of2.5
Mbps. This places ARCNET between t11e bandwidths of LocalTalk
and Ethernet.
In 1991. ACTINET Systems began to offer a line of ARCNET cards
for Macintosh computers. Their ARCTalk cards come in three
models: one for NuBus-equipped Macs, one for the Macintosh LC,
and one for the SE/30 and llsi.lncluded with tll e cards is ARCTalk
software which provides AppleTalk Phase 2 support. Although the
original ARCNET specs p ermit both star and bus topologies, the
ARCTalk cards only support the star topology.
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Figure 10.17
AACIIET on aMac and PC
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With the coaxial version of ARCNET, each cable run can be a
maximum of2000 feet. The twisted-pair implementation can run
400 feet (slightly longer than twisted-pair Ethernet). In both cases,
an ARCNET hub, available from third-party vendors, is required.
The cards are certified by Novell for use with NetWare for
Macintosh and the cards and ARCfalk software are System 7complient and will run on the Apple Internet Router. Use of the
Apple router is important because there are no options for connecting LaserWriters or other LocalTalk devices to an ARCNET
network.

Conclusion
There are more networking services, formats, transpOits, and
cabling options available to connect Macs and PCs than \"'ith any
other platform combination. The key is to first determine the
desired services. Then, examine which protocol best delivers that
service. Finally, choose a cabling system that balances support for
the chosen protocol or protocols with cost and future growth and
expansion.

UNIX

Connectivity
hile not as prevalent as the PC or the Mac, UNIXbased workstations and other UNIX computers
are very common, particularly in the engineering
and technical environments where Macintosh is
also very popular. This chapter explores the
networking options for Macintosh and UNIX
computers.

Services: FTP, NFS, AFP,
X- Windows, TELNET
Most of the services in the Macintosh/UNIX world revolve around
fil e access and terminal services. To a seasoned Macintosh user,
the services offered in the UNIX-TCP liP world may seem a bit
basic. Many of these services are directed at sophisticated users
and programmers. However, newTCP/IP-conversant Macintosh
services aimed at a more general audience are being announced
every week.
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Rather than starting off talking about bringing UNIX services to the
Mac, we'll begin by looking at the AppleTalk-based senrices
available for the UNIX environment.

AFP/PAP Services on UNIX Computers
To a Macintosh user, file service means AFP. There are several
products that provide this service on UNIX computers. Xinet sells
K-AShare, which implements AFP on a Sun or HP UNIX host (see
figure 11.1). So, just like with any other AFP server, the Macintosh
user accesses UNIX files through the Chooser. The mounted
volumes provide access to the UNIX files as if they were local disk
files on the Mac. (The Sun or HP running K-ASh are could also be
set up as an NFS server, so in a sense K-AShare can be thought of
as anAFP/NFS gateway.)

A companion product from Xi net, K-Spool, provides PAP print
spooling services for the Macintosh user. It also acts as a print
server and PostScript agent for the UNIX user, fonvarding print
jobs to a networked LaserWriter.
Diagrammed in figure 11.2, K-Spool's PAP spooler appears to the
Macintosh user just as any other LaserWriter. It does this with a

.
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special program-a virtual LaserWriter. This means that the
program accepts and responds to NBP Lookup Requests and
Responses. After the NBP process is done and a Macintosh user
selects the virtual LaserWriter, the program accepts the PAP
commands that contain the PostScript printing instructions. Tllis
printing information is placed in a fil e that is queued until the
designated printer is available. This technique avoids the annoying
background delays seen wh en Print Monitor is used to spool the
print file on your local Macintosh disk.

Sun Workstation Running Xlnot'a K-Spool
leserWrlter Server
PAP Server
PostScript
AppleTalk
Ethernet
This program, or
vlrtual laserWrlter,
oppears to the Mac
user es a real
laserWrlter.

This program, or
virtual Macintosh,
oppeara to tho roal
laserWrlter as o
real, printing, Mac.

Pacer Software offers PacerShare, shown in figure 11.3, which
offers a similar capability for VAX computers equipped with Sun,
HP, and DEC Ultrix (DEC's version of UNIX). PacerShare, like KAShare, maps the AFP file structure onto the native UNIX fLie
structure of the host. PacerPrint provides for LaserWriter printer
sharing.
InterCon's lnte rPrint is another printer utility that provides
Chooser-level access to UNIX printers on TCP/IP networks. This
utility makes it as easy for a Mac to print to a UNIX PostScript
printer as it is to print to a LaserWriter.

Figure 11 .2

Xinet's l·Spoolturns a
Sunor HP UWX
workstation into aPAP
print spooler.
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Figure 11 .3

PacerShare lorUNIX

Macintosh Client

Sun , HP, VAX Ultrix

AFP Client

AFP Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

Apple Talk

Ethernet

Ethernet

provides AFP lile services
on Sun. HP. and OfC Ullrix
VAX compulers.

Data Access Language
DAL services provide access to relational databases on UNIX
systems. Apple sells a version of DAL for A/UX equipped Macs, and
Pacer offers a DAL server for HP UNIX computers, DEC Ultrix, and
Sun's SPARCstation (see figw-e 11.4). Th ese services u se the
AppleTalk transport on each of their respective platforms.
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Macintosh or PC Client

UNIX Host

HyperCard &
DAL Client

Relational DB
& DAL Server

Appleand Pacer provide

DALSQL
Commands

DALSQL
Commands

OAt dalabase services on

AppleTalk

Apple Talk

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 11.4

UNIX compulers. All
UIIIXOAt serversuse
AppleTalk asalransporl.
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File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is commonly used in UNIX and
TCP /IP networks to move files between nodes. FTP provides
directory services, so a user can get a listing of candidate ftles on a
remote machine. It also provides support for a variety of formats
(such as ASCII and binary) and insures security by requiring login
IDs and passwords. However, some systems offer public access to
files without IDs and passwords. This service is known as Anonymous FTP, and many companies, universities, and organizations
use it to post information that they wish to distribute freely.
Most implementations ofFTP are through terminal-based command line interfaces; any of the TCP/IP compatible terminal
services (such as VersaTerm-Pro and NCSA Telnet) can be used to
engage in FTP transfers (see figure 11.5). Since the Macintosh has
focused attention on the user interface, a number ofFTP application services are starting to provide sophisticated interfaces.
There's even a freeware HyperCard stack called HyperFTP, written
by a Cornell student, that supports the basic set ofFTP operations .
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FTPSh are, from Advanced Software Concep ts, is a multi-session
FTP server (up to 20 simultaneous sessions) that runs in the
background of the Macintosh (see figure 11.6) . In many ways,
FTPShare can be compared to Apple's System 7 File Sharing. The
FTPShare setup screens, shown in figure 11.7, resemble the screens
used under System 7 File Sharing, so it should be easy for
Macintosh users to ad apt. FTPShare also includes a monitoring
application that monitors the connected users and gives an indication of FTP activity.
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Network Filing System (NFS)
Developed by Sun Microsystem s, NFS provides additional capabilities not found in FTP. It can be used to transfer ftles betwee n
computers, but it also provides a mechanism for distributed
applications that are network-aware. There are several implementations of NFS on the Macintosh; two of the more popular products
are NFS/Share from InterCon and Pathway NFS from Wollongong.
Both of these products, shown in figure 11.8, work with Apple's
MacTCP and bring NFS services to the desktop of the Macintosh,
thus retaining the ease-of-use of the Mac.

Macintosh

UNIX Host

NFS Services

NFS Services

Formats

Formats

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

Ethernet

Ethernet

Partner, from IPT, takes another approach to Macintosh /UNIX
connectivity. It works in both directions between a Macintosh and
Sun SPARC systems. Macintosh users access SPARC files as AFP
server volumes; SPARC users access the Macintosh fi les as if they
were NFS volumes (see figure 11.9). IPT also provides PAP print
spooling with a variety of UNIX print services and a mail gateway.
The Partner application resides on the Sun SPARC machine and
does all the n ecessary transport and service layer conversion; no
special software is required on the Macintos h.

Figure 11.8
lmerCon andWollongong
oilerNfSservices lorthe
Macimosh. !heybothuse
the IAaciCPtransport
protocol.
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Figure 11.9
IPI's Partner provides bi·

Macintosh

Sun SPARCstation

directional access of Mac

AFP Services

AFP Client/Server
NFS Services

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk TCP/IP

Ethernet
or LocaiTalk

Ethernet
or LocaiTalk

andSun SPARC files over
the network. Mac users
see the SPARCstationas
an AFP server. while Sun
users see the Mac as just
another NfS server.

Although NFS was developed by Sun, it is supported on many
different computing platforms. Of course, it's most common on
UNIX computers, but can also be found on PCs (PC-NFS), DEC
VAX and IBM mainframes and minicomputers. Any NFS-equipped
Mac should be able to access these other NFS platforms as welL

X-Window
The X- Window standard, also called X or Xl l, evolved from initial
work done at the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology. It is a
client/server windowing environm ent that is extensible and
customizable. DEC's implementation of X, known as DECwindows,
is used as their standard windowing environment on their VAX/
VMS computers and UNIX-based workstations. Motif is the name
of the X implementation by the Open Software Foundation (OSF).
However, the concept and underlying messagjng used by these
different flavors of X is the same. The user interfaces are slightly
different, with different styles of windows, buttons and controls .
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X is popular in UNIX (and therefore TCP/TP) networks. However,
it should be mentioned that X is not limited to computers running the UNIX operating system or the TCP /IP transport. The XWindow service can be run on many different kinds of computers
and network transports.
X works on a clien t/server model. The computer that displays the
image is called the server and the computer that runs the application code is called the client. This is a little confusing because we're
accustomed to calling the desktop device the client, but with X
the terms client and server reflect how the underlying software
operates.
Many companies make X-Window terminals, or servers. These
stand-alone devices have just enough processing power to run the
X server display software (see figure 11.10). These terminals
connect to X client programs running on other computers. Most
UNlX workstations can act as both X clients and servers. Sometimes the client and server even run on the same machine, but the
system is flexible enough to permit connections locally or remotely.

Macintosh

UNIX

Mac X
X-Window Server

X-Window
Client

Formats

Formats

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 11.10
x-vfindow lerminals. or
display serwrs. work
in conjunclion wilh
X-VIindow eliems. Jhe
eli ems are lhe applicalion
programs. which use lhe
display servers 10 do
!heir graphical wort
HVindotl eliems and
servers canbe
disuibuted over a
nelwork. or 1ooe1her on
lhe same compuler.
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There are two X-Window servers for the Macintosh: MacX from
Apple and eXodus from Whlte Pine Software. Either one can be
used to connect to X-Window client applications that run on UNIX
computers (or any other platforms that support the X standard).
These applications make it possible to displayX-Window applications side-by-side with Macintosh windows.
Planet X, from InterCon, is an X-Window client for the Macintosh.
It allows a user to view and operate a Macintosh remotely from
any X-Window server. As shown in figure 11.11, this server could
be a UNIX workstation or even another Mac running MacX. When
a session is established, the user operating the X-Window server
sees the Macintosh desktop in a separate window. Planet X supports the cutting, copying, and pasting of graphics between the two
environments.

~

~

Macintosh

UNIX

Planet X
X-Window Client

X-Window
Server

Formats

Formats

MacX.It turns aMac into

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

an X·Window client.
makino it accessible from
other X·Window servers.

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 1t .11
Planet Xisthe oppositeof

For all its flexibility, X h as yet to really take off. The number of X
applications continues to grow, but at a slow pace. The bulk of X
applications can be found in the scientific and technical world
where UNIX is an established standard. X is also reasonably
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popular in its DECwindows guise, where Digital continu es to
migrate its traditionally vr terminal-based a pplications over to X.

Terminal Services
The most basic ofTCP/IP services is the Telne t terminal service.
This is a simple protocol th at allows a user to remotely connect to a
server as if he were using a local terminal. There are several popular terminal emulato rs that offer Tel net and work in concert with
MacTCP (see figure 11.12). Two examples are NCSA Telnet and
VersaTerm Pro. With these applications, you can log on to remote
TCP/IP hosts over a dial-up co nnection, or over a network connection such as Ethe rnet.
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Macintosh

UNIX Host

Term. Emulators
Tel net

Telnet Services

Formats

Formats

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

Ethernet

Ethernet

Other terminal services use the Macintosh Communications
Toolbox (MCT) with MacTCP to provide other kinds of te rminal
services. Advanced Software Concepts has an entire family of
terminal emulation p roducts that work through MacTCP. asc5250
is a MCT terminal emulation tool that allows you to comm unicate
with IBM AS/ 400 mjnicomputers over a TCP/IP network. asc3270
is used to enable Macs to communicate with IBM mainframes,
using MacTCP (see fi gure 11.13). This seems weird- TCP /IP has
been associated \.vith UNIX workstations for quite a while-but it's

Figure 11.12

Telnel is apopular U!IIX
lerminal service.Many
Macinloshlerminal
emulalorssupporl iL
usino MacTCPas lhe
lransporl.
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becoming more commonplace as TCPIIP begins to displace IBM's
non-routable SNA protocol.

~

Figure 11.13
lletPICI ol an unlikclv
trio.AMacintosh is
running ASC's IBM 3270
terminalemulator using
l.lac!CP as atransporl
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Formats
Similar to the formats supported by the PC, UNIX computers are
able to sh are ASCII text fi les and those application formats that are
b inary compatible. As an example, let's imagine we have three
computers- a Mac, a Sun workstation, and a PC networked with
Ethernet. Autodesk makes a version of their Auto CAD CAD program for each of these computing platforms. Each computer has
TCP/IP and NFS file services installed. SinceAutoCAD uses identical binary formats for aJI platforms, we're able to freely move
AutoCAD files among the different computers. No translation will
be required.
Taking this scenario further, imagine we were using Claris CAD on
the Macintosh instead of AutoCAD for the Macintosh. Unfortunately, Claris CAD can't directly read the binary format of an
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AutoCAD file. In this case we'll have to translate. We can generate
a n ASCII-based DXF file from the AutoCAD application on the Sun
or the PC (see figure 11.14). We then use NFS file services to
transfer the DXF file to the Macintosh, where we use the Claris
Graphics Translator to convert the DXF format into the native
Claris CAD document.

Figure 11 .14

ADXf file generated on
aSun workstalion is
convened inloaClaris
CAD documenl with the
Claris Graphicslranslator.
Many UNIX workstations, particularly those from NeXT, use
PostScript as an imaging format. PostScript files from these machines (inducting the EPSF variety) can be easily exchanged 'Arith
the Macintosh (see figure 11.15). But, as mentioned before, be
aware that EPSF files generated by non-Macintosh applications
may not have the PICT preview resource.
Figure 11.15

APostScriot lile !without
the~Cl preview)is
generated by aNeXl
application. movedover
tothe Macinlos~
uanslaled intoa
PostScriptfile withaPICT
preview. and then placed
inlo aPaoeMaker
document
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Transports: Apple Talk, TCP/IP
Mention UNIX networking to most computerphHes and a discussion of TCP liP will undoubtedly ensu e. TCP /IP is an important
part of Macintosh/UNIX networking. MacTCP, from Apple, puts
the TCP /IP protocol stack onto the Macintosh, giving the
Macintosh peer-to-peer capabilities with other IP nodes. The other
option is to equip the UNIX machine with AppleTalk protocols.
Computers so equipped can serve as AFP file servers, PAP print
spoolers and DAL database servers.

AppleTalk for UNIX
Versions of AppleTalk for UNIX have been implemented by Xinet
and Pacer (see figure 11.16). These products dovetail with each
vendor's respective services (listed previously). Xinet's AppleTalk
protocol suite is called K-Talk and is the underlying protocol for
their K-AShare AFP server and their K-Spool PAP spooler. Pacer's
AppleTalk implementation is used for their PAP and DAL implementations. Both implementations support AppleTalk Phase 2 and
must be configured in accordance with the AppleTalk Phase 2
net\.York numbering rules and zone naming conventions.
AFP, PAP and
CAL Services

Figure 11.16

The AfP lile sharino. PAP
print spooling, and OAl
database smices olfered
bv Xinet and Pacerare all
delivered via AppleTalk
protocols.

Formats
AppleTalk

Cabling

TCP/IP on the Macintosh
The flip side of AppleTalk on UNIX is TCP /IP on the Macintosh.
Apple's MacTCP is widely supported by many third-party vendors

.
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listed in this chapter- it's the engine that is used by these vendors
to create their applications. Figure 11.17 is a diagram of MacTCP
U'ansport protocol.
Terminal, File,
Print, Mail Svcs

Formats

Figure 11 .17

MacTCP isApple's
implementation ol TCP/IP
protocols lor the
Macintosh.

MacTCP
TCP/IP

Cabling
If you're familiar with TCP/IP networks, configuring MacTCP is a
snap. If you're a Mac person and a TCP novice, be prepared for a
different world. TCP/IP nodes can obtain their addresses manually
or by a dedicated server. There is a mechanism for dynamically
assigning addresses, but it's somewhat limited (unlike AppleTalk).
TCP /IP addressing, also referred to as IP addressing, uses 32-bit
addresses. Unlike AppleTalk addresses, IP addresses can alter the
numbers assigned to the network and host identifiers. There are
five classes of IP addresses, Class A through E, of which classes A
through C are commonly used.
The fundamental difference between the classes is whether you
create an address range that provides a small number of net\.vorks,
each with many nodes; or a range that provides many networks,
each with a limited number of nodes. Class A addresses use 7-bit
network numbers and 24-bit host numbers. This adds up to 31 bits.
(The first bit of a Class A address (0) is reserved and is not used as
part of the address.) This provides 128 possible networks, each
containing more than 16 million hosts. Class A networks are rare
and are used for very large IP networks.

•
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Class B addresses split the 32 bits differently, by using 14-bit
network numbers and 16-bit host numt>ers. (Here, the first two bits
(10) are reserved.) Class B networks are common, since they strike
a balance between the number of networks and the number of
nodes.
Class C addresses use 21-bit network numbers and 8-bit host
numbers. The first three bits (110) are reserved. Class C addresses
are similar to AppleTalk networks, in the sense that both numbering schemes are based on a large number of networks with a
limited number of nodes per network.
The 32-bit IP address is usually written in a four-part decimal
notation kno\\rn as a dotted quad; an example is 131 . 43.3. 18.
Each part is eight bits (also called one byte or octet) long. With a
Class A address, the first octet (minus the one reserved bit) represents the network ID; tl1e remaining three octets are the host ID.
Class B addresses use the first two octets for the network ID (minus
the first two bits) . The remaining two octets are used for the host
ID.
Class C addresses use the first three octets for the network number
(less the fil'st three bits). The remaining octet is used for the host
ID .
An exact analogy to AppleTalk addressing is clifficult because IP

addresses do not specify a particular computer. Since IP addresses
contain network numbers and host numbers, they cannot represent single computers that may have multiple connections to
different networks. Therefore, an IP router or gateway will have an
[p address for each network connection- not each computer.
The name TCP /IP comes from the functions of different parts of
the protocol stack. The Transmission Control Protocol performs the
same tasks as the AppleTalk protocols at the Session and Tran sport
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layers of the OSI Reference Model (see figure 11.18). TCP ensures
the reliable, sequenced delivery of datagrams. The lP part ofTCP
stands for the In ternet Protocol. This corresponds to the Network
layer of the OSI model-the layer where AppleTalk DDP protocol
resides. The function of this layer is the same in both cases; both IP
and DDP are responsible for addressing the source and destination
of the message.
NetPICT

OSI Reference Model

TCP/IP

Services

Appllcallon

Appllcollon

Format

Prosenlallon

Poat Sc:rlpt, FTP,

Session
Transport
Network

Tranamlaalon Control Protocol

Protocol

Dol o Link

Dolo Link

areas of the OSI

Physical

Physical

Reference ~lodel.

Cabling

Figure t1.18
ICP/IPgetsits name from

t~FS, T-t

two protocols that

Trenamla'llon Conuol Pr otocol

correspond tospecific

Internet Protocol

AppleTalk DDP datagrams are addressed with network, node, and
socket numbers of the source and destination; for example:
DDP Datagram
From: 12.22. 128
To: 14.43 . 129

IP Datagrams are addressed with the network and host numbers of
the source and destination:
IP Datagram
From 128.10.2.24
To : 191 . 5. 48 . 12
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Cabling: Ethernet, locaiTalk,
Token Ring
By far, the majority of the UNIX workstations and computers rely
on Ethernet as a cabling medium. There are the exceptions, such
as an IBM AS/400 speaking TCP/IP over a Token Ring network. For
the most part, though, Macs connecting to UNIX computers will do
so over Ethernet.
NOTE: It's important to remember that the installation of MacTCP won't
preclude the use of AppleTalk protocols over the same network connection.
With one Ethernet card, you'll be able to run the AppleTalk and TCP/IP
protocols concurrently.

If you decide to choose an AppleTalk-based service, you have the
choice of LocalTalk, Ethernec, or Token Ring as the cabling medium. If you choose LocalTalk, remember that you'll need a router
that passes AppleTalk from LocalTalk to Ethernet (see figure 11.19).
If you choose TCP/IP on the Mac, you'll be able to use LocalTalk,
Ethe rnet, or Token Ring, but if the UNIX computer doesn't have
the same cabling interface you'll need the appropriate IP or
mul tiprotocol route r to make the connection (see figure 11.20).
Figure 11.19

locallalk Macs
communicating l'lilh
A!loleTalk·eQuiooedUNIX
computers on [thernet
canuse any locallalk·tofthernet router.

locaiTalk-to-Ethornet AppleTalk Router
AppteTalk

AppleTalk

LocatTalk

Ethernet
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LocaiTalk·to·Eihem et AppleTelk Router

Figure 11 .20
UNIX
TCPnP Services
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TCPnP

TCPnP

TCP/IP
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Conclusion
The Macintosh can connect to UNIX computers at all levels. UNIX
computers can speak the AppleTalk protocol, Macs can speak the
TCP/IP protocol, and most UNIX computers and workstations
utilize Ethernet cabling, so the integration process is often as
simple as instaiJing the right software.

locallalkMats using
TCP/IPto communicate
withUNIX computerson
Hhernet mustuse a
locallalk·to·flhernel
router thai supports IP
routino.

DEC VAX
Connectivity
efore the famous Apple-IBM Alliance, there was
the Apple-Digital Alliance. The collabo ration
be tween these two companies resulted in an
architecture that combines the best of both
worlds. Even though both the VAX and the
Macintosh have often been critic ized for their socalled "closed architecture," the PATHWORKS for
Macintosh environment illustrates that an open a rchitecture is
more than a common networking protocol or operating system .

Services: PATHWORKS

for Macintosh
The services offered by DEC's PATHWORKS for Macintosh are a
combination of products developed by Apple, Digital, and thirdparty vendors. They address the basic require ments of terminal
emulation, X- Window (DECwindows) emulation, AFP ftle services,
PAP print services, DEC print services, DAL database services, and
E-mail.
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MacTerminal
Traditionally, VAX. access has been accomplished -vvith terminals.
The ubiquitous VT100 terminal standard (and subsequent versions
that are found in nearly all Macintosh terminal emulators) is based
on DEC products. MacTerrninal is an Apple terminal emulator that
comes bundled with PATHWORKS for Macintosh. It provides
VT102, VT320, and TTY (an older, basic terminal standard) emulation (see figure 12.1). Compared to other third-party emulators,
MacTerminal doesn't offer graphics capabilities, color, macros, or
redefinable keys. It provides basic emulation services. It, like most
other Macintosh terminal emulators, uses the Macintosh Communications Toolbox (MCT). When purchased separately,
MacTerminal provides the basic MCT communication tools of
Serial and Modem. With PATHWORKS for Macintosh, additional
MCT tools are included that permit terminal emulation over LAT
and DECnet connections.

.....
Macintosh

DEC VAX

VAX

MacTerminal

Figure 12.1
MacTerminal provides
VJ102and Vl320 terminal
emulation lor Macintosh

ASCII

ASCII

Async
(Serial Tool)

Async (Serial)

RS-422

users connected to DEC

(Modem or Printer Port}

VAX computers.

Applications

>----<

RS-232/422

MacX
DECwindows is DEC's implementation of the X-Window standard.
Macs equipped with MacX appear as DECwindows terminals (see
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figure 12.2). MacXfully supports the DECwindow character sets. If
you're considering using MacX, plan on picking up a three-button
ADB mouse, available from many third-party s uppliers (the XWindow system was designed for three-button mice), a minimum
of8 M of RAM, and an Ethernet connection. MacX uses memory
and network bandwidth in large quantities.

0~

I~
·'

Macintosh

DEC VAX

MacX
X-Window Server

DECwindows
Clients

Formats

Formats

DEC net
(also AppleTalk)

DECnet
(also AppleTalk)

Ethernet

Ethernet

VAXshare File and Print Services
VAXshare is the name given to AFP file services and PAP print
services that run on a VAX. Th e VAX.share file server (see figure
12.3) can be set up to support multiple servers, each potentially
with multiple volumes. These volumes can be set up to reference
any VMS directory. These directories can contain VMS files (either
ASCII or binary) o r foreign files, such as those from a PC. This way,
Mac users can edit VMS text files with Mac text editors or word
processors. They can also exch ange binary application fi les with
corresponding VAX or PC appUcations.

Figure 12.2

MacX provides lailhlul
OECWindows emulalion
fromaIAacimosh.lnlhis
example. MacX isusing
OECnelas alransporl
over flherneL
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Figure 12.3
OfC's VAXshare lile
server IurnsaVAX imo
an AlP lile server.
t.lacimosh users are able
10access VAX direclories

o;

~I

Macintosh

DEC VAX

AFP
Client

VAXshare AFP
File Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk for
VMS

AppleTalk for
VMS

Ethernet

Ethernet

.I.

and Iiies.

The print services enable Mac users to s pool LaserWriter print jobs
to the VAX and to print to DEC PostScript printers; they also enable
users of interactive VAX VT terminals to print to Apple LaserWriters
through a standard VMS print queue. These are diagrammed in
figures 12.4, 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7.

Figure 12.4
One aspecl ol VAXshare's
prim services rurns aVAX
inlo aPAP prim spooler.
Macimosh users are able
10 send prim jobs 10!he
VAX. The VAX queues !he
job and sends illo Ihe
·real" primer.

This program, or
virtual LosorWrltor,
appaara to the Moe
user as a real
LaserWrllor.

Thi s program, or
virtual Macintosh,
appears lo t ho rea l
LaserWrltor as a
real, printing, Mac.
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DEC VAX Running VAXshare Print Services

Figure 12.5
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There are other similar AFP/PAP servers for VMS. Alisa Systems
offers AlisaShare (Alisa licensed portions of AlisaShare to Digital,
which eventually became VA.Xshare). Pacer SoftWare has PacerShare, which, like VA.Xshare and AlisaShare, provides AFP file
service and PAP print setvices.
With all these AFP and PAP services, the only supported transport
is AppleTalk for VMS. There is no support for the DECnet, LAT, or
TCP/IP transports.

DAL
Apple's Data Access Language is a standard that provides a uniform relational database language. Apple offers DAL servers for
different platforms. Included with PATHWORKS for Macintosh is
Apple's DAL server for VMS (see figure 12.8). When purchased
from DEC, it includes support for connections to Digital's relational database, Rdb. If pW'chased directly from Apple, it also
supports Ingres, OracJe, Sybase, and lnformix databases. (The
support for these additional databases can be purchased directly
from Apple.) Included are programming interfaces needed to write
Macintosh C or Pascal programs that will support the DAL service
and DAL-equipped HyperCard applications. The DAL VMS server
works with the AppleTalk for VMS transport and the normal serial
transport provided by VMS.

E-Mail
PATHWORKS for Macintosh includes two mail interfaces. Mail for
Macintosh is a simple text-based mail application that uses a
DECnet connection, or an AppleTalk/DECnet gateway co~ection,
to VMS mail (see figure 12.9). All-In-1 Mail for Macintosh is a more
ambitious application. It is an X.400-compliant client/server mail
application that supports binary enclosures, return receipts,
priorities, and otl1er high-end mail features. (The adherence to the
X.400 messaging standard will make it easier to interface with
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other foreign mail systems that also support the X.400 standard.)
DEC also offers companion All-In-1 clients for DECwindows and
Windows-equipped PCs. All applications share a similar userinterface.

Macintosh or PC Client

~
·'·

V AXJVMS Host

HyperCard
& other
DALCIIents

DEC Rdb
& DAL Server

DALSQL
Commands

DALSQL
Commands

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Figure 12.8

Apple's DAL server lor
VMS is included with
PATHVIDAKS lor
Macintosh.Wilhil Mac
users can access Oft's
Adb relational database

Ethernet

with any DAL client

Ethernet

application.
Figure 12.9

Digital oilers twomail
solutionswith
DEC VAX Running AppleTalk lor VMS
and DEC VMS Mall and All·ln·1 Mall

PC or Mac Client
with DECnet
Mall
Clients

AppleTalk/DECnat

PATHWOAKS lor Mac.
Rothuse DfCneLon the
VAX side. as atransoon.

Gateway~

Formats

AppleTalk

DECnet

DfCnet transport orgo

Ethernet

through anAppleTalk/

Ethernet

Ethernet

Macs must eilheruse the

OfCnet gateway.

Formats
Similar to the formats supported by the PC and UNIX computers,
the Mac and VAX are able to share ASCII text files and those
application formats that are binary-compatible.
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ASCII
The old standby, ASCU text, is an important common denominator
between the Mac and VAX. With VAX.share, Mac users can freely
move ASCII files back and forth. These ASCII files could be VAX
command procedures (DCL), VMS source code, PostScript files, or
JGES files from a VAX-based CAD/CAM system. VAXshare automatically maps Macintosh creator and type codes to VMS files
based on their filename extensions. As an example, you might want
all your VMS text files that have a .TXT fuename extension to be
automatically identified as Microsoft Word text files. This can be
done by editing a configuration fJle that maps extensions to Mac
creator and type codes:

Extension

Creator

Type

.TXT

MSWD

TEXT

In the above example, the .TXT extension is mapped to the creator code of Microsoft Word (MSWD). This code is assigned to
Microsoft and identifies aUMicrosoft Word fJles. The Type indicates the specific kind of Microsoft Word file, in this case, TEXT. By
making tllis assignment on the VAX, any file with the .TXT filename
extension will be given these creator and file types (see figure
12.10). These are used to assign the proper Microsoft Word icon to
the file; they also tell the Finder to open the file with Microsoft
Word when you double-click the file's icon.

Binary
Just as in the case with the PC and UNIX environments, more and
more applications are using the same binary format for their
document formats. Th ese files can be seamlessly moved back and
forth between the two p1atforms with no conversion required.
When conversion is required, there are several translation utilities
available on the VAX Digital h as an interchange standard known
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as DDIF (see figure 12.11). DDIF supports a number of standard
Mac formats, such as MacPaint, PICT, Microsoft Word, and
MacWrite. Once these formats are converted (on the VAX) to the
DDIF format, they can b e incorporated into DEC applications su ch
as DEO.vrite.

D~

~I
.c

Macintosh

DEC VAX

AFP Client
Microsoft Word

AFP File Server
DCL & Apps

ASCII

ASCII

AppleTalk for
VMS

AppleTalk for
VMS

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 12.10
ASCII text files can be
shared between the Mac
and VAX environments.

~

Figure 12.11
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AFP File Server
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(not included with

Microsoft Word
Binary

Microsoft Word
Binary

DDIF

DDIF

PATHWOAKSI OOif

AppleTalk

AppleTalk lor VMS
DECnet

AppleTalk lor VMS
DECnet

Apple Tal k lor VMS
DECnet

fb]~

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

interchange format called
OOif;OfCalso oHers

conversion tools for
MacWrile. PIC!. Mac Paint
andMicrosoh Word.

Another approach to conversion is to use explicit conversion
utilities to convert one format to another. A good example of this
approach can be found in the Keypak line of translators from
Keyword Office Technologies (see figure 12.12). Keypak can be
used to convert a VAX word processing document format such as
WPS+ to a common Mac format such as Microsoft Word .
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Macintosh
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Figure 12.12
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Transports: AppleTalk for VMS,
DECnet, LAT
In the Macintosh/VAX world, the transports of each respective
platform are equally shared. The VAX speaks the AppleTalk protocol and the Mac speaks DECnet and lAT. As we'll discover, the
choice of a transport for the most part is dependent on the desired
service.

AppleTalk for VMS
VAX.es are able to speak the AppleTalk protocol because they're
equipped with the AppleTalk for VMS (see figure 12.13). VAXes
equipped with AppleTalk for VMS appear on the network as
AppleTalk nodes. The services, VAXshare and DAL, appear as
AppleTalk sockets within the node. AppleTalk for VMS supports
Ap pleTalk routing, so VAXes with multiple Ethernet controllers can
be set up as AppleTalk Ethernet-to-Ethernet routers .
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AFP, PAP and
DAL Services
Formats
Apple Talk
For VMS
Ethernet

Figure 12.13
ApplelalklorVIAS equips
aVAX wilh the Applelalk
protocols.Applelalkis
used bvmosl ol !he
PAIHYIOAKS lor Mac
services.

DECnet
The most common VAX./VMS transpmt protocol is DECnet. VAX./
VMS systems usually come with DECnet, but Macs do not. So part
of the PATHWORKS for Macintosh solution is to install DECnet on
the Macintosh (see figure 12.14). DECnet on the Macin tosh requires a configuration process that includes the assignment of a
DECnet area and node numbe r (similar to an AppleTalk network
and node number) and the generation of a list of other DECnet
nodes where communication is desired. This explicit add1·ess
assignment and node listing is contrary to the AppleTalk philosophy of dynamic addTessing and name binding using NBP.
Mail, File Copy
MacX, CTERM
Formats
DECnet
for Macintosh
LocaiTalk,
Ethernet, RS-422

Despite the extra administrative work, there are reasons for installing DECnet on your Mac. Once so equipped, the Macintosh hard
disk can be automatically backed up through DECne t co py commands. The DECnet transport can also be used by MacX, the two

Figure 12.14
OECnetlor Macintosh
turns aMac inloaOICne1
node. AMac so equipped
can be auromalically
backed upby aVAX on

lhe nelwork.
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mail appUcations, and terminal emulation. As we'll see in the next
section, LAT cannot be routed and therefore will not provide widearea terminal services. An alternative is the CTERMprotocol. Part
ofDECnet, CTERM can be used as a routable terminal protocol.
PATHWORKS for Macintosh includes a CTERM Communications
Tool (see figure 12.15) that can be used with MacTerminal, or any
other Macintosh Commurucation Toolbox (MCT)-compatible
terminal emulator.

Macintosh

Figure 12.15
CIERM and OECnel

VAXNMS

LocaiTalk·to-Ethemot Appl eTalkiDECnet Router

provide aroulable
1ranspor1 prolocol for

ApploTalk
DECnet

Apple Talk
OECnet

lerminal access in lhe

LocaiTalk

Ethernet

OfC VAX environment

lAT
If your Macs are on the same Ethernet as the VAX, you'll be able to
use the LAT MCT tool to directly connect to the VAX. Conventional
vr terminals, or Macs running terminal emulators over serial lines,

a ren't capable of speaking LAT over Ethernet; instead, they speak
the Async protocol over RS-232. A device called a terminal server,
or DECserver, is used to make the connection between multiple
terrrunals and any LAT-spea.kingVAX (see figure 12. 16). By speaking LAT directly, as shown in figme 12.17, the Macintosh can
co nnect directly and avoid the intermediate service of the terminal
server.
As m entioned before, LAT cannot be routed. It was designed for
use on a LAN. LAT is a time-critical protocol, so care must be taken
wh en LAT is used on bridged Ethernet. Even though a bridged
Ethernet logically appears as a single Ethernet LAN, if the bridge
connection introduces a significant delay, LAT may have problems
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maintaining connections. In these cases, and when a routed
network exists, the DECnet CTERM protocol mentioned before
might be a better choice.

Macintosh

DEC Termi nal Server

VAXNMS

MacTermlnal
(Serial Tool)

Terminal Server
Program

Terminal Server
Program

VMS Terminal
Services

ASCII

ASCII

ASCII

ASCII

Async

Async

LAT

LAT

Rs-422

RS.2321422

Ethernet

Ethernet

Figure 12.16

In the old days, VAX
terminal users relied on
terminalservers to
connect serial terminals
to networkedVAXes.

Figure 12.17
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(LATTool)
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ASCII
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Macs on Uhernet that are
equipped withthe lAT
tool bypass theterminal
serverand can access
any lAT host li.e. DfC
VAX) on the [thernet lAN.

Ethernet

Ethernet

AppleTalk/DECnet Gateway
The AppleTalk/DECnet Gateway converts AppleTalk protocols
into the corresponding DECnet protocols. A prime example of
its use is with the DECnet-based PATHWORKS mail services
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(see figure 12.18). Because the VAX mail services are only a ccessible through DECnet, there are two ways a client Mac can connect: by putting DECnet on the Mac, and by using AppleTalk and
going through the gateway. The gateway is selected through the
AppleTalk/DECnet MCT tool from within the mail applications.
Figure 12.18

The AppleTalk/OfCnet
Gateway convens
AppleTalk protocols into
OECnet protocols and vice

DEC VAX Running AppleTalk fo r VMS
and DEC VMS Mall and All-ln-1 Mall

versa. At the moment.
it's main use is to let
Macs access OECnet

PC or Mac Client
with DECnot

AppleTalk/DECnet

Gateway~

mail services without the

AppleTalk

administrative overhead

Ethernet

ol puttino OfCnet on
the Mac.

AppleTalk/LAT Gateway
The LAT protocol is restricted to Ethernet. How do LocalTalk Macs
connect to te rminal services? They can't use LAT directly because
it only works over a direct Ethernet connection. You could use the
DECnet CTERM tool and a LocalTalk/Etl1ernet router that routes
DECnet, but you would have to put DEC net on your Mac and put
up with the extra administrative overhead associated with DECnet.
Fortunately, Apple and DEC came up with another alternative.
The AppleTalk/LAT Gateway runs on a Mac that has LocalTalk
and Ethernet connections (see figure 12.19) . This effectively turns
the Macintosh into a terminal server. The Macs on the LocalTalk
side speak the AppleTalk protocol to the server; the server speaks
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LAT to the VAX hosts on the Ethernet. Figure 12.20 shows various
screens from the AppleTalk/LAT Gateway as well as the client
settings of the AppleTalk/LAT Tool.

Macintosh

Figure 12.19
Macintosh Running Applelalk-LAT Gateway
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The gateway is also useful for dial-up users who attach to the
network with Apple's Remote Access software (ARA) . As shown in
figure 12.21, incoming ARA Macs speak AppleTalk. By going
through an AppleTalk/ LAT Gateway, a remote Ma c user can
engage in terminal emulation with the VAX, while retaining the
capability to access AppleShare ftle servers and LaserWriter print
services.

The AppleTalk/lAI
Gateway runson a
Macintosh. Client Macs
use !he Apple1alk/lAI
tool toaccess the
gateway.
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Figure 12.21
!he Applelalk/O!Cnet
Gateway lets remote
usm engage in terminal
emulation at the same
lime as other
AppleIalk services.

Cabling: locaiTalk and Ethernet
The cabling choices for Macs in a VAX environment are primarily
LocalTalk and Ethernet. Since it's un1ikely thatVAXes will ever
sport LocalTalk interfaces, the options are few: either put Ethernet
on the Macs, or use some sort of LocalTalk/ Ethernet router.

locallalk
The cabling choices for PATHWORKS-equipped Macs are primarily
LocalTalk and Ethernet. Because VAX computers don't come with
LocalTalk interfaces, some sort of LocalTalk/Ethernet router will
be needed (see figure 12.22). Th e choice of a LocalTalk router
depends on the desired services and protocols. If you plan to use
DECnet, then a multiprotocol router capable of routing DECnet
will be needed. If you plan to stick to the AppleTalk services, or
plan to access the DECnet services (such as E-mail) through
AppleTalk, then any generic AppleTalk LocalTalk/Ethernet router
will do .
Because most VAX sites have extensive twisted-pair wiring that's
used for terminal access, you might want to adapt this wiring to the
phone-type LocalTalk connectors, such as Farallon's PhoneNET .
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VAXNMS

Macintosh

AppleTalk
DEC net
LooaiTalk

Ethernet
If your VAX network is Ethernet-based, which most are, then it's
likely that Ethernet-equipped Macs can be easily incorporated into
your network. Digital offers a number of desktop Ethernet products d1at can be used to connect PCs and Macs to the network.
Digital recently announced a line of multi protocol routers with
support for the AppleTalk protocol.

Serial RS-232/Diai-Up
With MacTerminal, Macs can take the place ofVT terminals on
Ethernet or serial connections. These connections can be made
directly to the VAX or through a terminal server.
With serial connections, remote MacTerminal use rs can use
modems and log onto the VAX, but this connection only provides
terminal services. Often, remote Mac/VAX users need to access
AppleTalk services in addition to terminal services. Apple and DEC
don't offer a solution, but Computer Methods Corporation has a
product called AsyncServeR that essentially turns the VAX into an
AppleTaik Remote Access server (see figure 12.23). Most VAX sites
have banks of dial-up modems already in place; AsyncServeR takes
advantage of these resources by enabling any Mac with the Remote
Access software to dial in and access not only the AppleTalk
services on the VAX, but also the services on the entire AppleTaik
internet.

Figure 12.22

Mats withtheDfCnet
transport can stilluse
local!alk when a
locallalk DfCnct router
isused.
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Figure 12.23
AsvncServeR.Irom
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basedApple Talk Remore
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AppleTalk
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RS·232/422
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Access Server.

Conclusion
Digital redefined computing in the 1970s; Apple ctid the same in
the 1g80s. In the 1990s, Apple and Digital both realize that the
network is the common battleground for computing services.
Digital, with its PATHWORKS for Macintosh product, has recognized the importance of the Macintosh. They have successfully
integrated two supposedly closed architectures by providing
terminal emulation, DECwindows (X-Window), AFP file and print
services, database access, and two E-mail packages .

.

•

IBM Connectivity
till a large part of the corporate world, IBM's
mainframe and minicomputers are an important
part of Apple's network strategy. Once again, the
Macintosh proves its worth as the "universal
client," easily co nnecting to the Big Blue world.

Services: Mainframe and AS/400
The IBM computing world (PCs excluded) is comprised of the large
mainfram e computers, such as the System 370 (S/370) and 390
(S/390), small mainframes such as the ES/9000, and midran ge
systems like theAS/400. These systems aren't exactly showcases
of client/server technologies, as over the years the typical userinterface has been through terminal emulation.

Terminal Services
In the past, IBM mainframe access was typically made with the
3270 family of terminals. Today, 3270 terminal emulatio n is
commonplace on PCs and Macs (see figure 13.1). As with Vf-type
terminals, the sales of so-called "dumb" terminals are declining
while the use of inteUigent workstations is increasing.

13
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There are a num ber of 3270 terminal emulators available for the
Macintosh. These emulators enable suitably-equipped Macs to
access IBM mainframes. Most Mac emulators add value by adding
features such as programmable "hot keys" or macro capabilities.
Some emulators support keyboard remapping, where 3270 keys
can be reassigned to the Macintosh keyboard. A common feature
in 3270 emulators is the ability to perform IND$FILE file transfers
from within the terminal session. Four popular 3270 emulators
include Apple's SNA•ps 3270, DCA's IRMA Workstation for Macintosh, ASC's asc3270, and Avatar's MacMainFrame.
The 3270 standard is used by the large mainframes, while the
midrange AS/ 400 uses the 5250 standard. 5250 emulation on the
Mac is not yet as common as emulation of the older 3270. 5250
emulators offer similar features as their 3270 counterparts and are
offered by Andrew and ASC (see figure 13.2) . Conventional terminal screens can be a bit da unting; to make things a bit easier, IBM
terminal sessions can also be front- ended with user-friendly
interfaces that interact with the terminal data stream .
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One of the most popular IBM mainframe applications is the PROFS
mail environment. NormaJly, PROFS is accessed with a conventional terminal . However, there are several Mac terminal front
ends that put a Mac interface onto PROFS (see figure 13.3). Two of
these-MitemVision from Mitem and Executive Workstation from
MediaWorks-are HyperCard-based.

Macintosh

IBM Host
(Cluster Controller)

MitemVision
HyperCard

PROFS
Mail Environment

EBCDIC

EBCDIC

SNA

SNA

PROfS access with

Coax

MitemVision.a
Hypercard·based

Coax
(Apple or third party)

Figure 13.3

lront end.
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HyperCard can also be used to create custom terminal front ends.
With produ cts from Avatar, DCA, and Mitem, developers are able
to create HyperCard applications using custom XCMDs and XFCNs
that provide controlled access to the terminal data stream. Other
fron t-ending environments use their own development environments to make quick work of customized interfaces. These include
Blacksmith from CEL, SimMac from Simware, and Both from
Connectivite.

Database
Apple's DAL server for IBM provides DAL clients access to IBM
DB2 and SQLIDS relational databases (see figure 13.4). Connections to the DAL server can be made through a 3270 terminal
connection, serial links, or with IBM's network transport, SNA.
As mentioned elsewhere in this book, DAL clients can be either
Mac- or PC-based. They can be developed from scratch with
conventional Mac programming e nvironments or authored with
HyperCard or Serius. DAL clients can also be used out of the box,
since many Macintosh applications, such as spreadsheets and
databases, offer built-in DAL support.

Figure 13.4
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Formats: Mainframe and AS/400
Although the Mac a nd IBM hosts speak different fundamental
languages (ASCII versus EBCDIC) they still enjoy a high degree of
interoperability. This is due to the use of standardized terminal
formats (as in the case of 3270 terminal em ulations) and fo rmat
translators that provide ASCII to EBCDIC translations in reaJ time.

EBCDIC
The IBM PC was their first computer to use ASCII. Before that, IBM
mainframes used EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code) which, in a technique similar to that of the
ASCII code, uses an eight-bit code to re present ch aracters. Conversions between EBCDIC and ASCII are typically handled by protocol
converters that can either be hardware-based (see figure 13.5) or
software-based.

0
Macintosh
Clients

IBM Host
IBM 7171 Protocol Converter

Sorvlcos

ASCII

ASCII

EBCDIC

EBCDIC

SNA

SNA

SNA

SNA

Coax or TWinax

Coax or Twlnax

Cabling

Cabling

(Apple or thin! patly)

Transports: Mainframe and AS/400
Traditionally, the IBM transports have been unique to the IBM
world, focusing on terminal-based ap plications. During the past
several years, as IBM has pursued a peer-to-peer environment,
the rest of the industry has started to adopt IBM's new standards.
Today, the Macintosh supports all of the major IBM transport

Figure 13.5
IBIA'sf8t01t codesa1e
uanslatedinto M
acintosh
ASCII codes with the IBM
7171 Protocol convener.
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protocols, in addition to the IBM-suppmt ed industry standards
such as TCP/IP.

SAA, SNA. and APPC
SNA stands for System Network Architecture and is IBM's primary
transport protocol. When a Macintosh runs an IBM terminal
emulator, it's relying on a portion of the SNA protocols. SNA is only
one part of IBM's networking strategy, known as System Application. Architecture (SAA). SAA defines an environment that supports
peer-to-peer appHcation services, which is a departure from the
traditional host-based IBM world.
Part of IBM's SAA/SNA plans include APPC. Standing for Advanced
Program-to-Program Communications, APPC uses a protocol
caJled LU 6.2 (the LU stands for Logical Unit). Similar enhancements to SNA networldng are part of IBM's Advanced Peer-to-Peer
Networking (APPN) protocol. APPC and APPN are still relatively
new, but compatible applications are starting to appear. Apple's
SNA•ps gateway is one example (see figure 13.6). It supports both
the APPC and APPN protocols and wiJJ undoubtedly be used as a
development platform for future peer-to-peer applications that
work in both the Macintosh and IBM environments.

IBM Host

Macintosh
Clients

Figure 13.6

(Tonnlnal4 APPC)

Apple's SIIA•ps Calewav
connecls AppleTalk·
convcrsamMacs10 an
IBM host

.

•

Macintosh Running Apple SNA•ps Gateway

Fonnats

Fonnats

EBCDIC

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

SNA

locaiTalk or
Ethernet

LocaiTalk or
Ethernet

Cabling
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TCP/IP
Many companies, in an attempt to support multi-platform communications, are using the TCP/IP protocol in place of IBM's SNA
protocol. TCP/IP provides a common transport protocol that,
unlike SNA, is supported on Macs, VAX.es, UNIX, and many other
platforms. Support for TCP /IP services is beginning to grow as
companies such as ASC begin to offer Macintosh terminal emulators that use MacTCP to communicate \vith similarly equipped
IBM hosts (see figure 13.7).

0~

0

Macintosh

IBM AS/400

5250 Terminal
Emulation

5250
Applications

EBCDIC

EBCDIC

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

Ethernet

Ethernet

Media: Mainframe and AS/400
There are two primary ways that physical connections are made in
the IBM environment. One way is through direct connections,
which are primarily used for terminal sessions. These direct
connections can be made over coaxial cabling or through a Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) connection. The other way
connections are made is through a LAN, which can be used for a
wide variety of services. Token Ring is currently the predominant
LAN cabling system in the IBM world, but Ethernet is slowly
gaining in acceptance.

Figure 13.7

5250 lerminal emulalion
wilh asc5250 over aTCP/
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Direct Connections
The most common direct connection to an IBM mainframe is
made with a coaxial (coax) cable. Traditionally, this has been the
method employed by IBM terminals for years; it's also used by
Macs and PCs running terminal emulation programs. Because
Macs don't come with a coax connection, an expansion card is
required. The coax card is usually connected to an intermediate
device known as a cluster controller, which is used to connect
multiple coax devices to the mainframe. As shown in figure 13.8,
terminals directly connected to the IBM AS/400 midrange computer use a variation of coaxial cable called twinaxial cable. Unlike
coaxial cable, which has a single conductor surrounded by a
second shielding conductor, twinaxial cable has two conductors
inside. Macintosh coax and twinax cards are available from Apple,
Avatar, and DCA.

Figure 13.8

Macintosh
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SDLC connections are made with high-speed synchronous modems. As shown in figure 13.9, an SDLC card is used to connect
the Mac to the modem, which in turn connects to other modems
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on the mainframe. Apple's Serial NB card can be used to make
an SDLC connection. Avatar also offers cards that perform the
function.

Macintosh

IBM Host

Clients

Services

Figure 13.9
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(Terminal & APPC)
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synchronous modems and

SDLC
Serial

aSOlCconnection.

Both the coax and SDLC connections tend to be expensive, either
because they require a number of modems (in the case of SDLC) or
because the coax connections need available ports on the cluster
controller. When ports on the cluster controller are no longer
available, another controller is required. To make a number of
cost-effective connections to the mainframe, a gateway is often the
best option.
Avatar and DCA have software that enable a Macintosh to act as a
SNA gateway when coax connections are used. A Mac that acts as
a SNA gateway has one coax connection to the cluster controller
and another LAN connection to the participating Macs. These
Macs run the appropriate vendor's client software and can be on
LocalTalk or Ethernet networks. A similar gateway is also used
for SDLC connections. A Mac acts a gateway by connecting a
LocalTalk or Ethernet LAN to a single, shared SDLC connection
(see figure 13.10) . An example of this type of gateway can be found
in Apple's SNA•ps gateway. In addition to Macs that act as gateways, there are also several dedicated gateway boxes that perform
the same function.

•
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Figure 13.1 0
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Token Ring
Of course, Token Ring is the leading LAN technology used in the
mM environment. There are number of companies (Apple, Avatar,
and DCA) that make Token Ring cards for the Mac. Macs using
Token Ring can be attached directly to the mainframe (see figure
13.11), or to a gateway.

Figure 13.11
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Ethernet
Ethernet is gaining in popularity in the ffiM world, particularly as
TCP/IP continues to become more prevalent on IBM mainframes
(see figure 13.12). The most popular means of Macintosh Ethernet
connections is through a gateway.
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Conclusion
The IBM mainframe world is changing, but it is still typified by
terminal-type applications. The Macintosh can easily adapt to this
environment \.vith numerous terminal emulators and front- ending
programs. These products support IBM's cabling (coax, twinax, or
Token Ring) and protocols (SAA, SNA, APPC, and APPN) . They also
support non-traditional cabling and protocols such as LocalTalk,
Ethernet, TCP /IP, and AppleTalk through the use of gateways .

Figure 13.12

AMacintoshconnected to
an IBM host througha
direct lthernet link.
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services, troubleshooting, performance monitoring, and security.

Network Design,
Implementation,
and Managemen1

Design and
Implementation
his chapter covers the basics of network design
and impleme ntation. Several common
Macintosh network scenarios will be discussed
and analyzed. These networking scenarios
should make it easy for yo u to identify your
current (or planned) network environment. Also
included in this chapter are tips an.d hints that will
streamline your networking tasks.

Top-Down Design Techniques
The NetPICT diagrams used throughout this book conveniently
break up networking into four layers. This "divide a nd conquer"
approach, inherent in the layering process, makes it easy to attack
networking problems. This is similar to the process in which
software projects, or com puter programs, are solved by breaking
the task into smalle r "digestible" components.
Combined, the four layers represent a particular solution to the
overall networking proble m. However, each separate layer canand should- be addressed on its ovm merits.

14
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The process should start at the top. Simply put, this means asking,
"What Services are required to do the job?" This should be the
driving force behind any network plan. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case. All too often, companies start the process from the
bottom up. They try to dictate Cabling choices, Transport protocols, and particularly computing hardware in an attempt to
achieve some measure of standardization. By starting at the
Service layer, it is much easier to stay focused on the users' needs.
Once the question regarding Services is asked, there are a number
of other questions that naturally follow. "Do these Services provide
for growth? Are we going to be locked into a specific vendor's
products?"
Organizations must begin to look at network Services as strategic
decisions that can significantly affect their operations. These
Services can be as mundane as shared printing to a laser printer, or
as pervasive as an enterprise-wide E-mail system. Let's use E-mail
as an example.
Let's say that the Ajax company decides that employee communication is a crucial aspect of their business. They decide to implement a corporate-\vide E-mail system to facilitate this communication. They decide on an X.400-compatible mail application. One
reason that tl1ey made this decision was because of the portability
of the X.400 standard. They reasoned that widespread support of
the X.400 messaging format would enhance their options for future
expansion and growth. All in all, a reasonable approach.
Once the Ajax company made the decision to go with the X.400
standard, the rest was comparatively easy. A suitable Transport
and Cabling decision is left as the remaining task. It should be
obvious that while the decisions of a Transport and Cabling are
important, they are secondary to the choice of a Service and
Format.
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While it's hard to simplify and generalize all networking situations,
here are a few suggestions that may help to organize and prioritize
your networking plans:
1. Establish and evaluate the required Services. Do they meet
your requirements? Are they supportable?
2. During this process, be aware of the limitations and restrictions imposed by the Formats used by the Services you have
selected. Will your data be held hostage by the application
vendor, or can it be transported to other applications and
Services?
3. Once you've chosen the Services, along with their attendant
Formats, start thinking about a Transport protocol. Because
Services are often protocol-specific, the choice of a Transport
protocol may be restricted.
4. While selecting a Transport protocol, familiarize yourself with
the administrative requirements inherent in the protocol.
5. Is the candidate Transport protocol supported on likely
Cabling mediums?

The preceding five suggestions may be so mewhat simplistic, but
they help to illustrate and represent the general process of working
from the top down during the network design process.

Using NetPICTsto Help with
Systems Integration
This book comes with a disk that contains numerous NetPICT
symbols. Many of the symbols are duplicated from products
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discussed in the book; others depict other common networking
products.
The disk contains a viewer application called PICTviewer.lt is used
to view the NetPICT symbols. For each NetPICT symbol there are
two files: a PICT file that contains the graphical image, and a text
file that contains a textual description of the image. The text file
has the same name of the PICT, but with the addition of a ".txt" file
extension. For example, the PICT file portion of Apple's Internet
Router is named "Apple Internet Router," while the text file
portion is named "Apple Internet Router. txt."
The NetPICT viewer provides an easy means for you to view and
read informative data on hundreds of products. Of course, since
the symbols are in the PICT format, they can be easily incorporated
into documents made by your favorite drawing program. The same
can be said for the text (.txt) files. These text files can be added to
your drawings to annotate the figures. Many drawing programs,
such as MacDraw Pro, can import text files directly. If your drawing
program can't directly import text files, then you'll have to copy
and paste with a text editor or word processor. By using a drawing
program, you'll be able to import those NetPICT symbols that
represent the fundamental parts of your present or planned
network. You'll be able to see where bridges, routers, gateways, or
even format translators are required.
To use t11e NetPICT viewer, you'll need HyperCard 2.1 (or the
HyperCard viewer). You might also want to copy the NetPICT
viewer, along with the symbol folder, to a hard disk.

1. Launch the NetPICT viewer by double-clicking its icon.
2. Click several times to close the splash screen .
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3 . Use the pop-up folder menu to browse through the NetPICT
symbol folder hierarchy.
4. Once you've found the appropriate symbol, click once on the
name that appears in the window directly beneath the popup menu.

The chosen NetPICT symbol will appear in a separate window to the right of the viewer screen. You can reposition
this window at any time. You can even enlarge it to the
size of your monitor by clicking on the Zoom box located
at the upper right hand corner of the symbol window (see
figure 14.1).
PI CTulewcr

I ell
0
0

NeiPICT Diagrams
Cayman GalorBoH
rarallon LTRLK Repealer

Figure 14.1

Theimage windowof Ihe
lleiPICT viewer can be
repositioned as needed to
fully view the NeiPICI
symbol.
5 . To restore the symbol window to the right side of the viewer
window, click once on the magnet icon. This will automatically dock the symbol window to its defauJt position at the
right of the viewer window (see figure 14.2).
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Wiring Strategies
As mentioned throughout this book, the Macintosh supports a
number of cabling systems, from LocaiTalk to FDDI. We've discussed the pros and cons of each cabling system, but there are
numerous issues involved with the design and implementation of
any wiring system. While it's hard to generalize and cover all
possible networking situations, here are a few things to keep in
mind.

e

Don't get locked into a specific vendor's proprietary components or cabling scheme. Stay with the accepted industry
standards.
NOTE: One exception is Apple's Ethernet system. It uses a special
connector to link the device with the external attachment unit. Since the
network side of the attachment unit (either 1OBase-5. 1OBase-2. or
1DBase-T) still conforms to industry standards. it's less important that
the device side is somewhat non-standard. To their credit, Apple has
published and made this standard available for any vendor to use. The
Apple Ethernet system has already been adopted by several Macintosh
networking vendors. Perhaps other non-Macintosh networking
companies will follow suit.

I
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e

Don't limit your network and wiring plans just to data.
Consider integrating your network plans with other forms of
data, such as voice and video. You may be able to save money
by installing these different cabling systems at the same time.
In many cases, the different systems can use the same faceplate.

e

Plan for the future . You may be planning to use only LocalTalk and Ethernet, but you should seriously consider the
installation of twisted-pair wiring and fiber backbones that
are capable of supporting current and future high-end
cabling systems.
Example 1: Four-Pair Twisted Pair :

One such industry standard involves the use of four pairs (1 OBase-T
Ethernet requires two pairs) of Unshielded Twisted-Pair (UTP) wiring.
The most encompassing standard for UTP is published by the Electronic Industries Association and the Telecommunications Industry
Association (EIA/TIA). The standard is commonly referred to as EIA/TIA
568 and TSB-36, which sets a standard for "Category 5" UTP media.
Category 5 UTP anticipates the upcoming standards that will support
bandwidths of 100 Mbps (Category 4 UTP supports the conventional
Ethernet bandwidth of 10 Mbps). These standards include copper
versions of the FOOl standard (COOl) and 100 Mbps implementations
of Ethernet. This cabling is also sometimes referred to as "Level 5"
cabling.

Example 2: Fiber-Optics

Another example of planning for the future is the choice of fiber-optic
cabling. Fiber optic cabling is becoming more commonplace as a
medium for Ethernet backbones. In fact, a new emerging Ethernet fiber
standard, IEEE 802.3-10Base-F-will be published shortly. Fiber can
be run over great distances and is immune from most forms of
electromagnetic interference (just don't get it too close to a black hole).
Fiber optic cabling is also the basis for the FOOl standard. Fortunately,
the two standards overlap somewhat and it's desirable to implement
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fiber networks that conform to the FDDI standard (ANSI X3T9.5: FDDI)
as well as the current and planned Ethernet fiber standards. The moral
of this story is to plan for FDDI even though you're only going to use
lowly Ethernet. You'll appreciate this approach in the future when FDDI
cards sell at CompUSA for $129.

• If it appears that your lAN will need to support more than 50
users, plan on implementing a structured wiring ap proach to
your network design. It's money well spent. By implementing such a system, the ongoing costs involved in support,
troubleshooting, expansion, and equipment relocation will
be minimized.

e

In accordance with your budget, plan on running multiple

cable runs to each office or cubicle. The incremental cost of
the additional cabling is relatively small when compared to
the minor increase in labor cost. Also, don't scrimp on the
number of jacks provided to an office or cubicle. You can
choose faceplates that have a single, double, or quadruple
complement of connectors. While it's often possible to daisychain within a room, don't plan on this as a part of the design.
Consider that you might want to add printers or other
networkable peripherals to a room at any time in the future.
You might also need to support devices that require multiple
connections to the LAN, such as workstations, routers, and
gateways. A good rule of thumb is to plan for t\.Yo times as
many connections as you actually require at present.

e

Make sure that fiber and copper cable runs are within the
specified length limitations, by carefully planning the location and disu·ibution of wiring closets. Be sure to allocate
additional cable length for vertical distances (not usually
shown on floor plans) and the routing losses that occur when
cable is snaked above ceilings and through walls .
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• Speaking of wiring closets, plan the layout and design of these
rooms carefully. Make sure that the room is well lighted,
ventilated, and capable of being securely locked. If the room
is large enough, use industry standard 19" racks to contain
the network devices. Obviously, since the room may house a
number of routers, gateways, and other network devices,
adequate electrical service is crucial. If you have the room,
you may also find it convenient to install a small desk with a
Mac that can be used for troubleshooting and maintenance.
This Mac can also be used to maintain network configuration
information, wiring diagrams, an d problem logs.

e

Are your cables routed in such a manner as to avoid electromagnetic interference and undue mechanical stress? For
example, don't drape cables around fluorescent light fixtures,
and don't hang wet laundry from cables strung from the
ceiling. Use common sense and consult the appropriate local
codes and requirements.

e

Plan to have your wiring tested before use. This is a particularly good idea for large, expensive installations that use
structured \wing. The time to discover breaks or djscontinuities in the cable is before network deploym ent. If you use
a wiring contractor, be sure to include testing and validation
as part of the agreement. The devices used for testing can be
rather expensive, so it's likely that thls task is better handled
by the cable installers.

e

Adopt an adequate cable marking and identification scheme.
Each and every cable should be unambiguously marked-in a
location that will be visible after installation . Be sure to mark
both ends of the cable. Make sure the marking is permanent
and won't easily be erased or detached. There are many
adequate marking systems. Some utilize heat-shrinkable
tubing, while others use labeled wiring ties.
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e

Documen t evetytbing from the outset. Create a logical and
physical djagra m of your network. If you're using a cabling
system that has physical hardware addresses, such as
Ethernet, register these numbers along with their location
and description. For tllis task, a spreadsheet or a simple
database (such as FileMaker Pro) is ideal.

• Call, without delay, the Black Box Corporation at (800) 5526816. They'll send you a free catalog that's chock full of many
networking products. It's like the "Sears Catalog" for
networkers.
Using these twelve suggestions as a guide, let's now examine some
common networkj ng scenarios. These scenarios will serve several
purposes. First, t11ey will expose you to a number of differen t
wiring sche mes, along wi th their benefits and rusadvantages. Next,
because the scenarios progress from the simplest to the most
complex, you'll be able to establish a growth path for your environment.

Scenario 1a: Single locaiTalk Network
Using aDaisy-Chain Topology
The simplest MaciJ1tosh network is the single LocalTalk d aisychain network (see figm e 14.3). This network has been around
since 1985 and in many cases is still an entirely acceptable network
arch.itectme. This network is inexpensive. All that is required is the
LocalTalk (or phone- type) connectors and the necessary wiring. In
nearly all cases, the p hone-type connectors (Farallon's PhoneNET)
are recommended. Because these connectors use the telephonestyle RJ-11 jacks, you'll be a ble to make your own cables by purchasing a spool of twisted-pah phone wire, jacks, and a crimpin g
tool. Electronics stores such as Radio Shack should have everything
you'll need .
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Figure 14.3

Asinglelocal!alk
netviork withdaisr·chain
topology.
The cost of this n etwork is the lowest of a ny of the other scenarios.
Expect to pay $25 for each LocalTalk/ phone-type connector. With
the additional cost of the \.viring, the total per-node connection
cost should be well under $50.
With this ne twork design, you'll be able to provide modest bandwidth for any number between two and thirty devices. Th e maximum distance of the ne twork may vary somewha t, but plan on a
maximum of 1,000 total feet of wiring. If you need mo re distance,
consider the use of a LocaJTal k re pea te r.

The tradeoffs for this d esign a re the !.ow cost and ease-o finstallation versus the limited bandwidth of LocalTalk. lfyou plan
on using services that dem and high bandwidth, then th e simple
LocalTalk is not for you. AppUcations that de mand high ba ndwidth
include networked databases, demanding AFP services wh ere large
files are frequently transferred, and dema ndin g print jobs submitted from a number of users. As a rule of thumb, try to avoid putting more than five ne tworked printers on a single segment of
LocalTalk. If you need this many printers to service your users,
then a routed sce nario or a higher bandwidth cabling system is
probably required.
This network scenario is ideal fo r small offi ces that deal with
smaller documents and have modest print requirements. It also
helps if tl1e physical layout of the area to be n etworked can easily
support the daisy-chain topology. If th e devices are all located
within a single room, then the daisy-cha in can simply run around
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the periphery of the room. On the other hand, if your network
nodes are ctistributed throughout a large building that doesn't
provide ready wiring access, then a more structured wiring approach might make more sense.
One point to remember about the LocalTaJk daisy-chain is d1at
devi<.:es can be added to d1e ends of the chain at any time, but if
you need to add a device somewhere in the middle, the network
will have to be disconnected to attach the new LocaJTalk connector. This ad clition won't take long, but the users vvill have to put up
with a slight interruption in network services.
These considerations can be summed up as follows:
+ Ideal for small workgroups (2-20 devices) in close proximity
+ Easy to ville

Limited bandwidth and throughput
- Network ctisrupted when devices are added
Limited to approximately 30 devices

e

Maximum cabling lengd1 of 1,000 feet

Scenario 1b: Single Ethernet Network
Using aDaisy-Chain Topology
If you find the simplicity of Scenario la appealing, but you're

concerned about the limited bandwidth ofLocaJTalk, then an
Ethernet solution may be just the ticket. In this case, we'll use the
thinwire variant of Ed1ernet known as lOBase-2 (see figure 14.4).
Ald1ough twisted-pair Ethernet (lOBase-T) is getting all the attention in the press, a thinwire daisy-chain is still a valid solution for
small network installations in one compact area .
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Figure 14.4

Asingle flhernet neiVtolk
usingthinwi1e (108ase·2)
cablino and adaisy· chain
topology.
With the thinwire tee connectors, the nodes simply can be con nected one after the other. The total cable length is 185 meters, or
about 600 feet. Like the LocalTaJk example in Scenario la, changes
made to the n etwork will cause a brief disruption of services.
Apple's thinwire transceivers have a unique self-terminating
feature that engages the terminating resistor whenever the connection is broken. With these devices, a break in the middle of a
segment will not cause the two segments to fail. Each segment will
continue to operate on its own.lfyou use the conventional
thinwire devices, be sure that each free end of the cable has the
terminating resistive cap in place.
This scenario is ideal for small workgroups that re quire more
bandwidth than LocalTalk. The Etherne t cabling should provide a
300 to 500 percent improvement in throughput over the LocalTalk
cabling. The number of nodes is still somewhat limited, as 30 is the
recommended maximum number of devices on a single segment
of thinwire.
One difficulty with thinwire is the cabling. Each cable must have
the twist-lock BNC connector fittings. You can purchase preassembled lengths of these cables, or invest in the bulk fittings and
cable and crimp your own. You might need to go to a networking
supply house, such as Black Box, to find these components and the
proper crimping tools.
The cost of a thinwire network is so mewhat more tha n a LocalTalk
netwo rk. If your Macs, LaserWriters and other network devices
aren't equipped with Ethernet, then Ethernet cards will be
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required. Expect to pay $200 to $300 per card. Devices that don't
offer Ethernet connections (such as PowerBooks and certain
LaserWriters) will require special Ethernet devices that connect via
the SCSI port or through the LocalTalk port. Add the cost of the
cables, and you're likely to spend $300 to $400 per node.
These considerations can be summed up as follows:
+ Ideal for small workgroups in close proximity
+ Easy to wire
+ Improved throughput compared to LocalTalk

- Network disrupted when devices are added
- Segment limited to approximately 30 devices

e

Maximum cabling length of about 600 feet

A similar scenario to a single Ethernet network involves the use of
FDDI as a cabling medium. Of course, the per-node connection
cost is considerably higher. If your network requirements are
severe, then this approach should be considered. Perhaps you
need to network a number of Quadras in a desktop publishing
environment where users are continually transferring 10M
Photoshop files, or perhaps you need to upgrade a number of CAD
users that are continually taxing the network. In these cases, the
extra bandwidth and throughput of Ethernet or FDDI can pay for
itself in short order.
If you're planning future network growth and expansion, don't
invest heavily in the daisy-chain approach. If you're planning to
expand, consider instead scenario 3b, which uses an active
Ethernet hub .
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Scenario 2:Single locaiTalk Network
Using an Active Star Topology
If you plan to stay with LocalTalk but would like to avoid the

hassles associated with daisy-chaining, then a star topology is the
solution (see figure 14.5). Apple's LocalTalk devices will not work
with this topology; you' ll need to use the phone-type connectors
(PhoneNET or equivalent). (We'll continue to use the term
LocalTalk for convenience.) You can also use Farallon's StarConnectors. They do not require termination and are a bit less
expensive than the conventional two-port devices. The easiest and
cheapest LocalTalk star is known as a passive star. The passive star
simply joins together the free e nds at a common point. This can be
a telephone-style punchdown block or a patch panel.

Figure 14.5
AsingleLoca!Talk
network wilhapassive
srar ropoloov.

This approach makes sense for a small workgroup. You may be
able to use existing building wiring to create your passive star.
Considering this potential for reduced wiring costs, coupled \Nith
the low cost of the StarConnectors, this network scenario can be
the most afforda ble of all. The shortcomings of passive stars are the
limits imposed on the number of devices (3 branches with 10
devices each) and the limited extensibility.
To summarize the considerations:
+ Ideal for smaJI workgroups in close proximity

+ Can use existing building wiring
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- Restrictive wiring limitations and limited flexibility
- Limited to approximately 30 devices
• Maximum cabHng length of 1,000 feet

Scenario 3a: Single LocaiTalk Network
Using an Active Star Topology
The alternative star topology is the active star (see figure 14.6). It
uses a multipart Local Talk repeater to separately feed each segment of the star. Active stars are generally more reliable and easier
to maintain than their passive counterparts. Each cable run has a
maximum length of3,000 feet. For a twelve-port repeater, the
maximum cabling distance is 36,000 feet. Most Loca!Talk star
repeaters are equipped with management software that can enable
or disable ports and perform basic line quality testing.

Figure 14.6

Asingle tocallalk
network using an active
star topology.
While it's possible to place forty (or even more) devices on an
active star, it's important to remember than the entire star is a
single AppleTalk network, sharing the Loca!Talk bandwidth of
230.4 Kbps. So, unless your network demands are modest, it's best
to limit the number of nodes to 30 or 40.
The cost of an active Loca!Talk star network is more than the
passive star because you must factor in the cost of the repeater.

.
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Depending on the number of nodes and the cost of the repeater,
this could add a considerable amount to the per node cost.
To summarize the considerations:
+ Star topology makes it easier to add and move devices
+ Preferred over passive star topologies in most cases
+ Enhanced reliability

- Limited to 30 to 40 devices
The cost of the repeater increases the cost per node

e

Maximum cabling length of 3,000 feet per segment

Scenario 3b: Single Ethernet Network Using
aStar Topology with 1OBase-TCabling
This scenario provides the bandwidth of the thinwire scenario,
with the flexibility of a star wiring topology (see figure 14.7).
Twisted-pair (lOBase-T) Ethernet networks require a repeater hub.
These hubs come in many different sizes and price points. There
are even low-cost mini-hubs that have anywhere between four and
eight ports.

Figure 14.7

Asingle Ethernet network
using astar topology and
1DBase·Tcabling.

As in the case of the LocalTalk stars, you might be able to use
existing building wiring, although lOBase-T wiring requires four
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pairs of wires that meet certain requirements. If you must create
your ovm wiring, don't worry, it's nottoo clifficult-10Base-T
Ethernet uses a larger version (RJ -45) of the RJ -11 connectors used
by the phone-type LocalTalkconnectors. You can buy the bulk
cable, connectors, and proper crimping tools from network supply
houses such as Black Box. (Consider the use of Level 5 wiring just
in case you plan to migrate to a high -speed network such as 100
Mbps Ethernet or CDDI.)
This single hub approach makes a lot of sense when you need the
extra bandwidth of Ethernet and are planning for future growth .
When you require additional hubs, the hubs can be linked together
with an Ethernet backbone. Of course, the cost of hubs add to the
per-node cost, but that's the price of the additional flexibility.

Th e length of each twisted-pair segment cannot exceed the 100
meter restriction, so the maximum distance between devices
(assuming the hub is centrally located) is 200 meters.
To summarize the considerations:
+ The star topology makes it easier to add o r move devices

+ Uses low-cost wiring
- Additional cost of the hub adds to the overall cost

e

Maximum lOBase-T length of about 325 feet

Scenario 4:Single locallalk Network
Using aMul~ple Star Topology
ln an ideal situation, you should only place one device on each
port of a LocalTalk star repeater. T his way, you'll be able to isolate
problem nodes more easily. However, if you place one device per
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port, you will only be connecting a dozen or so devices per repeater. You can extend this somewhat by linking the star repeaters
together (see figure 14.8). For example, by interconnecting three
12-port repeaters, you'll be able to connect 36 Loca!Talk devices
without having multiple devices per port.

•

LocaiTalk Repeater
(Farallon, Focus)

Of course, this is an expensive way to connect Loca!Talk nodes. In
the example of the three linked repeaters, the per-node cost might
exceed $100. Keep in mind that even though multiple repeaters are
used, the resultant network is still a single logical Loca!Talk segment v,rith a shared bandwidth of230.4 Kbps. Due to the relatively
high per-node cost and the inherent limitations ofLocalTalk, be
leery of this scenario.
The considerations are:
+ Avoids multiple devices per repeater port

The Loca1Talk bandwidth is shared by all devices
- Still limited in practicality to 30 to 40 devices
Cost per device is relatively high

e

Maximum cabling length of 3,000 feet per segment

Figure 14.8
Asingle local!alk
network using amultiple
star topology.
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Scenario 5: Single Locallalk Network
Using a Bridged Star Topology
An alternative to the LocalTalk repeater is Tribe's LocalTalk bridge

(see figure 14.9) . This device uses packet switchjng technology to
maximjze the limited bandwidth ofLocalTalk. If the low-cost and
easy installation of LocalTalk appeals to you, but you're finding the
LocalTalk bandwidth limiting, then Tribe's LocalSwitch mjght
provide a good alternative. It increases the throughput and extends
the number of d evices that you can place on your LocalTalk
segment. According to Tribe, you should be able to put a total of
60 devices on the bridge.
LocaiTalk Bridge
Tribe LocaiSwitc\

Figure 14.9

•

Asingle Locallalk
network using abridged
star topology.
The considerations are:

+ The bridge maximizes the limited LocalTalk bandwidth

+ No router admirustration is required
- LimHed to 40 to 60 devices
Limited extensiblity without an Ethernet connection

e

Maximum cabling length of3,000 feet per segment

Scenario 6: Multiple Locallalk Networks
Using aSerially Routed Topology
Eventually, as you continue to add LocalTalk devices to the network, you'll reach a point where separate AppleTalk networks are
required (see figure 14.10). This might be due to the sheer number
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of devices or the need for traffic isolation. The key to this scenario
is the LocalTalk-to-LocalTalk router. There are a number of companies that make such a router. The router could also be a
Macintosh that's running the Apple Internet Router thmugh
LocalTalk connectors in the modem and printer ports. In this
example, each LocalTalk network is implemented with a repeater
or a Tribe bridge.

Figure 14.1 0
LocaiTalk-LocaiTalk
AppleTalk Router

LocaiTalk Repeater or
' - - - - Bridge (Star)

The router connects each LocalTalk network in a daisy-chained
manner, but it's wise to limit the number of connected networks to
a maximum of 4 or 5 networks (3 or 4 routers). Anything more than
this increases the risk of network timeouts and delays. (The router
introduces a bit of administrative overhead due to the configuration of its netv.rork numbers and zone names.)
This scenario makes sense as an upgrade path from the single
LocalTalk network that is becoming burdened with traffic. This is
particularly the case when the additional traffic can be isolated by
the addition of the router. The only shortcoming with this approach is that it's somewhat limited when it comes to expansion. A
much better approach is to use an Ethernet network as a backbone
(see Scenario 7a below).
To summarize the considerations:
+ The router isolates each LocalTalk segment

• Each LocalTalk network supports 30 to 40 devices (using a
repeater)

Mulliple local! alk
nelworksserially rouled.
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e

Each LocalTalk network supports 40 to 60 devices (using a
bridge)
Daisy-chaining networks is practically limited to 3 or 4
routers

- Limited expansion capability
•

Maximum cabling length of 3,000 feet per segment

Scenario 7a: Multiple locaiTalk Networks
Using aRouted Backbone Topology
When you outgrow your single LocalTaJk network, or when you
have to connect LocalTaJk devices to Ethernet-equipped devices,
the easiest way is to link the LocalTalk networks to an Ethernet
backbone (see figure 14.11). Each LocalTaJk network will connect
to the backbone with a LocaJTalk-to-EthernetAppleTalkrouter.
Figure 14.11

Multiple locaiTalk
networks using arouted
(not bridged) backbone
topology.

r-

11

LocaiTalk-Ethernet
AppleTalk Router

With this approach, you'll be able to interconnect hundreds of
LocaJTalk devices. It still makes sense to use some kind of star
repeater or bridge in combination with the router. Some vendors
(such as Farallon) offer combination devices that merge a
LocalTaJk-Ethernet router with a star repeater.
As in the prior scenario, some router administration is required.
If you plan to connect a number of routers to the backbone, you
may want to consider the use of a seed router. Seed routers are
used to load non-seed routers with network numbers and zone
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information. Most routers offer this seeding capability, implemented as a part of the router's configuration. The primary advantage of seeding is administrative. Changes made to the backbone's
network number range or zone names can be made in a single
router instead of changing all the routers on the backbone.
To summarize the considerations:
+ Ethernet backbone provides high-speed path

+ Extensible to many routers and hundreds of devices
+ Traffic isolation with routers

- Router administration required
- LocalTalk bandwidth-no increase in throughput

e

Ethernet (thickwire) backbone length approximately
1,500 feet

Scenario 7b: Multiple LocaiTalk Networks
Using aBridged Backbone Topology
If you anticipate fewer than 254 devices, then another solution is
available from Tribe (see figure 14.12). Their TribeStar bridge has
an Ethernet connection in addition to several LocalTalk ports. The
TribeS tar has the advantage of reduced administration because
there are no routers to configure and maintain.
Figure 1 4.12

~

I"

TrlbeStar
LocaiTalk-Ethernet --..,.
Bridge
'

Multip lelocallalk
networksusing a
bridged-no!
rouled-backbone
lopoloov.
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This scenario makes sense for mediwn-sized LocalTalk networks
where the maximwn performance must be obtained for a minimwn of administrative overhead. The Ethernet backbone provides
a measure of extensibility, so that future bridges (assuming the 254
node Umit is not reached) and routers can be added as needed.
The considerations are:
+ The Ethernet backbone provides a high-speed path
+ Extensible to many bridges and hundreds of devices

+ No router administration required
+ Maximizes LocalTalk. bandwidth

e

Each bridge can support up to 64 devices
More than 254 nodes requires an AppleTalk router

e

Ethernet (thickwire) backbone length of about 1,500 feet

Scenario 8: Ethernet Backbone with Multiple locallalk
Networks and Direct AppleTalk Nodes
Building on Scenario 7a, you can always add AppleTalk nodes
directly to the Ethernet backbone (see figure 14.13). This approach
can be used to connect Ethernet-equipped Macs and LaserWriters
to the network. It is also widely used to connect other computers,
such as UNIX workstations, DEC VAX, and PCs to the network of
Macs.

Figure 14.13

Multiple locallalk
nelworks and nodes wilh
an Elhernel backbone.

r-

LocaiTalk Repeater or
Bridge (Star)

I

LocaiTallt-Ethernet
AppleTalk Router

"
10Base-2 (Thin) or
"--1OBase-T Repeater
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If AppleTaJk is to be the transport of choice, then the router can be
an AppleTaJk-only unit. If other non-AppleTalk nodes are added
to the Ethernet, then the router must be a multiprotocol router
capable of routing the necessary protocols between the LocaJTaJk
and Ethernet devices.
Keep in mind that the LocalTalk and Ethernet repeaters have
different cabling length requirements. LocalTalk runs may approach 3,000 feet, while lOBase-T limits are abo ut one-tenth that
distance (100 meters, or about 325 feet).
The considerations are:
+ Ethernet backbone provides a high-speed path
+ Extensible to many routers and hundreds of devices
+ Direct Ethernet con nections with thickwire or thinwire hubs

e

Ethe rne t (thlckwire) backb one length about 1,500 feet

e

10Base-2 length about 600 feet; lOBase-T le ngth about 325
feet

Scenario 9: Multiple Ethernet Networks Using
aRouted Backbone and Star Topology
As the cost of Ethernet connections continue to fall, and as Apple
continues to offer built-in Ethernet in more a nd more Macintosh
models, the trend is clearly away from LocalTalk connections. For
this reason, solutions like Scenarios 7a and 8 are beginning to
become less popula r. The direction that most network designers
arc raking is to use Ethe rnet to all desktop devices, and then to use
an Etherne t segment as a connecting backbone (see figure 14.14).
The key co mponent is an Ethernet-to-Ethernet AppleTaJk router.
These devices are becoming more prevalent. Cayman, for example,

•
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has just released such a ro uter; other companies are likely to follow
suit. The router could also be a Macintosh with two Ethernet cards
running the Apple Internet Router.
Figure 14.14

Mulrioleflherner
nerworks usinga

-

backbone and srar

1OBase-2 (Thin) or
10Base-T Repeater

\_

Ethernet-Ethernet
AppleTalk Router

roooloov.

This scenario represents the most flexible and high-performance
option for all but the most demanding applications. This scenario
also fits in nicely with structured wiring plans, which makes it easy
to respond to gwwth and redistribution of netvvork resources; it
also makes it easy to add routers to the network in response to
excessive traffic. This approach lends itself to intelligent hubs and
concentrators that work in conjunction with, or incorporate,
AppleTalk routers. As an example, Cabletron has just announced
their intention to incorporate the Cisco 4000 series router into their
hubs. Standalone high-performance multiprotocol routers are also
likely candidates, as they provide the necessary performance with
a wide range of protocol support. These ro uters are supplied by
several vendors; Cisco and Wellfleet are two popular choices.
To summarize the considerations:
+ Ethernet backbone provides a high-speed path

+ Extensible to many routers and hundreds of devices
+ Full Ethernet bandwidth between nodes

•

e

Ethernet (thickwire) backbone length approximately
1,500 feet

e

10Base-2 length about 600 feet; lOBase-T length about
325 feet
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Scenario 10: Multiple Ethernet Networks
with aFDDI Backbone
As the number of routers increase on an Ethernet backbone, its
ability to handle the inter-network traffic plus the inter-router
traffic can become strained. For these very large nenvorks, replacing the Ethernet backbone vvith FDDI is becoming more prevalent
(see figure 14.15). For now, the main role ofFDDI is likely to be its
use as a high-speed backbone medium.
1OBase-2 (Thin) or
:..,--- 10Base-T Repeater
~

Figure 14.15
Multiple [lhernel

Ethernet-FDDI
AppleTalk Router

networks wilh afOOl
backbone.

FDDI Backbone

The latest generation of high-speed routers provide, in addition to
Ethernet and Token Ring ports, FDDI ports that can provide the
connection to the FDDI LAN. Since FDDI LANs can extend over
great distances, this scenario is indicated for very large networks
with many attached subnetworks.
To summarize the considerations:
+ FDDI backbone provides a high-speed path
+ Extensible to many routers and hundreds of devices

+ Full Ethernet bandwidth betw·een nodes

e

FDDI supports 1,000 nodes, each up to 2krn (over 1 mile)
apart, for a total aggregate distance of lOOkm (over 60 miles)

Scenario 11: Ethernet and FOOl WAN Topology
The last wiring scenario involves the combination of Scenarios 9
and 10 by adding a high-speed WAN connection (see figure 14.16) .

•
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These WAN connections are commonly made with the multiprotocol routers mentioned earlier. As menti.oned before, one of
AppleTalk's past shortcomings was the regular transmission of
routing table updates. These updates tended to be burdensome to
AppleTalk WAN links. Today, there are many options to solve this
problem.

Figure 14.16
Ethernet and fOOl WAN

topology.

First, Apple has added the AURP routing protocol, which only
sends routing updates when necessary. AURP support is included
\"'ith Apple's Internet Router, and currently being added to many
third-party routers. Another solution for WAN AppleTalk support is
through the encapsulation of AppleTalk within another protocol,
such as TCP/IP. The process oflP encapsulation ofAppleTalk has
been recently defined and standardized. Lastly, many high-end
router developers offer specialized routing protocols that can be
applied to the routing of AppleTalk over the WAN.
It is expected that Apple will take additional steps in the near
future to enhance AppleTalk's viability over wide-area networks.
These include the support of upcoming Point-to-Point Protocol
(PPP), which should enhance remote access and routed connections, and the adoption of other popular routing protocols such as
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), which is popular in large IP
internets.
The considerations can be summarized as follows:
+ FDDI backbone provides a high-speed path
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+ Extensible to many routers and hundreds of devices
+ Full Ethernet bandwidth between nodes

•

FDDI supports 1,000 nodes, each up to 2km (over l mile)
apart, for a total aggregate distance of lOOkm (over 60 miles)

Scenario 12: Structured Wiring Example
This last example illustrates a wiring scenario that uses a technique
sometimes re ferred to as a structured wiring implementation (see
figure 14.17) . In this example, a star topology is used to wire all
offices and cubicles \1\Tith several runs of lOBase-T (or even Level 5
compliant) twisted-pair wiring. All wires converge at a master
patch panel \1\Tithin a wiring closet. From this patch panel, connections are made to the appropriate \~\Tiring devices based on requirem ents of the connected device.
Wiring Closet

Office Cubicles

Twisted-pair wiring
(10Base-T Compatible)
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Figure 14.1 7

LocaiTalk Hub &
Router or Bridge

An example ol a
struciUred wiring
imolemen!ation.

Terminal Server
10Base-T Hub

LocaiTalk devices are interconnected to a LocalTalk hub and
router; Ethernet devices are connected to an Ethernet hub. While
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it's not shown in figure 14.16, the 10Base-T hub could also be
connected to an Ethernet-to-Ethernet router (as shown in Scenario
9). SeriaJly connected devices are patched to a terminal server.
'A/hat's important about this scheme is that all devices use identical
wiring. Changes are confined to the wiring closet. If a LocaiTalk
Mac Plus is replaced with an Ethernet Quadra, the only required
change is to move a patch cord from the LocaJTaJk hub to the
Ethernet hub.
Some integrated hubs merge the different hubs (such as terminaJ
servers, lOBase-T, and even LocalTalk) into a single, unified
chassis. These devices make the wiring process even easier and less
cluttered by eliminating the cross-connects that are now part of
the hub's backplane.

Conclusion
The development and implementation of an AppleTalk network
is not a one-time activity. It is an ongoing process; the network
continues to evolve as users are added and technology changes. In
this chapter, a number of network scenarios were outlined and
discussed. Each successive scenario provided additional complexity-and additionaJ capabilities- over the previous examples.
Collectively, these examples delineate a full range of options for
the reader; they also illustrate a clear and progressive growth path
from the simplest of LocalTalk networks to the most complex
combinations of Ethernet, Token Ring, and FDDI cabling.

Management and
Troubleshooting
ow many copies ofMacDraw do the users own?
Which Macs have enough memory to run System
7? Why can't the users on the second floor print
to the LaserWriter? What happens to our network
performance at 10 AM every day? Chapter 15
discusses common questions Like these-and
provides answers to them.

Configuration Management
Keeping track of the software and hardware status of every
Macintosh on a network is not an easy task. How much memory
does Mary's Mac have? Is everyone using the same version of
PageMaker? Many potential problems can be avoided if every user
on the network has th e same version of important applications and
system software, and they all use the same collection of fonts and
font technology (TrueType or PostScript). Several products are
now on the market that allow you to examine and even install
software updates on another Macintosh, using the network to
transfer the information. These products are often marketed under

15
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the misnomer "network manageme nt" tools, perhaps because the
person holding the title Network Manager is often responsible for
configuration management of every node on the nel:\.vork. These
products, while quite useful, do not add ress t he task of actually
managing the network itself; t.hey manage the Macs connected
to it.

How Do They Work?
A node management product (see figure 15.1) requires that you
install a small program, usually called a responder or agent, on
every Macintosh you will manage. The nei:\<Vork manager's
Macintosh then runs an application which communicates with the
responder u sing a private format. In ma ny products, the responder
can also h and le the task of copying updated versions of system
or application software to the correct location on the remote
machine's hard disk. This feature alone can justify the cost of the
product, because it will save an enormous amount of time and
effort every time you h ave to upgrade software on every node on
yo ur network.
Management Node

Managed Node

Node
Management
Application

Node
Management
Agent (lnlt)

Management Queries &
Commands

Management Queries &
Commands

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Any Link

Any Link

Figure 15.1

·rlerworked" node
management.

Upgrading

Be sure to pick a product that can upgrade the responders, or you might still
find yourself roaming the halls with an installer disk a few times a year.
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Server and Account Management
Another labor-intensive task is controUing who can use wh ich fLle
servers and printers, who can use the nenvork's dial-out or dial-in
services, and reporting when or how often each one has used each
service. These resources always have specializ ed requirements, so
each has its own ded icated management tools. \Nhenever possible,
select products which can be managed across the network, instead
of those that must be managed locally.

Network Management
At the present time, AppleTalk network management is undergoing significant changes. In the past, AppleTalk management
worked \IVith any number of third-party router configuration
programs to inspect and moclify AppleTalk network numbers and
zone names. Several years ago, Apple began development of a
management protocol called the Apple Management Protocol, or
AMP. During the development p rocess, Apple made the decision to
abandon AMP a nd adopt the industry standard Simple Network
Management Protocol, or SNMP. When the promise of SNMP for
AppleTalk is fu lly realized, managers will have a consistent and
universal interrace for network management.

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
SNMP is a popular tool for network management in large TCPIIP
networks. SNMP provides a means for a management station to
query a remote device for configurat ion information, and in some
cases, to load n ew configuration information. For example, SNMP
can be used to examine the Address Mapping Table of an AppleTalk router, or to find out how many DDP packets (or bytes) were
sent and received by an AppleTalk node.
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The information that SNMP maintains is defined in a data structure definition called the Management Information Base (MIB).
The complete MIB for AppleTalk is defined in an Internet EngineeringTask Force Request For Comment document, RFC- 1243.
An SNMP management station communicates with an SNMP

agent nmning on a managed entity (a network node such as a
router or gateway). In order for data to be transferred between the
devices, it must be described within the MIB. Most MIB elements
are currently read-only, so most of the management can be more
accurately described as monitoring. As the security features of
SNMP improve, more elements in the MIB will allow read-write
access from management stations, so active management of
AppleTalk network devices using SNMP will become a reality.
For example, the AARP MIB defines access to the information kept
in a node's AppleTalk address mapping table. Each entry in tl1e
table matches one hardware address to one protocol address, and
identifies the port on which the information is used. Since this is
the only AMT information in the MIB, it is the only AMT information a management station can request of an SNMP-compliant
AppleTalk node.
Similar MIBs are defined for the other lower-layer AppleTalk
protocols, such as DDP, RTMP, and ZIP. By examining the MIB
definitions, you can see precisely what information is available for
each protocol, and what configuration details (if any) can be set
remotely.
Because SNMP is a Fmmat layer protocol, there is no reason why it
can't be used over AppleTalk instead ofTCP/IP. Apple now includes SNMP protocol support in the Macintosh network drivers
for LocalTalk, EtherTalk, and TokenTalk. This means that
AppleTalk nodes can now maintain statistics on how busy they are
and report that information on request to an SNMP management
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Troubleshooting
Diagnosing problems on an AppleTalk network can be a very
complicated task. Fortunately, there are software tools that can be
a great help in investigating and solving network problems, but n o
one tool can do the entire job. If you' re serious about diagnosing
AppleTalk, you 'll also need a copy of I nside AppleTalk, Second
Edition, which contains Apple's official, definHive description of
the AppleTalk protocol family.

How the Chooser Really Works
The Chooser is the user's window onto the network, so it often
provides the first indication of impending network problems. For
example, a u ser might report that a machine can't find a particular
printer or some other resource in the Chooser; perhaps the
Chooser doesn't s how any zones at all. To solve AppleTalk problem
reports, you must know the topology of your nen.vork (how the
routers connect everything) and you need to know where the
affected devices are located.

The Network Census-Who Is Out There?
Apple Computer's Inter• Poll is an easy-to-use net:\AJork tool (see
figure 15.4). This application uses the NBP protocols to obtain
both the NVE (the object, type, and zone names) and the logical
AppleTalk ad dresses of the AppleTalk devices found on the network. An accurate NVE and address list is a great help whenever
you're looking into a network problem.
However, whenever you use Inter•Poll, keep in mind that NBP is
an "unreliable" means of locating every node on th e ne twork. The
list it produces may not include every node on the network because some devices simply do not respond to NBP Lookups, while
others may not respond if they are busy when the lookup message
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arrives. When Inter• Poll is left to rw1long enough, and the
"Unnamed Devices" option has been selected and added to the
search list, you will usually see at least one entry (the unnamed
socket number 4) for every active node on the network.
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If the printer which could not be seen in the Chooser appears in
lnter•Poll's Jist, you can then test how long it takes to send a packet
to the printer and back. Within Inter• Poll, this is accomplished by
double-clicking on the line containing the name of the printer. A
dialog box appears that enables you to send a request for the
printer status; Inter• Poll displays the results of the test (see figure
15.5). More importantly, you can send a series of echo packets (the
AppleTalk Echo Protocol) to the printer, and Inter• Poll will report
how long it took to return each one. Because NBP has a twosecond timeout, if packets are lost or take longer than two seconds

to return, the Chooser isn't likely to display the printer in its device
list. Notice that the display also tells you how many hops the reply
message took to return to Inter• PolL If the number of hops varies
widely, the device may be too many router-hops away.

Figure 15.4
Apple'slnter•Poll utility.
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Network Mapping Programs
Another very helpful diagnostic tool are p rograms that draw a map
of your network by interrogating d evices actually on the network.
IAN surveyor from Neon Sofu-vare, and NetAtlas from Farallon (see
figure 15.6), are two Macintosh network mapping products. These
programs can only create an accurate map if the information they
receive from the network's routers is correct. If a m apping program
is unable to draw a map of your network, or if it produces something very differen t than what you expected, you should determine
the reason. This technique is often a useful diagnostic aid.
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Router Troubles
As we discussed in earlier chapters, routers play a very important
role in the operation of the Chooser, and in net"vork performance
in general. As the number of routers on a netwo rk increases, so
does the challenge in tracing and diagnosing network problems.
Remember that all routers must agree on the network numbe r
range and zones list configured on each router port. Every time a
new router is added to an active network, there is a chance that it
will conflict with the existing routers on the network. If this happens, a product which allows you to examine the active configuration of any router on the network, such as Neon Software's
RouterCheck (see figure 15.8), can help you locate the source of the
configuration conflict. RouterCheck can also notify you (either on
screen or by text pager) whenever a trusted router experiences a
network change, such as adding or dropping a routing table entry
or zone.
Figure 15.7
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listen and Learn
The most informative net\oVork diagnostic tools, sometimes called
network analyzers or packet sniffers, enable you to examine the
packets, or [Tames, that actually appear on the network. Until
recently, all network analyzers were very expensive, single-purpose
hardware instruments, beyond the budget of the typical manager
of a small- to medium-sized newark.
Fortunately, there are now very good Macintosh-based net\.vork
analyzers. These programs convert your ordinary Macintosh into a
LocalTalk, Ethernet, or Token Ring network analyzer for a fraction
of the cost of the dedicated instruments. NetMinder LocalTalk
and NetMinder Ethernet are products of Neon SofMare; the AG
Group's network analyzers are LocalPeek, EtherPeek, and
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TokenPeek. As their names imply, these products are Cabling
layer- or DataLink layer-s pecific, and (unlike most Macintosh
programs) they aren't expected to work with every possible combination of Macs and networking cards. These programs are typically
designed to work vvith selected high-performance ne twork cards
a nd adapters. Con fum t hat the hardware requirements of the
product match the configuration of the system you inte nd to use.
A net\1\/0rk analyzer is used to capture and examine the packets tha t
a re being sent over the network. This is the network equivalent of
eavesdropping on someone else's conversation, and we all know
how revealing that can be. And yes, these analyzers can be used to
read unencrypted data and perhaps learn passwords and other
confide ntial information. Many applications use simple encoding
schemes to avoid sending clear-text messages across n et\1\/ork
links, s pecifically to make reading packet contents a bit more
difficult. This is one area where Apple's Open Collaboration
Environment will help. AOCE will provide a n ew encrypted transport protocol called Apple Secure Data Stream Protocol (ASDSP).
A common problem when adding a new router is tha t the new
router refuses to start, reporting a conflicting ne twork ran ge or
zones list. Assuming that you're sure you have configured the new
router correctly, ho\tv can you dete rmine the source of this conflicting information?
If the n etwork ran ge is in conflict, you can simply capture the
Routing Table Maintenance Packets (RTMP), as shown above in
figure 15.8, and examine them for conflicting information. Every
router broadcasts an RTMP packet every 10 seconds, so it
shouldn't take long to find the culprit's physical hardware and
logical protocol addresses. You can then use information from
Inter• Poll, or use the hardwa re address, to ide ntify the erra nt
device. Simply rebooting the router may clear the problem, or it
may be necessary to reconfigure it.
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Diagnosing Chooser Problems
Consider a small EtherTalk network that has several Macs and a
LaserWriter. Let's look at what actually happens when you open
the Chooser to select a LaserWriter.
You may recall from Chapter 8, "Macintosh Transport: AppleTalk,"
that the Chooser loads its AppleTalk Zones window by using the
Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) to request a list of the reachable
zones from a local AppleTalk router. When you click on the
LaserWriter icon in the Chooser, it obtains the list of active printers
in the selected zone by sending NBP Lookup messages to the
selected zone. As NBP Response packets containing the names of
cunently active printers arrive, the printers' names will be added
to the list of names displayed on the right side of the Chooser. Let's
examine these Zone Information and Name Binding messages in
detail to see exactly how they work.
Figure 15.9 shows a trace (captured by NetMinder Etl1ernet) of all
the messages in and out of a Macintosh as the Chooser was opened
and the LaserWriter icon was subsequently selected. This trace is
quite small because a filter was used to ignore alJ the other traffic
that was present on the network at the same time.
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Figure 15.9
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NetMinder has formatted the headers of the captured packets so
we can easily see the address of the node sending the request
(source), the address the message was sent to (destination), and
the type of packet see figures 15.10 through 15.13) .
Packet 0 (figure 15.10) is a "GetZoneList" (GZL) request, sent from
node 1800.228 (the Macintosh) to node 1800.194 (an EtherTalk
router) .
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Packel D.

Just 16 milliseconds later, the router sent Packet 1 (figure 15.11), a
"ZonelnformationProtocolReply" (ZIPR), which contains the list of
zones on this network.
In this case, the entire list could not fit into one reply message (the
reply contained 43 zones), so the node sent a second request
asking for the next portion of the zone list, starting at mm1ber 44;
this was Packet 2 (figure 15.12).
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Packet Z.
The second reply from the router, Packet 3 (figure 15.13), contained 13 additional zones. At this point, th e Chooser has enough
information to display a complete zon e list.
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A little more than a second later- 1.616 seconds, to be exactwhen the user clicked on the LaserWriter icon, an NBP- BrRq (NBP
Request) was sent to the router. This was Packet 4 (figure 15.14).
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If the router is directly connected to a network in the target zone, it
will broadcast an NBP Lookup message onto the network; all active
LaserWriters will then send an NBP reply containing their names
back to the Macintosh. This trace doesn't show these broadcasts
from the router, because for this example we have configured
NetMinder Ethernet to capture only messages to and from the

Macintosh running NetMinder.
If the routing table in the router contains entries for distant networks using the same zone name, it will fo1ward the NBP Request
to those other networks, where a local router will convert the
request to a broadcast message and send it out on any local
net:\.vork which is in the target zone.
A LaserWriter on the local network (1800) has heard the router's
broadcast, and will now send a reply to the Mac. In order to send
an NBP reply directly to the Mac, rather than back through the
router, the LaserWriter must learn the correct physical hardware
(that is, Ethernet) address to use to send a packet to the Mac's
logical protocol address (AppleTalk address 1800.228).
Recall that the AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol (AARP) is
used to associate a node's Ethernet address to its AppleTalk
address. The information necessary to do this is kept in an Address
Mapping Table (AMT) in every EtherTalk node. The LaserWriter
checked its AMT and found that no entry exists for node 1800.228,
so the LaserWriter broadcasts an AARP probe/request containing
the Mac's logical AppleTalk address.
The Macintosh responded to the AARP request with the AARP reply
(AARP- Rpl) shown in Packet 5 (figure 15.15). The LaserWriter
added the information to its AMT and can now send EtherTalk
NBP replies directly to the Macintosh. Packet 6 (figure 15.16) is the
llrst of these .
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The NBP request a nd reply packets will continue as long as the
Chooser remains open on the Maci ntosh. Unde r System 7, t he
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Longer the Chooser remains open, the less frequent the NBP
request will be sent, eventually dropping to just one every thirty
seconds.
With a packet-level view of the network, and perhaps a trace of a
normal example to compare against, you can often determine if a
problem is caused by the Macintosh, a router that isn't doing what
its supposed to, or a device which isn't responding as it should. If
the printer doesn't send the NBP reply, then the printer is obviously the problem. If a router doesn't send a zone list when the
Mac requests one, then the router is the problem. In cases where
the problem conversation crosses networks or zones, it may be
necessary to trace the messages at each end (or even on each
network along the way) in order to get a complete picture of what
is happening.

Performance
Network performance is a complex equation consisting of many
variables. Some of these variables, such as bandwidth, are easy to
quantify. Other variables, such as traffic, are more ambiguous.
Networks are dynamic, unpredictable, complex systems. Optimizing their performance requires a basic understanding of the
underlying theory, access to traffic monitoring tools, and the
ability to interpret-and act upon-test results.

The Real Meaning of Bandwidth
Everyone wants his computer to operate as quickly as possible.
As described in previous chapters, Ethernet is not faster than
LocalTalk at the physical level. All signals travel at nearly the speed
of Light. But not all network interfaces send and receive signals at
the same speed. How can both of these statements be true?
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Ethernet hardware can create and detect a single electrical state
change (corresponding to a binary digit) in l/40th the time of
LocalTalk. So an Ethernet can carry 40 times more information
than LocalTalk in a given period of time. But a single Macintosh on
Ethernet typically communicates onJy three or five times faster
than on LocalTalk. Why this discrepancy? It's because the
Macintosh cannot send and receive data at Ethernet's maximum
rate. The most important performance benefit of Ethernet over
LocalTalk is that, because each bit can be sent (and received) so
quickly, the cable is much more likely to be idle at the moment
your computer needs to use it, even with many more nodes on the
network.

Traffic Jams
How can you tell if network traffic levels are affecting user performance? A relatively easy way is to use a netvvork analyzer such as
EtherPeek or NetMinder to trace the signals on the network. After
collecting a sample of all the traffic on your net\lvork, these programs will tell you exactly how busy your network really was at that
time.
Benchmarks

It's a good idea to do this occasionally when the network is operating
normally, so as to obtain benchmarks of your normal network state.

Another technique is to install specialized devices that listen to the
traffic on the network and count how many packets and bytes were
sent from each node on the network, and to what destination.
Dayna sells specialized pods that can be connected to a segment in
order to monitor the traffic levels. The pod can be queried by a
program called Network Vital Signs, which uses the data reported
by the pods to provide information about the monitored network.
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Any network which shows a high utilization is likely to force nodes
to wait to send data often enough to affect performance. In many
cases, network traffic may be high only a few times throughout the
day. By learning as much as possible about these traffic peaks, you
may be able to distribute or isolate these demands and avoid
paying for expensive network upgrades.
Analysis of the trace may show that the majorily of the traffic is
caused by just a few nodes that talk to each other constantly. In
this case, moving these top talkers to their own network may bring
performance back to acceptable levels for eve1yone.
Another means to monitor network utilization by individual nodes
is to have each device keep track of how much data they transfer
and to report the information, upon request, to a central station
that compiles information from many nodes to create an over-all
picture of the network's utilization. SNMP management stations
can poll SNMP managed nodes regularly throughout the day and
compile this information into a time-line analysis of network
utilization.

Traffic Cops
On LocaiTalk, adding a router between the section \"lith the top
talkers and the rest of the network is the most common way to
prevent the traffic between certain nodes from delaying traffic
among the other nodes. As an alternative, traffic can be isolated by
adding a Loca1Talk switch or bridge, such as Tribe's LocalS\<Vitch,
that dynamically connects multiple LocalTalk segments only when
the source and destination of a particular packet requires it. Tribe
recently announced a new product called TribeStar. It has eight
bridged LocaiTalk ports and one Ethernet port.
On Ethernet and Token Ring networks, link-layer bridges can also
be used to isolate traffic within limited portions of the network.
Chapter 5, "Common Network Components," described how an
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Ethernet bridge examines the source and destination of the physical hardware addresses on every packet it hears on each port and
maintains a table of known addresses that have been heard on
each port. When the bridge receives a packet on one port, it will
resend it on the other port unless the destination address is known
to be on the same port as the sender. In this case, the bridge does
not transmit the packet on the oth.er port, and the traffic level on
the rest of the Ethernet is reduced.
Traffic levels across the entire Ethernet can be significantly reduced by moving top-talking pairs onto the same side of strategically placed bridges. Aftetwards, tl1e node's cmmectivity to the rest
of the Ethernet will be unchanged. Whenever a packet's destination address is on the other side of the bridge, it will be sent. In
effect, the bridge is an invisible gate that allows packets to pass
through only on a need-to-go basis.
It is sometimes possible to achieve utilization of 200% to 300% of

Ethernet's total bandwidth through the intelligent installation of
Ethernet bridges (see figure 15.17).

Figure 15.17

Ethernet bridoes.

Consider the network diagram in figure 15.17. The three pairs of
nodes, A, B, and C, each consume up to 40% of the Ethernet
band\'\ridth communicating with each other, and up to 10% communicating with all the ot11er nodes on the network. Without
bridges, this Ethernet would experience peak demands of 150% of
the available band\\ridtl1. But, by adding two bridges in the appropriate places, no single section will ever see a d emand higher
that 60%.

•
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In Token Ring environments, Source Routing Bridges (SRBs)
provide a similar opportunity to isolate high volume conversations
onto their own ring. UnJike Ethernet bridges, SRBs are not entirely
invisible at the link level. Their presence requires some additional
overhead because ring-to-ring routing information must be added
to eve1y packet. But SRBs are invisible at the AppleTalk protocol
level, so they can provide some traffic isolation which is invisible to
the user.
Another possible source of performance problems are the routers.
As inter-network traffic grows, the routers will become unable to
keep up with the demand. Most routers keep simple counters of
how many packets are sent and received, and how many were
ignored or discarded due to various errors.
Figure 15.18 shows a statistic screen from an Apple Internet
Router, running on a Macintosh Ilci. The counters indicate that
this router is ve1y lightly loaded, but the Recent Network Error Rate
is extremely high; the Network Reliability is only 63.4%. Notice that
the error counter Local Net Setup Conflicts is already 22 on the
Ethernet port. This indicates that tl1ere is a router v.ritl1 a conflicting
configuration on the Ethernet. Eliminating the conflict will reduce
the Error Rate and Network Reliability will begin to improve.
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One way to dete rmine the source of th.ese conflicts is to capture all
the RTMP and ZIP packets on the segment for a few minutes. By
examining the RTMPs sent by each router, the one sending a
conflicting Network Range can be identified. By examining the
Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) messages, a router sending a
different zones list can be identified.

Security
On an AppleTalk network, security is primarily the responsibility
of the individual devices. AppleTalk File Sharing and AppleTalk
Remote Access use the "Users & Groups" file to manage access to a
node. AppleShare servers have a more advanced version of the
same scheme. At the other end of the spectrum, Apple LaserWriters (PAP servers) don't restrict network access at all.
Some network devices also support additional forms of security,
restricting what network services can be seen by a particular node.
AppleTaJk Remote Access can be configured to grant access to
"just this node" or the entire network. Some routers can be configured to hide or show any device, or entire class of devices (for
example "Joe's AppleShare" or "All LaserPrinters") based on the
identity of the node seeking the device. Routers from Compatible
Systems do this by fmwarding NBP messages to and from your
node only ifyou've properly identified yourself to the router and if
the router's manager has granted permission for your node to
communicate with the device (or device type) of interest.
A similar scheme is utilized by several non-Macintosh AppleTalk
Remote Access products. One is AsyncServeR, a software ARA
server for VAX/VMS, that supports individualized ne twork access
profiles for each dial-in connection account; another is the Shiva
LanRover family of dedicated ARA servers.
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A few high-end routers, such as those from Cisco, can be configured to perform true zone hiding. In this case, the router hides
zones from all the other routers on the network. Over wide-area
connections, this featme can be used to limit Chicago's view of
Denver's network to a single zone, rather than the thirty-five zones
that actually exist in Denver. Instituting a limited view ofremote
netv.rorks can be useful in controlling which devices at one site can
communicate with devices in other sites. It can also be used in very
large networks to simply reduce the number of zones in the
Chooser to a more manageable number.
These schemes have one significant limitation. When a router
provides the security, only connections that come through the
router can be controlled. Access attempts originating within the
local network remain uncontrolled and unrestricted.
A security feature of AOCE (Apple Open Collaboration Environment) will provide an AppleTalk netvvork-wide access control
mechanism. AOCE allows a network administrator to grant or deny
access to a network device (or type) for an individual user, or group
of users.

Conclusion
If you manage an AppleTalk network, there is no substitute for
understanding AppleTalk, but there are quite a few tools that,
when used together, can help reveal many of AppleTalk's secrets to
you. This chapter has described only a small portion of them .

The Future of
Macintosh
Networking
n e goal of this book was to give the reader a "gutlevel" understanding of the theories, compon ents, and implementation details involved with
Macintosh networking. Hopefully, as n ew
services, formats, transports, and cabling syste ms come along, you'll be better equipped to
identify, classify, and evaluate their suitability for
your net\>Vorking environment.
Actually, it seems as if each week b rings new networking technologies. While it's hard to predict the future, some tre nds in
Macintosh networking are likely to continue.
One such tre nd is wireless n etworking. You should expect an
explosion in this technology over the next few years. This grO\'\Ith
should occur through out all the various wireless technologiescellular, radio waves, a nd infrared. Th ese teclmologies should
primarily affect the impleme nta tion of local-area networks and
remote users.
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Another area to watch in the near future is the continued enhancement of the AppleTalk protocol stack. It's been widely discussed by
Apple, and in the press, that the AppleTalk Remote Access Protocol
will be enhanced to work over the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP).
This will have the effect of lowering the cost and enhancing the
performance of dial-up access. Other AppleTalk changes are likely
to affect the routing aspects of the protocol. The newly released
AURP routing protocol is likely to undergo continued updates;
there's even talk that Apple will adopt more sophisticated routing
algorithms such as the OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) protocol.
It's also likely that Apple will continue the enhancement of
AppleTalk by making some of the tradHional AppleTalk services,
such as AFP and PAP, protocol-independent. Perhaps not too far in
the distant future, you will be able to access these services over the
TCP /IP protocol stack instead of the AppleTalk stack.
Even the Macintosh-compatible cabling systems are likely to
evolve over the years. One obvious change is that Apple's inclusion
of Ethernet is likely to extend further down the product line into
the midrange, and perhaps even into the low-end systems as well.
As Ethernet finds its way into the mainstream product lines, expect
high-bandwidth replacements for Ethernet to appear. At the
moment, it's somewhat unclear which of the new high-speed
technologies- either FDDIICDDI or 100 Mbps Ethernet-is likely
to become the dominant LAN cabling system. In either case, the
cost is likely to plunge as economies of scale are applied.
All in aJI, when it comes to networking, Apple's in an extremely
strong position for the future. At every layer, Apple has continued
to innovate. At the Service layer, Apple has pioneered dynamic
service acquisition and continues to provide world-class services.
The two most recent examples of this are Publish and Subscribe
and AOCE. At the Format layer, Apple has acknowledged the
importance of format transportability with the Clipboard, XTND,
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and EasyOpen. Apple's attention to the Transport layer is well
known. From AppleTalk's dynamic addressing to MacTCP's
integration, Apple consis tently provides transport excellence. Even
at the Cabling layer, Apple continues to provide innovatio n, with
LocaJTalk, Ethernet, and with vario us \Nireless technologies .

Glossary of
Networking
Terminology
n the following section, you might notice the
icons beside many of the definitions. The icons
are representations of the four layers of the
NetPICT model:

(iii Services layer
•

Formats layer

(iiiii Protocol layer
Cabling layer
Each icon indicates the layer of the NetPICT model to which the
defined term belongs. Using these icons, you can easily determine
where each term fits in the networking universe. If a term can be
specifically placed within the seven-layer OSI Reference model,
then its OSI layer is indicated within the definition.

Live Wired

~ 10Base-2 An Ethernet implementation that uses a thin

~--

coaxial cable. 10Base-2, like other Ethernet implementations, has a bandwidth of 10 Mbps. The maximum cable segment
length is 185 meters.
lOBase-5 The original Ethernet medium, 10Base-5 uses a
heavy shielded coaxial cable. The cable has an approximate diameter of3/8".lt has a bandwidth of 10 Mbps. The maximum segment length is 500 meters.

~

lOBase-T An implementation of the Ethernet standard
~-- that runs over two pairs of unshielded twisted-pair
wiring. Like the other Ethernet implementations, 10Base-T has a
bandwidth of lOMbps. The maximum segment length from the
hub to the device is 100 meters.
~

802.3 An IEEE standard that defines the CSMA/CD
~- (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection)
method of network access. CSMA/ CD is used by Ethernet networks.
802.5 An IEEE standard that defines the Token Ring
network access method.

-AMRP See AppleTalkAddress Resolution Protocol.
MUl See Apple Attachment Unit Interface.
--~

access privileges Controls placed upon network services
that limit and control user access .
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active star A network with a multi port repeater at the
center. Each device connects to the repeater. Active stars
do not perform network addressing-network packets seen on one
branch of the star are seen on all branches.
address A sequence of bits used to identify devices on a network.
Each network device must have a unique address. Addresses fall in
two categories: physical hardware addresses (Ethernet), and logical
protocol addresses (AppleTalk).
Address Mapping Table (AMT) A table that
associates physical hardware addresses with
corresponding logical protocol addresses. In the case of AppleTalk,
the AMT is updated and maintained by the AppleTalk Address
Resolution Protocol (AARP) .
~ ~

address resolution The association of physical
~ ~-- hardware addresses (Ethernet) with logical
protocol addresses (AppleTalk). See also Address Mapping Table.
~

~

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) A TCP/IP
'-~-- protocol used to map logical IP addresses onto
physical hardware addresses (Ethernet) . Similar to Apple's AARP.
ADSP See AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol.
AEP See AppleTalk Echo Protocol.
AFP See AppleTalk Filing Protocol.
amplitude The magnitude of an electrical signal. Measured by
subtracting the minimum voltage from the maximum voltage of an
electrical signal.
AMT See Address Mapping Table.

•
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analog A method of data transmission where (unlike digital
transmissions) the data is continually modulated over an infinite
voltage range.
Apple Attachment Unit Interface (AAUI) Apple's physical Ethernet interface. AAUI uses a special connector
and uses an external transceiver, either thickwire, thinwire, or
twisted pair, to connect to the network.
--~

AppleShare file server A Macintosh product from Apple
that runs the AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP).

AppleTalk Apple's networking software that provides reliable
delivery of data between clients and servers. There are implementations of AppleTalk on many different computers.
~

AppleTalk address A three-part number that uniquely
~- identifies a particular network, node, and socket on an
AppleTalk network.
AppleTaJkAddress Resolution Protocol (AARP)
Apple's protocol that maps the logical
AppleTalk n ode addresses to the physical hardware addresses.
~

AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) A connection~- oriented Session layer protocol that provides a reliable,
bi-directional stream of data between two sockets in an AppleTaJk
netvvork.
~

AppleTalk Echo Protocol (AEP) An AppleTalk Transport
~- layer protocol that enables a node to send a special packet
to another node and to receive an echoed response in return. Used
to determine round-trip delivery times and reachability.
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Platform-independent, AFP is the basis for Apple's AppleShare
product.
AppleTalk for VMS An implementation of the AppleTalk network
protocol suite that runs on a DEC VAX under the VMS operating
system. It essentially turns a VAX into an AppleTalk node. Application services, such as the VA.Xshare file server, are seen as
AppleTalk sockets.
AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP) An AppleTalk Session
layer protocol that provides for the creation of a network
session. It also keeps the communications in the proper sequence.

of a network transaction.

gateway, where they are then converted into DEC's LAT protocol.
Used to access LAT tenninal services over LocalTalk or AppleTalk
Remote Access sessions.
AppleTalk-LAT Gateway A software gateway that runs on
a Macintosh and is used to translate AppleTalk protocols
into LAT protocols. The AppleTalk-LAT Gateway is part of DEC's

PATHWORKS for Macintosh product.
AppleTalk/DECnet Transport Gateway A software
gateway that is included with AppleTalk for VMS. It
provides Mac users with access to DECnet-based applications,
such as E-mail and DECwindows.

Live Wired

--~ Application

layer The topmost layer of the ISO's OSI
Reference Model; it corresponds to the Service layer of
the NetPICT model. It defines the protocols and connections for
applications. See OSJ Reference Model.
ARCNET Originally developed by Data point Corporation, ARCNET (which stands for Attached Resource
Computer NETwork) is a popular LAN in the IBM PC world.
ARCNET uses a token -passing scheme and runs on coaxial or
twisted-pair wiring. Several vendors make ARCNET cards for the
Macintosh.
ARP See Address Resolution Protocol.

ASCII ASCil (which s ta nds for American Standard Code

(,(.tillllr for Information Interchange) is a commonly used coding
scheme that uses 8 bits of data to encod e alphanumeric characters
and special control characters. In many ways, ASCII text files are a
common d enominator among many computers and programs.
ASP See AppleTalk Session Protocol.
Asynch ron ous communication (Also known as async
communication.) A technique of data transmission that
sends one character a t a time without waiting for an acknowledgm ent.
ATP See AppleTalk Transaction Protocol.
attenuation The loss or diminution of an electrical
signal that occurs dw-ing u·ansmission.
AWG AWG (which stands for American Wire Gauge) is
the US standard for specifying th e diameter of a wire
conductor.
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-B,._~~

b ackbone ne two rk A n etwork topology where devices
Q.; ••-' connect to a single cable. Thickwire Ethernet networks
are commonly used as backbone networks.
ba ndwid th Th e total message-carrying capacity of a
me dium. Bandwidth is typically measured in bits per
second. It is not an indication of speed.

Baseband communications are com monly used by most LAN
cabHng systems, such as LocalTalk, Ethernet, and Token Ring.
bits per second (bps) A unit that measures the message-carrying
capacity of a medium. A kilobit per second (Kbps) is one thousand
bits per second; a megabit per second (Mbps) is one million bits
per second.
bps See bits per second.
bridge A network device used to connect two networks
at the Data Link layer. Bridges are essentially unaware of
the logical protocol address, although some bridges can block
protocols by filtering their type codes.
broadband A kind of n etwork transmission d1a t s plits
the bandwidth of a medium to support multiple channels of communication. This techniq ue is used by cable television.
broadcast transmission A network transmission that is
sent to all n etwork d evices.

Live Wired

~

brouter A network device that routes the
~-- routable protocols and bridges the nonmutable protocols. It essentially merges the functionality of
bridges and routers.
bus A common network segment. Network devices
connect to the same segment. See backbone network.
bus topology A network scheme that uses a single cable
to connect devices. Unlike ring topologies, the cable
does not connect to itself. See backbone network.

-CCarrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) A cable access technique used by LocalTalk.
Devices listen for the presence of a carrier before transmitting.
Nodes try to avoid collisions by backing off for a random period
of time whenever a message is not successfully transmitted.
LocalTalk doesn't have the detection and recovery circuitry found
in CSMA/ CD networks.
Carrier Sense Mul tiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD) A cable access technique used by Ethernet
that allows devices to gain access to a transmission medium by
listening for the presence of a carrier. If no carrier is detected, the
data is transmitted. Each node is capable of detecting collisions
and retransmitting as required.
cheapernet A slang term describing thinwire (lOBase-2)
Ethernet.

liii

Chooser The Macintosh desk accessory used to select
AppleTalk (and other) services .
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--~

client A client is a process or entity that employs the
services of other processes or entities knmvn as servers.
For example, a Macintosh uses AFP client software to access AFP
servers.
--~ client/ server

A term given to the interaction of software
processes that function in a cooperative manner. Clients
make requests of servers.

coax See coaxial cable.
coaxial cable A cable that contajns two conductors, one
inside the other. Coaxial cables, sometimes called coax,
are used in thickwire and d1inwire Ethernet and in IBM terminal
connections.
collision The condition that results when two network
devices transmit at nearly lhe same ume. The transmissions collide, rendering the message unusable.
--~

Con trol Panel A Macintosh utility that enables you to
change various aspects of the Macintosh. The Network
control panel is used to select from different network data links.
This is where the cabling choice (such as EtherTalk, LocalTalk,
TokenTalk, or FDDITalk) is made.
CSMA/CA See Carrier Sense Multiple Access with CoUision
Avoidance.
CSMA/CD See Carrier Sense Multiple Access with CoJJision
Detection.

Uve Wired

-D~

Data Link layer The second layer from the bottom of the
~--- OSI Reference Model. The Data Link layer corresponds
to the top half of the Cabling layer of the NetPICT model. The Data
Link layer defines the protocols that manage the creation of
network frames, such as LlAP (LocalTalk Link Access Protocol) .
See OSI Reference Model.
da tagram A packet of data, unique to a specific protocol.
Datagrams are placed within network frames for delivery
over the network. With AppleTaJk, the Datagram Delivery Protocol
(DDP) is used to encapsulate higher-level AppleTalk protocols
within an addressable unit.
Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) The Network layer
protocol that provides the ultimate addressing of
AppleTalk datagrams (network, node, socket) over an AppleTalk
network.
_

DECnet A suite of networking protocols developed by
Digital Equipment Corporation for use on VAX/VMS,
PDP-11, PCs, and other computers. Versions ofDECnet are available for the Mac from Digital and Thursby Software Systems.
_.~

DECnet tunnel A technique used by AppleTalk for VMS
and DECnet, which encapsulates AppleTalk datagrams
within DECnet packets for deHvery over a DECne t link.
~

default zone The AppleTalk zone that a device belongs to
~- by default when it's placed on an e>..'tended (Phase 2)
network. The default zo ne of a Mac can be changed by doubleclicking on the current network icon in the Network Control Panel.
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~

dynamic node addressing A technique Apple uses

~IIIII' whereby AppleTalk nodes automatically pick unique
network addresses. This is in direct contrast to other protocols,
such as DECnet, that maintain a listing of node addresses for each
node.

-EEBCDIC EBCDIC (which stands for Extended Binary
Coded Decimal Interchange Code) is a coding system that
uses 8 bits of data to represent alphanumeric characters and
control sequences. Used by IBM mainframes.
ELAP See EtherTalk Link Access Protocol.
emulation See terminal emulation.
~

entity type The part of an NVE (Netvvork Visible Entity)
~ that identifies the generic class to which the entity belongs. Examples include "AFPServer" or "LaserWriter." The entity
type is assigned by Apple Computer, who maintains a registry.
Ethernet A LAN cabling system originally developed by
Xerox, Intel, and Digital. Ethernet has a bandwidth of
lOMbps and uses the CSMA/CD access method. Ethernet supports
many different networking protocols, including AppleTalk.
(~

Ethe rTalk Apple's implementation of Apple Talk proto_..., cols on Ethernet. EtherTalk places the DDP datagrams
into Ethernet frames.

(~

EtherTalk Line Access Protocol (ELAP) The specific data
_..., link protocol used by EtherTalk.

Live Wired

-F-GFDDl FDDI (which stands for Fiber Distributed Data
Interface) is a 100 Mbps LAN technology that uses a
token-passing access method. FDDI uses dual. fiber-optic rings.
There are several FDDI cards available for the Macintosh. A
variation ofFDDI that uses copper wiring, called CDDI, is currently
under development.
--~

file server Software that provides network users with
shared, controlled access to files. In the Macintosh
e nvironme nt, the standard for file service is the AFP file server.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) A Service layer protocol
common in th e TCP/IP world . It is used to copy files
between network devices.

liii

frame A data link structure for conveying information
over a transmission medium.
frequency The number of times in a uni t of time (usually a second)
that a signal cycles bet\oVeen minimum and maximum voltage.
FTP See File Tra nsfer Protocol.

gateway A device (or software process) that translates entire
protocol stacks .
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-Hhalf-router A pair of routers connected with a communication link. This tandem acts as a single rou ting device.
AppleTalk half-routers require unique netwo rk numbers on each
side.

each Ethernet card has a unique hardware address that's stored
within the card .

works is often measured by the number of hops.
hop count The number of routers th at a d atagram travels
through on the way to its d estina tion. AppleTalk permits a
maximum of 15 hops, although hop count adjustmen t can be used
to provide routing flexibility.

-IInte rnational Standards Organization (ISO) An inte rnational
standards-making body responsible for nume rous standards,
including film speed and the OSI Reference Model.
internet The term appli ed to multiple AppleTalk net:\"'orks that a re
connected by AppleTalk routers. Also called an internet:\"'ork.
internet router (IR) A device tha t co nnects AppleTalk
networks by using network numbering to pass, or deny
passage of a datagram.

Live Wired

Internet Protocol (IP) The Network layer protocol of the
TCP/IP protocol suite. Analogous to Apple's DDP.
~~::;..

Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX) A Network layer
protocol used by Novell NetWare that provides addressing, routing, a nd switching packets.

IP See Internet Protocol.
IPX See Internetwork Packet Exchange.
IR See internet router.
ISDN ISDN (which stands for Integrat ed Services Digital
Network) is a digital communications standard that
integrates voice and data. ISDN services are just beginning to
become common in the US. It offers the promise of affordable
high-speed WAN communications.
ISO See International Standards Organization.

-K-lKbps Kilo bits per second. See bits per second.

LAN See Local Area Network.
lAP See Link Access Protocol.
LLAP See LocalTalk Link Access Protocol.
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Local Area Neh.vork (LAN) A network in one area, such as
a building or a group of bu ildings.
Local Area Transport (l.AT) DEC's proprietary, licensed Ethernet
protocol, used to connect terminal devices to host computers.
Macs can s peak the LAT protocol di rectly with the LAT Communications Tool. At the present time, LAT's use is limited to terminal
emulators and terminal front-ends.

LocalTa lk Link Access Protocol (LLAP) The Data Link
level protocol that manages the delivery of data on a
LocalTaJk newark.

-M~~~~~

Management l nformalio n Base (MlB) A database used
by SNMP for maintaining the status and control for a
n etwork device. Each network device has its own specific MIB.
Data within the MIB is used by an SNMP agent as part of a network
management application. AppleTalk MIBs have been recently
defined by Apple and are currently being implemented by most

AppleTalk networking vendors.
Mbps Megabits per second. See bits per second.
MIB See Managem ent Information Base.

Uve Wired

m odem A device d1at converts digital data from a computer into
analog data, which can men be transmitted over a telephone Line.
This process is called modulation. lt also performs the opposite
process, demodulation, to convert incoming analog signals into
digital data tha t d1e computer can understand.
multicasting Multicasting is similar to broadcasting, but
it provides a protocol-specific m e d1od of identifying
network devices. Each protocol, such as AppleTalk, has its own
multicast address.

-NName Binding Protocol (NBP) The AppleTalk Transport
level protocol that maps the NVE onto d1e corresponding
AppleTalk address. NBP provides AppleTalk with a way to dynamically find named setv ices on me ne twork.
NBP See Name Binding Protocol.
Network File System (NFS) A Presentation layer protocol
~4•r developed by Sun Microsystems to provide TCP/ IP
networks with file se1vices. NFS is similar in scope to Apple's AFP.
Net'..vork interface controller (NIC) A networking card,
such as a n Ethernet, Token Ring or FOOl, for a
computer.
Network layer The layer of the OSI Reference Model that
controls network addressing. The Netw·ork layer corresponds to the bottom third of d1e Protocol layer of the NetPICT
model. With AppleTalk, ilie Network layer is defined b y DDP. IP is
the Network layer for TCP/IP networks .
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network number A 16-bit number used to identify the
AppleTalk network to which a node is assigned. Nodes
choose their network ntunber from an AppleTalk router; when no
router is present they choose a number from a pre-defined range
known as the startup range.
~

network number range A range of network ntunbers that

~- have been established within the routers for use on Phase
2 extended network segments. Non-extended networks, such as
LocalTalk, are restricted to single network numbers.
Netw·ork-Visible Entity (NVE) An AppleTalk concept that
names devices by their name, generic type, and zone.
Examples include "My Mac: Macintosh Quadra 950@BlueZone"
and "Joe's Printer:LaserWriter@NYC Zone."
NFS See Network File System.

node identifier (node ID) An 8-bit number that uniquely
identifies each node on a single AppleTalk net\vork
number.
non-extended network An AppleTalk network that supports
addressing of up to 254 nodes and supports only one zone . A
LocalTalk network is an example of a non-extended network.
NVE See Network-Visible Entity.

Live Wired

-0-POSl Reference Model A model put forward by the International
Standards Organization (ISO) that provides a standard point of
reference for networking protocols. It uses seven layers to break
down the network process into independent processes. (OSI
stands for Open Systems Interconnection).

packet An organized sequence of binary data that includes data
and control structures.
PAP See Printer Access Protocol.
passive star A network topology where every branch is
connected to a common point. Unlike active stars,
passive stars have no repeater at the center to actively retransmit
signals.
peer A network device that is treated as the communicative equal
to another device on the network. Networks that let devices
communicate with each other as equals are sometimes referred to
as peer-to-peer networks.
Physical layer The level at which the actual del.ivery
medium is realized. For example, the three different
kinds of Ethernet and two different kinds of Token Ring cable are
defined in this layer. The Physical layer of the OSI reference model
corresponds to the bottom half of the Cabling layer of the NetPICT
model.
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~

Poin t-to-Point Protocol (PPP) A protocol that supplants
..__, the Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP). It provides remote
access to IP networks via asynchronous and synchronous links. It
is similar to Apple's Remote Access Protocol. There is some discussion that PPP might be adapted to provide remote AppleTalk
protocol access .

..=

port The connection between a router and a network.
~-- Routers can have muJtiple ports.
PPP See Point-to-Point Protocol.
~

Presentation layer The layer of the OSI Reference Model
~ that establishes data formats and requisite conversions.
The Presentation layer corresponds to the Format layer of the
NetPICT model.
--~

print spooler A service d1at queues print jobs and
manages the submission of these jobs to the printer. This
relieves the client workstation from this task.

Printer Access Protocol (PAP) The AppleTalk protocol
that controls the communication between clients (Macs}
and print servers (LaserWriters) .
~

protocol A set of ruJes for information exchange over a
..__, communication medium. The set of protocols used by a
particular networking protocol, such as AppleTalk, is called a
family or suite of protocols.
protocol stack (or suite} An imple me ntation of a specific
networking protocol consisting of multiple individual
protocols.

Live Wired

punchdown block A wiring device used in telephone
and network installations for interconnecting many
wires. Most phone-type punch down blocks have fifty rows of four
contacts each. The contacts accept the wires, which are "punched
down," to make electrical contact. A tool, called a punchdown tool,
is used to push the w ire onto the contact.

-Rrepeater A network device that repeats the signals on a
network. Repeaters operate at the Physical layer of the
OSI Reference Model. Repeaters amplify weak signals from one
segment and repeat them on another segment.
ring topology A network organization in which all the
nodes are connected in a ring. Data passes around the
ring from node to node. Each node retransmits the messages to the
next node in the ring.
RIP See Routing Information Protocol.
router A network device that connects networks by
maintaining logical protocol information for each
network.
Routing Information Protocol (RIP) A protocol used to
update routing tables on TCP/IP net\.vorks. Similar to
Apple's RTMP.
ro uting table A table, maintained by an AppleTalk router,
that maps the AppleTalk internet by specifying the path
and distance (in h ops) between itself and th e n et\o\Torks. Routers
use these ta bles to determine whether or not a datagram sh ould be
fo rwarded .
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~

RoU[ing Table Maintenance Protocol (RTMP) An
~~ AppleTalk protocol used by the routers to establish and
maintain the routing tables used by the AppleTalk routers on the
network. RTMP packets are sent at regular intervals by the routers.
RTMP was recently s upplanted by AURP, which on ly sends routing
information when network changes make it necessary.
RTMP See Routing Table Maintenance Protocol.

-SSDLC See Synchronous Data Link Control.

(li!iil

seed router An AppleTalk router that contains the ne t-

work numbers and zone information tl1at is used by non-seed
AppleTal.k routers on the network.
segm ent A length of network cab le. A segment can be
co nnected to the port of a re peate r, bridge, router, o r gateway.

tf1!!!!!!!!:; Seq uenced Packet Exchange (SPX) The Transport layer
~(. . . protocol used by Novell NetWare. Provides a connectionorien ted, guaranteed delivery link between Novell NetWare nodes .

.::::::::::iii server A network device or process that provides a

II_ - service to networked clients. In tile AppleTalk environm e nt, exan1ples of servers include AppleSh are ftle servers and
LaserWriter print servers .
~

session A Logical connection between two network
~(. . . devices. In an AppleTalk network, tl1e Ap pleTalk Session
Protocol (ASP) is used to establish, maintai n, and discontinue
sessions.
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Session layer The layer of the OSI Reference Model that
establishes a logical connection between network devices.
The Session layer corresponds to the upper third of the Protocol
layer of the NetPICT model.
Serial Lin e Internet Pro tocol (SLIP) A TCP/IP-based
, ,.__ protocol used to run IP over serial lines such as dial-up
phone lines. Similar to Apple's Remote Access Protocol.
shielded cabl e A cable that is surrounded by a grounded
metallic material. It minimizes disruption of the signal
by external electrical noise and prevents the cable from emitting
unwanted electrical signals.
--~

Simple Network Management Pro tocol (SNMP) A
management protocol used to maintain and query
network entities. SNMP uses agents on managed nodes to maintain a database known as a MIB (Management Information Base).
The data stored within the MIB can be transmitted to the management software upon request.
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) An electronic mail
(iii Single
service common on TCP/IP networks.
SLIP See Serial Line Internet Protocol.
SMDS See Switched Multimegabit Data Service.
SMTP See Single Mail Transfer Protocol.
SNA See Systems NetworkArchitecture.
SNMP See Simple Network Management Protocol.
socket An addressable entity within anAppleTalk node. Sockets
can be thought of as network processes.
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socket number An 8-bit number that uniquely identifies a socket.
With AppleTalk, there are 256 sockets. 0 ancl255 aren't used,
leaving 254 available for use. Numbers l-127 a re reserved by Apple;
128-254 are available for use by applications.
split-horizon routing A technique for maintaining routing
tables that was introduced with AppleTalk Phase 2.
Routing information is only forwarded to those routers that can
use the information.
SPX See Sequenced Packet Exchange.
SQL See Structured Query Language.
s tar topology A centralized network with a hub, concentrator, or repeater at the center of the network.
Structured Query Language (SQL) A language, standardized by
ANSI, used to manipula te relational databases. Apple's Data
Access Language (DAL) uses a variation of SQL to access relational
data through DAL servers.
Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) A relatively
new high-speed WAN networking technology offered by
telephone companies and service providers.

__

.....

Systems Network Architecture (SNA) A suite of communications protocols developed by IBM. Analogous to the
AppleTalk protocol suite.

Live Wired

-T~

TCP/ IP TCP/IP (which stands for Transmission Control
~~ Protocol/Internet Protocol) is a set of networking protocols commonly found on, but not limited to, UNIX computers.

liii

TELNET A Service layer protocol common to TCP/IP
networks that provides terminal services.

---~

termina l emulation A program, us ually on a personal
computer, that masquerades as a computer terminal.
The most common terminals that are emulated are the vr series
established by DEC and the 3270 series from IBM.
terminator A resistive device attached to the ends of a
cable to minimize tmwanted signal reflections from the
cable segment.
thickvvire A type of Ethernet cabling, also known as
lOBase-5, that uses a thick (app roximately 3/8") coaxial
cable. Primarily used as a backbone to which thinwire or twisted pair hubs are connected.
thinwire A type of Ethernet cabli ng, also known as
lOBase-2, that uses coaxial cable and BNC connectors.

TLAP See TokenTalk Link Access Protocol.
Toke n Ring A cabling system, co mmon in the IBM
Q.~~-r world, that connects network devices in a ring topology.
It uses the method of token passing to enable nodes to access the
network.
TokenTalk Apple's product that puts the AppleTalk
protocols onto a Token Ring net\.vork.
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topology The physical connective structure of a network. Common topologies include bus, ring, and star.
transceiver An interface between a node and the
network. Transceivers transmit and receive network
messages.
Transport layer The layer of the OSI reference model that
ensures that the message is correctly transmitted. If one
portion of the communication transmission is lost or garbled, it's
tl1e job of the Transport layer to retransmit the necessary portion.
The Transport layer of the OSI model corresponds to the middle
third of the Protocol layer in tl1e NetPICT model.
tunneling A process that enables one protocol's datagram
to be encapsulated within another protocol's datagram.

other to reduce electrical interference. Twisted-pair wiring can be
used by phone-type LocalTalk connectors, Ethernet, ARCNET, and
oilier cabling systems.

-VVAX A line of computers manufactured by Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC). VAX stands for Virtual Address eXtension.
~

VAXshare Part of DEC's PATHWORKS for Macintosh
software that enables a VAX to act as an AFP file server
and PAP print spooler.
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--~

Vines Banyan's network operating system. "Vines" is an
acronym for VIrtual NEtwork Software.

VMS An operating system used by Digital Equipment Corporation
for its line of VAX computers. VMS stands for Virtual Memory
System.
---~

volume A disk that appears on the Mac desktop. A
volume could be a hard disk, floppy disk, or a network file
server disk.

-W-ZWide Area Network (WAN) A network that spans distances beyond
the range served by LANs. WAN distances are usually measured in
miles instead of feet.

ZIP See Zon e Information Protocol.
ZIT See Zone Information Table.
zone A way oflogically grouping AppleTalk nodes. Zones
are establish ed by AppleTalk routers.
Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) The AppleTalk Session
layer protocol that maintains the mapping of Apple Talk
network numbers to zone names. ZIP is used by the Chooser to
obtain a list of zone names .
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Zone Information Table (ZIT) A listing of zones maintamed by AppleTaJk routers that relates zone names to
the ports of a router.
zone list A listing of AppleTalk zones. Usually seen in the
Chooser.
~

zone name A name assigned to an AppleTalk network

~ zone. Can be 32 characters long and is case-insensitive.
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his appendix contains a sampling of key NetPICT
d iagrams th at h ave been used throughout the
book. These diagrams are also included on the
disk that comes with this book.

AppleShare Server

AppleShare Server

AFP Server

AFP Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

FOOl

AFP Server (Ethernet)

AFP Server (FDDI)

An AfP server on an Hnernel nelwor~ sucn as aMacintosn
runningAppleSnare oraVAX running Vi\Xsnare.

An AfPserver on afOOl new10rk. An example ol such adevice
is aMacintosn running AppleSnare wiln aFOOl card and lne
fOOI!alk prolocols.

A
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AppleShare Server

AppleShare Server

AFP Server

AFP Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

Token Ring

AFP Server (LocaiTalk)

AFP Server (Token Ring)

AnAfP server on alocallalk networ~ such as aMacintosh
runnino AppleShare.

An AfP server on aToken Ring network.An example would be
aMacintoshrunnino AppleShare with aToken Ringcard and
the TokenTalkprotocols.

LaserWriter Server

LaserWriter Server

PAP Server

PAP Server

PostScript

PostScript

Apple Talk

Apple Talk

Ethernet

LocaiTalk

Apple LaserWriter (Ethernet)

Apple LaserWriter (LocaiTalk)

Somelaserprinters come eQuipped with Ethernet intertaces.
Examples include Apple's laserWrilerlloand laserWriler
Pro630.

SomeApple laserprinters comeeQuipped with LocaiTalk
interfaces.hamples include Apple's orioinal laserWriter and
the laserWriter IIIH.
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Apple Macintosh

Apple Macintosh

PAP Client
AFP Client/Server

PAP Client
AFP Client/Server

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

FOOl

Apple Macintosh (Ethernet)

Some AIJple Macintosh computers come equipped with hhernet
interfaces as standard equipment (such as the Ouadra 9501:
add· on Ethernet cards can be purchased lor rAacs without built·

Apple Macintosh (FDDI)
An Apple Llacintosh with athird·pany fOOl lluBus card
installe~ along withthe FO
O
IIalkprotocols.

in ltherneL
Apple Macintosh

Apple Macintosh

PAP Client
AFP Client/Server

Services

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

ARAP
Async Protocol

LocaiTalk

RS-422

Apple Macintosh (LocaiTalk)
All Apple ~lacintosh computers come equipped with local!alk

Apple Macintosh (RS-422)

as standard equipmenL

(Rs-421) In asynchronous services. such as ARAP.

Any Apple Macintoshcan use eilher of its two serial ports

•
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Apple Macintosh
PAP Client
AFP Client/Server
Formats
AppleTalk
Token Ring

Apple Macintosh (Token Ring)
AnA!Jple Macintoshwith aToken Ainu NuB us cardinstalled. along with the TokenTalkproJocols.

AppleTalk Ethernet-to-Ethernet Router
AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

Ethernet

AppleTalk Ethemet·to-Ethernet Router
An A!JpleTalk router that connects two Elhernel networks loge!her. Examples include Apple's lnlemel HouJer (eouipped with IWo
Hhemel cardsI. or even aVAX running AppleTalk lor VMS over 1wo !lhernel conuollers.

AppleTalk Ethernet·to-Token Ring Router
AppleTalk

Apple Talk

Ethernet

Token Ring

AppleTalk Ethernet·to·Token Ring Router
An AppleTalk roUJer lhal connects an Elhernel neiYt'orkand aToken Ainu neiWOrk. The bestexample of such adeviceisApple's
Interne!HoUier (eouipped with an Hhernel card and aToken Rino card).

•
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AppleTalk LocaiTalk-to-Ethernet Router
AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

Ethernet

AppleTalk LocaiTalk·to-Ethemet Router

An Apple lalk router that connecls alocaiTalk netwurk andan (thernetnetwork.fxamples include Apple's Internet Router (using a
locallalk conneclor and an (thernet card) and dedicated routers such as S~va's fastPath 5.

AppleTalk LocaiTalk-to-LocaiTalk Router
AppleTal k

AppleTal k

LocaiTalk

LocaiTalk

AppleTalk LocaiTalk·to-LocaiTalk Router

An AppleTalk router thatconnects two locallalk networks.The best example is Apple's InternetRouter (using both the printerand
modem ports lorlocallalk connections).

AppleTalk LocalTalk-to-Token Ring Router
AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

Token Ring

AppleTalk LocaiTalk-to· Token Ring Router

!his diagram represents an AppleTalk router that connectsalocallalk netl'lork andaIoken Ring neti'/Drk.Thebestexample ol
such adevice is Apple's InternetRouterlequipped with alocallalk conneCior and aIoken Ring card).

•
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Wide-Area Router (i.e. Cisco, Wellfleet)
AppleTalk and
other protocols

AppleTalk and
other protocols

Ethernet

T1 and other
WAN links

AppleTalk multiprotocol WAN router
An Aoplelalk (mulliprotocol) router thatconnects an[thernet networkto aWAN connection(such as alllinkl.Examples include
multiprotocol roUlers from ~sco. l'lelllleeL and IBM.
PC/Windows
Banyan VINES
Services
Formats
VINES, AppleTalk
Cabling

Banyan VINES server
ABanyan VIIUS server running on aPC host Notice thatin addition tothe vunsprotocol. the Applelalk protocol is also installed on
the host !his system also supportsthe encapsulation ol 1\j)plelalk within VINfS datagrams.
Cayman GatorBox Gateway
AFP I Documents
Apple Talk
LocaiTalk

•

NFS I Documents
TCPIIP
Ethernet

Cayman GatorBox
The Cayman GatorBox isan AfP·to·NfS gateway.Devices on the AfP side see the GatorBox asan AfPserver. while devices on the
fiFS sidesec the Gator8ox as justanother NfSclient.
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Macintosh

Macintosh

Dayna
NetMounter Client

DEC net
Services

Formats

Formats

IPX

DEC net

Ethernet,
Token Ring

LocaiTalk,
Ethernet, RS-422

Dayna NetMounter

DECnet for Macintosh

The Oayna NetMounter equips aMacintosh with the Novell
rransport protocols. making it appear like any other OOS client
on the network.This is an alternative to the lletV/are for

Pan olthe PATHIYORlS lor Macintosh solution is to provide the
option to tum Macintosh computers into OECnet nodes.OECnet
lor Mac provides E·mail. file services, OECwindow. and backup

Macintosh product from !lovell.

services over locallalt Ethernet and RS-422 cabling.

SyncRouter 56K
AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

SW56K

Engage Sync Router 56K

Engage's Apple Talk router. which connects an EthernetlAII lo aswitched 56K IVAN link.This device works in tandem with another
identical unit

SyncRouter ISDN
Apple Talk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

ISDN

Engage SyncRouter ISDN

Engage's AppleTalk router. which connects an HhernetlAN to an ISON \YAN link. This device works in tandem with another
identical uniL
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IBM Host
(Cluster Controller)
Services
EBCDIC

SNA
Coax

IBM Mainframe

An IBMmainframe environment(with the cluster controller).

LocaiTalk Bridge CTribe LocaiSwitch)
Thelocallalk bridge operates at the Oatalink layer. it does notprovide arouting capability. By rapidly switching between devices
on the localfalk segment the modest bandwidth of locallalk is maximized.

A$- 422

LocaiTalk Repeater (Farallon PhoneNET Repealer)

The localfalk repeater operates at the physical layer byelectrically duplication sionals from one side of the connectionto the other.
It's usedtoextend the ranoe of localfalk segments.
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Macintosh

Macintosh

3270 Terminal
Emulation

MacTerminal

EBCDIC

ASCII

SNA

DECnet (CTERM)
Tool

Coax

Ethernet

(Apple or third party)

Macintosh IBM 3270 Client

MacTerminal DECnet {CTERM)

AMacintosh 3270 terminal emulator running overacoax card.
An example of lhis is the MaciRidA emulator and card.

over Ethernet

Here. aMacintosh is used to run aterminal emulation session
with the CURM protocollpart of theOECnet protocoll over an
Ethernet network.The selection of theCIERMprotocol ismade
throughthe MacintoshCommunicationsToolbot

Macintosh

Macintosh

MacTerminal

MacTerminal

ASCII

ASCII

DECnet (CTERM)
Tool

DECnet (CTERM)
Tool

LocaiTalk

RS-422

MacTerminal DECnet {CTERM)

MacTerminal DECnet (CTERM)

over LocaiTalk

overRS-422

Here. aMacintosh is used to 1un aterminal emulation session
using the CURM protocollpart of the OECnet protocol)over a
locallalk network. Of course.theElhernet·resident hostVAX
computer must be accessible through alocallalk·to·Eihernet
router that routes the mtnet protocol.

Here. a~lacintosh is used to run aterminal emulation session
usinglhe CrEAM protocol loan of lhe DECnet protocoll overa
serial connection through theMac's As-422lprinter or modem)
POll

•
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Macintosh

Macintosh

MacTerminal

MacTerminal

ASCII

ASCII

LATTool

Async
(Serial Tool)

Ethernet

RS-422
(Modem or Printer Port)

MacTerminal Local Area

MacTerminal Asynchronous

Transport (LATt over Ethernet

Protocol over RS-422

Here. aMacintosh isbeing used to run aterminal emulation
sessionusing the lATprotocol overaHhernetnetwork.He
host VAX is alsospeaking the LATtransport protocol. The
selectionor lAT ismade through the Macintosh Cnmmunica·
lionsToolbox.

In this diagram aMacintosh isused to run aterminal emulation
sessionusing the "async" protocol over an RS·422 connec·
tion (made through the modemor printer port).!his is
representative or most terminalemulators that use asvnc
dial·up lines.

Multiprotocol Ethernet-to-Ethernet Router
Apple Talk,
DECnet, TCP/IP

AppleTalk,
DECnet, TCP/IP

Ethernet

Ethernet

Multiprotocol Ethemet-to-Ethemet Router
Amultiprotocol router(AppleTall DECnet. and lCP/In usedto connect two Ethernetsegments. Examples include routers lromCisco

andWelllleet.

•
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Multiprotocol LocaiTalk-to-Ethernet Router
Apple Talk,
DECnet, TCP/IP

AppleTalk,
DECnet, TCP/IP

LocaiTalk

Ethernet

Multiprotocol LocaiTalk-to-Ethemet Router

Amulliprotocol router (AppleTal~ OfCnet. and TCP/IPl used to connect alocaiTalk network to an Hhernet seoment. lxamples
includerouters lrom Shiva. \Vebster. and Cayman.
Macintosh
(lnterCon & Wollongong)
NFS Services
Formats

Macintosh
Novell NetWare
Client
Formats

TCP/tP

AppleTalk

Ethernet

Ethernet,
Token Ring, others

NFS Services on a Macintosh

Novell NetWare for

AMacintosh equipped with Apple's rAacTCP can support higher
level protocolssuch as Sun·sfletworkfiling System UlfSl.
Implementations o!IIFS lor the Mac are providedby Inter Con
and Wollongong.

Macintosh Client

NetWare lor the Mac relies on the Apple Talk transport to
deliver fletWare services to the desktop. Oecause it uses the
Apple Talk transport anycabling system or router that is
supportedbyboth the Mac and the PC is supported by rlet\Vare
for the Mac.
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PC/Windows

lntel-based PC

Novell NetWare
Server

AFP Client
PAP Client

Formats

Formats

IPX, AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet,
Token Ring

Ethernet

Novell NetWare for

PC with AppleTalk and an

Macintosh Server

Ethernet Card (PhoneNET PCI

KetWare for Macintosh services are implemented on aPC

This PC suppons AfP and PAP protocols with the AppleTalk

serverwitharletWareloadable Module (rllM).IheNlMalso

protocol stackover an !thernet connection.Thebestexample

provides thePC wilh the Apple Talk protocol suile.

is farallon'sPhoneNET PC product which supports !thernet
connectivity {in addition to locaiTalk and Token Ring).

lntel-based PC

lntel-based PC

AFP Client
PAP Client

AFP Client
PAP Client

Formats

Formats

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

LocaiTalk

Token Ring

PC with AppleTalk and a
LocaiTalk Card (PhoneNET PCI
ThisPC supports AfP andPAP protocols witltlheAppleTalk
protocol stack over alocallalk connection.The best example

PC with AppleTalk and a Token
Ring Card (PhoneNET PC)
This PC supportsAFP and PAP protocols withtheAppleTalk

isFarallon's PhoneNH PC product which supportsUhernet

example is farallon's PhoneNH PC producL

connectivity {in addition to local!alk and Ioken Rino).

protocol stack over aToken Ring connection.Again. the best
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Macintosh Running Apple SNA•ps Gateway
Formats

EBCDIC

AppleTalk

SNA

LocaiTalk or
Ethernet

Cabling

SNA•ps Gateway

!his represents aMacintosh running Apple's SNA•ps galewav.ll is used to connect members on an Applelalk network to
an IBM host.
Macintosh

Macintosh

TCP/IP-based
Services

Term. Emulators
Tel net

Formats

Formats

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

LocaiTalk
Ethernet

Ethernet

TCPIIP on the Macintosh

Telnet Services for the Macintosh

!his Macintosh has been equipped with Apple's MaclCP. which
puts the!CP/IPprotocol stack on the Mac. enabling it to
participate in IP network services over Locallalk or Ethernet.

One popular IP service is the lelnet terminal protocol that sits
atop thelCP/IP protocolstacl Anexample olthis wouldbe
running the Versalerm·Pro terminal emulator over locallalk or
Ethernel
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Xi net
K-AShare
Sun Workstation
AFP Server
Formats
AppleTalk
Ethernet

Xinet K·AShare

Xinet's K-AShare turns aSun workstationinto an AfPserver. floticethatthe Sunhas the AppleTalk protocol stack in stalled.

Sun Workstation Running Xinet's K-Spool
Virtual
LaserWriter Server

Virtual
LaserWriter Client

PAP Server

PAP Client

PostScript

PostScript

AppleTalk

AppleTalk

Ethernet

Ethernet

Xinet K-Spool

Xinet's K-SpoolturnsaSun workstationintoaPAP print spoole r. lhespooler acceptsMacprint jo bs. spoolsthen. andsendsthem
to theappropriatenetworkprinter.

Listing of
Macintosh
Networking
Companies
3Com Corporation

AESP, Inc.

5400 Bayfront Plaza
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 638-3266
(408) 764-5000

1810 NE 144th St.
North Miami Beach, FL 33181
(800) 446-2377
(305) 944-7710

AG Group

-AActinet Systems, Inc.
360 Cowper Avenue
Suite 11
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 326-1321

22540 Camino Diablo
Suite 202
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(510) 937-7900

Alisa Systems, Inc.
221 East Walnut Street
Suite 175
Pasadena, CA 91101
(818) 792-9474

B
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Andrew Corporation

AT&T

4301 Westbank Drive
Suite A-100
Austin, TX 78746
(800) 531-5167
(512) 314-3000

295 North Maple Avenue
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
(908) 221-6153

Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 5100
Carrollton, TX 75011
(800) 554-6227

APT Communications, Inc.
9607 Dr. Perry Road
Ijamsville, MD 21754
(301) 831-1182

Artisoft Inc.
691 River Road
Tucson, AZ 85704
(602) 293-4000

Asante Technologies
404 Tasman Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 752-8388

Avatar Corporation
65 South Street
Hopkinton, MA01748
(508) 435-3000 East
(408) 727-3270 West

-BBanyan Systems, Inc.
120 Flanders Road
Westboro, MA 01581
(508) 898-1000

Blyth Software
1065 East Hillsdale Boulevard
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 571-0222

Brio Technology, Inc.
444 Castro Street
Suite 700
Mountain View, CA 94041
(415) 961-4110
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BTTymnet
P.O. Box49019
560 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95161-9019
(408) 922-7583

cc:Mail, Division of
lotus Corporation
2141 Landings Drive
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 961-8800

CEl Software

-CCabletron Systems
35 Industrial Way
Rochester, NH 03867
(603) 332-9400

P.O. Box 8339
Station F
Edmonton, Alberta T6H 4W6
Canada
(403) 463-9090

Cisco Systems Inc.

Cactus Computer, Inc.

1525 O'Brien Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025

1120 Metrocrest Drive
Suite 103
Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 416-0525

(415) 326-1941

Caravelle Networks
Corporation
301 Moodie Drive
Suite 306
Nepean, ON 2H 9C4
Canada
(613) 596-2802

Cayman Systems, Inc.
26 Landsdowne Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1999

Claris Corporation
5201 Patrick Hemy Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 727-8227

Clear Access Corporation
200 West Lowe Street
Fairfield, lA 52556
(515) 472-7077
(800) 522-4252

Codenoll Technology
Corporation
1086 North Broadway
Yonkers, NY 10701
(914) 965-6300
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Compatible Systems
Corporation
P.O. Drawer 17220
Bould er, CO 80308
(800) 356-0283
(303) 444-9532

Computer Methods
Corporation
525 Route 73 South
Suite 300
Marlton, NJ 08053
(609) 596-4360

Connectivite Corporation
220 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591
(914) 631-5365

CSG Technologies
530 William Penn Place
Suite 329
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 471-7170
(800) 366-4622

-DData Spec

.

9410 Owens mouth Avenue
Cha tsworth, CA 91311
(818) 772-9977

DataViz
55 Corporate Drive
TrumbuU, CT 06611
(203) 268-0030

Dayna Communications, Inc.
50 South Main Street
Fifth Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(801 ) 531-0203

Digital Communications
Association, Inc.
1000 Alderman Dr.
Alphare tta, GA 30202
(404) 442-4000

Digital Equipment
Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, MA 01754
(508) 493-5111

Digital Products Inc.
411 Waverley Oaks Road
Waltham, 1V1A 02154
(617) 647-1234
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-E-

-F-

EDI Communications
Corporation

Fairfield Software, Inc.

20440 Town Center Lane
Suite 4E1
Cupertino , CA 95014
(408) 996-1343

EMAC Division of Everex
Systems, Inc.
48431 Milmont Drive
Fremont, CA 94538
(800) 628-3837

Engage, Inc.
9053 Soquel Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
(408) 688-1021

Everywhere Development
Corporation
2176 Torquay Mews
Mississaugua, ON LSN 2M6
Canada
(416) 819-1173

200 West Lowe Street
Fairfield, lA 52556
(515) 472 -7077

Farallon Computing, Inc.
2000 Powell Street
Suite 600
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 998-7761
(510) 596-9100

Focus, Inc.
800 West Cummings Park
Suite 4500
Woburn, MA 01801
(800) 538-8866
(617) 938-8088

-HHayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 105203
Atlanta, GA 30348
(404) 840-9200
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Helios USA

lnfotek, Inc.

10601 South DeAnza Blvd.
Suite 103
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 864-0690

56 Camille Lane
East Patchogue, NY 11772
(516) 289-9682

Hewlett-Packard Co.
5301 Stevens Creed Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 752-0900

lnterCon Systems Corp.
950 Herndon Parkway
Suite 420
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 709-9890

International Transware, Inc.

-IIBM Corporation
1133 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, NY 10604
(800) 426-3333

IDEAssociates. Inc.
29 Dunham Road
Billerica, MA 01821
(508) 663-6878

Impulse Technology
210 Dahlonega Street
Suite 206
Cumming, GA 30130
(404) 889-8294

I

1503 Grand Road
Suite 155
Mountain View, CA 94040
(800) 999-6387
(415) 903-2300

IPT - Information
Presentation Technologies
555 Chorro Street
San Lujs Obispo, CA 93405
(805) 541-3000

-KKanduSoftware Corp.
2305 North Kentucky Street
Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 532-0213
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Keywork Technologies

Miramar Systems

2816 Eleventh Street, NE
Calgary, Alberta T2E 7S7
Canada
(403) 250- 1770

201 North Salsipuedes
Suite 204
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 965-5161

Mitem Corporation

-MMarietta Systems
International
29 El Cerrito Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94402
(415) 344-1519

2105 Hamilton Avenue
Suite 350
San Jose, CA 95125
(408) 559-8801

Motorola Computer Group
10700 North De Anza Boulevard
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 759-1107 Ext. MU

MCI
1111 19th Street NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036
(800) 444-6245

Mui~Access Computing

Corporation

MDG Computer Services

5350 Hollister Avenue
Suite C
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
(805) 964-2332

634 South Dunton
Arlington Heights, IL
60005-2544
(708) 818-9991
(708) 453-6330

-N-

Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
(206) 882-8080

Na~onal

Semiconductor
Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
(408) 721-5000
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Neon Software, Inc.
1009 Oak Hill Road
Suite 203
Lafayette, CA 94549
(510) 283-9771

Network General Corporation
4200 Bohannon Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 688-2700

Network Resources
Corporation
736 South Hillview Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 263-8100

Nevada Western
615 North Tasman Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1950
(408) 734-8727

.
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-0ON Technology, Inc.
155 Second Street
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617) 876-0900

OracleCorporation
500 Oracle Park\.vay
Redwood Shores, CA 94065
(415) 506-7000

-PPacer Software, Inc.
7911 Herschel Avenue
Suite 402
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 454-0565

Novell, Inc.

Photonics Corporation

122 East 1700 South
Provo, UT 84606
(800) 638-9273
(801) 379-5900

200 East Hacienda Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 370-3033
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-RRacal-lnterlan, Inc.
155 Swanson Road
Foxborough, MA 01719
(508) 263-9929

-SShiva Corporation
One Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
(800) 458-3550
(617) 252-6300

Sonic Systems, Inc.
333 West El Camino Real
Suite 280
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(800) 535-0725
(408) 736-1900

Standard Microsystems
Corporation
80 Arkay Drive
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 273-3 100

StarNine Technologies, Inc.
2126 Sixth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(510) 548-0391

Sitka Corporation
950 Marina Village Parkway
Alameda, CA 94501
(800) 445-8677
(510) 769-9669

Synergy Software
2457 Perkiomen Avenue
Mt. Penn, PA 19606
(215) 779-0522

Soft-Switch Inc.
640 Lee Road
Wayne, PA 19087-5698
(215) 640-9600

SoftWriters, Inc.
P.O. Box 1308
Round Rock, TX 78680
(512) 244-3999

-TTalaris Systems, Inc.
6059 Cornerstone Court West
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 587-0787
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TechGnosis Inc.

Tribe Computer Works

301 Yamato Road
Suite 2200
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(407) 997-6687

1195 Park Avenue
Suite 211
Emeryville, CA 94608
(510) 547-3874

Tech Works

Trik, Inc.

4030 Braker Lane West
Suite 350
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 879-7745
(512) 794-8533

400 West Cummings Park
Suite 2350
Woburn, MA 01801
(800) 766-0356
(617) 933-8810

Terranetics
1538 North Martel Avenue
Suite 413
Los Angeles, CA 90046
(818) 446-7692

-UUngermann-Bass, Inc.
3990 Freedom Circle

Thomas-Conrad Corporation
1908-R Kramer Lane
Austin, TX 78758
(800) 332-8683
(512) 836-1935

Thursby Software
Systems, Inc.
5840 West Interstate 20
Suite 100
Arlington, TX 76017
(817) 478-5070

P.O. Box 58030
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 873-6381
(408) 496-0111

United Data Corporation
3755 Balboa Street
Suite 203
San Francisco, CA 94121
(415) 221-8931
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US Sprint Communications

The Wollongong Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 8417

1129 San Antonio Road

1200 Main St., 4th Floor

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Kansas City, MO 64105

(4 15) 962-7100

(800) 877-2000

WordPerfect Corporation

-WWebster Computer
Corporation
2109 O'Toole Avenue

1555 North Technology Way
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000
(800) 451-5151

-X-

Suite J
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 457-0903

Xinet

(408) 954-8054

2560 9th Street
Suite 312

White Pine Software

Berkeley, CA 94710

40 Simon Street

(5 10) 845-0555

Suite 201
Nashua, NH 03060-3043
(603) 886-9050

WilleI
P.O. Box 21348
Tulsa, OK74121
(800) 642-2299
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Symbols
* (asterisk) wildcard character,
\rvith Network Visible Entities
(NVEs), 158
=(equal sign) wildcard
character, \rvith Network
Visible Entities (NVEs), 158
1-2-3 (Lotus), 212
Data Access Language
(DAL), 109
format support, 34-35
lOBase-2 (thinwire) Ethernet,
92, 192-193, 195
10Base-5 (thickwire) Ethernet,
93, 190-192, 196
lOBase-T (nrvisted-pair)
Ethernet, 68, 95, 193-194, 196
single star networks,
299-300
10Broad-36 Ethernet, 192
3270 terminal em ulators, 106,
269-270
3Com Corporation, 383
EtherLink series, 228
5250 terminal emulators,
106,270
8-pin DINS connectors, 181
802.3 (lOBase-F) IEEE
standard, 289
9-pin DB9 connectors, 181

A
A/UX (Apple), DAL servers,
109,234

MRP (AppleTalk Address
Resolution Protocol), 55,
141-142
ACCUNET system (AT&T), 204
acknowledge control
packets, 139
Acrobat (Adobe). 123
Actinet Systems, Inc., 383
ARCTalk cards, 229
active star topologies, 183-185
s ingle LocalTalk networks,
298-299
Address Mapping Table
(AMT), 55, 141
Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP), 55
addressing, 49-50
in AppleTalk, 137-147
logical, 50-53
physical, 54-55
TCP/lP, 245-247
Adobe Systems
Acrobat, 123
PostScript, 119
ADSP (Apple Data Stream
Protocol), 132
Advanced Peer-to-Peer
Networking (APPN), 274
Advanced Program-toProgram Communications
(APPC), 274
Advanced Software Concepts
(ASC)
asc3270, 241, 270
asc5250,241
FTPSh are, 236
terminal emulation
products, 241-242

Index

AEP (AppleTalk Echo
Protocol), 134
AESP, Inc., 383
AFP, see Apple Filing Protocol
AG Group, 383
EtherPeek,322-323
LocalPeek, 322-323
TokenPeek, 322-323
agentprograrns,314
AIR (Apple Internet Router),
172-174,203
Aldus PageMaker, translating
formats between versions,
121
Alisa Systems, Inc., 383
AlisaShare, 256
MailMate QM, 112
AlisaShare (Alisa Systems), 256
All-In-1 Mail for Macintosh
(DEC), 88, 256
mail gateways, 112
Altair II wireless networks
(Motorola). 201-202
AMP (Apple Management
Protocol), 315
amplitude, modulating, 58
AMT (Address Mapping
Table), 55, 141
analog dial-up, 203-204
integrating Macintosh and
DEC VAX, 267
Andrew Corporation, 384
Andyne's Graphical Query
Language (GQL)
Data Access Language
(DAL), 109
Anonymous File Transfer
Protocol (FTP), 235

ANSI X3T9.5: FDDI
standard, 290
AOCE (Apple Open Collaboration Environment), 105-106
APPC (Advanced Program-toProgram Communications),
274
Apple Computer, Inc., 384
Apple Internet Router (AIR),
172-174,203
Apple Open Collaboration
Environment (AOCE).
105-106
AppleShare, 99-101
AppleTalk, seeAppleTalk
AppleTalk/lP Wide Area
Extension, 174
AppleTalk/X.25 Wide Area
Extension, 173
Attachment Unit Interface
(AUI) connectors, 194-195
Data Access Language
(DAL), seeDataAccess
Language
Easy Open file translator, 126
Ethernet cards, 194-195
EtherTalk, 26-27
FDDI (Fiber Distributed
Data Interconnect), 28-29
future, 337-339
Inter•Poll, 318-319
LaserWriter printers, 104
LocalTalk, see LocalTalk
Macintosh coax and twinax
cards, 276
MacODA, 122-123
MacTCP, 23-24,226,244-247
MacX, 240
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MPW, ASCII text, 116
Newton, 29
NuB us Token Ring card, 229
Printer Access Pro tocol
(PAP), 103- 105, 131-132
QuickTime for Windows, 212
Serial NB card , 277
SNA•ps
3270 terminal emulator,
270
gateway, 274,277, 381
TokenTalk, 27
Ap ple Data Stream Protocol
(ADSP), 132
Apple FiJing Protocol
(AFP), 129
AppleShare, 99-101
gateways with Network
Filing System (NFS), 87-88
Macintosh File Sharing
(Syste m 7), 101-102
on UNIX computers, 232-233
servers
fo r other platforms,
102-103
NetPICT diagrams,
369-370
VAXshare, 253-256
Apple In terne t Router (AIR),
172- 174,203
Apple Management Protocol
(AMP), 315
Apple Open Collaboration
Environment (AOCE),
105-106
Apple Remote Access (ARA),
Ap pleTalk/IAT Gateway, 265

Apple Secure Data Stream
Protocol (ASDSP), 106,
132,323
Apple Transaction Protocol
(ATP), 133-134
Apple Upda te Routing Protocol (AURP) , 133, 171-174
App leShare (Apple), 99-101
AppleShare icon, 100
AppleTalk (Apple}, 23
AppleTaJk Address Resolutio n Pro tocol (AARP), 55
cabling support, 26-29
Chooser, see Chooser
gateways, 87-90
logical addressing, 50-53
n am es
Network Visible Entities
(NVEs), 157-165
zone, 142-147
NetPICT diagrams,
372-374, 380
nodes, turning PCs into,
219-222
numbers
n etwork, 137-138
n ode, 138-142
Phase 1 networks
broad casting versus
Phase 2 multicasting,
153-155
d evice limits, 148-149
n etwo rk num ber
assignments, 149-152
Phase 2 n etworks
n etwork number
assignments, 149-152

Index

transition routing,
152-153
phase development, 148
routers, 51, 75-79, 166
tunneling protocols,
174-178
updating routing tables
continuously, 166-170
updating routing tables
periodically, 171-174
subdividing networks, 81-82
suite of protocols, 127
Data Link OSllayer,
135-136
Network OSllayer,
134-135
Presentation OSI
layer, 129
Session OSilayer, 129-132
Transport OSI layer,
132-134
AppleTalk Address Resolution
Protocol (AARP), 55, 141-142
AppleTalk Echo Protocol
(AEP), 134

AppleTalk for VMS, 260
AppleTalk LAT Gateway, 88-89
AppleTalk Remote Access
Protocol(AJU\P),27-28
AppleTalk Session Protocol
(ASP), 131
AppleTalk/DECnet Gateway,
88,263-264
AppleTalk/ DECnet MCT
tool, 264
AppleTalk/IP Wide Area
Extension, 174

AppleTalk/LAT Gateway,
264-265
AppleTalk/X.25 Wide Area
Extension, 173
Application OSI layer, 42
with Macintosh, 44
Applied Engineering, 384
APPN (Advanced Peer-to-Peer
Networking), 274
APT Communications, Inc., 384
ARA (Apple Remote Access),
AppleTalk/LAT Gateway, 265
AJU\P (AppleTalk Remote
Access Protocol), 27-28
ARCNET, 200
integrating Macs and PCs,
229-230
networking cards, 36
ARCTalk cards (ACTINET
Systems), 229
ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol), 55
Artisoft Inc., 384
AS/400 computers (IBM),
integrating with Macintosh
cabling systems
direct connections,
276-277
Ethernet, 278
Token Ring, 278
formats, 273
services
DAL database, 272
terminal, 269-272
transport protocols, 273-275
Asante Technologies, 384
AsantePrint bridge, 187
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ASC, see Advanced Software
Concepts
asc3270 (Advanced Software
Concepts), 241, 270
asc5250 (Advanced Software
Concepts), 241
ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information
Interchange), 20-21
format, 116
integrating Macintosh
and DEC VAX, 258
integrating Macs and
PCs, 214
ASDSP (Apple Secure Data
Stream Protocol), 106,
132,323
ASP (AppleTalk Session
Protocol), 131
asterisk (*) wildcard character,
with Network Visible Entities
(NVEs), 158
Asynchronous protocol,
NetPICT diagrams, 378
AsyncServeR (Computer
Methods Corporation), 28,
267,335
AT&T, 384
ACCUNET system, 204
ATP (Apple Transaction
Protocol), 133-134
Attachment Unit Interface
(AUI) connectors, 194-195
AURP (Apple Update Routing
Protocol), 133, 171-174
AutoCAD (Autodesk), 212
DXF (Drawing Exchange
Format) format, 217-218

Avatar Corporation, 384
Macintosh coax and twinax
cards, 276
Macintosh/SNA
gateways, 277
MacMainFrame, 270

B
backbone (bus) topologies,
76-77, 92-93
bridged, multiple LocalTalk
networks,305-306
Ethernet, 196
multiple LocalTalk
networks, 306-307
FDDI
multiple Ethernet
networks, 309
multiple Ethernet WAN
networks, 309-311
PhoneNET, 185
routed
multiple Ethernet
netvvorks, 307-308
multiple LocalTalk
networks, 304-305
bandwidth, comparing
Ethernet and LocalTalk,
330-331
Banyan Systems, Inc., 384
VINES, 35,224
NetPICT diagrams, 374
b aseband, 59, 192
Bellman-Ford routing, 169- 170
binary data, 19

Index

binary formats, 121
integrating Macintosh and
DEC VAX, 258-259
bitmap graphics format, 118
bits, 19
Black Box Corporation, 292
Blacks mith (CEL), 272
Blyth Software, 384
BNC (twist and lock)
connectors, 192
Both (Connectivite), 272
bridges, 69-71
backbone, multip le
LocalTalk networks,
305-306
Ethernet, 71-72
filtering, 70
for IAT n etworks, 83-86
isolating high-traffic nodes,
332-335
LocaJTalk, 71
NetPICT d iagrams, 376
Source Routing Bridges
(SRBs), 334
s tar, single LocalTalk
networks, 302
TribeStar (Tribe), 305
Brio Technology, Inc., 384
broadband networking, 59
broadcasting. Phase 1,
versus Phase 2 multicasting,
153-155
brouters, 85
BT Tymnet, 385
bus topologies, see backb one
topologies
bytes, 19

c
cable
anticipating wiring
standards, 194
coaxial (coax), 276
fiber optic, 289-290
twinaxial (twinax), 276
Uns hielded Twisted -Pair
(UTP), 289
Cabletron Systems, 385
Cabling NetPICT layer, 25-29
ARCNET, 200
conventional analog dialup, 203-204
designing, 284-285
strategy guidelines,
288-292
Ethernet, 187-196
FOOT (Fibe r Distributed
Data Tntcrface), 197-199
integrating Macintosh
and DEC VAX, 266-268
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 276-278
and PCs, 227-230
and UNIX, 248
ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network), 204-205
leased-line services, 205
LocalTalk, 179-187
multiple Ethernet
FOOl backbone, 309
FDD I backbone WAN,
309 -311
routed backbone and
s ta r, 307-308

.
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multiple LocalTalk
bridged backbone,
305-306
Ethernet backbone,
306-307
routed backbone, 304-305
serially-routed, 302-304
packet sv.ritched, 207
PhoneNET (Farallon),
182-187
Serial RS-232/422, 199-200
single Ethernet
daisy-chain, 294-296
twisted-pair stru·, 299-300
single LocalTalk
active star, 298-299
bridged star, 302
daisy-chain, 292-294
multiple star, 300-301
passive star, 297-298
standard Macintosh, 33
standard PC, 35-36
structured wiring implementations, 311-312
S·w itched 56K Service, 204
Token Ring, 196-197
wireless, 200-202
X.25 packet switched,
206-207
Cactus Computer, Inc., 385
Caravelle Networks
Corporation, 385
cards, 35-36
Ethernet, 54
Apple, 194-195
cost, 187, 189
FDDI, cost, 198

•

Macintosh coax and
twinax,276
Serial NB (Apple) , 277
Token Ring, cost, 197
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/
CA), 63
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/
Collision Detection (CSMA/
CD} , 62-63
Category 5 UTP, 289
Cayman Systems, Inc., 385
GatorBox gateway, NetPICT
diagrams, 374
cc:Mail, Division of Lotus
Corporation, 385
CE Softwru·e's QuickMail,
11 1-112
CEL Software, 385
Blacksmith, 272
Chooser, 155- 156
determining node
addresses, 156-157
indicating network
problems, 318
standard Service layer, 32
troubleshooting, 324-330
circuit-switched networks,
47-50
Cisco Systems Inc., 385
multiprotocol routers, 205
routers, 85, 336
Claris Corporation, 385
ClarisWorks, 212
FileMakerPro,212
XTND data format
translators, 117, 124-125

Index

Clear Access (Fairfield
Softwar e), 109
Clear Access Corporation, 385
client/server computing, 39
Apple Filing Protocol (AFP)
AppleShare, 99-101
for other p latforms.
102-103
Macintosh File Sharing
(System 7), 101-102
Data Access Language
(DAL), 108-110
Printer Access Protocol
(PAP). 103-105
X-Window standard, 238-241
clie nt /server model, 18
coaxial (coax) cable, 276
Code noll Technology
Corporation, 385
FOOl cards, 198
collisions, 60
common bus topologies, see
backbone topologies
communication layers
Expression, 10
Idea, 10
matchjng, 13- 15
Medium, 11-12
Transport, 11
Co mpatible Systems
Corporation , 386
EtherWrite bridge, 187
routers, 335
compound documents, 122
Computer Methods
Corporation, 386
AsyncServeR,28, 267,335

concentrators, 90
co nfiguring nodes, 313-3 15
Connectivite Corporation, 386
Both, 272
connectors
8-pin DINS, 181
9-pin 089, 18 1
Attachment Unit Inte rface
(AUI), l 9i1-195
BNC (twist and lock), 192
RJ-11. 182
Synchronous Data Link
Control (SDLC), 275
tee, 193
transceivers, 191
conventional analog dial-up
n en~orks,203-204

converting formats, 124- 126
CoOpera tive Printing
Solutions Inc. (COPS Inc.),
turning PCs into AppleTalk
nodes, 222
cost
Altair li wireless ne tworks
(Motorola), 202
Ethernet cards, 187,189
FOOl cards, 198
multiprotocol routers, 205
single Ethernet daisy-chain
networks, 295-296
single LocaiTalk active star
networks, 298-299
single LocaJTalk daisychain networks, 293
single LocaiTalk multiple
star networks, 301
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single LocalTalk passive star
networks, 297
Token Ring cards, 197
X.25 packet switched
networks, 206-207
CSG Technologies, 386
CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/Collision
Avoidance), 63
CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/Collision
Detection), 62-63
CTERM Communications
Tool, 262
CTERM protocol, 262
NetPICT diagrams, 377
cyclic redundancy checks, 57

D
daisy-chain topologies, 67,
91-92
single Ethernet ne t\oVorks,
294-296
s ingl e LocalTalk networks,
292-294
data
binary, 19
formats, see formats
Data Access Language (DAL)
(Apple), 108-110
for VMS, 256
integrating Macintos h
and UNIX, 234
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 272

Data Link OSI layer, 41-43
Macintosh protocols,
135-136
with Macintosh, 45
Data Spec, 386
databases, relational
accessing, 108-110
see also Data Access
Language (DAL)
DataCiub (Novell), 224
Datagram Delivery Protocol
(DDP), 134-135
Short and Long, 138
datagrams, 43
DataViz, 386
MacLinkPius, 117,214
Dayna Communications,
Inc., 386
EtherPrint bridge, 186, 189
EtherPrint Plus bridge, 187
NetMounter, 223
NetPICT diagrams, 375
Network Vital Signs, 331-332
DB2 databases (IBM),
accessing, 109
DB9 connectors, 181
DBC/1012 databases
(Teradata) , accessing, 109
DCA, see Digital Communications Association, Inc.
DDP (Datagram Delivery
Protocol), 134-135, 138
DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation), 386
All-ln-1 Mail for Macintosh,
88, 112,256
DAL servers, 109

Index
DECnet, see DECnet
DECwindows, 238, 252 -253
Local Area Transport (IAT),
82-86
multiprotocol routers, 205
PATHWORKS for Macintosh,
88-89,251-257
Rdb da ta bases, accessing,
109
Ultrix, 233-234
VAX, see VAX/VMS
VT -series terminals,
emulating, 106
DECnet (DEC), 23-24,261-262
AppleTalk/DECnet
Gateway, 263-264
integrating Macs and PCs,
224-225
NetPICT diagrams, 375
subdividing networks, 81-82
DECservers, 262
DECwindows (DEC), 238
MacX, 252-253
Default zones, 145
designing netvvorks
bylayers,283-285
cabling-system strategy
guidelines, 288-292
multiple Ethernet
FDDI backbone, 309
FDDI backbone WAN,
309-311
routed backbone and
s tar, 307-308
multiple LocalTalk
bridged backbone,
305-306

Ethernet backbone,
306-307
routed backbone,
304-305
serially-ro uted, 302-304
s ingle Ethe rnet
daisy-chain, 294-296
twis ted-pair star, 299-300
single LocaiTalk
active s ta r, 298-299
bridged star, 302
da.isy-ch ajn, 292-294
multiple star, 300-301
passive s tar, 297-298
structured wiring implementations, 311-312
with NetPICT symbols,
285-287
dial-up networks, 203-204
integrating Macintosh and
DEC VAX, 267
Digital Communications
Association, Inc. (DCA), 386
IRMA Workstation for
Macintosh, 270
Macintosh coax and tv.rjnax
cards, 276
Macintosh/SNA gateways,
277
Digital Equipment
Corporation, see DEC
Digital Products Inc., 386
SprintTALK bridge, 187
digital s ignatures, 106
DlN8 connectors, 181
Dis (dom ajn headers) , 177-178
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documents
compound, 122
in terchanging, 122
common format standards versus format
conversion, 124
with Adobe Acrobat, 123
with Aldus PageMaker,
121
with Apple Easy Open,
126
with Apple MacODA,
122-123
with Claris XTND, 117,
124-125
with Microsoft Word, 117
domain headers (Dis), 177-178
dotted quads, 246
Drawing Exchange Fonnat
(DXF), 217-218
drivers
ELAP softwar e, 190
FDDITalk, 198
dynamic node addressing,
138-142

E
E-mail (electronic mail),
110-113
PATHWORKS for Macintosh
(DEC), 256-257
Easy Open (Apple) file
trans lator, 126
EBCDIC (Extended Binary
Coded Decimal Interchange
Code), 273

EDI Communications
Corporation, 387
EIA/TIA 568 and TSB-36
standard, 289
EIAP, see Ed1erTalk Link
Access Protocol
EMAC Division ofEvcrcx
Systems, Inc., 387
EMBARC (Motorola), 201
emulators, see terminal
emulators
Encapsulated PostScript
(EPSF), 119-120
encapsulating protocols,
174-178
encrypting network traffic, 106
Engage Communications,
Inc., 387
ISDN AppleTalk routers, 205
SyncRouter
LTNT router, 204
NetPICT diagrams, 375
enquiry cont rol packets, 139
EPSF (Encapsulated
PostScript), 119-120
equal sign(=) wildcard character, with Network Visible
Entities (NVEs), 158
errors, cyclic redundancy
checks, 57
EtherLink series (3Com), 228
Ethernet, 187-190
10Broad-36, 192
Apple cards, 194-195
AppleTalk support for, 26-27
backbone, multiple LocalTalk networks, 306-307

Index

bandwidth
capacity, 66
comparing with
LocalTalk, 330-331
bridges, 70-72
broadcasts, 84
Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD), 62-63
design considerations,
195-196
integrating Macintosh
and DEC VAX, 267
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 278
and PCs, 228
and UNIX, 248
isolating high-traffic nodes,
332-335
multiple
FDDI backbone, 309
FDDI backbone WAN,
309-311
routed backbone and
star, 307-308
NetPICT diagrams, 369-373,
377-380
network signals, 60-61
net\IVorking cards, 36
physical addressing, 54-55
repeaters, 68
single
daisy-chain, 294-296
twisted-pair star, 299-300
star topologies, 94-95
thick\.vire (10Base-5), 93,
190-192, 196

thinwire (10Base-2), 92,
192-193, 195
twisted-pair (10Base-T), 68,
95,193-194,196
zone names, 144-147
EtherPeek (AG Group), 322-323
EtherPrint bridge (Dayna
Communication), 186, 189
EtherPrint Plus bridge (Dayna
Communication), 187
EtherTalk (Apple), 26-27,
188-189
establishing node
numbers, 141
EtherTalk Link Access Protocol
(ELAP), 136
software drivers, 190
EtherWrite bridge (Compatible Systems), 187
Everywhere Development
Corporation, 387
Excel (Microsoft), 212
Data Access Language
(DAL), 109
Executive Workstation
(MediaWorks), 271
eXodus (White Pine
Software), 240
Expression layer of
communications, 10
matching senders and
receivers, 13-15
Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code
(EBCDIC), 273
exterior routers, 176
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F
Fairfield Software, Inc., 387
Clear Access, 109
Fara11on Computing, Inc., 387
LocalPath bridge, 187
NetAtlas, 320
PhoneNET, 182-187
NetPICT diagra ms,
376,380
PhoneNET PC, 219-221
PhoneNET Repeater, 67
PhoneNET Talk PC, 23
StarController repeater, 67,
94, 183, 185
FastPath router (Shiva), 80-81
FDDI (Fibe r Distributed Data
Interconnect) (Apple). 28-29,
197-199
backbone topologies
multiple Ethernet
networks, 309
multiple Ethernet WAN
n etworks, 309-311
NetPICT diagrams, 369, 371
ring topologies, 95
wiring standards, 194
FDDITaJk drivers, 198
fiber optic cabling, 289-290
File Transfer Protocol (FTP),
integrating Macintosh and
UNIX, 235-236
FileMaker Pro (Claris). 212
fil es
for NetPJCT symbols, 286
names, with mixed-platform environments, 103

sharing
Apple Filing Protocol
(AFP), on other
platforms, 102-103
AppleShare, 99-101
Macintosh File Sharing
(System 7), 101-102
filtering bridges, 70
Flight Simulator (Microsoft),
212
Focus, Inc., 387
TurboStar repeater, 68,
94, 185
Format NetPICT layer, 19-22
designing, 284-285
integrating Macintosh
and DEC VAX, 258-259
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 273
and PCs, 214-218
and UNIX, 242-243
standard Macintosh, 32-33
standa rd PC, 34-35
formats
ASCII, 116, 214, 258
binary, 121, 258-259
common standard, 122-123
versus conversion, 124
EPSF (Encapsulated
PostScript), 119-120
GIF (Graphic Interchange
Format), 120-121
graphics, 118-120, 215-218
MacPaint, 118
ODA (Open Document
Architecture), 122-123
PDF (Portable Document
Format), 123
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PICT, 118-119
PICT2, 118
platform differences,
115- 116
PostScript, 119
raster, 120-121
TIFF (Tagged Image File
Format), 120-121
word processing, 116-117,
214-215
Frame Relay packet switched
net\"lorks, 207
frames, 43, 56-57
Frequency Modulation, 58
front-end to terminal-based
services, 107
FTP (File Transfer Protocol),
integrating Macintosh and
UNIX, 235-236
FTP Sofware's PC/TCP
Plus, 226
FTPShare (Advanced Soft\"lare
Concepts), 236

G
gateways, 86-87
AppleTalk, 87-90
AppleTalk/DECnet, 263-264
AppleTalk/LAT, 264-265
Macintosh/SNA, 277
mail, 111-112
NetPICT diagrams, 374, 381
SNA•ps (Apple), 274, 277
GatorBox gateway (Cayman),
NetPICT diagrams, 374

Graphic Interchange Format
(GIF), 120-121
Graphical Query Language
(GQL) (Andyne), Data Access
Language, 109
graphics formats
EPSF (Encapsulated
PostScript), 119-120
integrating Macs and PCs,
215-218
MacPaint bitmap, 118
PICT, 118-119
PICT2, 118
PostScript, 119

H
Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc., 387
Helios USA, 388
Hewlett-Packard Co., 388
PCL format, 35
UNIX computers
AFP/PAP services,
232-233
DAL servers, 109, 234
Hijaak (Inset Systems), 217
hops, 76
hubs, 90
HyperCard
ASCII text, 116
creating custom terminal
front ends, 272
DAL client appUcations, 108
HyperFTP freeware stack, 235
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1-J
IBM Corporation, 388
3270 and 5250 terminals,
e mulating, 106
DAL servers, 109
DB2 databases, accessin g,
109
mainframes/midranges,
integrating \"'ith
Macintosh, 269-278
mu lti protocol routers, 205
NetPICT diagrams, 376-377
PROFS m ail gateways, 112
icons, AppleShare, 100
Idea layer of communication
'
10
matching senders and
receivers, 13-15
IDEAssociates, Inc., 388
IEEE 802.3 (lOBase-F)
standard, 289
IGES (lnjtial Graprucs Exchange Specification) format,
217-218
Impulse Technology, 388
FDDTcards, 198
Informix datab ases,
accessing, 109
Infotek, Inc., 388
Ingres databases, accessing,
109-110
Initial Graphics Exchange
Specificati.on (IGES) format,
217-218
Inset System s' Hijaak, 217

Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN), 204-205
Inter•PoU (Apple), 318-319
InterCon Systems Corp., 388
InterPrin t, 233
NFS, 226
NFS/Share, 237
Planet X, 240
WatchTower, 317
interior routers, 176
International Transware,
Inc., 388
Internet Protocol (IP), see
TCP/IP
internetworks, 51, 81
InterPrin t (InterCon), 233
IP addressing, 245-247
IPT (Information Presentation
Technologies), 388
Partner, 237
IRMA Workstation for
Macintosh (DCA), 270
ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network), 204-205
ISO standards, Open
Document Architecture
(ODA), 122- 123

K
K-AShare (Xjnet), 232
NetPICT diagrams, 382
K-Spool (Xjnet), 232-233
NetPICT ruagram s, 382
K-Talk (Xjnet), 244
Kand u Software Corp., 388
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Keywork Techno logies, 389
Keypak,259
Ki netics FastPath router, 75

L
LAN Manager (M icrosoft) , 35
LanRover (Shiva), 28, 335
L.ANs, see Local Area Networks
LANsurveyor (Neon Software).
320
L.aserWriter printe rs, 104
NetPlCT diagrams, 370
virtual, 233
LAT. see Local Area T ransport
layers
communication
Expression , 10
Idea, 10
matching, 13-15
Medium, 11-12
Transport, 11
NetPICT
Cabling, see Cabling
NetPICT layer
Format, see Format
NetPICT laye r
matching, 37-38
Transport, seeTrans porr
NetPICT layer
Service, see Service
NetPICT layer
standard Macintosh,
31-33
standard PC, 34-36
swapping, 36-37

OSJ Reference Model, 40-43
with Macintosh, 44-45
leased-line services fo r
WANs,205
Lightspeeed C (Syma ntec),
ASCIJ te>..'t, 116
LLAP (L.ocaiTalk Link Access
Protocol), 136
Local Area Networks (LANs),
65-66
ARCNET, 200, 229-230
Ethernet, see Ethernet
FDDI, see FDDI
LocalTalk, see LocalTalk
PhoneNET, 182-187
Serial RS-232/422, 199-200
Token Ring, seeToken Ring
wireless, 200-202
Local Area Transport (l.AT)
(DEC). 82-86
AppleTalk/LAT Gateway,
264-265
integrating Macintosh a nd
DEC VAX, 262-263
NetPICT diagrams, 378
LocaLPath bridge (Farallon).
187
LocaiPeek (AG Gro up), 322-323
LocalSwitch bridge (Tribe),
71,302
NetPICT diagrams, 376
LocalTalk (Apple), 26, 179- 182
AppleTalk LAT Gateway,
88-89
ba ndwidth, compa ring with
Eth ernet, 330-331
bridges, 71
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Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), 63
daisy-chain topologies, 91
integrating Macintosh
and DEC VAX, 266
andPCs, 227
and UNIX, 248
isolating high-traffic nodes,
332-335
multiple
bridged backbone,
305-306
Ethe rnet backbone,
306-307
routed backbone, 304-305
serially-routed, 302-304
NetPICT diagrams, 370-371,
373,376-377,379-380
network signals, 62-63
repeaters, 67-68
single
active star, 298-299
bridged star, 302
daisy-chain, 292-294
multiple star, 300-301
passive star, 297-298
star topologies, 94
zone names, 143-144
LocalTalk Link Access Protocol
(LlAP), 136
logical addressing, 50-53
Long DDPs, 138
Lotus 1-2-3, 34-35, 212
DAL (Data Access Language), 109
LU 6.2 protocol, 274

M
MacDraw Pro format support,
32-33
Macintosh
AppleTalk transport
protocols
addressing, 137-147
Chooser, 155-165
Phase 1 and 2, 148-155
routers, 166-178
suite of protocols, 127-136
cabling systems
ARCNET, 200
conventional analog
dial-up, 203-204
Ethernet, 187-196
FDDT (Fiber Distributed
Data Interface), 197-199
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Netwo rk),
204-205
leased-line services, 205
LocalTalk, 179-187
packetswitched, 207
PhoneNET, 182-187
Serial RS-232 /422,
199-200
Switched 56K Service,
204
TokenRing, 196-197
wireless, 200-202
X.25 packet switched ,
206-207
coax and twinax cards, 276
E-mail, 110-113
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formats, 115-116
binary, 121
document interchange
common s tandard,
122-123
document interchange
conversion, 124-126
graphics, 118- 120
raster, 120-121
word processing, 116-117
integrating
with DEC V!V(, 257-267
with IBM m ainframes/
midra nges, 269-278
with PCs, 211-230
with UNIX. 231-248
MacPaint, 118
NetPICT diagra m s, 371-372,
377,379,381
Quick.Draw, 118-119
services
Apple Open Collaboration Environment
(AOCE), 105-106
database, 108-110
file s haring, 99-103
mail, 110-11 3
printing, 103- 105
terminal, 106- 108
standard n et\.Yorking layers,
31-33
Macintosh Communications
Toolbox (MCT)
AppleTalk/l)ECnet tool, 264
AppleTalk/ LAT tool, 265
CTERM Communications
tool, 262

integrating Macintos h and
UNIX, 241 -242
Macintosh File Sharing,
101-102
MaclPX (Novell), 223
MacLAN Connect Gold
(Miramar Systems Inc.), 222
MacLinkPlus (DataViz) ,
117, 214
MacMainFrame (Avatar), 270
MacODA (Apple), 122-123
MacPaint (Macintosh) bitmap
graphics format, 118
MacTCP (Apple), 23-24, 226,
244-247
MacTermin al (Apple), 252
NetPICT diagrams, 377-378
MacWorkStation (United Data
Corporation), 108
MacX (Apple), 25, 240, 252-253
Mail (Microsoft), 212
ma il , electronic, see E-mail
Mail for Macintosh
(M icrosoft), 111,256
MailMate QM (Alisa), 112
mainframes (IBM), integrating
with Macintosh
cabling systems
direct connections,
276-277
Eth ernet, 278
Token Ring, 278
formats, 273
NetPICT diagrams, 376
services
DAL database, 272
terminal, 269-272
transport protocols, 273-275
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Management Information
Base (MIB), 316
mapping networks, 320
Marietta Systems
International, 389
matching
communication layers, 13-15
netvvorking layers, 37-38
Mathematica, 39
Mbps (million bits per
second), 66
MCI,389
Mail, mail gateways, 112
MCT, see Macintosh Communications Toolbox
MDG Computer Services, 389
MediaWorks' Executive
Workstation, 271
Medium layer of
communications, 11-15
memory, PRAM (Parameter
RAM), 139
MHS (Novell), mail
gateways, 112
MIB (Management
Information Base), 316
Microsoft Corporation, 389
applications for both Macs
and PCs, 212
Excel. DAL (Data Access
Language), 109
LAN Manager, 35
Mail for Macintosh, 111,256
Word, data format
translators, 117
miliion bits per second
(Mbps), 66

Miramar Systems Inc., 389
MacLAN Connect Gold, 222
Mitem Corporation, 389
MitemView, 108
MitemVision, 271
modem ports, 26
modulating amplitude, 58
Motif (Open Software
Foundation), 238
Motorola
Altair II wireless networks,
201-202
EMBARC,201
Computer Group, 389
MPW (Apple), ASCII text, 116
MultiAccess Computing
Corp., 389
multicasting, 84
Phase 2, versus Phase 1
broadcasting, 153-155
multiple
Ethernet networks
FDDI backbone, 309
FDDI backbone WAN,
309-311
routed backbone and
star, 307-308
Loca!Talk networks
bridged backbone,
305-306
Ethernet backbone,
306-307
routed backbone, 304-305
serially-routed, 302-304
star topologies, single
Loca!Talk networks,
300-301

Index
multiprotocol routers, 80-86
with leased-line
services, 205

N
Name Binding Protocol (NBP).
134, 157
names
domain headers (Dis),
177-178
Network Visible Entities
(NVEs), 157-165
zone, AppleTalk, 142-147
Names Information Socket, 160
National Semiconductor
Corporation, 389
NBP (Name Binding Protocol),
134, 157
NCSA Telnet, 235, 241
NE1000/NE2000 (NoveU), 228
Neon Software, Inc., 390
~surveyor, 320

NetMinder, 322-323
RouterCheck, 321
NetAtlas (Farallon), 320
NetMinder (Neon Software),
322-323
NetMounter (Dayna), 223
NetPICT diagrams, 375
NetPICT symbols
comparing with OSI
Reference Model, 40
designing networks with,
285-287
diagrams, 369-382

layers
Cabling, see Cabling
NetPlCT layer
Format, see Format
NetPICT layer
matching, 37-38
Transport, seeTransport
NetPICT layer
Se1vice, see Service
NetPICT layer
standard Macintosh,
31-33
standard PC, 34-36
swapping, 36-37
NetWare (NoveLl), 35
integrating Macs and
PCs, 222
NetPICT diagrams, 379-380
SQL NLM, DAL support, 109
Network Filing System (NFS)
(Sun Microsystems). 237-238
gateways with Apple Filing
Protocol (AFP), 87-88
NetPICT diagrams, 379
Network General Corporation,
390
netvv-ork numbers, 51
AppleTalk, 137-138
Phase 1 and 2 assignments, 149-152
Network OSI layer, 42-43
Macintosh protocols,
134- 135
with Macintosh, 45
Network Resources
Corporation, 390
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Network Visible Entities
(NVEs), 157-165
Network Vital Signs (Dayna),
331-332
networking cards, see cards
networking layers, see NetPICT
symbols
networks
addressing, 49-50
logical, 50-53
physical, 54-55
analyzers (packet sniffers),
322-323
an alyzing traffic levels,
331-332
bandwidth, 59
comparing Ethernet and
LocalTalk, 330-331
broadband, 59
circuit -s\vi.tched, 4 7-50
designing, see designing
networks
frames, 56-57
future, 337-339
isolating
high-traffic nodes,
332-335
traffic, 77-78
managing, 313-317
mapping, 320
packet-switched, 47-50
security, 335-336
serially-routed, 76
signaling, 57-63
Nevada Western, 390
Newton (Apple), 29

NFS, see Network Filing
System
NFS/Share (InterCon), 237
nodes, 50
configuring, managing,
313-315
numbers, 50
AppleTalk, 138-142
Novell, Inc., 390
DAL servers, 109
integrating Macs and PCs,
222-224
MHS, mail gateways, 112
NE1000/ NE2000, 228
NetWare, seeNetWare
NuB us Token Ring card
(Apple), 229
numbers
network, 51
AppleTalk, 137-138,
149-152
node, 50
AppleTalk, 138-142
socket, 51-52
Names Information
Socket, 160
NVEs (Network Visible
Entities), 157-165

0
octets, 19
ON Technology, Inc., 390
Open Document Architecture
(ODA) standard, 122-123
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Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) protocol, 310, 338
Open Software Foundation's
Motif, 238
Oracle Corporation, 390
databases, accessing,
109-lLO
OSI Reference Model
layers, 40-43
with Macintosh, 44-45

p
Pacer Software, Inc. , 390
AppleTalk implementation,
244
DAL servers, 109
PacerShare, 233, 256
packet-sv:itched networks,
47-50,206-207
packets
acknowledge control, 139
enquiry control, 139
sniffers (network analyzers),
322-323
transaction release, 134
transaction request, 133
transaction response, 134
PageMaker (Aldus), translating
formats betvveen versions,
121
PAP, see Printer Access
Protocol
Parameter RAM (PRAM), 139
Partner (IPT), 237

passive star topologies, 183-185
s ingle LocalTalk netvvorks,
297-298
Pathway NFS (Wollongong),
237
PATHWORKS for Macintosh
(DEC)
CTERM Communications
Tool, 262
DAL server for VMS, 256
DECnet, 261
E-mail, 256-257
gateways, 88-89
MacTerrrtinal terminal
emulation, 252
MacXX-Window
e mulation, 252-253
terminal access, 107
VAXshare, seeVAXshare
PC-NFS (Sun Microsystems),
226
PC/TCP Plus (FTP Software),
226
PCL form at (Hewlett-Packard),
35
PCs (personal computers)
integrating \lvith Macs
application-based
services, 211-213
cabling systems, 227-230
formats, 213-218
transport protocols,
218-226
NetPICT diagrams, 380
standard networking layers,
34-36
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PDF (Portable Docume nt
Format). 123
Phase 1 networks
broadcasting, versus Phase
2 multicasting, 153-155
device limits, 148-149
network number
assignments, 149-152
zone names, 143-144
Phase 2 networks
multicasting, versus Phase 1
broadcasting, 153-155
n etwork number
assignments, 149-152
transition routing, 152-153
zone names, 144-147
PhoneNET (Farallon), 182-187
NetPlCT diagrams, 376, 380
PhoneNET PC (Farallon),
219-221
PhoneNET Repeater
(Farallon), 67
PhoneNet Talk PC
(Farallon), 23
Photonics Corporation, 390
infrared devices, 201
physical addressing, 50, 54-55
Physical OS! layer, 41-43
with Macintosh, 45
PICT graphics format, 118-119
files for NetPJCT
symbols, 286
PICT2 graphics format, 118
PICTviewer, 286-287
Planet X (JnterCon), 240
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP),
310,338

P011able Document Format
(PDF), 123
ports
printer serial, 180
router, 73
serial, 26
PostScript (Adobe), 33, 35, 119
Macintosh protocol, 129
PowerPoint (Microsoft), 212
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol),
310, 338
PRAM (Parameter RAM), 139
Presentation OSI layer, 41-42
Macintosh protocols, 129
with Macintosh, 44
Printer Access Protocol (PAP),
103-105, 131-132
on UNIX computers,
232-233
VAXsh are,253-256
printe r seri al ports, 26, 180
printe rs
LaserWriter, 104
NetPICT diagrams, 370
virtual, 233
managing, 315
PROFS OBM), 271
mail gateways, 112
programs
agent, 314
integrating Macs and PCs,
211-212
responder, 314
Project (Microsoft), 212
Pro tocol NetPICT layer, see
Transport NetPICT layer
protocol tra nsparent. 66
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protocols, 11, 23
Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) , 55
Advanced Peer-to-Peer
Networking (APPN), 274
Advanced Program-toProgram Co mmurtications
(APPC). 274
Apple Data Stream Protocol
(ADSP), 132
Apple Filing Protocol (AFP),
see Apple Filing Protocol
Apple Management
Protocol (AMP), 315
Apple Secure Data Stream
Protocol (ASDSP), 106,
132, 323
Apple Transaction Protocol
(ATP), 133-134
Apple Update Routing
Protocol (AURP), 133,
171- 174
AppleTalk Address
Resolution Protocol
(AARP). 55, 141-142
AppleTalk Echo Protocol
CAEP), 134
AppleTalk for VMS, 260
AppleTalk Remote Access
Protocol(AJU\P),27-28
AppleTaJk Session Protocol
(ASP) , 131
AppleTalk suite of, 127-136
Asynchronous, NetPICT
diagrams, 378
CTERM, 262, 377
Datagram Detivety Protocol
(DDP). 134-135, 138

EtherTalk Link Access
Protocol (ELAP), 136, 190
File Transfer Protocol (FfP),
integrating Macintosh and
UNDC, 235-236
LocaJ Area Transport (LAT),
see LocaJ Area Transport
LocaiTalk Link Access
Protocol (LLAP), 136
LU 6.2, 274
Name Binding Protocol
(NBP), 134, 157
OSPF (Open Shortest Path
First). 310, 338
Printer Access Protocol
(PAP), see Printer Access
Protocol
Point-to-Point Protocol
(PPP), 310, 338
PostScript, 129
Qu ickDraw, 129
Routing Table Maintenance
Protocol (RTMP), 132-133,
167-168, 171- 172
Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP), 111
Simple Network
Management Protocol
(SNMP). 315-317
System Application
Architecture (SAA), 274
System Netvvork Architecture (SNA), 274
TCP/ IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol). see TCP / IP
TokenTalk Link Access
Protocol (TLAP), 136
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tunneling (encapsulating),
174-178
Zone Information Protocol
(ZIP), 130-131

0
QuickDraw (Macintosh), 32-33
Macintosh protocol, 129
PICT format, 118-119
QuickMail (CE Software) ,
111-112
QuickTime for Windows
(Apple), 212

R
Racal-Interlan, Inc., 391
racks for electronic
equipment, 90
radial topologies, see star
topologies
RAM, Parameter (PRAM), 139
ranges, startup, 149
rasterformats, 120-121
Rdb databases (DEC),
accessing, 109
relational databases,
accessing, 108-110
repeaters, 66-67
Ethernet, 68
Local Talk, 67-68
NetPICT diagrams, 376
responder programs, 314
Rich Text Format (RTF), 214

.
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ring topologies, 95
RJ-11 connectors, 182
RouterCheck (Neon
Software), 321
routers, 51, 73-74
AppleTalk, 75-79, 166
updating routing tables,
166-174
backbone
multiple Ethernet
net\-vorks, 307-308
multiple LocalTalk
networks, 304-305
exterior, 176
interior, 176
isolating high-traffic nodes,
332-335
multiprotocol, 80-86
with leased-line
services, 205
NetPICT diagrams, 372-375,
378-379
seed, 304-305
serial, multiple LocaJTalk
networks,302-304
troubleshooting, 321
tunneling protocols, 174-178
routing
Bellman-Ford, 169-170
transition, AppleTalk Phase
2, 152-153
vector-distance, 169-170
Routing Table Maintenance
Protocol (RTMP), 132-133,
167-168,171-172
routing tables, AppleTalk,
132-133
updating, 166-174
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RS-422
NetPICT diagrams, 371,
377-378
Serial networks, 199-200
RTF (Rich Text Format), 214
RTMP (RoutingTable
Maintenance Protocol),
132-133,167-168,171-172

s
SAA (System Application
Architecture), 274
SCSI/ Ethernet adapters, 189
SDLC (Synchronous Data Link
Control) connections, 275
security, 335-336
Apple Open Collaboration
Environment (AOCE), 106
seed routers, 304-305
SequeLink (TechGnosis), 109
sequencing, controlling, 131
Serial NB card (Apple), 277
serial ports, 26
printer, 180
Serial RS-232
integrating Macintosh and
DECVAX,267
neworks, 199-200
Serial RS-422 neworks, 199-200
serially-routed topologies, 76
multiple Loca!Talk neworks,
302-304
servers
Apple Filing Protocol (AFP),
99-103,232-233

Data Access Language
(OAL), 108-110,234, 272
File Transfer Protocol (FTP),
235-236
managing, 315
NetPICT diagrams, 374
Newark foiling System
(NFS)
terminal, 82, 241-242, 262,
269-272
X-Window, 238-241
see also client/server
computing
Service NetPICT layer, 18
design ing, 283-285
integrating Macintosh
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 269-272
and PCs, 211-2 13
and UNlX, 232-242
standard Macintosh, 32
standard PC, 34
Session OSI layer, 42
Macintosh protocols,
129-132
vvith Macintosh, 45
Shiva Corporation, 391
FastPath router, 80-81
LanRover, 28, 335
Short OOPs, 138
s ignaling, 57-63
SimMac (Simware), 272
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP), 111
Simple Net\>Vork Management
Protocol (SNMP), 315-317
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single networks
Ethernet
daisy-chain, 294-296
twisted-pair star, 299-300
LocalTalk
active star, 298-299
bridged star, 302
daisy-chain, 292-294
multiple star, 300-301
passive star, 297-298
Sitka Corporation, 391
SMDS (Switched Multimegabit
Data Service) packet
switched networks, 207
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), 111
SNA (System Network
Architecture). 274
SNA•ps (Apple)
3270 terminal emulator, 270
gateway, 274,277
NetPICT diagrams, 381
SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol),
315-317
socket numbers, 51-52
Names Information
Socket, 160
Soft-Switch Inc., 391
SoftWriters, Inc., 391
Sonic Systems, Inc., 391
SuperBridge bridge, 187
Source Routing Bridges
(SRBs), 334
SPARCstations (Sun)
AFP/PAP services, 232-233
DAL servers, 109,234
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integrating Macintosh
and UNIX with Partner
(IPT), 237
speed, electromagnetic
signals, 58
spooling print jobs, 104-105
SprintTALK bridge (Digital
Products), 187
SRBs (Source Routing
Bridges), 334
Standard Microsystems
Corporation, 391
standards
ASCll, 20-21
ANSI X3T9.5: FDDI, 290
IEEE 802.3 (lOBase-F), 289
EIA/TIA 568 and TSB-36,
289
Open Document Architecture (ODA), 122-123
Unicode, 20
wiring, anticipating, 194
X-Window
integrating Macintosh
and UNIX, 238-241
MacX, 252-253
star- (radial) topologies, 93-95
active, single LocalTalk
networks, 298-299
bridged, single LocalTalk
networks, 302
multiple
Ethernet networks,
307-308
single LocalTalk networks,
300-301
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passive, single LocalTalk
networks, 297-298
single twisted-pair Ethernet
networks,299-300
with PhoneNET, 183-184
StarController repeater
(Farallon),67,94, 183,185
StarNine Technologies,
Inc., 391
startup ranges, 149
structured wiring implementations, 311-312
substituting networking
layers, 36-37
suite of protocols, AppleTalk,
127
Data Link OSI layer, 135-136
Network OSI layer, 134-135
Presentation OSI layer, 129
Session OSl layer, 129-132
Transport OSI layer, 132-134
Sun Microsystems
Network Filing System
(NFS), 237-238
PC-NFS, 226
SPARCstations
AFP/PAP services,
232-233
DAL servers, 109, 234
integrating Macintosh
and UNIX, 237
workstations, NetPICT
diagrams, 382
SuperBridge bridge (Sonic
Systems), 187
Switched 56K Se1vice
networks, 204

Switched Multimegabit Data
Se1vice (SMDS) packet
switched networks, 207
Sybase databases,
accessing, 109
Symantec's Lightspeeed C,
ASCII text, 116
Synchronous Data
Link Control (SDLC)
connections, 275
SyncRouter (Engage
Communications, Inc.)
LTNT router, 204
NetPICT diagrams, 375
Synergy Software, 391
System 7, Macintosh File
Sharing, 101-102
System Application
Architecture (SM), 274
System Network Architecture
(SNA), 274

T
Tl WAN links, 66
tables
Address Mapping Table
(AMT), 55, 141
AppleTalk routing, 132-133,
166-174
Zone Information Table
(ZIT), 130-131
Tagged Image File Format
(TIFF), 120-121
Talaris Systems, Inc., 391
Tandem, DAL servers, 109
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TCP/IP (Transmission Control
Protocol !Internet Protocol)
Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP), 55
integrating Macintosh
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 275
and PCs, 226
NetPICT diagrams, 381
subdividing networks, 81-82
on Macs, 244-247
TechGnosis Inc., 392
SequeLink, 109
TechWorks, 392
tee connectors, 193
Tektronix graphics terminals,
emulating, 106
Telnet terminal service, 241
NetPICT diagrams, 381
Teradata's DBC/1012
databases, accessing, 109
terminal
emulators, 106
3270,269-270
5250, 270
Advanced Software
Concepts (ASC), 241-242
MacTerminal, 252
NetPICT diagran1s,
377-378, 381
servers, 82, 262
services, 106-108
integrating IBM mainframes/midranges with
Macintosh,269-272
integrating Macintosh
and UNIX, 241-242
MacTerminaJ, 252

Terranetics, 392
testing network systems,
318-319
text files for NetPICT
symbols, 286
thiclC\ovire (10Base-5) Ethernet,
93, 190-192, 196
thinwire (10Base-2) Ethernet,
92, 192-193, 195
Thomas-Conrad Corporation,
392
Thursby Software Systems,
Inc., 392
TIFF (Tagged Image File
Format) format, 120-121
TLAP (TokenTalk Link Access
Protocol), 136
Token Ring, 196-197
AppleTalk support for, 27
integrating Macintosh
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 278
and PCs, 228-229
and UNIX, 248
isolating high-traffic
nodes, 334
NetPICT diagrams, 370,
372-373, 380
network signals, 61 -62
networking cards, 36
ring topologies, 95
zone names, 144-147
TokenPeek (AG Group),
322-323
tokens, 61-62
TokenTalk (Apple), 27
TokenTalk Link Access
Protocol (TLAP), 136
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topologies, 9 1
backbone (bus), 76-77, 92-93
bridged, multiple
LocalTalk networks,
305-306
Ethe rnet, multiple
LocalTalk networks,
306-307
FOOl, multiple Ethernet
networks, 309-311
routed, multiple Ethernet
networks, 307-308
routed , multiple
LocaJTaJk networks,
304-305
'Arith Ethernet, 196
wid1 PhoneNET, 185
composite, 95
daisy-chain, 91-92
s ingle Ethe rnet networks,
294-296
single LocaJTalk neMorks,
292-294
ring, 95
serially ro uted, 76
multiple LocaJTalk
networks, 302-304
star (rad ial), 93-95
active, single LocaJTalk
nenvorks, 298-299
bridged, single LocaJTalk
networks, 302
multiple Ethernet
ne tworks, 307-308
multiple, single
LocalTalk networks,
300-301

passive, single LocaJTaJk
networks, 297-298
single t\\risted-pair
Ed1ernet networks,
299-300
with PhoneNET, 183-184
traffic
anal yzing levels, 331-332
isolating high-talking
nodes, 332-335
transaction release
packets, 134
transaction request
packets, 133
transaction response
packets, 134
transceivers, 93, 191
transition routing, AppleTalk
Phase 2, 152-153
Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol,
see TCP/ IP
transmission errors, cyclic
redunda ncy checks, 57
Transport NetPlCT layer, 22-25
AppleTalk for UNIX, 244
AppleTalk fo r VMS, 260
AppleTaJk/DECnet
Gateway, 263-264
AppleTaJk/LAT Gateway,
264-265
DECnet, 261-262
designi ng, 284-285
integrating Macintosh
and DEC VAX, 262-263
and IBM mainframes/
midranges, 273-275
and PCs, 218-226
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standard Macintosh, 33
standard PC, 35
Transport layer of
communications, 11
matching senders and
receivers, 13-15
Transport OSI layer, 42-43
Macintosh protocols,
132-134
with Macintosh, 45
Tribe Compute r Works, 392
LocalSwitch bridge, 71, 302
NetPICT diagrams, 376
TribeStar bridge, 305, 332
Trik, Inc., 392
troubleshooting
Chooser, 324-330
finding printers, 165
mapping networks, 320
network analyzers (packet
sniffers), 322-323
route rs, 32 1
testing system s, 318-319
tunneling, 85-86, 174-178
TurboSta r repeater (Focus),
68,94,185
twinaxial (twinax) cable, 276
twisted-pair (lOBase-T)
Ethernet, 68, 95, 193-194, 196
single star networks, 299-300
type code , 57

U-V
Ultrix (DEC)
AFP/PAP services, 233
DAL servers, 109, 234

Ungermann-Bass, Inc., 392
Unicode standard, 20
United Data Corporation, 393
MacWorkStation, 108
UNIX
DAL servers, 109
integrating with Macintosh
cabling systems, 248
formats, 242-243
services, 231-242
terminal protocols,
244-247
Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP), 111
Unshielded Twisted-Pair
(UTP) wiring, 289
upgrading network software,
314
US Sprint Communications,
393
vampire taps, 191
VAX/VMS (DEC)
Apple Filing Protocol (AFP)
servers, 102-103
DAL servers, 109
integrating with Macintosh
cabling systems, 266-267
formats, 257-259
services, 251-257
transport protocols,
260-265
VAXshare, 102-103,253-256
integrating files between
Macintosh and VAX, 258
PAP spooler, 105
vecto r-distance routing,
169-170
VersaTerm-Pro, 235, 241
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VINES (Banyan) , 35, 224
NetPICT djagrams, 374
virtual LaserWriters, 233
VMS Mail, mail gateways, 112
VI-series terminals (DEC),
emulating, 106

w
WANs, see Wide Area Networks
WatchTower (TnterCon), 317
Webster Computer
Corporation, 393
Wellfleet routers, 85
multiprotocol, 205
White Pine Software, 393
eXodus, 240
Wide Area Networks (WANs),
65-66
conventional analog
dial-up, 203-204
ISDN (Integrated Services
D igital Network), 204-205
leased-line services, 205
multiple Ethernet FDDI
backbone net\.Yorks,
309-311
NetPICT diagrams, 374
packet switched, 207
Switched 56K Service, 204
X.25 packet switched,
206-207
wildcard characters, with
Network Visible Entities
(NVEs), 158
WilTel, 393
wireless networks, 200-202

wiring closets, 290-291
The Wollongong Group,
Inc., 392
NFS,226
Pathway NFS, 237
Word (Microsoft), 212
data forma t transla tors, 117
word processing formats,
116-117
integrating Macs and PCs,
214-215
WordPerfect Corporation, 393
WordPerfect, 212

X-Z
X-Window standard
integrating Macintosh and
UNIX, 238-241
MacX, 252-253
X25 packet switched networks,
206-207
Xinet, 393
K-AShare, 232
K-Spool, 232-233
K-Talk, 244
NetPICT diagrams, 382
XTND (Claris), data format
translators, 117, 124-125
Zone Inform ation Pro tocol
(ZIP). 130-131
Zone Information Table (ZIT),
130-131
zones
Default, 145
names, 78-79
Ap pleTalk, 142-147

KEEP UP TO DATE ON
MACINTOSH CONNECTIVITY
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
SUBSCRIBE TO

I

f you're a Macintosh networking and communications
professional you need to stay abreast ofthis fast-moving
industry and you should be reading Connections: The
Teclmicalfournal o[Macitttosh Connectivity. Connectionsis
the only publication devotedexclusively to issues that are
important to people who design and implement Mac
connectivity solutions. Whether you're interested in Mac to
Mac, Mac to PC, Mac to UNIX, or Mac to mainframe
connecti\~ty. Connections has valuable information you
cannot afford to be without.

Connections is different because of its focus. We don't spend
time on video cards, monitors or spreadsheets. We talk
about networking. This focus allows us to go beyond the
topics found in the monthly and weekly magazines.
Connections takes you inside the cutting-edge technology of
such issues as Apple's Open Collaboration Environment,
Wide Area Networking strategies, and Enterprise Network
Management techniques. Each issue of Connections
provides you with approximately thirty-two pages of indepth tutorials and analysis about tl1e issues you face, and
will be facing, on a daily basis. Connections does not accept

any advertising, so every page contains information you
can use. Information this focused on Macintosh
networking is not available anywhere else.

Connections costs just $195 a year for eight informationpacked issues -a small price to pay for staying on top of the
fastest-moving section of the Mac industry.
You can try Connections:17te Teclmica/journal o[Macintoslt
Co11nectivity risk-free. Simply return tl1e card below and
you'11 receive your first issue absolutely free. If you decide
Connections isn't an outstanding resource, just write "cancel"
on the accompanying invoice and we'll stop the subsc1iption
immediately. Also, you can cancel your subscription at any
time and we will refund the subscription fee for any
remaining issues.
Don'tmiss another issue. Start your no-risk subscription
today! Mail or fax a copy of the card below to:
Winehouse Computer Company
20 North Santa Cruz Avenue
Los Gatos, CA 95030

Tel: 408-354-2500
fax: 408-354-2571
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Making Sense of AppleTalk Networking
Since 1986!
When it comes to AppleTalk networking, few companies are as qualified as Computer
Methods Corporation. Over the years, our organization has helped hundreds of companies
of various types and sizes make sense of their AppleTalk networking needs. Our staff of
highly trained AppleTalk experts can help you find answers to the tough questions like:

"How many AppleTalk zone nmnes can my internetwork handle?"
"How can I connect my Macintosh users at remote locations?"
"What is the difference between seeding and non-seeding routers?''
"When should I use a bridge and when should I use a router?"
"What does the term tunneling mean and what are its implications?"
"What are my options for wide-area AppleTalk networks?"
"When will I exceed the limitations of my Loca1Talk LANs?"
"Should 1 replace them with Ethernet, Token Ring or FDDJ LANs?"

If AppleTalk networking has you confused, or if you're interested in
learning more about our full range of consulting services, call us today at...

800-969-4360
• AppleTalk Network Integration Experts • Multivendor Systems Integrators
• Certified Apple Developers • Members of the Apple Consultant Relations
• Authorized Macintosh Resellers Team • Apple Training Alliance Partners

r:;:;:; COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION

lil.: 525 Route 73 South, Suite 300, Marlton, NJ 08053

How to Use

the Disk
his book comes \.vith a disk that contains an
entire library of the NetPICT symbols used
throughout the book. For each NetPICT symbol
there are two files: a PICT file that contains the
graphical image, and a text file that contains a
description of the image. The text file has the
same name as the PICT, but with the addition of a
".txt" filename extension. For example, the PICT file for Apple's
Internet Router is named Apple Internet Rout e r, while the text
file is named Apple Int e rn et Router. txt.
The disk also contains a viewer application, called PICTviewer.
PICTviewer is used to view both the NetPICT symbols and the
associated text. PICTv:iewer provides an easy means for you to view
and read informative data on hundreds of products. Of co urse,
since the symbols are in the PICT format, they can be easily
incorporated into docum ents made by your favorite dra\lving
program. The same can be said for the text (.txt) files. These text
fil es can be added to your drawings to annotate the figures. Many
drawing programs, such as MacDraw Pro, can import text fil es
directly. If your drawing program can't directly import text files,
then you'll have to copy and paste the text using a text editor or

word processor. By using a drawing program, you'll be able to
import those NetPICT symbols that represent the fundamental
parts of your present or planned network. You'll be able to see
where bridges, routers, gateways, or even format translators are
required.
The NetPICT files are compressed to save spac.ri You will have to
decompress them and save them to your hard disk in order to use
them. (They will take about 3M of disk space when you have
extracted them.) Double-click on the Ne t PICTs. sea icon. You will
be prompted to choose a location to save the extracted files. When
you have done so, click the Save button. The files will self-extract.
To use the NetPICTviewer, you' ll need HyperCard 2.1 (or the
HyperCard Viewer). You might also wan t to copy PICTviewer to
your hard disk.
l. Launch the NetPICT viewer by double-clicking its icon.

2. Click three times to close the splash screens.
3. Use the pop-up folder menu to browse through the NetPICT
symbol folder hjerarchy.
4. Once you've found the appropriate symbol, click once on the
name that appears in the window directly beneath the popup menu.
The chosen NetPICT symbol will appear in a separate window to the right of the viewer screen. You can reposition this
window at any time. You can even enlarge it to the size of
your monitor by clicking on the Zoom box located at the
upper right hand corner of the symbol window.
5. To restore the symbol window to tl1e right side of the viewer
window, click once on the magnet icon. This will automatically dock the symbol window to its default position at the
right of the viewer window.
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Live Wired makes building networl<s as

dear and easy as the Mac

~tself.

In this book, Mr. Anders introduces an
elementary symbol language that unifies
d simplifies Macintosh network design
and system integration. These symbols
help make complex issues simple to
grasp and easy to apply. Each ha rdware
or software element relevant to networking is explained and diagrammedso you're comfortable with t heir functions in the big picture. The resultproperly designed, efficient networks.
Live Wired shows you m ore than just

Mac-to-Mac networking. The book
explores cross-platform networking
strategies with DOS, UNIX, DEC VAX,
and various IBM platforms. Whatever
you use, however you work with it, you
can design your network with confidence
using this popular method.
~

Disk includes the popular
NetPICT symbol encyclopedia

• How communication takes place
• Necessary networking
components
• How to design your own Mac
net work
• Easy network diagramming with
Net PICTs
• How to network Macs and PCs

about the aut hor
Jim Anders

He is a Senior Consulting Engineer with
Compttter Methods Corporation, specializing
in Macintosh/VAX integration and
CAD/CAM technologies. His reviews and articles appear regularly in MacUser magazine.
Price: $29.95 US/$37.95 CAN
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